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4, OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR'S IMPLEMENTATION OF THE JOB
TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 8:45 a.m., in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Matthew G. Martinez
( chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Martinez, Williams, Hayes,
Atkins, Hawkins, Gunderson, Henry, and Jeffords.

Staff present: Eric P. Jensen, Paul Cano, Genevieve Galbreath,
Valerie White, Carole Schanzer, Dr. Beth Buehlman, and Mary
Gardner.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I call this hearing to order. This subcommittee
meeting is to conduct an oversight hearing on the Department of
Labor's implementation of the Job Training Partnership Act. We
are deeply honored to have before us today the Honorable William
Brock, Secretary of Labor, and the Honorable Raymond Flynn;
mayor of Boston, MA.

As you know, the Job Training Partnership Act was signed into
public law after concerted bipartisan effort in Congress. It was
signed by President Reagan on October 13, 1982. The act, which re-
placed CETA as a national employment training program actually
began on October 1, 1983, and is run on a July to June fiscal year.

Last year's appropriations for JTPA were $3.7 billion while this
year's projected funding will be near $3.6 billion. The JTPA was
created to target job training for a variety of unskilled workers.
Title II-A provides training for economically disadvantaged adults
and youth. II-B addressed the summer youth employment and
training. Title III assists dislocated workers, and title IV covers a
variety of workers such as native Americans, migrant and seasonal
workers, Job Corps trainees, veterans, handicapped worker and
other national activity groups.

1 As chairman of this subcommittee, I must underscore that JTPA
is a crucial employment training program meeting the national
need to provide employment training skills to those who seek to
become a contributing part of our society. Witnesses before us
today will address a number of concerns about the JTPA Program
and how it can be run better to enable all of us to get the most out
of this vital program.

(1;
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I must express my personal concern about the proposed funding
cuts under title III Dislocated Worker Program, which at this time
will reduce the program by 55 percent. In addition, much confusion
has been created by the Department over the alleged degree of un-
spent funds which JTPA groups tell me is an exaggeration of the
problem. I trust that between the group here in this room today,
we can clarify whether the funds are being expended or whether
their obligation by the PIC's are not being calculated by the De-
partment of Labor.

Secretary Brock and Mayor Flynn, welcome to the subcommittee.
We will hear from Secretary Brock first. Excuse me, Secretary
Brock, I always do this. I always forget to ask my colleagues if they
have opening statements, and they usually do. Mr. Gunderson.

Mr. GUNDERSON. But, Mr. Chairman, today in the interest of the
Secretary's time problem, I am going to yield.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Gunderson. Chairman Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. I will follow suit. Since I understand there is a

time constraint, I will relinquish the time which the chairman has
yielded to me so graciously.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I think that is very benevolent, especially in lieu
of the Secretary's tight schedule. So you can go ahead and proceed.
I did start right at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM E. BROCK, SECRETARY OF LABOR

Secretary BROCK. Mr. Chairman, I will submit a full statement
for the record. I will also try to summarize that statement in order
to expedite the process.

Let me begin by commending you and Congressman Gunderson
for convening this hearing. It is critical to the continued success of
JTPA that there be the closest possible communication and coordi-
nation between this subcommittee and the Department of Labor. I
should note that the subcommittee under the chairmanship of
Chairman Hawkins and closely helped by the leadership of Con-
gressman Jim Jeffords made a historic contribution in guiding the
development of JTPA and thus, it is with a great deal of pleasure
that we look forward to atinuing to work with this subcommit-
tee, Mr. Chairman, under your leadership, and you have my pledge
that consultation will be open, ongoing and close between us, as we
try to work through this process which is, I think, one we jointly
share a commitment to.

I have filed a statement for the record which takes in detail
the points you raised in your letter to me of September 26, but let
me make some general remarks at this time about where we stand
under JTPA after 2 years, and how I see the task ahead.

Overall, while I have only been Secretary of Labor for a few
months, I have devoted a considerable amount of time to the Job
Training Partnerhip Act and a review of its purposes and progress.
My belief, strongly held, is that the pi ogram has been a remarka-
ble success, and that this success is due in large part to the JTPA
design to which this subcommittee contributed so importantly in
framing the legislation.

That concept of partnership is fundamental to a successful pro-
gram, partnership of the Federal Government, the State govern-
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ments, local governments, and private industry councils. In terms
of achievements, the goals which you set for us, Mr. Chairman, the
goal of full private sector partnership has been achieved. The PIC's
have been formed in all 596 service delivery areas. Over 11,000 rep-
resentatives of business, industry, and the community across this
country serve on the councils that effectively govern local pro-
grams.

The States are fully carrying out their broadened role of manag-
ing the program, providing leadership and planning, coordination,
performance standards, and other program elements. We havet' more than met the law's requirement that 70 percent of resources
be devoted to training. SDA's are actually using less than the law's
30 percent allowance for administration and support services.

The bottom line, JTPA placement rates have been extraordinari-
ly exceeding our national standards. About 68 percent of the
1,125,000 disadvantaged youth and adults who completed the basic
State II-A program have been placed in jobs. Approximately 74
percent of those leaving the Dislocated Worker Program under title
III have been placed.

I think the issues that we have got to take a look at can be sum-
marized fairly succinctly. We are off to an excellent start, and the
program is working. There is a healthy partnership now in place.

I think the remaining requirement is essentially one of fine
tuning. We must make more effective use of our JTPA resources in
addressing youth unemployment and improve the tools at our dis-
posal if necessary.

I have recently received incidentally valuable suggestions about
how we can more effectively attack the youth problem from the 10
national organizations under the leadership of the National Alli-
ance of Business, and we will be working with those groups in the
coming months to achieve more effective delivery to our young
people. A major task remaining is more effective coordination of
JTPA with vocational education and other human resource &Nei-
opn 9nt programs.

We have to review, and I think improve the adequacy of current
performance standards, data collection and reporting requirements.
We do need to assure that the Federal Government is fully carry-
ing out its role in the partnership and that all levels of the delivery
system is functioning as you and the Congress intended for it to.

I think, in conclusion, the most essential point I would like to
make is that we have been fortunate with this particular Federal
program in achieving something very nice. It has worked. Over a
million people have been served and served effectively. Well over
two-thirds of those who have been served have found gainful em-
ployment, almost three out of four under the title III program, and

1 I think it is important for us to be very careful as we review the
program and its progress to be sure that we are cautious in making
major changes. It seems to me that what we need to do now is sit
down and reason carefully together about how we can at the
margin improve the deliveries of these services, but be very careful
that we do not jeopardize the fundamental partnership itself. I
think that is the spirit in which I think this committee has entered
the conversation. It is the spirit with which we enter the converse-
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tion, and for that, I want to repeat my expression of gratitude for
you and your leadership.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Brock follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM E. BROCK, SECRETARY OF LABOR

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am pleased to have this op-
portunity to appear before you today at this oversight hearing on the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA). I wish to commend the Subcommittee for holding these
hearings and for the important role that Members of the Education and Labor Com-
mittee played in developing this landmark legislation.

In my prepared statement I will address each of the topics that your letter of invi-
tation asked me to cover in my testimony.

(1) STATUS OF JTPA REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES

Section 181 of JTPA Imposed a very tight schedule on the Department's develop-
ment and issuance of regulations and other guidance relating to the Act. All imple-
menting program regulations were published in the Federal Register on or before
the established deadlines In order to get the planning process started, it was neces-
sary to have early publication of regulations on the establishment of State Job
Training Coordinating Councils (SJTCC) and Private Industry Councils (PIC) as well
as the designation of Service Delivery Areas. These final regulations were published
on December 30, 1982, less than 3 months after enactment of JTPA. Other program
regulations relating to Titles I, II and III were published on March 15, 1983, as re-
quired by the Act. Also published on time were regulations and guidelines relating
to performance standards, reporting, Title IV national programs and activities, and
JTPA amendments to the Wagner-Peyser Act. I will discuss regulations implement-
ing the equal oportunity and nondiscrimination provisions of JTPA later in my
statement.

There has been only one amendment to the JTPA regulations since their initial
publication, occasioned by the enactment of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Educa-
tion Act. This amendment revised the regulations to permit the use of performance-
based single unit charge contracting for training youth.

Looking ahead, we fully intend to meet the Act's January 31, 1986 deadline for
the issuance of Program Year 1986 performance standards. While we currently have
no plans to modify the JTPA regulations, any changes will be made only after full
consultation with this Subcommittee.

(2) THE DEPARTMENT'S ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE JTPA PROGRAM

From the data and reports I have seen, I am convinced that we basically have a
sound and effect,ve program in JTPA. During the first 18 months of the program
(October 1, 1983March 30, 1985), over 1.1 million disadvantaged youth and adults
ahve been enrolled in the basic State grant program and additional hundreds of
thousands of individuals have been served under the dislocaled worker program.
Performance data for the program indicate that, overall, it IP measuring up to the
national standards we have set. For example, for one of the most critical measures
of program successentry into employmentthe program is far exceeding our na-
tional standards. Sixty-seven percent of those leaving the Title II-A pi ogram en-
tered jobs, and 70 percent of those leaving the dislocated worker program found
jobs, according to our most recent data. The job placement rates for adults, welfare
recipients and youth in the Title II-A program are each substantially above the na-
tional standards set for the program.

Furthermore, I believe that we can now say that JTPA has fulfilled our expecta-
tions with respect to the principles underlying that Act: the major resporsibilities
we have given to the States, the involvement of the private sector, the focus on
training and the emphasis on performance. States have shown that they can play
the key role of managing the employment and training system. They have effective-
ly assumed major planning and oversight sconsibilities for the system. The pri-
vate sector also has responded to the challenge and I believe the partnership is
working. Thousands of private sector employers have become members of Private
Industry Councils and St ,te Job Training Coordinating Councils. The private sector
is now involved in all stageb of program development and implementation. Such in-
volvement is essential if JTPA programs are to reach and serve employers and par-
ticipants in a meaningful way
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JTPA's focus on training and emphasis on performance also have been justified in
my view. JTPA is reaching the same disadvantaged clients as earlier employment
ana training programs, but serving them at lower costs and with higher placement
rates.

While I am convinced that JTPA is off to a very good start, I do not mean to
imp:), that there are no concerns about the program that need to be addressed.
Some of these concerns have been brought to my attention by Members of the
House and Senate Labor Committees, as we'l as by the employment and training
community at hArge These concerns focus on issues such as whether JTFA is ade-
quately serving youth and the most disadvantaged among the target population; the
adequacy of current performance standards; data collection and reporting require-
ments; and whether all responsibilities are being sufficiently and properly carried
out in the JTPA system. Mr. Chairman, I look forward to a constructive dialogue on
these issues with you and other Members of your Suocommittee, at this and at
future hearings, so that we can make Kira that JTPA is doing the best possible job
in achieving the program's objective.

I am also interested in hearing the ideas of others for addressing these issues. In
this regard, I recently received from 10 national organizations, under the leadership
of the National Alliance of Business, valuable suggestions about how we can more
effectively attack the youth problem. The Department will be working closely with
these organizations in the coming IT oriths.

(3) ALLOCATION OF JTPA FUNDS TO THE STATES

Most JTPA funds are distributed by statutory formula to States using the latest
unemployment data available. Funding is on a program year basis, starting on July
1, with State allotments publicly announced the previous December. This advance
notice of program operating levels has undoubtedly contributed to improved progam
planning and operations.

The statutory formula used to distribute Block Grant and summer program funds
has been the subject of much discussion over the last two years and is one area
where changes may need to be made. This three part formula used to allot funds to
the States and to ailocate funds among the service delivery areas is extremely sensi-
tive to changes it unemployment. The effects of the formula are somewhat mitigat-
ed because each State is guaranteed at least 90 percent of its prior year's share of
total funding. However, a similar hold harmless provision is not provided for stab-
State allocations. Thus, substantial changes in year to year local funding have oc-
curred even when State funding levels have remained relatively stable. A mole
severe problem has occurred in the summer program where urban areas with their
large numbers of eligible youth and relatively fewer available unsubsidized jobs
have received substantially lower formula allocations than was provided before
JTPA This resulted in Congress appropriating supplemental funds the last two
years to maintain local area progra,n oporating levels. At the same time, other
areas were not able to utilize all of the funds that were allocated to them. The Title
III formula used to distribute funds among the States differs from the Title II for-
mula and is not as sensitive to changes in unemployment rate.

(4) THE PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986

The Administration's proposed budget for JTPA for Fiscal Year 1986 is $2.8 bil-
lion The request is to provide funds for JTPA from July 1986 through June 1987,
and will allow employment and training services to be delivered to an estimated 2.2
million participants. For mainline JTPA programs, including the Title II-A Block
Grant to States, and Native American and Migrant and Seasonal Farmworker Pro-
grams, the request continues funding at the 1985 levels. A $60 million decrease is
pro for the Summer Youth Employment and Training Program, but the effect
of trir id3duction will be somewhat mitigated because of the availability of carryover
funds. For the Dislocated Worker Program, the request is $122.5 million below the
enacted 1985 level. The reason for the reduction is the large amount of unspent car-
ryover funds; which are available to finance the Title III grants in Program Year
1986. Our preliminary data indicate that approximately $185 million, or almost one
year's funding, was carried into the Fiscal Year 1985 program year. The requested
funding will support the full 1985 enrollment level, tc which we are still building
throughout 1986. It will also permanently reduce carryover to a more acceptable
level.

The Adminstration's Fiscal Year 1986 budget proposal also recommended phase-
out of the Job Corps program, due to the high cost of the program and the availabil-
ity of less costly alternatives for serving disadvantaged youth.
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Even though the Department's Fiscal Year 1986 Appropnations Bill has not been
enacted, the fact that JTPA programs are forward funded means they are not yet
affected

(5) STATE-FEDERAL COORDINATION OF THE JTPA PROGRAM

One of the major changes brought about by JTPA has been the emergence of
States as the focal point of responsibility for distribution of Federal funds and over-
sight of JTPA program implementation. The assumption of these new responsibil-
ities inevitably required a period of adjustment, but we believe this is now Nisi, and
that most of the problems associated with coordination of Federal and State activi-
ties have been resolved.

Recent evidence sugg;:sts that Governors have a growing interest in developing
and improving linkages between employment and training, economic development
and education programs. And, increasingly, State Job Teaming Coordinating Coun-
cils are assuming greater responsibility for policymaking ard oversight at the State
level. This is attributable in part to stabilization in membership and the increased
experience gained over time by private-sector members in resolving problems of pro-
gram planning and implementation, including resource allocation disputes and li-
ability issues.

We believe that a key to improved coordination has been the close cooperation of
the private sector in program implementation. Such involvement provides a needed
labor market perspective that is essential if we are to provide training and other
services that relate to real job opportunities in the local labor market.

The Department tries to ensure coordination with the States through a variety of
mechanisms: policy guidance and interpretation; technical assistance; forum confer-
ences and meetings; and day to day interaction. Let me provide you with several
examples.

First, the Department has provided a forum for JTPA State Liaisons through the
JTPA Roundtable, which acts as a discussion group to inform the Department of
policy concerns of the States. Second, the Department regularly convenes meetings
and conferences with State representatives on selected topics. This has taken place
on a regular basis with regard to the development of performance standards. Last
week, the Department co-sponsored with the national Governors Association and
the National Commission for Employment Policy, a national meeting of State Job
Training Coordinating Council members. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss
issues of concern regarding the roles and responsibilities of the SJTCC, including
coordination. I personally attended this meeting.

Another way in which we ensure coordination is through the provision of techni-
cal assistance. The Department has utilized the National Governors' Association,
the National Association of Counties, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National
Alliance of Business and other organizations to provide technical assistance to the
States. These organizations have first-hand knowledge and information about the
types and extent of assistance that are needed. In addition, regional offices provide
technical assistance directly to the States. We are currently taking a careful look at
our technical assistance capability to see whether it meets the needs of the JTPA
system.

(6) IMPLEMENTATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLIANCE MECHANISM.? ANP REGULATIONS

The Department's Office of Civil Rights hes been delegated responsibility for en-
forcing equal opportunity and nondiscrimination provisions of statutes or regula-
tions covering programs or activities receiving financial assistance from the Depart.
ment of Labor. The following legislative mandates apply to JTPA:

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Age Discrimination Act of 1975
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972; and
Section 167 of the Job Training Partnership Am of 1982

Under JTPA, the State has front-line responsibility for ensuring compliance of its
subrecipients with applicable provisions of Federal nondiscrimination law. The Fed-
eral responsibility is clearly stated in JTPA. For example, Section 164(g) requireb
the Secretary, whenever he or she determines that a recipient of JTPA funds has
discriminated or retaliated against an individual to take action or to order correc-
tive measures. Also, Section 167(b) authorizes the Secretary, if unable to obtain the
required corrective measures, to:

(a) Refer any such matters to the Attorney General for litigation:
(b) Exercise the powers and functions of relevant civil rights legislation; and
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(c) Take Lily other action provided by law.
Further, under Section 166(a), the Secretary may determine not to award JTPA

funding
Pursuant to JT:'A program regulations, the State's responsibility is mandated by

the Deparment of Labor regulations which implement Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 which require that each "continuing State program" such as the JTPA
program provide assurance that it has established:

4 "[S]uch methods of administration for the program as are found by the Secretary
to give reasonable guarantee thr..t the applicant [the State] and all recipients of Fed-
eral finant,ial assistance under such program will comply with all requirements im-
posed by or pursuant to this part."

This requirement authorizes the Office of Civil Rights to assure that the needs
`e sary procedures or "methods of administration" to guarantee compliance with non-

discrimination laws have been established by each State and its recipients.
In order to ensure that all JTPA systems are in compliance, the Office of Civil

Rights has sent a "Methods of Administration" questionnaire to all JTPA primary
recipients-56 States and territories. Initially, while letters of findings which relat-
ed to technical deficiencies were sent to a number of States, a total of 26 States
have now been certified as having acceptable methods of administration. The Office
of Civil Rights will schedule compliance reviews in Fiscal Year 1986 in those States
whose methods of administration have not been certified and will conduct follow-up
reviews if some States that have been certified.

I would now like to discuss the status of regulations implementing the equal op-
portunity and nondiscrimination provisions of JTPA. Back in 1979, the Department
of Justice, in exercising its oversight responsibility of Federal enforcement of civil
rights laws in programs receiving financial assistance, found the Department of
Labor's enforcement program to be deficient in some aspects. As part of an agree-
ment reached with Justice to correct those deficiencies, then Secretary of Labor
Marshall committed the Department to publication of a comprehensive regulation.
The regulation would implement DOL's enforcement authority under the nondis-
crimination laws applicable generally to programs receiving financial assistance, in
addition to implementing DOL's enforcement authority for the nondiscrimination
provisions of DOL grant statutes. Work on the proposes regulation started immedi-
ately.

The completion of this ambitious project finally seems near, after years of consul-
tation with the Department of Justice to resolve legal and procedural issues in-
volved in the draft regulations.

17) RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS OF THE JTPA PROGRAM AND THE NEED FOR THE![

The Department's approach to recordkeeping acid reporting under JTPA has been
to balance the need for collecting, keeping and reporting essential information,
while at the same time minimizing the Federally-mandated recordkeeping and re-
porting workload burden on Xl'PA recipients and subrecipients. The recordkeeping
requirements for JTPA, as with many other requirements for the program, reflect
the increased responsibility that is placed on the States by the legislation.

While we have avoided imposing burdensome reporting requirements on the
system, there are substantive recordkeeping requirements. States must establish
procedures and guidelines for the maintenance and retention of records pertinent to
all grants and agreements. Records must be kept of costa, expenditures, participant
characteristics, and the like. We monitor the States to see that adequate systems
are in place, and we audit them. We look forward to working with the Committee to
continue to assess our needs in this area. Of course, we wish to continue to avoid
placing burdensome requirements on the system.

A major emphasis of JTPA is program performance, and the management infor-
mation systems (MIS), reporting and recordkeeping requirements reflect this priori-
ty. Reporting for the first year of JTPA was required on a quarterly basis to track
the initial implemertation of the program; thereafter, reports lave been submitted
only on an annual basis. This ties the system to the measurement of the achieve-
ment of performance standards.

(8) ACHIEVEMENTS IN TARGETING SERVICE GROUPS

JTPA programs are targeted on the economically disadvantaged and dislocated
workers, and our evaluation studies show that the programs are reaching these
target groups. Our most recent data on participants (for the first 9 months of Pro-
gram Year 1984) show that under Title II-A:

94 percent were economically disadvantaged;
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41 percent were receiving public assistance,
52 percent were females;
46 percent were minorities;
40 percent were youth;
9 percent were handicapped, and
26 percent were school dropouts.

Our evaluations also show that enrollees in JTPA are more disadvantaged than
eligible non-participants, as measured by family income and unemployment experi-
ence In addition, the proportion of long-term unemployment participants is higherthan in the eligible population generally Approximately 75 percent of the States
have established targeting beyond the economically disadvantaged criterion con-tained in the Act.

Data on Title III participants show that.
51 percent w :re economically disadvantaged;
38 percent were females;
19 percent were school dropouts; and
30 percent were minorities.

Not surprisingly, the Title III target group is less disadvantaged than that of Title

While there are many issues relating to whom the gram is serving, it is clear
that JTPA is continuing to reach those who are targeted for service under the
look forward to working with the Subcommittee to ensure that the program address-
es the weds of those it was intended to serve.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement.

Mr. MARTINEZ. We express our gratitude to you for your position
in wanting to make this program a very srecessful program. But, I
would like to share with you in asking you some questions, and the
questions that I am asking you are sharing with you through these
questions the concerns that have been expressed to us through
hearings that we have had.

Right off the bat, the first one, as I outlined in my operirg state-
ment, is the proposed cuts in the title III funding. Now that is a 55-
percent reduction, and I guess what comes to mind to most people
is that a 55-percent cut in dislocated workers, in dislocated work-
ers, if you look at the high unemployment rate and you look at the
job loss and people blaming it on different things, imports, illegal
aliens, you name it, they blame it, but it is because they are con-
cerned over the ti-emendous job loss that has been suffered in this
coum,ry over the last few years.

A lot of that job loss from places like Bethlehem Steel in my dis-
trict closing, and all of those people being laid off. It is tragic for
most of those people, because at the age they were didn't even
think about retraining, because they did not feel they could be re-
trained. There's a lot of different reasons like that, but most of
those people have not gone back to work. A lot of them took early
retirement. A lot of them are just kicking around until they can
get their retirement, things like that.

So when you talk about a 55-percent loss in a program that was
a vital part of the total picture, you know there is going to be con-
cern. I am wondering, does the Labor Department have any plan or
means to offset this loss?

Secretary BROCK. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I think while I was not
here when that budget was proposed to the Congress, I was not in
my present capacity, it is my understanding that that proposal was
for no reduction in actual program delivery at all, but because
there was a substantial carryover of funds that the 1986 budget be
reduced by an amount equivalent to at least a percentage of that
carryover, so that we would not have an excess hanging over the
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program. But, there was no intention, as far as I know, to have any
reduction in program delivery.

Mr. JONES. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. The service level of
the people who will be served in that program will continue to go
up even at that reduction because of the $185 million of carryover
that err orought forward into the program.

Mr. MARTINEZ, $185 million?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thal, leads me to the next question I was going to

ask, Mr. Secretary. How are these carryover figures derived by the
Department of Labor? Is as the money is allocated to the States, do
you have some way of determining what's still unspent from them?
Are they in bank accounts where you car address that bank ac-
count and derive that the moneys are stil: there, and that's what
you call carryover?

Secretary BROCK. I should have introduced, Mr. Chairman,
Robert Jones, who is the Deputy Assistant Secretary of ETA, and
Tom Cap larack who is the Assistant Secretary for Administration
who are with me, to be responsive on some of these questions. If
Mr. Jones would answer that, I would appreciate it.

Mr. JONES. There's two ways, Mr. Chairman, and you are essen-
tially correct. All of the States and sponsors report to us. There are
accrued expenditures and unexpended funds each year as well as
we monitor treasury drawdowns that they drawdown against when
they expend funds throughout the course of the year.

We take a look at both of those to see if there is a consistent pat-
tern, and there has been in the title III program for about 21/2
years that we have done that. I think that that number is probably
fairly accurate, and if it is not, it is only on a minute basis. It is
clearly correlated with the number of services years, number of
people that have come through the program.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Do you require, and correct me if I'm wrong, but
as I understand it, Cie people that are providing the training don't
get paid unless the person is placed, so if you have people undergo-
ing training and a gat number of people undergoing training,
there are funds in an account, and those funds really in a way are
earmarked.

They are obligated so that when they are reported to you these
unexpended funds, is there a portion of that unexpended fund that
is really obligated because people are engaged in contracts and
people are being trained, and should that training be completed
successfully, and we consider successful placement, and they are
-laced, and that contractor the requires that his money be paid to
him for that training.

Now how much of that and is that taken into consideration
w'len yon are determining how much actual, even though it is un-
expended yet, it may be obligated, is that at ell taken into corsider-
ation?

Mr. JONES. I think you described the process quite well. The $185
million of unexpended funds does include a significant amount,
probably most of it is committed in a contract someplace, but it
probably will not purchase services until several months or even in
some cases, a year out over the period of time. There is no question
about that.
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The accounting process, both in OBM and the CBO and in the
Department, is based on what moneys are there to purchase what
services, and in what time period that occurs. There is no question
that a majority of it is obligated in the contracts. It may not have
been obligated until the end of the year; therefore, it may not show
up until well into next year.

If you would look at our purchase power, number of people we
can serve in a given fiscal year or program year period, it is differ-
ent than if you looked at what point the funds are obligated into a
contract.

Mr. MARTINEZ. You know, when I ran my business, if I knew
that I had an obligation that I had to meet, and I may have had
that money in reserve and maybe put it in a high interest bearing
account, I knew that at some point in time when that demand
came that I was going to have to take that out and do that.

So can we really count on spending any of that mone:, for the
loss of the other money to supplant that program? Before I ask
that, do you have a percentage of that $185 million that actually
you would consider in come way obligated?

Mr. Joras. I don't believe we do, and I suspect if we did a survey,
we would find that probably 90 percent of it is obligated.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Ninety percent is obligated.
Mr. JONES. The difference, Mr. Chairman, here, as opposed to our

regular programs, most of your JTPA Program money is obligated
towards the beginning of the year. Title III frequently is not. The
State or local areas may not mo:e that money until well late in the
year, when s need arises, a factory Shuts down or whatever hap-
pens.

So there is a different pattern there. You can depend on the fact
thnt that money will purchase employment services for people
during next year when those contracts are in existence. You clear-
ly cannot add on top of that additional purchase power. Clearly,
the number of contracts tl-ey will start next year will be less than
it might have normally been. That is true.

Mr. MARTINEZ. So somewhere, there is going to be a loss.
Mr. JONES. The number of people we serve will continue to grow

during 1985 and 1986, and at tnat point, your question becomes
very important. Then you will nave used the careyoyer funds, and
you then you have to deal with that issue. Then the broad number
of services you have would take a drop if you continued at that
level.

Mr. MARTINEZ. So the situation is now that in order not to urop
the ser.ices, ycu are going to continue to use the fund to make up
that loss, and then at some point in time, you have to pay the
piper.

Mr. JONES. Ye
Secretary Br , It will come in 19,37, and that can only be

addressed in t . budget though. What we are trying to say,
Mr. Chairmar_, is that the delivery will continue to fulfill what we
perceive as the fundamental need through the fiscal 1986 year
which takes us until this time neAt year. Between now and then,
we do have to address your que3tion more precisely in the 1987
budget.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Is that lag about a 6-month lag?
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Secretary BROCK. It is probably a little more than that actually.
It could be 9 months.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I want to give the other panel an opportunity. I
have several questions, and at some point in time, I would like to
ask you those questions. I would like to leave the record open so
that any of the members can submit questions in writing to you
that you might answer.

Secretary BROCK. I would be delighted to.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Then I will just ask this one question real quick,

because a grave concern of mine, and I know of other people. The
carryover moneys, is there any chance that those moneys would
have to be refunded to the Treasury, or those moneys stay with the
account?

Secretary BROCK. No, they stay.
Mr. MARTINEZ. There is no chance that they will revert?
Secretary BROCK. Not that I know of.
Mr. JONES. As a matter of fact, in JTPA, Mr. Chairman, they

have free access to those funds for 3 years before any issue could
ever come up. They are all obligated by definition in this case.
They are protected in every way.

Mi. MARTINEZ. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I am wondering how we want to

do this. I know the Secretary has to be out of here by 9:10 which is
about 60 seconds away. If you could say, even if the Secretary
leaves, I think `that might be helpful to us.

Mr. Secretary, there is going to be testimony later this morning
that will be critical of the Job Training Partnership Act, really on
two accounts. No. 1, there is a lack of Federal direction, Federal
standards. As a result we have 50 hodge-podge job training acts
throughout the country, and also that the only goal of the Federal
Government seems to be in results and, therefore, you are going to
see what we call creaming. What the local service delivery areas is
they are really taking those which are the most capable of getting
employment, providing them training, but the most highly dis-
placed worker, that worker who is in most need of some type of
training assistance, is really not being served by the various se-vice
delivery areas and the program.

Could you comment on those issues?
Secretary BROCK. I would be delit;hted to. First of all, that's balo-

ney. The first statement implies that there is some collective
wi2dom in Washington that does not exist in the communities in
this country, and that is ridiculous.

The whole genius of the JTPA Program is that it is locally de-
rived, locally governed, locally structured to respond to local needs,
and that is why it has worked so much better than previous Feder-
al programs. We are getting twice the yield, more than twice the
yield that we were getting under older Federal programs, because
the program is designed in the community by people who live in
that community to meet community needs.

When you train somebody under JTPA for the first time, we are
training for a job that exists, and therefore, we are placing 68 per-
cent of these people, 74 percent of displaced workers in jobs. I
think that is a remarkable testament to the fact that a local pro-
gram, federally supported is a more effective program. Second, on
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the creaming question, let me just give you the numbers. Some 9,1
percent of the people we have served were disadvantaged; 41 per-
cent were receiving public assistance when they were put into the
program; 52 percent were females; 46 percent were minorities; 40
percent were youth; 9 percent were handicapped; and 26 percent
schod I rlrop.r .ts.

That it.- nc. crzlaming, Congressman. That is responding to a des-
perate hut, \an need, and I really worry about the constant allega-
tion of this :mt. You can make it, but you cannot prove it.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, I will submit the rest of my
questions in writing so that the distinguished chairman of our full
committee might have a chance. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

Mr. MALT:vrt. Thank you, Mr. Gunderson. The Chair now recog-
nizes Chairma 1, 'wkins.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thai.k you. I, too, would like to submit a series of
questions in writing to the Secretary.

However, may I briefly take this opportunity to expres9 my ap-
preciation to the Secretary of Labor for the wonderful cooperation
which we have received from him and from his office. On another
matter, Mr. Secretary, your visit to us earlier this week helped us
to reach what I think is a reasonably satisfactory bipartisan solu-
tion to the problem which arose because of the Court's decision on
Garcia. I certainly appreciated your participation in that meeting.

Secretary BROCK. Let me repay the compliment, Mr. Chairman.
You have been ve y helpful, and I appreciate that enormously, be-
cause it is a problem that we do need to solve.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. I was going to ask you about the criti-
cism that JTPA is creaming. However, I think you have already
answered that question to some extent but I would like to point out
that there are two areas that I think justify some of the criticism.

The first relates to the fact that 58 percent of the new enrollees
were high schocl graduates. In an area such as my own, I am deal-
ing largely with dropouts and with persons who have not graduat-
ed from high school. This data seem to indicate that those who are
being served under JTPA are not those most in need of such serv-
ices. Also, the data seem to indicate that a percentage of dropouts
are being served. This is particularly troublesome to me since most
SDA's are not meeting the acts 40 percent youth requirement. It
seems to me we need to explore some better way of seeing that that
money is actually expended for those purposes for which it was in-
tended.

Secretary BROCK. Mr. Chairman, that is a very fair comment,
and one that we would be delighted to work with you in resolving.
I guess what T was reacting to was the overall charge of creaming
which I resent. I think you probably can show some communities
where they have been less effective in getting down to the root
problem than other comm unities, but to charge this as an across-
the-board charge, I don't think is fair. I do think that the program
has been remarkably effective in reaching a constituency that has
not been effectively reached by other efforts.

Where there is a possibility of improvement, we would welcome
your suggestions, and welcome the opportunity to work with you to
finely tune this program to more effectively direct it to that area of
need.
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Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. I ac..,-ept that observation. Ma I just
simply make one simple comment? Many of us represent areas
that are suffering severely from high rates of unemployment. It is
difficult for us to try to explain the unexpended funds in light of
this apparent need. I believe that a good case can be made for the
expansion of the Job Training Partnership Act abolishing or reduc-
ing other programs based on the assumption that JTPA is avail-
able to these other groups. But if, at the same time, we do not
expand JTPA, then it puts us in a very vulnerable position of being
insenstive to the problems that exist in so many areas.

I would hope that we could explore many of the suggestions con-
tained in the National Alliance of Business letter to you, which
came to us also. Perhaps, in the next few months, we can select
some of those recommendations and begin to implement them.

Secretary BROCK. We would be happy to work with you on that,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MARTINEZ. And thank you very much, Secretary Brock. I
have a memo that was given to me of much of the criticism that we
have heard over the years. I would like for you to see that memo
personally, and they will provide it for your administrative aide so
that he can get it to you. Mr. Henry had a short question, but we
are going to let you go, because v e are running over the time we
asked you to stay. He will submit the question to you in writing.
Thank you again very much.

Secretary 'hoot. Or call me. I would be happy to talk to you.
Thank you very much. I appreciate your understanding.

Mr. MARTINEZ. At this time, we are going to (,all Mayor Flynn,
the mayor of Boston. Mr. Jones, why don't you stay right there,
and we will call you back to continue the questioning of this panel.

Mr. Flynn.

STATEMENT OF HON. RAYMOND FLYNN, MAYOR, BOSTON, MA

Mr. FLYNN. Good morning. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, mem-
bers of the subcommittee. I am Raymond Flynn, mayor of the city
of Boston. I am pleased to appear before you on behalf of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, the organization of the Nation's principal
cities. With me is Laura Waxman of that staff.

Let me assure you at the outset that your examination of the Job
Training Partnership Act this morning is of vital interest to the
mayors throughout the country. Also, at the outset, I want to com-
mend Labor Secretary Brock for the leadership he has brought to
this Department. In a very short time, he has put the Department
of Labor back on a course that will move it closer to meeting its
responsibilities.

Let me say that I am here to deliver a very simple message in
that the Job Training Partnership Act is working for many Ameri-
cans in many cities throughout the country. Because the Partner-
ship Act is, in fact, working, so are a lot of other inner city resi-
dents. Those residents are building strong families, strong neigh-
borhoods and strong cities for America, but the Job Training Part-
nership Act is reaching such a small percentage of those whose
services are needed, I urge this committee to do all that it can to
see that in this area the services are, in fact, expanded.
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The Partnership Act in its 3 years of existence has set the table
for public/private cooperation for tha creation of new jobs. Our job
now is ,o put the meat and potatoes on the table. I think Boston is
a classic example of how the Partnership Act has worked success-
fully.

We should all understand that this is not a block grant to the
States. Rather, it is a Federal program design to respond to a na-

il problem. The Department of Labor must exercise its full re-
sponsibility of oversight and technical assistance as mandated in
the law to be sure that the Jcb Training Partnership Act is actual-
ly doing what it is supposed to be doing.

Job Training Partnership Act substate allocation formula clearly
warrants close study at this time. The current allocation formula
does not reflect the population eligible to seek services from this
program. It takes into account unemployment rates, not the actual
number of unemployed people who need services, and since unem-
ployment is not a requirement for eligibility, a more sensible for-
mula would be one which gives more weight to poverty rates.

In this respect, the summer jobs formula is also totally inappro-
priate. What has the JTPA use of this formula produced? We be-
lieve the formula contributes to the potential for year-to-year fluc-
tuation of funding levels at the local level. This detracts from our
ability to plan and manage programs. Indeed, some funds are being
allocated to areas that do not have the capacity to spend them, and
this creates a false impression that JTPA has more money that it
actually needs.

Meanwhile, other areas, often urban areas, are turning needy ap-
plicants away. Based on the recommendations from the cities
across the Nation, the Conference of Mayors had adopted a policy
calling for changes in the JTPA allocation formula as it affects
both the regular training program and Lhe Summer jobs Youth
Employment Program. A copy of our policy resolution has been
submitted for the record.

We should understand from our years of experience with the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act that the current
program should be allowed to work without a lot of amendments.
Still glaring errcrs such as the current allocation formula must be
corrected. They will only get worse with time.

It is important to understand that the allocation formula prob-
lem is compounded by the low level of funding available for the
act. Across the Nation, the program can serve only 4 to 1 percent
of those eligible for and in need of its services. In Boston, with the
$6.7 million we received last year, we served approximately 5,000
youth and adults. This is all very good, but it is clearly not enough.

We calculate that about 100,000 individuals are eligible for JTPA
programs in Roston. Related to this area are the summer jobs cuts
being made in the Senate. Because of the inappropriate allocation
formula for the Summer Jobs Program, the congressional appro-
priations process has been called upon to correct the imbalances
that have occurred.

For the past two summers, Senate and House Appropriations
Committees have had to target $100 million in additional funds to
areas adversely affected by the formula. This past summer, BoFton
received an additional $628,000 out of these targeted fundu in order
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to maintain service levels for the city's less fortunate youth. For
next summer, the Senate committee would not provide the addi-
tional money for targeting areas of need. Tar:: Conference of Mayors
has completed data which is available to allow what this loss would
mean to many cities who are depending on the additional funds.

Next summer, Newark would lose 56 percent of its funds, Pitts-
` burgh 46 percent, Little Rock, AR 43 percent, Chicago 42 percent

and Baltimore 42 percent. My own city of Boston would lose 22 per-
cent. Data for a total of 35 cities is attached to my statement and
submitted to you for the record.

The Conference of Mayors is supporting Senator Dixon's amend-
ment to be offered on the Senate floor to restore the loss which
would be keenly felt in our urban areas. In closing, I call upon this
good committee to keep in mind that JTPA is only a training pro-
gram. It should not exist in a vacuum. Our national leadership
should be looking for a comprehensive strategy to put all Amen-
cans who want to work into jobs. There is a large group of people
in need who are being missed by the current JTPA Program.

Unfortunately, when a program creams the best applicants for
training, it leaves a group with serious problems and different
needs. We must look for ways to service this group. There are bar-
riers within the JTPA that make linkages with economic develop-
ment and other human service programs very difficult to achieve.
The partnership spirit to build strong cities is in place, but the bar-
riers to strong partnerships must be eliminated. As always, the
Conference of Mayors stands ready to work with you on the
changes needed to make JTPA work for all of us. Thank you very
much, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mayor Flynn. There is something you
touched just generally on in the general way of the overall pro-
gram in your testimony, but I would like to ask you specifically.
You heard the question I asked the Secretary in regards to the 55
percent loss of funds to title III, and you heard his response that he
believes they can continue to provide level of service.

I imagine in Boston, or especially Massachusetts, like anyplace
else, there has been a great number of dislocated workers. Would
you express what your feelings are about that?

Mr. FLYNN. The city of Boston, like many cities, has already gone
through most of its post-industrial changes and factory closings.
Congressman Atkins can tell you one recently down in Congress-
man Donnely's district down in Quincy where the shipyard recent-
ly closed. Also, in Congressman O'Neil's area in Charlestown, we
had a candy factory and a sugar refinery that was recently closed,
but because of the leadership of this Congress, we are able to direct
programs :3 assist those dislocated workers.

So we are talking about three major firms and industries thatt were lost in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, in the Boston
area, in a short period of time. So any efforts to reduce funding in
the programs by the amount proposed by the House and Senate
Appropriations Committees means that many people in need will
not be helped.

You know, it is very interesting. We have a very strong and
healthy and thriving economy, but yet at the same time, we are
really only affecting a small percentage of people who actually
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need the benefits. So I would say that a center for dislocated work-
ers at these particular facilities does provide assistance to many
Bostonians and many people in cities who have lost their job. So I
am hoping, and by the way, the retraining of these people has rein-
tegrated them into another work force, into other jobs, so i. has
kept the economy strong, and that is why this loss would be fatal, I
think, to many dislocated workers.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you. The mayor has to catch a plane, so I
am going to ask the members to stick to a 5-minute rule on ques-
tioning. At this time, the Chair recognizes Mr. Gunderson.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you,
Mayor, for your appearance here today. I would like to focus on an
issue that was not mentioned when the Secretary was here, and
that is to what degree and to what limits the JobTraining Partner-
ship ought to involve itself.

How do you deal in Boston with the problem of basic education
and literacy for the chronically unemployed? Do you include, for
example, literacy skills, reading skills in your Job Training Part-
nership Act? Do you think it should be there, and it isn't there?
How do you deal with this issue?

It seems to me our full committee has held a number of hearings
( a the whole issue of literacy and the problems with literacy with
a high-technology society. Somehow we've got to deal with this.
Some suggest JTPA ought to be the area. I'm not sure I agree with
that, but I would be interested in your comments.

Mr. FLYNN. We have a very aggressive literacy program in our
city. It's run by the community schools which are open after the
regular school hours. Interestingly enough, it is part of the JTPA,
and more interesting than that, as far as I'm concerned, last year,
during the Presidenti 11 campaign, Mrs. Bush, as you know, is very
active in this area. When Mrs. Bush was looking for an area of the
country to go as an example of how the literacy program is work-
ing very well, and how the JTPA in that regard is working very
well, she chose to come to the city of Boston to make a national
comment about it.

So T think it's a program again that is working extraordinarily
well. The problem, however, Congressman, is that it is reaching a
small number of people relatively speaking, and if it were expand-
ed to include the people that are eligible for that program, you
know, it makes a lot of good economic sense to me.

Boston if' you are familiar with some of the cities in the country
have, in fact, lost populations over the last 15-20 years. Boston's
population in the last 2 years is now starting to steadily climb, and
the reason for it is the high technology and the major institutions
in our city, the Harvard's, the MIT's, the Boston College, and so
forth, and with that, it's bringing a lot of new people into our city,
but it is also bringing a lot of new immigrants into our city.

What we have to do is we have to educate our young kids and
train people, particularly these new immigrants, Asian Americans,
Hispanic population. The literacy program really targets that and
makes a significant appreciable impact in integrating them into be-
coming productive citizens into the work force. So I can tell you
that we are also ding a lot of things in terms of working with the
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business community, the model public/private partnership in hous-
ing and in the a -ea of jobs.

I have a copy here of the Jobs for Boston Residents Program
which means that 50 percent of all new jobs that are created in
Boston go to Boston residents, a major portion to the minority
women, and so the training for that is, in fact, in large degree very,
very important, and the literacy program is a major componer, of
thit training program.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you.
Mr. FLYNN. Thank you, Congressman.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Gunderson. The Chair recognizes

Chairman Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. May I yield my time to next person in line on this

side.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Jeffords.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Mayor, it is a

pleasure to have you here, very fine testimony.
Mr. FLYNN. Thank you.
Mr. JEFFORDS. When we put together the Job Training Partner-

ship Act, we we concerned about some of the problems you are
talking about, f t is being have to have some stability and to be
able to plan. P Jest, we ended up with a 2-year planning cycle. I
am concerned, ..s you are, about he problems of funding being con-
sistent for that period of time so that you get some very substantial
shifts in the amount of money available within the suballocations.

I wonder if you did, or perhaps you did before I got here, gave
the solution to that probler What can we do, do you think, so
solve that problem? should we at least give notice, at least a 2-year
period or some other way?

When you have limited resources, obviously you ought to shift
those resources where the needs are. On the other hand, if you
have radical shifts in funding, it creates a lot of waste of effort and
problems for those trying to implement, so I'm wondering if you
have any thoughts or suggestions in how we ought to change the
law to accommodate that problem.

Mr. FLYNN. Congressman, that is a good question. The U.S. Con-
ference of Mayors is very concerned about thw. very issue, and they
adopted a resolution which I would like to make available to you,
and I would just like to read part of it. It says: Be it further re-
solved that the U.S. Conference of Mayors calls on the Congress
and the Appropriations Committees to amend the JTPA allocation
formula for the regular training program so that more weight is
given to the economically disadvantaged factor, less weight is given
to the unemployer persons factor, and the artificial unemployment
rate triggers are eliminated as factors.

I guess the real problem is that there is not the degree of predict-
ability, and it is very difficult, for example, knowing the large
number of jobs that are being developed in Boston or other major
American cities, I notice that Newark, even though they stand to
lose a significant amount of money, I think I wrs just looking in
the New York Times this past week. They are embarked in a major
development program as Boston is.

The question is whether or not we are going to be able to get the
people in that area LA., be trained for those particular jobs. It is very
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difficult, unless there is some predictability in the level of funding
for this program. So we support a 2-year cycle, funding cycle,
rath r than every year, representing our point of view, and not
really kn'wing what we are ultimately going to leave Washington
with in terms cf specific programs.

So I guess the short answer to your question is that we are look-
ing for predictabilit), s 2-year funding cycle.

Mr. JEFFORDS. '1 hank you very much.
Mr. FLYNN. Thank you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Jeffords. At this time, the Chair

recognizes Mr. Atkins.
Mr. ATKINS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, first I would like to

thank Mayor Flynn for his appearance here before the committee.
As a coll^- the State lefeslature where we started together
some 14 y ..o, I know you have had, mayor, a strong and con-
tinuing into est in employment problems. particularly in youth em-
ployment. I think the city of Boston runs one of the truly excellent
programs.

As evidenced by the number of Republican candidates last year
coming in, it takes an awful lot to get them in to campaign in
Boston, and they were coming in on those programs which I think
was the proof of the excellence.

What I am wondering about, Mayor, is your programs, your
major efforts last summer in summer youth employment, how
many teenagers were you unable to serve with that program?
What was the unmet demand that you had?

Mr. FLYNN. Well, our congressional leader _Nip was eery, very
helpful to us in the emergency eleventh hour appropriation along
with other cities. But, what we dig? was, I think we put together
4,000 youngsters in Boston that we were able to get through the
business community, ABCD program also was able to employ an
additional 2,000 or 3,000 youngsters as well, but, again, in our part-
nership with the businee- community in the Boston Summer Jobs
Program was also very successful. The point was we still had to
turn away a significant number of young people.

Mr. Ancor& Do you have a sense as to what that number was?
Mr. FLYNN. At one time, the figure that comes to my mind is

something in the area of 10,000 young people we were actually
looking for. We could have filled slots for 1C,000 young kids.

Mr. Ancms. 10,000 people who were looking for employment in
the city of Boston who were not able to find it, and that represent-
ed what percent of the total number that you were able to serve?

Mr. FLYNN. We probably were able to serve somewhat in the
neighborhood of 6,000, probably total of 16,000 kids looking for
summer work. We were probably able to serve 6,000, get summer
employment. Now, we did it on the basis of extreme need based on
economic guidelines, but those were the extraordinary poor. There
were still a lot of kids that weren't able to be given those job oppor-
tunities, because the jobs just were not there. We had a number of
specific earmarked programs that could have been vary productive
for them during the summer.

Mr. Anatol. One of the concerns that I have is there seems to be
a vicious cycle going on, particularly in the funding for title II-B
for the Youth Summer Employment Prr grams, and that is the
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money gets appropriated very late, and really the focus on that
problem of youth summer unemployment happens in the late
spring. So, for instance, in 1983, tne summer of 1983, there was
$100 million supplemental, but the money wasn't available to you
until August 1 which makes it somewhat difficult to plan and to
put people to work.

Then last year. you had in February, you were informed that you
were going to have $664 million to divide up for that program. The
administration put in a recision for $100 million. That failed, and
then on April 24, the administration notified the States as to the
amount of money they would have, and the cities did not get that,
for the most part, I think, until maybe late May, is that a correct
figure?

Mr. FLYNN. That is exactly correct.
Mr. ATKINs. And unfortunately for State funds, it isn't just that

the Federal Government has this problem. The State functions in
somewhat the same fashion, and it would seem as though we are
headed for a similar situation. As you had mentioned earlier, the
House has passed $824 million fol. summer employment. The
Senate has a recommended figure of $664 million, and Senator
Dixon has an amendment to increase that by $100 million, but we
still face the same problem in terms of you not knowing the pro-
gram and what you will have available to spend until well after
the time that you can spend it which leads then to unexpended
funds.

I guess the administration is estimating $114 million from last
year that was unexpended. You heard Secretary Brock earlier. I
think he has done an excellent job in indicating the commitment
for the first time in the Department to these programs, but he
comes before us and says we can cut these programs back some-
what without seeing real reductions, because we have a carry for-
ward on those funds.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, may I yield my 5 minutes to the
gentleman from Massachusetts, Mr. Atkins.

Mr. MARTINEZ. You have an additional 5 minutes.
Mr. ATKINS. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. FLYNN. That's exactly accurate, Congressman. While the ad-

ditional money, the some odd $114 million, was sorely needed, espe-
cially in our cities, the system did not allow us adequate time to
plan for the use of the funds, and much of it was carried over into
the 1985 summer program. This is the 1984. Laura Waxman from
the U.S. Conference of Mayors just briefly has some numbers that
you might be interested in in dealing with that specific question in
terms of other cities.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Before he gets into that, I would like to ask you,
Mayor, you have to catch a 10:15 plane?

Mr. FLYNN. Yes.
Mr. MARTINEZ. We are going to have to let you out of here in just

a few minutes.
Mr. FLYNN. Thank you, Congressman.
Mr. HAYES. Would the gentleman yield? I'd like to, Mr. Chair-

man, yield my time to my colleague from Massachusetts.
Mr. ATKINS. Thank you, gentlemen, I will be very brief. Do you

have a Washington or a Boston driver to get you to the airport?
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Mr. FLINN. Boston, so I will get there in one piece.
Mr. ATKINS. And probably about 5 minutes early, even with my

question. Just one brief question, and that is one of the things that
has happened in Massachusetts, and it has been rather remarka-
ble, and I think in large measure, thanks to your efforts with the
private sector, that we have seen a significant decline in teen un-
employment from a level in 1983 of 17.4 percent to a 1984 figure of
9.6 percent which is the lowest level in Massachusetts since 1970.
Those are new figures, and you maybe have not seen them yet, but
the problem is, I think, in many ways the lower the level of teen
unemployment, the greater the demand for jobs, the more success-
ful those employment programs can be in placing people and get-
ting people on track for a full-time job.

In many ways, Boston winds up getting punished for its own suc-
cess. Even though you have tremendous problems of people who
are not counted in the unemployment figures, you won't be able to
serve those people under the present formulas. I would just like to
associate myself with your remarks in terms of stabilizing that for-
mula and focusing more on poverty levels rather than unemploy-
ment.

Mr. FLYNN. Congressman, let me just add, and you would be very
familiar with this, and maybe the rest of the committee would be
interested in it as well, and I know Congressman Hawkins has
been a national leader in this regard. Boston has had, the last two
summers, Boston had two of its most peaceful summers in 14 to 15
years that I am aware of, and many of the problems of the past
are, in fact, evaporating.

One of the reasoas for it is that there is a very aggressive pro-
gram in the city of Boston working with the private sector putting
kids to work, getting them off the streets so they are not hanging
arou' id street corners all night long and getting into trouble. So,
you '.now, you give people economic opportunities, and a lot of the
social problems that cities like Boston, Newark, New York, Chicago
face go away. So the real secret is getting people integrated into
the economic opportunities, and the Job Training Partnership Act
is a program that is successful, that works for disadvantaged
people, for people who have been left behind, and I would just urge
this committee, as it has in the past, to be mindful of how success-
ful the program is, how it is working, and how it should be support-
ed. Thank you

Mr. ATKINS. Thank you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you very much, Mayor Flynn, and if you

get out of here right now, I am sure you can catch your plane.
Mr. FLYNN. Thank you very much.
Mr. MARTINEZ. At this time, we would like to call Mr. Bob Jones

back, and I think there was someone else with you. Tom, I did not
catch your last time.

Mr. CAMARACK. Mr. Chairman, my name is Tom Camarack. I am
the Assistant Secretary, Administration and Management, Depart-
ment of Labor.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Jones, did you 1 ave a statement that you
wanted to make?

Mr. JONES. No, sir, we will just continue with the questions.
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Mr. MARTINEZ. There was a question that I had wanted to ask
Secretary Brock. You would be able to answer just as well as he, I
imagine, and that is regarding the data and the collection of data
and the followup, and especially the followup on the placement.

It is becoming evident that even though we have this placement
requirement before the contractor gets paid, that in many cases, I
don't know what you would term it, anxiousness to get the money
provided, they place these people in jobs, but the people may not
stay on the job for more than a couple of months, you know, and
they consider that a successful placement.

Now, I do not consider it a successful placement. I would consid-
er a successful placement something that a person was placed on
the job for at least a year, because if he is there that long, he is
usually going to go on to a job with a higher pay from the experi-
ence he has gained from being on that first job, et cetera, et cetera.

What we need to have is some measure of that. Is the depart-
ment doing anything about trying to determine that quotient of
this whole success factor?

Mr. JONES. Yes, Mr. Chairman, there are two things that are im-
portant to that subject. No. 1 is both under the former CETA Pro-
gram, the formal studies that were conducted and now under JTPA
that are designed to track participants of these programs, are de-
signed to look precisely at that question, not only how long they
stay, but what their wage earning experience is over a period of
time, to determine whether or not, in fact, this is a net benefit into
these people's lives in general.

More specifically in JTPA now, tne question that has been
raised, both when the legislation was produced by this committee,
but over the last year or two, is whether or not such a requirement
of tracking placements for some longer period of time, can, in fact,
be added into the program requirements at the local level, not only
State, but down at city and county and SDA level, to determine
whether or not we can track for some period of time, whether it be
6 months, a year, whatever else.

The Department has formal advisory committees that are estab-
lished, and the performance standards system that have made rec-
ommendations. We are working now with all of the various inter-
est groups across the country to determine exactly when and how
such a requirement can be put in place.

It is a very desirable goal. It is also expensive and a difficult
system to put in place, and those are the judgments that will be
made now. We will have that completed sometime here in the fall.
The committee will be informed of it, and involved in it, and then
finally the decisions will be published in January.

Mr. MARTINEZ. That's very good. That's very heartening. We un-
derstand that the job training longitudinal survey is being imple-
mented. Can you tell me the extent and the necessity for that
system?

Mr. JONES. There are two portions to it, Mr. Chairman. One is
what we call the short-term turnaround which provides us an ongo-
ing insight intc the 'actual program development during the course
of the year.

We send the copies of those reports to this committee and the
other committees that are involved. We use it as an assessment for
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the implementation and operation of the program The second por-tion is, in fact, what I just referred to, the long-term tracking of
individual participants that are in the program against formal con-trol groups to determine whether or not the services we are provid-
ing significantly upgrade the life circumstances of the people that
are here by virtue of being in training or on-the-job training on along-term basis, both in terms of employment status and wage-
earning capacity over a period of time.

Those types of things are clearly expensive and clearly difficult
to do, but the Congress and the administration both continue to
look at these programs to insure that there is a positive impact onpeople and that we are not simply cycling them through thesystem.

Mr. MARTINEZ. We understand that you asked the Department,
the OMB for more intensive data requirements, and I think we un-
derstand why you asked it, but you might expound on that, and
then we understand further that they did refuse your request, and
we would like for you to expound on what you feel the reasons
were they refused it.

Mr. JONES. Well, I think that any time you put together a pro-
gram of this magnitude and size across the country in an attempt
to be concerned bout the fiscal accountability and about the kinds
of questions you are asking today in terms of people and what is
happening to them, you put in place a major data management
system.

That becomes burdensome and expensive to local governments,
local programs, and the debate at the beginning of JTPA 2 years
ago was a very careful scrutiny of what we had done under CETA
and whether each of these data items were really important or
whether we could get by by just having it kept at the State or local
level, but not necessarily reported.

The long-term outcome of that discussion was to limit our formal
reporting to a once-a-year system with only a minimum of data ele-
ments in it. We now have 11/2, 2 years of experience under that
system. I think probably this committee and the Department, OMBand everyone will be looking forward to some reassessments of
those kinds of requirements, those data items and some determina-
tion as to whether or not changes ought to be made.

Clearly, an attempt was made when we went to JTPA to mini-
mize the reporting burden that had been established or grown over
7 or 8 years of the CETA system.

Mr. MARTINEZ. In implementing the quick turnaround data col-
lection system, bearing on what you just said about the expense,
how is this working, and wouldn't it be quicker, as the OMB feels,
and cheaper to collect that directly from the States, since they al-
ready collect the data?

Mr. JONES. Well, that is one of the lessons that we have to take a
look at, In fact, are all those things already collected, and would it
be cheaper. The JTLS is a sample system, so you clearly do it withless units and less requirements, but, in fact, in some of those
items, it may be quicker, and it may be cheaper. But, at the time,
we didn't know that, and I'm sure as we go through an analysisand look at it, t:.ere would be some changes proposed.
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I think at the same time though it's very important for us not to
make the assumption that simply because local systems maintain
certain data requirements that by reporting it, and incurring the
costs nationally of 596 units and several hundred thcusand subcon-
tractors reporting it, that in each case, we need everyone of those
data items all the time, ark that's the burden we must test against,
I think, consistently.

Mr. MmermEz. Would there be difficulty in evaluating it, be-
cause of the lack of uniformity in it, which lead° me to my next
question. Many have criticized, and we have heard it over a consid-
erableerable numb . I hearings, the uniformity of the data collection,
that JTPA ct, icom the States, and part of the criticism is cen-
tered on the definition of economically disad antaged.

What is the Derartmen4, doing to try to guide the States in
making their data information uniform so that you can have ar.
easier way of processing it and evaluating it?

Mr. JONES. Well, No. 1, we are not at the moment engaged in
any direct guidance on that particular issue. The definition of eco-
nomically disadvantaged, Mr. Chairman, is consistent. Where the
option is for States is on the definition of income and family, and
there, we try and fit in with whatever the State definitions are
and, as you know, a broad number of other programs.

The same criticism, only the converse, was made back in CETA
where we had strict and structured definitions, but which frequent-
ly didn't fit into local needs and local programs So I suppose there
is a little tr:ith on both sides of that issue. I don't know that in the
end, it will d. stort our ability to determine the success or failure of
the program. I don't believe there is that much variance in the def-
inition of the income levels or family membership.

I think you --e going to find they are faiiy consistent. The na-
tional tables Imo, income determination are put out every year. I
don't really believe that it will have that -much distortion.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Let me ask you one other question then, and I'll
turn tc the refit of the committee. You heard the mayor talk about
the need for the 2-year funding Right now, two-thirds of the
funding is based on the u:!.mployment rate and one-third on the
socially -'4,m(!vinitaged.

I guess lications in the testimony were that we should go more
the route of the socially disadvantaged. Give me your thoughts on
that.

Mr. JONES. Well, I think the issue is not which item you use. It's
not a question of unemployment versus poverty figures. The prob-

. lem that the mayor speaks to, and I would suggest that his descrip-
tion is really quite accurate in this case, the formulas as structured
in JPTA do have some aberrations in them that have caused a sig-
nifkant shift year to year in local funding. The primary reason for
that is that States are held harmless from year to year at a certain
level, but below that, they are not.

So in a given State where we have both what we call an area of
substantial unemployment, a 61/2-percent cutoff as one piece in the
formula, and another pert of the formula is a 4-percent cutoff. If a
number of areas where to drop below those levels, and you only
had two or three left in the State, the same amount of money Is
coming into the late, and is concentrated in those areas. The
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others may reduce their funding by 53, 40, and we found in somecases 50 percent.
You can solve that, I suspect, by a number of different ways. The

Department has a formal study underway right now of formulas
and data structures to try and work with the committee down theroad in recommending some different solutions to that.

e would not suggest thrt we jump, as some have said, to strict-ly putting a hold in at the local level. That would certainly solvethe problem on a short term basis, but would probably provide
some long-term distort; ,ns. Clearly, the difference right now in theway that formula works at those two levels is causing or can causea significant distortion.

Mr. MARTINEZ. CE.1 a committee have some input into that
study?

Mr. JONES. Oh, yes, sir, the committeein fact, the formula waslargely constructed in the first place by the committee, and the
study that we have whcn i,.:'s completed will be turned over to the
committee. We will expose that very greatly.

There is a lot of history behind the elements that are in the for-mula, both in titles II-A and going clear back into the CETA
days. I think that we will clearly join together in how that best canbe determined.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thaik you. Mr. Hawkins.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Jones, during the oversight hearings of this

subcommittee, we received voluminous testimony from many indi-viduals and many operators of programs in the field who felt that
the Labor Department had taken too much of a '-ands-off approach
and they were not receiving n,.aded technical assistance.

I do recall in one of the hearings in Los Angeles County that the
county was depending primarily on the State for technical assist-
ance. I think in some instances that the State had ill-advised the
county, but that's a matter of opinion. I would like to know to w:iat
extent has that problem been corrected or to what extent now are
you making that a serious concern of the Department.

Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman, there can be no mistaking the fact
that as JTPA came on line, the Department made a very distinct
and overt decision to allow State and local decisionmaking process-es to go into place with as little intervention as possible.

That was a decision largely built out of our experiences of many
years in the CETA system where, as you well know in front of this
oaramittee, the Department was very well criticized for too much
intervention, too much changing of the rules, too much guidance in
areas probably where the Secretary poirted out this morning, we
probably aren t the experts to provide guidance.

We did find a history where frequently our efforts to step in andhelp turned into program distortions rather than assistance.
Whether or not that's an appropriate policy to continue on a blind
ongoing basis is a very valid question.

We are now taking, as we get into the second year of this system,
a very good look at what role effectively the national and Federal
system can perform. We want to be careful about that. We dt n't
want to create more problems or confusion, but if there is a specific
effective role that the Federal Government can play by way of
technical assistance particularly, we are in the midst of some dis-
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cussions with the various interest groups and the various people
around the country, and I would suspect that we would be talking
to you about some changes in that role. But, we will continue to be
on tremendous guard about providing technical and specific an-
swers to every issue that comes up in the fear that we sometimes
create more problems Clan we solve.

Mr. HAWKINS. Let it be clear that is not what they were seeking.
Many SDA's are afraid that the lack of technical assistance may
lead to trouble when you begin to audit their accounts.

1 Because of this fear, they are reluctant to move ahead in some
instances. I think it is important to distinguish between interven-
tion on the one hand and sound technical assistance on the other. I
believe that what I am suggesting needs to be explored further be-
cause it is perceived to be a problem and one about which we heard
many complaints.

Mr. JONES. I think that particular issue, Mr. Chairman, is indeed
a very important one, and that any State and local government
that is engaged in administering this program and trying to serve
youth and disadvantaged people and do so in a proper and clean
way has an absolute right to look to their partner to assure that
they can do so without fear of later oversight. We intend to work
on that issue in any way possible to maximize their creativity.

Mr. HAWKINS. I would like to make one final comment. It was
pointed out to the committee that because the new structure of
JTPA with greater role for the States, many States were not famil-
iar with the operation of the program as cities and local communi-
ties had been. For that reason, they believed that the State's advice
was not as adequate as they thought the Federal Government
could provide. But, since you are exploring this area, I would cer-
tainly advise you to be diligent.

Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Atkins.
Mr. ATKINS. I yield my time.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't want to be repeti-

tive, but I am a little bit hazy as to what the position of the De-
nartment is. As we undoubtedly will hear other testify, the Depart-
ment should collect followup data after placement. I think you
dealt a little bit with this problem, so I won't ask you to repeat, but
can you tell me whether the Department intends to do anything to
define placement in the long term, or will you only look at the
short-term placement? Now a person can be placed for 1 day and
still be defined as having been placed, you know.

Mr. JONES. Yes, Mr. Hayes, as I indicated, we are formally now
in the midst of examining a proposal that our advisory groups have
put forward that would structure some definitions and some stand-
ards for longer term placement definitions, and we're examining
exactly what their impact would be and how they would be imple-
mented and tracked. That decision will be made here in the early
fall, and we'll be back consulting with the committee on it at that
time.

Mr. HAYES. Now there is one other question that bothers me.
You have heard same testimony from the mayor of Boston in refer-
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ence to the confidence of mayors in their position on restoration of
funds that they stand to lose.

Being from Chicago, I understand that we will lose about 42 per-
cent of the funds next year based on allotment. Nos we are in dis-
cussion trying to compare in my district in Chicago the JTPA Pro-
gram ye sus CETA. I have the feeling that we're worse off on the
JTPA than we were on the CETA.

It appears, and I am characterizing it as I see it, that a JTPA, as
it applies to my particular district, which represents a good portion
of the southside of the city of Chicago, which is 92 percent black,
unemployment among our black youth there is better than 50 per-
ceat, so the job training program is tantamount to applying a band-
aid to resetting a broken leg, so to speak, when you think of the
numbers that actually complete the program of training.

Now, I look at the description of the term "labor market area."
It means, as I marl the description, economically integrated geo-
graphical area wito,ii which individuals can reside and find em-
ployment. This is next to impossible within that area, because
there are few existing jobs.

Within a reasonable distance, they say, and can readily change
employment without changing their place of residence. There is no
danger of black youth changing their place of residence in the first
place, because there is nowhere else to go. They are sort of boxed
into that kind of area.

Such areas shall be identified in accordance with the criteria
used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor
in defining such areas or similar criteria established by a Gover-
nor. Can you explain to me how we can solve what is a growing
problep? It's not even remaining constant. The unemployment
prdblem is constantly growing in that area. How do we find a solu-
tion to that problem under the current program that's outlined by
JTPA, even a p4rtial solution to it?

Mr. JONES. Congressman, the Secretary in his statement this
morning referred that one of the prime issues under JTPA is its
cooperative merger with vocational education, economic develop-
ment, and some other programs that are available. There can be no
question that this program has its greatest difficulty in working in
high rural areas or nonindustrial areas where there are not other
immediate job opportunities, and this program by itself in those
circumstances, probal.%y will not achieve full equity in the labor
market in that circumstance, and must, in fact, be used as only one
tool along with other things t' nit deal with the job and supply and
demand side of the marl t1+'

We can provide training. We can provide job search, in some
cases relocation, but that is not an answer on any long-term basis,
but it can only be effective if it's coupled with some other programs
to deal directly with that kind of an issue. It's one of our most diffi-
cult concerns, is to not train people for opportunities that don't
exist, but to in effect move them directly into jobs that do exist and
in that kind of an area, there can be no question that's one of or r
most difficult issues.

Mr. HAYES. You are conscious of the fact that most of the oppor-
tunities are for placement in the suburbs of the city of Chicago
rather than in the city itself. Hence, most of the training programs
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and opportunities for training are in the suburbs rather than in
the inner city.

Thank you, Mr. Jones.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Hayes. Just one last quick ques-

tion. Mr. Hayes or Mr. Hawkins raised the question, but I don't
think you really answered it, and it was one of the concerns of why
the local areas get into so much paperwork more than under CETA
is because they are worried about the auditing. Are you going to
develop any auditing guidelines so that they know what- -see, they
are all worried that they are going to expend money, and then

1 later they're going to be held accountable for them, and under the
auditing guidelines, those expenditures wouldn't have been legiti-
mate.

Mr. JONES. It's a very frustrating problem, Mr. Chairman. Fre-
quently in the past, when we engaged in developing audit guide-
lines, we created more regulation and paperwork problems than we
solved. Currently the audits for all State and local governments
that will be ccnducted here are defined by attachment P of the
OMB circulars, their standard system. That is what will be utilized
for the audit. There is no question. I think your statement is cor-
rect, that locally the lower we go in the system, people tend to pro-
tect themselves in every way possible by paperwork mills or sys-
tems or requirements from a fear of an audit down the road.

It's an issue that concerns us. We will deal with it, but I am not
convinced at this juncture that specific audit guider:- .es may be the
answer. We are probably right now in the process of the first round
of audits in the system, and I think the experience that results
from that will be the most important part of the answer to that.

There is a significant difference here. The audits in the JTPA
system are managed, conducted, and resolved at the State level,
not the Federal level, and that probably will have a significant
impact on it. Also, I do believe that there is some value in the lack
of definition and intervention that we've placed in the system, in
providing much more flexibility for resolving those audit issues.

But, we should not be operating a system, Mr. Chairman, that is
audit focused as opposed to program focused, and that is an issue
that the Department needs to deal with in conjunction with the
committee.

Mr. MARTINEZ. There has got to be some way of dealing with it,
because even, as you just stated, that's policy after. When you get
policy after, it doesn't alleviate the fears.

Mr. JONES. And it does tend to stifle creativity. There can be no
question about that.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Very well. We'll hopefully be able to do some-
thing about that, and relieve these people of some of their fears.
Thank you very much, Mr. Jones, and thanks to the Secretary
again for all your help.

Mr. JONES. Thank you, sir.
Mr. MARTINEZ. At this time, the Chair would like to call Gary

Orfield, professor of public administration from the University of
Chicago.

Mr. Orfield, we have your testimony in full. It will be submitted
for the record. We would like to ask you at this time to summarize
your testimony.
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STATEMENT OF GARY ORFIELD, PROFESSOR, PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Mr. ORFIELD. I would be glad to. It is an honor to be here before
the committee as its oversight hearings begin and present the re-
sults of the work of the last year of 26 researchers at the Universi-
ty of Chicago, several of whom are here ..oday, including the associ-
ate director, Helen Slesser, who is next to me.

We have been studying the JTPA system across the State of Illi-
nois and from all levels, from the State policy level to the local
level to the service provider level. We have actually been out talk-
ing to service delivery administrators, to people rho are running
these programs, and we have been analyzing a great deal of data.
We have great many tables and summaries of what if, happening
for you in our report which we will deliver a version cleaned up of
all the c-,inputer glitches within the next week.

We believe that we actually know what is happening in many
different kinds of communities that represent communities across
the country from the richest suburbs to smaller prosperous cities to
smeller cities that are in economic dispair to the central city of
Chicago, one of the great cities of the country.

Before I ,7et into some of the problems that we discovered in this
program, I think it is important to put on the record that we think
that the JTPA law performed a very important function in keeping
the job training system alive in a time of tremendous economic
need in the State of Illinois and many other States that are going
through deindustrialization process.

We feel that the law itself has many capabilities ofaddressing a
number of the problems that we will address. We feel that there
has been a very serious abdication of leadership by the Department
of Labor and that the complexity of the law has been reduced to a
very few principles, and that those principles dominate the entire
job training system at this point in time. It is not a local- and
State-run system. It is a system that is run by placement standards
and cost figures, and those are distorting and producing many of
the results that \ found around Illinois.

We believe there are many parts of the act that call for quite dif-
ferent standards and that are much more oriented toward real
return on investment and long-term success, and we urge the Con-
gress and the Labor Department to pay attention to those.

I want to just summarize some of our findings from the analysis,
and then to answer any questions you may have. The first thing we
found was that there has just been an enormous shrinkage of train-
ing resources in all parts of Illinois, that if we compared between
the late 1970's and the initiation of JTPA, there was a shrinkage in
seal dollars on the order of 70 percent going into job trainingat the
national level, and an even larger shrinkage in real dollars going
to Illinois.

When you look at it in dollars per person, unemployed, the
shrinkage was on the order of 80 percent. So there has been a tre-
mendous decline in the capacity to do anything in terms of provid-
ing training in an economy where there are more and more people
who are not just unemployed, but severely and persistently unem-
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ployed, and in large areas where there is a very critical unemploy-
ment and tremendous loss of employment opportunities.

A second thing we found by comparing the last 10 years is that
this shrinkage of resources paralleled the shrinkage of actual train-
ing opportunities and that we are able to reach now a much small-. er fi ction of the unemployed population than we could during the
years that CETA was well funded.

At its peak, the Federal training system could rec ch about 30
percent of the unemployed people in Illinois in some wi v in a given

4 year. Now, it is about 10 percent, and many of them artt, reached in
a very, very brief and superficial manner. So those are basic con-
straints on the entire system.

We found that in passing the law, Congress and many advocates
of the law believed that the States would provide decisive leader-
ship under this program. We did an intensive study of what the
State had actually done. Our State is a State that is widely ad-
mired for what it has done, and was given an award recently by
one of the national organizations. But, we found a very disappoint-
ing record. We found that this fear of audits, for example, had ob-
sessed the State administrators and produced an absolute tidal
wave of paperwork that was complained of throughout the system.
There is much more redtape now than there was under CETA at
the level of providing service and getting into system.

We think that the Federal Government owe the States a very
clear description of what they have to do and vaiat they might be
audited on so that this kind of extremely counterproductive and
costly and inflexible reaction does not have to take place.

Almost all of the States' energies for finding out information
about what was happening were devoted to this problem for the
first 2 years of the program. We found that the State approved the
fragmentation of the Chicago labor market further, even beyond
the level of CETA by separating the part of Cook County, the Cook
County suburbs that has jobs, from the part that has severe unem-
ployment, and the part that has severe unemployment is overen-
rolling and overexpending JTPA funds. The part that has jobs is
only spending About half of them.

You cannot find eligible people, because those people are not able
to live in those affluent suburbs. We found that the distribution
formula was unworkable in Illinois, because every place is above
the thresholds for unemployment so it didn't separate those places
that had critical unemployment from those places that didn't.

The net result was what we thought was an inappropriate focus
of funding on places that were affluent and literally couldn't spend
the money and the critical underfunding of number of areas in the
State that have extraordinarily severe and persistent unemploy-
ment.

Our study of program participation shows that there is creaming
throughout the system. In fact, almost everyone who operates in
the system concedes it, from the State director to the Twv, ple who
run service delivery areas to the people who run joh training of-
fices where they actually deal with clients.

Most of the SDA's have some kind of screening process at intake.
One of them even has a high school graduation requirement, and
many of the service providers do a second level of screening before
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people are allowed into programs. They don't do that, because they
don t want to serve hard to serve people. They do it because they
have to meet the placement standards and the cost standards.
Those standards are driving service providers not to serve people
who have serious job training needs and rewarding them for train-
ing people who don't have serious job training needs.

We found a significant shift in the composition of training in the
State, particularly along the level of education. In the last year, 75
percent of the people who were in the lade II programs and 85 per-
cent of the people who were in the title III programs in Illinois had
high school degrees or more. A number of them had college

This was a very large shift from the previous operations of
CETA, about twice as low a level of high school dropouts in the
system. We think that this is a very, very critical problem, and it's
a result of the costs and the placement standards.

We found that there were serious issues of equal opportunity at
every level in the training system in terms of the initial input. Dis-
advantaged groups were less likely to get through from the original
contact with the JTPA office into the enrollment process. Within
the enrollment process, they were likely to be assigned to less de-
sirable training programs. For example, on-the-job training was
twice as frequently offered to men as to women. It was less fre-
quently offered to blacks than to whites.

We found a very serious decline in total enrollment in the JTPA
system by Hispanics in the State of Illinois, and very, very little
training of any sort to deal with non-English-speaking people, be-
cause that just cannot be afforded under the system even by His-
panic agencies.

We found that within the system, that there was very little being
offered in the way of basic skills education to meet the very critical
problems of many people who are being dislocated or who are
unable to get into indu. -I sl employment which was traditionally
the backbone of our econoi. v and don't have basic skills to get any-
where in the service economy.

Only about 10 percent of the training slots in Illinois are for
basic skills development. Many more go for what they call a job
club, for example, which is a very, very short, brief kind of encoun-
ter with a trainee that does really involve any substantive training
except in how to do an interview.

We found that in the city of Chicago, only 337 blacks and 26 His-
panics were enrolled in basic skills training last year, and only
about 110 of all of the students graduated from basic skills in the
entire city. This is a city where almost 13,000 additional dropouts
are added to a vast goof of people without basic skills every year,
and who are condemned to almost certain economic disadvantage
throughout their lives if they don't remedy those difficulties.

We found that coming out of the system, when you did get train-
ing there was discrimination or there was unequal treatment by
employers. In other words, blacks or women who got through OJT
trainir g, for example, were less likely to be hired and likely to get
a lowe.. wage. Our study does not show how all these things happen
or show how much of it is caused by discrimination, or how much
is caused by other forces in society, but we did look very closely at
civil rights enforcement to see whether JTPA was watching those
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issues te find out whether it could monitor equal opportunity,
given these very serious problems we identified of unequal results
coming through this system.

We were very distressed to learn that at both the Federal and
State level, Federal civil rights enforcement, State civil rights en-. forcement lied almost ceased to exist under the JTPA throughout
the first 2 years of the program. Neither the Federal Government
nor the State government has issued even a basic regulation to this
point in time. Enforcement staffs are reduced. They cannot do

-4 training effectively, because they are not binding regulations.
In the State of Illinois, total enforcement staff at this point in

time is one person who has not only the responsibility for JTPA,
but a whole range of other major Federal grant programs, and is
totally unable to handle the function that he has.

So we think that this one area that is particularly critical has to
be addressed immediately. We see some signs in both Illinois and
the Federal Government that at last there is beginning to be some
attention given to this problem, but we think Congress should mon-
itor that very strictly.

The title III program, we found, was a program in Illinois that
functioned primarily for a very selective group of people without
jobs. Eighty-five percent were high school graduates. It was over-
whelmingly a white male program. Must of the training it offerel
was very short term, and it was not functioning effectively at all in
the city of Chicago where only less than 50 people were placed
during the transition year, and a very small number during the
first program year.

We make a series of recommendations, and we go into both ques-
tions that can be dealt with within the existing lines of those that
might require changes. We realize that this may not be the best
time to be thinking about large changes in the act, but we are con-
vinced that when recessions comes, this act is going to be so incred-
ibly inadequate in many dimensions that there's a need for Con-
gress to begin to think about what needs to be addressed as this
program continues to evolve.

We believe that, first of all, there is a need to move beyond the
placement standard of immediate placement and lowest possible
cost, to thinking about the substantive kinds of training that need
to be offered and the long term return on investments. As we read
the act, Congress talks about return on the investment they're
making and increased earnings and employmentthese are

.. quotesof participants and reduction in welfare dependency. That
does not mean for 1 day or 2 weeks or 2 months. It means a lasting
reduction in dependency, and a lasting increase of income and em-
ployment.

There is absolutely no way within existing JTPA system at the
State or the Federal level to know whether this is occurring or
whether the existing investments are intelligent and worthwhile
investments. We must have followup data. We believe that as soon
as we have adequate followup data, it will become more apparent
that more investment in basic skills training and less in more su-
perficial aspects of this process really have much better long term
economic returns, and that they are better investments.
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If we move toward placement standards that are based on dura-
tion of placement, we will begin to understand much better what
some of the training needs really are. We believe that there should
be a major recommitment to basic skills training with the JTPA
system. It is fine to say that somebody else should do it, that the
schools should do it, or the community colleges should do it, and so
on and so forth. We know that very few people who drop out of
school actually return to school. We know that the Chicago public
schools where most of the low income and minority children in the
State attend have received less and less aid to deal with the prob-
lems of the children "ho are there, and we know that there has grA,
to be muc'. better cooperation between job training employers and
schools if we are going to begin to address this problem effectivEly.

We found almost no coordination whatever in the State of Illi-
nois between the public schools and the job training system over
the retention of students in school and over the problem of helping
dropouts or preventing dropouts, better yet, which we believe
would be extremely important.

We found many inappropriate placements of youth in the job
training system. There was only a very small fraction of those who
need academic training and are receiving it. There's many short
term placements in order to meet the placement standards. In Chi-
cago, during the transition year, for example, in the whole JTPA
system, one-fourth of the people were placed at minimum wage,
and the largest single employer was McDonald's. We do not think
that Congress intended to finance a job trahing system and to
spend thousands of dollars on an individual to send them without
any increase in basic skills or long-term earning capacity to a tem-
porary job that is likely to be part time and brief, and close to min-
imum wage.

We believe that civil rights enforcement should be aided by issu-
ing regulations, increasing staffs, by training the State and local
administrators, by using some fund terminations to deal with the
fact that most of the States don't even have the basic framework or
beginnings of a civil rights program in force, and we believe there
should be cooperation between JTPA and job discrimination agen-
cies in looking at the differential treatment of people who are
trained 'n this system when they go out and try to get employment
or when they try to get referrals to OJT jobs.

We think that Congress, the Labor Department and States need
to think about the definition of dislocated workers. Since we have
found that it was not clear in the act and that the State has de-
fined it in a way that tends to exclude a lot of the relatively low
seniority women and minority employees in firms. We believe that
there should be some major experiments in relocation, since parts
of our State and many others simply don't have jobs.

It would be a much better service to people to help them move
someplace that there are jobs if they could definitely line up jobs.
We think that there has to be a better effort to coordinate JTPA
and the unemployment insurance system since, for men, particu-
larly, who aren't on AFDC, since there are no stipends in the JTPA
system, we are now in a situati where there are many people
who are too poor to afford to be trained in the United States.
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We know that most of the unemployed pecp1e are not any longer
in the unemployment insurance recipient category and for those
who are we think there should be a very serious effort to get them
into training as soon as possible while they still have the income to
afford to be trained.

At the State government level, we believe that there is a real
need for development of policies that emphasize quality of training.
None of the Federal or State standards prevent an SDA, for exam-
ple, from not offering any basic skills training, and some of the

-0 SDA's in Illinois do not. Chicago is only able to offer it to 4 percent
of the eligible people, and it falls very far behind each year.

We think the State ought to be looking at and setting some prior-
ities for what these job training programs actually ought to ad
dress. The State has no policy evaluation capability now, in part
because it has been so severely underfunded administratively. They
realize that they need to have that capacity, and Congress needs to
think, I think, about the administrative expenditure ceiling if the
States do not have the adequate staff to deal with the question of
whether or not the system is actually working.

In conclusion, I would say there's a number of issues we think
the Congress needs to address in the long run, first of all, funding.
The funding is very seriously inadequate for these programs, and
the thought that it should be further substantially cut goes right
against the grain of a growing and deep need in the country.

We think that there is a very important role for public service
employment. We found that people around the State operating
JTPA had many situations where they simply could not find jobs to
place people and there is something extremely counterproduc-
tive and destr ive about training somebody when the job does not
exist.

Many people have felt that by the end of the CETA Program we
would learn a lot about how to run a proper public service employ-
ment program, and that we gave away that knowledge. We found
in our State many tax expenditures that encouraged additional dis-
location by having corporations move from central cities to suburbs
and other places that did not have a real shortage of jobs.

We think that Congress needs to think about whether or not the
Federal Government through industrial revenue bonds and other
sources should be financing the creation of additional dislocation
on a large scale in the country, even while it is offering a tiny
training program to deal with some of those consequences.

We feel that JTPA as it presently stands does not have adequate
tools to de..il with the problems of non-English-speaking people who
are a very large population in Chicago and many other areas and
that there ought to be major experiments launched in this area.

Finally, we feel that there is importance, both to look at redistri-
bution of funds within urban areas and to develop a series of strat-
egies for sharing training opportunities, job listings and placement
services across the fragmented parts of metropolitan area labor
rnaekets, because we have found many situations where there were
unfilled training slots in affluent suburbs connected to almost cer-
tain jobs, and there were oversubscribed training progams a few
miles away in the central city that did not have any jobs they were
likely to lead to.
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We felt that on both sides this is a waste of resources and oppor-
tunities. That concludes our basic statement.

[The prepared statement of Gary Orfield follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY ORFIELD, ILLINOIS UNEMPLOYMENT AND JOB TRAINING
RESEARCH PROJECT, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Two years of experience under JTPA shows that the widely proclaimed success of
this new federalism policy has been bought at a very high price. The program has
achieved high placement rates with much lower expenditures, but this has been the
result not of efficiency but of exclusion. The training program often has nothing of
real value to offer those most desperately in need of training. Its agencies and con-
tractors have specialized in brief training programs and job interview workshops for
those whose training needs are much less severe and who would be likely to find
jobs without special assistance.

Our year-long study of the program by the 26 people in our resec.rch project in-
volved examining how JTPA is actually functioning in the center of industrial
America. We visited local agencies across the state, including some of the richest
suburban areas in the county and some of the nation's most stricken middle sized
industrial cities. We conducted interviews with pople operating individual training
p , attended many of the policy meetings and interviewed the officials, and
studied thousands of pages of printouts deecribing the programs and the people en-
rolled within them. We gathered data on budgets and programs for more than a
decade and compared the nature of the efforts and the results as part of our efforts
to find out whether the country was moving forward or backward in addressing its
job training problems.

We concluded that the nation has been moving backward, providing lees real job
training and failing to recognize the very severe crisis that still confronts industrial
workers, blacks and Hispanics, youth seeking jobs without skills, and women strug-
gling to support a family on part-time minimum wage jobs. The economic recovery
has been extremely uneven and the scale of the problems that remain to be ad-
dressed is far above that which was considered a grave social crude a generation
ago. If those who have stopped looking for jobs are added to the official unemploy-
ment statistics, we have 9.5 million people without work at what is p.obly the
peak of the recovery and manufacturing employment has regained on about half
of the jobs lost in the last recession. 15% of blacks, more than a tenth of Hispanics,
and 18% of teens were jobless and the numbers were frighteningly higher for cen-
tral city minority youth. A number of the largest industrial states, including Illi-
nois, report substantially higher rates of joblessness and have experienced less re-cov.

In
er

tyhe midst of this continuing crisis of unemployment, exacerbated by large
changes in the American economy that displace millions of workers, the federal gov-
ernment has instituted radical cuts in resources for job training and adopted a set of
policies that direct those resources away from the most troubled areas and individ-
uals. In constant value dollars the federal training and employment evenditures
dropped 69% from FY 79 to FY 83 and the program provided only one -filth as much
resources for training each jobless worker m a society with a far higher unemploy-
ment level. The drop was even more severe in Illinois. Not only did the dollar de-
cline and the public service jobs program disappear, but our research shows that
Chicago got significantly less than its reasonable share of what remained while
some of the most affluent suburban areas received allocations well in excess of their
needs. They couldn't spend the funds they received.

Our comparison of CETA with JTPA showed that at its peak CETA served about
30% of the jobless people in Illinois during a year but that JTPA reaches only a'Nout
a tenth and provides a much lower level of service, with shorter programs and
many placements in job clubs. The research showed that each time Congress
changed the rules of job training programs during the past decade and a half, that
there was a rapid effect on who received training. Where agencies were told to serve
those with basic skills needs, they were served. When Congress reformed the PSE
program, the number of disadvantaged participants soared. Even before JTPA, the
Reagan Administration and the 1981 amendments changed the characteristics of job
training programs under CETA, as fewer minorities and disadvantaged people were
served and more with at least a high school diploma. The job training system adapts
rapidly to new policy directives and we think that it needs some new goals from
C

JTPA was based to a considerable extent on some important assumptions. The
law assumed that the states would do a better job than the federal government in
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administering job training and that the private sector would make a major contribu-
tion if the program was put under the control of Private Industry Councils and state
councils dominated by businessmen. Our study finds that state control has brought
more red tape and paperwork, that the state approved fragmentation of the Chicago
suburbs separating jobs from the jobless, that the state has extremely little substan-
tive leadership on such central issues as the linkage between education and train-
ing, and that state officials have done almost nothing to find out whether or not the
program is actually working. The state has provided honest, professional, low cost
administration in a program emphasizing compliance with auditing requirements
and seeking ways to use job funds as part of economic development packages.

One of the clearest misconceptions was the belief of the Reagan Administration

4 that the states would spontaneously enforce civil rights without federal regulations
and federal monitoring. As the federal government withd-ew from the field the vast
majority of the states emulated its example and civil rights requirements virtually
ceased to exist for the first two years of the program

Our study of program participation shows that there are serious issues of equal
opportunity at every stage of the JTPA system. The proportion of black enrollees is
slightly above the low point of the CETA period if one looks only at Title HA. In-
cluding Title III, the black participation is substantially lower. Hispanic participa-
tion has fallen significantly in Illinois under JTPA. The minority group members
the program does serve include a few of the many thousands of dropouts added to
the state's economically precarious population each year. There is a serious low of
potential participants in JTPA before the enrollment stage and disadvantaged
people were disproportionately lost. Although the JTPA law emphasizes the eco-
nomically disadvantaged, we found screening going on in much of the state at both
the SDA and the service provider level Officials and contractors throughout the
system conceded that JTPA standards forced them to screen out many people with
severe handicaps. Although our survey of those providing training services under
JTPA disclosed considerable sympathy for the increased emphasis on placement,
they reported that one of the most serious training needs was for basic skills and
that they would not satisfy this need.

The educational dimension of the screening process was particularly critical.
During the JTPA year ending last July, 75 percent of Illinois enrollees in Title II
and 85% of those in Title III were high school grads. Even in Chicago, where almost
half the students fail to complete high school, the great majority of those in training
were graduates. Many JTPA enrollees had more than a high school education.
Under CETA a far higher proportion of dropouts were served. Both in Illinois and
nationally, the evidence shows a very dismal prospect for jobs and income for drop-
outs without training.

Within the JTPA system, women, minorities, and other groups experienced differ-
eat treatment. Women were only about half as likely as men to receive the most
desirable placements, in OJT jobs, and were substantially more likely to end up in
vocational courses. Blacks were also less likely to receive OJT placement. Different
types of training placement were related to different rates of finding jobs. Job place-
ment, for example, was relatively low for job club activities. Even within the same
kind of training, there were differences in placement rate and salary at placement
by sex, race welfare status, etc. The JTPA system is exclusionary at the entrance
point, threats people differently inside the training process, and feeds trainees into
a discriminatory private labor market. It is a system that tends to perpetuate rather
than reduce initial inequalities.

The Title III program, which is the major innovation in JTPA, accounts for about
a fourth of JTPA enrollment in Illinois. The program speaks to a problem of disloca-
tion that is extremely severe in Illinois but reaches a very small fraction of the
people affected, has no targets for helping *hose facing the most severe problems in
reentering private employment, and offers ve.-v short-term training that cannot up-
grade the skills of a worker in a disappearing industry who has nothing to offer in
the service industry labor market. We believe that this program is in need of funda-
mental reexamination.

Our recommendations cover many levels of state and federal policy and adminis-
tration. We believe that an adequate response to the problem of very severe persist-
ing unemployment, to say nothing of the much more serious problems likely in the
next recession would require a substantial increase in resources in job training, res-
toration of a tightly targeted public jobs program where there are no jobs, and a
reOirection of the program away from emphasis on short-term placement figures
with little real significance toward the kind of training that genuinely helps those
who otherwise have little chance. Programs should be measured by long-term place
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ments and by success in dealing with very serious educational problems that block
almost any chance for mobility.

We call for much stronger priorities in directing rue resources to very serious
problems and a strong movement away from the existing fragmented view of train-
ing and employment within bits and pieces of metropolitan labor markets. We be-
lieve that there should be requirements for sharing jobs and training opportunities
within large labor market areas and that the trainees should be offered an option to
take a subsidy for a move when they can identify a better job somewhere else in he
country As the economy continues to move through drastic changes in the nature
and distribution of jobs, it is very important to increase the choices and tools avail-
able to the victims of these changes.

One of the most glaring failures of the JTPA program has been a peculiar insensi-
tivity to issues of discrimination and equity. We recommend a series of major
changes to upgrade the performance of both federal and state civil rights operations.
Our report shows that unequal treatment is, in fact, a systematic problem within
the JTPA system and requires continuous top level attention.

The JTPA program has kept job training alive and training experts and agencies
functioning through very difficult times. It has produced some valuable lessons
about the need for increased attention to private sector relationships and concen-
trated work on placement problems. It has also shown all too clearly, however, the
serious cost of making those useful ideas into the driving force of a training system
that too often loses sight of the problems of those who most need training. Congress
has the responsibility to offer a more solidly based training and retraining program
that has the resources to permanently transform the work chances of people who
otherwise will have no real role in the American economy or American society.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Orfield. I have one question.
Somewhere in your testimony, somewhere here where you read it,
you mentioned about 56 people. Was that in Chicago, IL, or the State
of P.linois that were placed under title III last year?

Mr. ORFIELD. We found in the transition year, the figure was?
Ms. SLESSER. Fourty-five people for the city of Chicago in the

transition year; 322 people were placed during this program year
in the city of Chicago in title III.

Mr. ORFIELD. This is a city that really has many, tens, scores of
thousands of dislocated workers.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Orfield. Kind of a sad statistic really.
Mr. ORFIELD. Yes.
Mr. MARTINEZ. You have addressed a lot of the problems that we

have heard referred to in other hearings. Do you feel, let me ask
you, do you feel that these problems could be addressed through
the administrative process, or do you feel there is going to need to
be legislation?

Mr. ORFIELD. I feel there are many problems that can be ad-
dressed through the administrative process, such as the develop-
ment of more realistic placement standards and evaluation capac-
ity and so forth, and there are some others that we mentioned at
the end that would require new legislation, but we do have the
feeling that there is much more in the JTPA law than has been
seen so far in the program administration and that the Labor De-
partment has made a terrible mistake by saying that it was giving
discretion, but really sending only one signal, saying we are only
interested in your placement statistics and your cost statistics. Ev-
eryone in the system is reacting ac if that was the only policy that
was in JTPA, and I think it is very important that the Labor De-
partment send out other signals and rest the minds of the State
and local administrators about totally unknown accounting and au-
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diting problems that they might be dealing with and begin to focus
on real training issues.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. }iv, es. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just wanted to commend

first Professor Orfield for his yeoman dig in research on this whole
area, what I categorize as a real critical problem facing America
today, that is wilat are we going to do to increase opportunities for
gainful employment for our youth today.

I think certainly your efforts will not go unnoticed. It should be
used to help us and Congress to understand and find some answers
to the shortcomings that now exist under the J'rPA Program.
There is one thing that I must say. You mentioned something that

disagree with. You said when the recession comes. I am sure you
were not talking bout the southside of Chicago where th a Universi-
ty o. ,hicago lives. The recession has a_ready progressed from a re-
cession to depression, so far as the southside of the c.4y of Chica-
go concerned.

My specific questions are these. I have been to oev( .1 oversight
hearings throughout the United States, and their nw n testimo-
ny that indicated, and I want to find out if yo t see is the case,
where there has been certain skimming off th top v .arms of the
higher graded group of students, when it ,omes to determining who
is admitted into the JTPA P,.og.ram. Do you rim this to be true in
your study in Chicago and t. State of Illinois?

Mr. ORFIELD. Yes, Mr. Congressman, we have found that almost
everyone that we spoke to in the system recognized this as a prob-
lem, and a number of them Baia it was required by the placement
standar( . They believe that .;ie signal that Wab being sent to them
by the aoministrators was that they had to do this, because if they
didn't meet those standards, their SDA could lose its funds or the
service provider could lose its contract so that literally they had to
think all the tine about whether they coalli L.: ford to take the risk
of training somebody who really needed to be trained, or whether
they had to select somebody that would be easy to place. Very
often, they decided to select the people who were easy to place. The
creaming takes place mostly along the I; es of education which is a
very, very important line, because it means we cream out people
who are untrained by the schools r- 3 the job training system.

Mr. HAYES. Henke, it is not to from wrong for those of us
who have said it has been cond.. A by some in the position of
power to do something about it th-1, there are certain expendables
in our society who we should not even waste money on to try to
train and educate and prepare to fit into society. Hence, w e don't
gi "e them any opportunity, isn't that true?

Mr. ORFIELD. Well, I think in our discussions, for exam le, with
service providers in Chicago, that many of them felt that they were
being told that they could not try to deal with the real hardcore
unemployed, because if they did, they would have to spend more on
those kids, and they would have not such a good record of place-
ment, especially since they would be dealing with racial discrimina-
tion after the kids were trained, and that they would punished
if they did that by the JTPA system.

Mr. HAYES. You have mentioned the inadequacy of the civil
rights program which I am interes' _ 3 in, and given the kind of ap-
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proach that this administration has, and I am not asking you to be
partisan in your answer to this question, because I say we are deal-
ing with a human question, not one that has to do with partisan
politics, but as a real assault on affirmative action as a whole, do
you see any real ckance for a turnaround in this whole area of civil
rights as it approaches the problem of unemployment, unless there
is some real positive act Jri of change on the part of the Congress of
the United States?

Mr. ORFIELD. Well, I think this is an area where Congress really
needs to exercise a tremendous amount of oversight, because, as
you know, a number of the Federal agencies are simply not active-
ly enforcing civil rights laws at this point in time. I think that we
have a situation in JTPA where the Justice Department has been
blocking the issuance of even a basic regulation that's not a very
dramatic assertion of Federal power, and I think is almost the min-
imum that the law requires.

That has been blocked now throughout, well into the third year
of this program, and I think Congress needs to fmd out why the
executive branch is unable to even issue a basic directive, that the
lack of this directive has made many of the State people feel that
civil rights is not any longer a serious problem, and that they
really take any risk by ignoring it. Since many of the States do not
even have a paper structure of enforcement, and no one has been
punished yet for not having one in this system.

Mr. HAYES. Time is running out on me, I've been advised. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman, for being as liberal as you were.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank yoli, Mr. Hayes, and thank you very much.
I can assure you that the study and the work you have done will
not go to waste. It will be valuable for us on the committee to work
with as we try to remedy some of the inadequacies in the program
now and as we try to correct some of the definitions to the locals so
that they have less to worry about, and, like you say, stress more
on the program's success as far as it pertains to the help of human
beings that need it. Thank you very much.

Mr. ORFIELD. Thank you very much.
Mr. MARTINEZ. At this time, the Chair would like to call the first

panel which consists of Joan Hammond on behalf of Gov. Richard
Celest °. National Governors' Association; Donald Singer, president
of the National Association of County Training and Employment
Professionals, National Association of Counties; and John Tnier,
council member from Rockville, MD, representing the National
League of Cities.

We would like to begin with the council member from Rockville,
MD, Mr. John Tyner.

STATEMENT OF JOHN TYNER II, COUNCIL MEMBER, ROCKVILLE,
MD, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES

Mr. TYNER. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am John Tyner,
council member of the city of Rod ille, MD, and a member of the
National League of Cities, Human Jevelopment Steering Commit-
tee.

I am here today on behalf of our 15,000 direct and indirect
member cities end elected officials. I want to thank the chairman
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and the members of the subcommittee for the opportunity to come
before you and discuss the Department of Labor's Job Training
Partnership Act activities.

Although much of the responsibility for managing JTPA has
been lodged with State governments, the Federal Government
through DOL continues to retain important JTPA responsibilities.
Those responsibilities include the development and promulgation of
regulations to guarantee that the objectives of the legislation are
met, the resolution of disputes over service delivery area designa-
tions and private industry council certification, the approval of
State plans, the development of performance standards, and serv-
ing in an appeal capacity for program auditing disputes.

To the extent that JTPA remains legitimately in its infancy,
harsh, sweeping rebukes of the program and its administration
may be somewhat premature. What is not premature, however, is
how local governments perceive a program designed in large part
to cure their jobless ills. The local level, after all, is where our Na-
tion's millions of unemployed reside.

In a recent NLC survey entitled "Employment Problems and
America's Cities," the survey respondents were asked to rate the
performance of the Federal Government under JTPA both in gen-
eral and in specific areas of responsibility. I would like to submit a
summary of that report for the record. The results of that survey
are quite telling.

Overall, only 3 percent of city officials said Federal performance
in JTPA had been excellent, with 2 out of 3 saying t' at it had been
fair or poor. In addition, large percentages say that the Federal
Government has done a poor job of providing progken, guidance
and information and technical assistance.

Mr. Chairman, what these figures tell us is that local officials do
not think that the Federal Government is doing 8 good job on
JTPA. In abolishing CETA and creating JTPA, both the adminis-
tration and Congress clearly intended that the baton of decision-
making be passed on to State governments which have little expe-
rience o: preparation for the new role and responsibility under
JTPA. This inexperience has only been compounded by what I be-
lieve many of us agree is serious program underfunding. At the
meetings of the NLC Human Development Steering Committee in
March and in May, and in our most recent meeting last month, the
steering committee considered amendments to our national munici-
pal policy as it relates to JTPA. While those amendments to our
existing policies on JTPA have yet to be acted upon by the full
NLC membership, they do, however, go in many ways to the heart
of what it is we are discussing today, specifically ways in which not
only the Department of Labor, but all pls ,e .._, in tne JTPA process
can maximize the training and unemployment results intended by
Congress.

Specifically we ask that you add specificity to language regarding
JTPA's purpose of serving economically disadvantaged persons to
now urge that the hardest to employ among the disadvantaged be
targeted for assistance. This recommelidation is premised on the
fact that JTPA at its optimum can only serve about 5 percent of
the ,,ligible disadvantaged population.
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We urge that you change the formula used in determining the
j'fPA allocations from a two-thirds unemployment rate, one-third
poverty rate formula to an equally weighted formula of unemploy-
ment and poverty measures.

This change would more equitably address the high pockets of
joblessness, chiefly among the urban poor which persist even when
overall unemployment levels are relatively low.

We urge that you establish hold-harmless basis for sub-State allo-
cations of JTPA funds, as is the case currently with State alloca-
tions. Short-term fluctuations, as you have heard this morning, in
unemployment levels can drastically alter the level of funding to a
service delivery area or a local unit of government from year to
year. A hold-harmless funding basis would ensure the continuity
and credibility of local programs by maintaining a threshold of al-
locations.

We would urge that you restrict the use of recaptured, unspent
JTPA funds to redistribution within the JTPA system where the
needs are greatest. We would also encourage the development of
post-program measures of JTPA training and placement services as
a means of assessing service quality.

We urge the utilization of data capture technologies to develop
nationally standard,ed reporting systems on JTPA performance.
We encourage the use of the Governor's 6 percent setasides for bo-
nuses for SDA's which target the hardest to employ, and, nine, we
would urge the inclusion of youth competencies as an additional
form of positive outcomes in youth programs.

Finally, we would ask that you mandate that 20 percent of State
title III allocations be set aside for technical assistance to service
delivery areas and local units of government for planning and de-
velopment of anticipatory strategies to deal with plant closings,
large scale layoffs and economic emergencies.

While the NLC strongly supports H.R. 1616, plant closing legisla-
tion introduced by Mr. Ford of Michigan, we continue to be greatly
concerned over both the scope of the problem and trends such as
those actions taken in the Senate to reduce title III dislocated
worker assistance. This setaside will truly assist SDA's and local
governments in addressing a serious national problem.

Mr. Chairman, we are encouraged by the promise of JTPA and
the potential the program holds for truly making a difference in
solving a problem over which we have had little historic success,
specificany the problem of unemployment in our Nation's cities. At
the same time, however, we continue to be truly concerned over
our seeming inability to solve a problam which continues to grow
while Federal assistance to address it continues to shrink.

As we Lave testified previously, funding reductions in these pro-
grams targeted direc'ly at nagging problems are serious in and of
themselveF The scheduled expiration of the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit at the end of th!s year unless Congress extends the program
will only serve to devalue the worth of programs like JTPA.

We continue to believe that only by means of a substantive and
effective partnership between all levels of government may we
maintain any hopes of solving these mutual problems. We are also
hopeful that Congress will continue to call upon us to assist in
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these mutual efforts to assure the effective implementation of vital
and worthwhile Federal programs.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our concerns before
your committee. I welcome an opportunity to field any questions
you may have that I could answer iiom a local perspective.

[The prepared statement of John Tyner follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN TYNER ft, COUNCIL MEMBER, ROCKVILLE, MD, ON
BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES

Mr. Chairman, I request that my full statement be included within the hearing
record . . thank you

Good morning, I am John Tyner, Council Member of the City of Rockville, Mary-
land and a member of the National League of Cities Human Development Steering
Committee. ! am here today on behalf of our 15,000 direct and indirect member
cities and elected officials i want to thank the Chairman and the members of the
subcommittee for this o;,,portunity to come before you to discuss the Department of
Labor's Job Training Partnership Act activities.

Mr Chairman, a number of so-called "experts" in the job training field, through
preliminary studies of the JTPA, have already concluded that the Department of
Labor has virtually abandoned its responsibilities as a partner in managing the
JTPA.

Although much of the responsibility for managing JTPA has been lodged with
state governments, the federal government through DOL continues to retain impor-
tant JTPA responsibilities. Those responsibilities include the development and pro-
mulgation of regulations to guarantee that the objectives of the legislation are met,
the resolution of disputes over service delivery area (SDA) designations and private
industry council (PIC) certifications, the approval of state plans, the development of
performance standards, and serving in an appeal capacity for program auditing dis-
putes.

To the extent that the JTPA remains legitimately in its infancy, harsh, sweeping
rebukes of the program and its administration may be somewhat premature. What
is not premature, however, is how local governments perceive a program designed
in large part to cure their jobless ills. The local level, after all, is where our nation's
millions of unemployed reside.

In a recent NLC survey entitled "Employment Problems and America's Cities",
the survey respondents were asked to rate the performance of the federal govern-
ment under JTPA, both in general and in specific areas of responsibility. I would
like to submit a summary of that report for the record. The results of that survey
are quite telling

Overall, only three percent of city officials said federal performance in JTPA has
been "excellent", with two out of three saying that it had been "fair" or "poor". In
none of the eight specific areas of responsibility did a majority of the respodnents
rate federal government performance as "excellent" or "good' More than 20 per-
cent of the respondents rated the federal performance as "poor" in six of the eight
categories. In five areas, 30 percent or more rated federal performance as "poor".

In addition, large percentages say that the federal government has done a poor
job of providing program guidance (41%) and information and technical assistance
(37%) Significant proportions of city officials do not think that the federal govern-
ment is providing the resourcesfinancial and otherwisethat are needed.

At a full committee hearing in February of this yea4. at which Carol Bellamy,
NLC First Vice President testified, the Chairman of this subcommittee shared with
the panel a proverb taught him by his father, that "figures never lie, but liars some-
times figure'.

Mr. Chairman, our figures don't lie in clearly telling us that local officials do not
think that the federal government is doing a good job on JTPA.

In abolishing CETA and creating JTPA, both the Administration and Congress
clearly intended that the baton of eecision making be passed on to state govern-
ments which had little experience or preparation for the new role and responsibility
under JTPA.

That baton was passed, however, with no one willing or responsible to coach
states and locals in the proper manner in which it should oe carried from that point
on As a result, governments at the local level across the country have been left
with a program which states have interpreted as clearly as the law would allow.

This has only been compounded with what I believe many of us agree is serious
program underfunding.
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We commend Congress for the patience it has exhibited this year in providing
JTPA time to work out some of its own problems at the same time giving Congress
and all interested parties tune to conduct their own assessments of what is right
and wrong with the program. To have se ;ously considered and acted upon amend-
ments to the program this aarly in its exietance could well have served to merely
exrcerbate some of problems. We view this hearing, however, as an opportunity to
present what we feel are potential changes in JTPA which Congress may wish toconsider in the months ahead.

At the meeting of the NLC Human Development Steering Committee in March of
this year, another of today's witnesses, Frank Slobig of the Roosevelt Centennial
Project addressed the committee on the unique problems of disadvantaged youth
and proposed and existing programs designed to address their chronic levels of un-employment.

At our most recent meeting last month, Martin Jensen of Job Training Partner-
ship, Inc., also appearing before the subcommittee today, provided the steering com-
mittee with both his wisdom and insight into J'I'PA as we consider amendments to
our National Municipal Policy as it relates to JTPA.

These proposed changes in our National Municipal Policy have yet to receive the
endorsement of the NLC and its leadership. There amendemnta, however, go in
many ways to the heart of what it is we are discussing here today, spcifically, ways
in which not only the Department of Labor, but all players in the JTPA process can
maximize the training and employment results intended by Congress.

We are hopeful that these amendments which we agreed to will serve to assist
you and other members of congress as they may consider amendments to JTPA in
the coming year. Specifically, they are as follows:

(1) Add specificity to language regarding JTPA's purpose of serving economically
disadvantaged persons, to now urge that the hardest-to employ among the disadvan-taged be targeted for assistance.

This recommendation is premised on the fact that JTPA, at its optimum, can
serve only about five percent of the eligible disadvantaged population.

(2) Change the formula used in determining JTPA allocations from a two-thirds
unemployment rate/one-third poverty rate formula to an equally weighted formula
of unemployment and poverty measures.

This change would more equitably address the high "pockets" of joblessness, chief-ly among the urban poor, which persist even when overall unemployment levels are
relatively low.

(3) Establish a "hold-harmless" basis for sub-state allocations of JTPA funds, as isthe care currently with state alllocations.
Short-term fluctuations in unemployment levels can drastically alter the level of

funding to a service delivery area or local unit of government from year to year. A
"hold-harmless" funding basis would ensure the continuity and credibility of local
programs by maintaining a threshold for allocations.

(4) Restrict the upe of recaptured unspent JTPA funds to redistribution within theJTPA system where there needs are greatest.
The Administration intent is to return these unspent JTPA funds to the General

Treasury.
(5) Encourage the development of "post- program measures" of JTPA training and

placement services as a means of assessing service quality.
A report entitled "Preliminary Oversight on the Job Training Partnership Act"

dated December 1984 and completed by the Senate Labor and Human Resources
Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity notes that DOL's current perform-
ance standards "might be discouraging service to the most disadvantaged group
among those eligible for JTPA" because of their current emphasis on job placement,
rather than job retention, increased earnings, or decreased welfare depenclency. We
believe that some measure of post-program "success" is a means by which to assess
how well the program is working.

(6) Urge the utilization of "date capture technologies" to develop nationally stand-
ardized reporting systems on JTPA performance.

Here again, DOL's poor performance is in large part attributable to their lack ofdata on what is actually occurring within the program.
(7) Encourage the use of Governor's "six percent set asides" for bonuses for serv-

ice delivery areas which target the hardest to employ.
(8) Urge the inclusion of youth competencies as an additional form of positive out-comes in youth programs; and
(9) Mandate that twenty percent of state Title III allocations be set aside for tech-

nical assistance to service delivery areas and local units ofgovernment for planning
and development of anticipatory strategies to deal with plant closings, large scale
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layoffs, and economic emergencies. While the NLC strongly supporta H.R. 1616,
plant closing legislation introduced by Mr. Ford of Michigan, we continue to be
greatly concerned over both the scope of the problem and trends such as those ac-
tions taken rn the Senate to reduce Title III dislocated worker assistance. This set
aside will truly assist SDAs and local governments in addressing a serious national
problem.

Mr. Chairman, we are encouraged by the promise of JTPA and the potential the
program holds for truly making a difference in solving a problem over which we
have had little historical success; specifically, the problem of unemployment in our
nation's cities.

At the same time, however, we continue to be truly concerned over our seeming
inability to solve a problem which continues to grow while federal assistance to ad-
dress it continues to shrink. The Chairman of this subcommittee, the Chairman of
the full committer,. Mr. Hawkins, and all the members of our committee have our
thanks is preserving both the integrity and utility of these vital programs, particu-
lar during these times of fiscal crisis.

As we have testified previously, funding reductions in these di-
rectly at nagging problems are serious in and of themselves. fager:asautleetlpdira-
tion of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) at the end of this year unless Congress
extends the program will only serve to deveue the worth of programs like the
JTPA.

These reductions amount to adding insult to injury when coupied with the loss of
general revenue sharing, forced compliance with the overtime crovieions of the Fair
Labor Standards Act, efforts to prohibit states and localitier, from collecting sales
taxes on purchases made with food stamps, and the mandatary participation of mu-
nicipal employees in Medicare, to name but a few.

We continue to believe that only by means of a substantive and effective partner-
ship between all levels of government may we maintain any hopes of salving these
mutual problems. With regard to JTPA, we are hopeful that the Department of
Labor will begin to correctly interpret their role as one of experienced overseer and
advisor and not as a bored causal observer. We are also hopeful that Congress will
continue to call upon us to assist in these mutual efforts to assure the effective im-
plementation of vital and worthwhile federal programs.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our concerns before your committee. I
would welcome the opportunity to field any questions you may have which I may
answer from a local perspective. Thank you.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Tyner. We will hear
from the whole panel, and then we will ask questions.

Mr. TYNER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. MARTINEZ. We would like to hear next from Joan Hammond

on behalf of Gov. Richard Celeste.

STATEMENT OF JOAN HAMMOND, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
OHIO BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES, ON BEHALF OF
HON. RICHARD F. CELT&STE, CHAIRMAN, NGA SUBCOMMITTEE
ON EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

Ms. HAMMOND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members
of the committee. I am very happy to be here today on behalf of
Gov. Richard Celeste and the National Governors' Association.

First, I would like to say a couple of things by way of introduc-
tion. I want to basically emphasize the continuing support of the
States for the basic concept and structure of JTPA. States have
taken ownership. The State and local partnership is working, and I
think even most important, the local public /rrivate partnership is
working within our local communities.

Second, 1 would like to se .y that we really welcome the breath of
fresh air at the Department of Labor with the recent appointment
of Secretary Brock, the pending confirmation of Roger Semerad,
and, of course, our continuing admiration for Bob Jones. Our writ-
ten remarks which we have prepared for you today really focus on
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that most important role or our Federal partner, and they are
fairly extensive remarks which range from what the Federal pres-
ence in the system building aught '-o be through issues abort data
collection, research evaluation, technical assistance and program
coordination at the Federal level, a most important issue.

I will not go into that sort of thing, bc..ause it is there for you to
see at your leisure, but I would like to make a few brief comments
and observations in general.

The Job Training Partnership Act, from our point of view, is a
highly complicated, really brilliant piece of legislation. It contains
the tools that Governors need to develop within their States educa-
tion, employment and training systems, systems that really oper-
ate, that coordinate scarce resources that can develop to be really
comprehensive, coordinated, and efficient education and training
systems.

There is tremendous strength potentially in the State job train-
ing councils, and the role that they can play within States in terms
of system building, and their local counterparts, the priate indus-
try councils with their local elected official partners are a particu-
larly effective tool potentially in developing the kinds of the qual-
ity systems of education and training that we need around this
country.

I think probably this legislation brings us the closest that we
have ever been at the Federal level to some kind of development of
the national industrial policy. There are, however, some real needs
that those of us at the States, as managers of this program, feel.
One is a need for standardized information, qualitative as well as
quantitative. We need to understand our impact. We need to be
able to measure nationally as well as statewide how well we are
doing at our targeting of dollars to the most in need.

We need the kind of information that will help us in driving,
planning, and programming efforts that search for creative solu-
tions, and we need help and information so that we can secure for
our citizens, the ones most in need, the long-term employment and
the economic mobility so badly needed.

I think a second point would be that there is need for increased
professional development within the entire system, not just assist-
ance to those who are perceived to be failing, but professional
growth and support for that growth that will improve continually
the quality of service that we provide across this country. We need
a strong national and State-based technical assistance and research
capability. Third, I think we need time, and we need flexibility. We
need nonlegislative and nonregulatory remedies for the most part
in my opinion. We need a great deal of nurturing and technical as-
sistance within the system so that we can better deal with the
problems that. we know exist within and between our States.

Then there's a fourth issue. It has been spoken to today. I do
think we need a few clear rules and parameters from the Federal
level within which we can operate. There is a need for risk taking
and experimentation within our States and within our SDA's.

For example, a clear audit and compliance policy would really be
very helpful for us in striking out in a more creative way, but
radix-. _ sitting in the States waiting for the other shoe to
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drop, and we are, therefore, taking a much more conservative ap-
proach in managing this program than we would like to.

I want to say a word on title II-A generally, if I may. I think . e
are settling in. The rate of spending from my observations contin-
ues to improve, and there is evidence of a growing understanding
of what constitutes good performance. Even in those areas that are
most troublesome to us, service to youth and older workers, I think
there is evidence of some increasing creativity there. In my State,
we are attempting to drive our system toward long-term training,
up-front remediation efforts, customized training, and an increased
understanding of the labor market situations locally.

I think overall I would say that we as States, as managers, are
growing up. Now, I want to turn to title III, because this is a situa-
tion that concerns, I know, all of us greatly.

From our perspective as States, it is really the first Federal em-
ployment and training policy to address major aspects of worker
adjustment. Those entering the work force can expect three or four
changes in occupation during their working years, and title III is
really our first opportunity to test approaches to or methods of
maintaining a viable work force as technology changes.

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I am appalled at the proposed cuts. This
past program year Ohio had $13.6 million of title III money under
contract, totally under contract, every dollar available. During this
present program year, beginning July 1 of an allocation of $11.2
million; $7.2 million is already being contracted living us in Ohio
with only $4 million to address over the next 9 months the continu-
ing plant closing and layoff problems.

If proposed bud,* cuts are enacted, Ohio will only have slightly
more than $5 million available for an entire year beginning July 1,
1986, in a State with continuing high u.employment. I don't agree
with my friends from the Department of Labor. The solution for
Ohio cannot wait for the 1987 budget.

The situation that we are facing with the proposed title III cuts
for 1986 will represent for us in Ohio a 62-percent reduction in that
program year operating level from that level we had in program
year 1984. Some of the preliminary figures from the National Gov-
ernors' Association indicate similar information from four of my
sister States, in particular in which this committee, I think, would
have an interest.

California will look at a 50-percent reduction, Montana 55, Illi-
nois 65, Wisconsin 68. I think is conclusion what I would like to
say about the program as a whole is that States will continue to
assume responsibility and to accept accountability for the integrity
of the system.

We take very seriously our partnership responsibility and we
value the role of our Federal partner, and we do thank you for this
opportunity to speak with you today.

[The prepared statement of Joan Hammond follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOAN HAMMOND, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR OF THE OHIO
BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

INTRODUCTION

Good mormng my name is Joan Hammond. As Deputy Administrator of the
Bureau of Employment Services for the state of Ohio, I am pleased to have the op-
portunity this morning to testify on behalf of the National Governors' Association
concerning the role of the federal government in the implementation of the Jobs
Training Partnership Act. My remarks will address the following major issues:

The need for a greater federal presence in developing a mor,, effictive and
efficient system to collect national data needed by both federal and state policy
makers and managers;

The need for a greater federal role in rasearch and evaluation
The need for a greater federal role in technical assistance and information

dissemination
The need for a more aggressive policy leadership and initative by the federal

Department of Labor to improve -oordination among federally funded programs
The need for restructing audit and compliance review to preserve the flexibil-

ity provided under the statute and earlier DOL guidance to the states
Before I do so, however, it is important to emphasize the continuing suport of the

states for the basic concept and structure of the JTPA. By all accounts the JTPA is
off to a resounding start. The governors and states have assumed ownership for the
system recognizing JTPA's importance as a key program and policy tool for address-
ing the economic needs of this country. Local service delivery and state systems are
in place with the support of viable public/private partnerships at both levels. From
the state point of view implementation of Job Training Partnership Act takes on
particular importance as a prototype for other federal programs.

Second, I want to note that we are most encouraged by the breath of fresh air
that has swept through the Department since the recent appointment of Secretary
Brock and the announcement of the pending confirmation of Assistant Secretary Se-
merad Both men have demonstrated knowledge of an sensitivity to the issues faced
by the employment and training system. Given the change in atmosphere within
the Department, it makes little sense to dwell on past weaknesses and instances in
which the Department might have acted differently. Rather I will suggest areas in
which a strengthened Department of 1.,abor can provide much needed support and
encouragement for the fledgling JTP/, system.

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN DATA COLLECTION

The effective operation and oversight of the JTPA requires that all levels of gov-
ernment have basic information on program operations on a consistent and timely
basis The lack of such information can have serious effects on the future of the pro-
gram as we h se seen in the case of recent decisions regarding funding levels for
the Title II[ program

We have been strong supporters of the concept of reducing the federal reporting
burden recognizing that overly detailed federal reports can unnecessarily overbur-
den the intergovernmental system 1...oreover, we strongly support the DOL's overall
approach of tying reporting to accountability.

However, too limited a federal role can actually minimize the usefulness of the
data that is collected and may lead to a prolifers.Lion of uncoordinated data collec-
tion activities by both federal and state governments. The lack of sufficient stand-
ardization in definitions makes it difficult for state or federal policy makers to make
effective comparisons among the states or to provide a meaningful picture of the
accomplishments of the JTPA program on a national level The lack of federal
guidelines and the fear of subsequent audits and compliance reviews have forced
some states to substantially broaden their own reporting requirements in order to
provide some degree of protection from possible adverse federal action at some
future time.

The paradox which confronts us is that despite the paucity of consistent infoi rna-
non at the national level, the reporting burden at the local level probably has ;Lot
been substantially altered. In fact, the Department, through its compliance review
process has caused some states to impose even further reporting and record keeping
requirements than originally anticipated. Also, because federal definitions are broad
and sketchy states have had to define a host of terms which have application in all
programs. Together, these factors have been the source of some friction between
state and local actors within the system.
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Two years ago, NGA and other interested national groups testified before the
House Operations Subcommittee in support of more timely and extensive federal re-
porting on participant characteristics, program services and outcomes. We still be-
lieve that those recommendations are sound even though the Department of Labor
and the Office of Management and Budget did not choose to follow those recommen-
datione

While NGA and other organizations have attempted to fill the gap by helping
states help each other in developing definitions, financial management and perform-
ance standards systems, and reporting and management information systems, it
seems increasingly clear that these self help activities are not enough. They can
make the system better, but they can not assure the level of consistency of data
needed for national oversight or policy making purpoees.

For these reasons, NGA would again like to recommend that the Department re-
examine its role and consider actions which would:

Increase the frequency of federal reporting, provide for more depth of infor-
mation and establish a limited number of standard definitions that would en-
hance the comparability of data included in individual state reporting eyatems.

Inconsistent and incomplete information impedes information sharing be-
tween states and limits the validity of tne performance data The inability
to manipulate data adequately for analytical purposes because of the limi-
tations in the data collected limits the utility of the data for management
and other purposes. For instance because of lack of adequate information
on attainment of youth employment competencies, it has not been possible
to include this factor in the national regression model. States have there-
fore had difficulty in adjusting performance standards to take youth em-
ployment competencies into account. Further, untimely data reduces the
ability for informed management decision making to correct inefficiencies
and improve performance.

Assure that state flexibility in other definitions is not compromised by future
DOL action in compliance reviews that tend to establish ex post facto defini-
tions and requirements

It is important that the Department guard against back door policy
making, second guessing and intrusion upon state and local decision
making. The Department's process of compliance reviews presents such a
threat. To date a number of state interpretations of terms have been ques-
tioned despite the fact that the Department had previously declined to pro-
vide guidance in such areas.

Reduce the need for ad hoc data collection where such information might
more effectively be collected through a more efficient system of continuing re-
ports

One of the consequences of having only a skeleton federal reporting
system is the tendency to resort to ad hoc data collection efforts to obtain
needed information. Within the broad federal guidance given, states and
SDAs hive organized their data systems in many different ways regarding
definitions, time frames and reports. This has made it difficult and some-
times impossible to access consistent data for special studies. While tha ad
hoc data collection network which includes GAO, NGA, and other national
organization has served a useful national purpose, our efforts have placed
an additional burden on the system. For instance we have just completed
data analysis on Title III expenditures using more disaggregated data than
is available through the Department of Labor. We are also currently seek-
ing information on the participants, types of service provided and the out-
come achieved under the 3% and 8% set-aside programs. In the past we
have done special studies on aspects of Title III programs, performance
standards and 6% activities.

The Department, too, has resorted to ad hoc data collection methods as a
means of finding out what is happening within the system. A cursory
review of DOL compliance review monitoring guides suggests that consider-
ably more information than that needed for compliance monitoring is col-
lected during such reviews. Although ad hoc systems are often appropriate
for one time needs they are not efficient means of collecting data on a con-
tinuing basis.

Adopt the recommendations of the JTPA Performance Standards Advisory
Committee, including rapid action on recommendations for post-program per-
formance standards for the Title II-A program.

Over the past several years as the employment and training system has
gained confidence and experience in the performance standard system, the
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great majority of that community has come to realize the importance of
looking at both the short and longer term outcomes of programs for pur-
poses of planning new services and assessing the effectiveness of existing
ones Youth competency systems have been established by PICs throughout
the country necessitating a more systematic inclusion of information from
such systems into the larger performance standards system.

We are particularly concerned that the Department accept the recom-
mendations of he JTPA Performance Standards Advisory Committee. We
urge the Department to move quickly on the matter of instituting data col-
lection for post-program performance standards as specified in the statute
for JTPA Title II-A program since we believe that providing consistent
follow-Up information on the employment and earnings increases for JTPA
participants is powerful information for all levels of public policy makers
especially at the federal and state levels. We believe that post-program in-
formation can provide great credibility with state legislators, State Job
Training Coordinating Councils (SJTCC), and the private sector for employ-
ment and training programs and assist states significantly in their efforts
to coordinate job training program with other state initiatives.

A recently completed survey by NGA indicated that twenty-eight states
(57% of those responding) have already implemented a follow-up system
which collects some of the information recommended by the JTPA Perform-
ance Standards Advisory Committee. By the beginning of Program Year
(PY) '86 fully 80% of the states which responded to our questionnaire plan
to have operational systems. The question is no longer should follow-up be
done, how a consistent system can be achieved. We believe that the states,
their SDAs, as well as the Department, will benefit from a national ap-
proach to follow-up which allows DOL to establish national standards while
providing the states with the ability to share comparable information and
work within the states in improving the quality of programming.

In supporting the recommendations of the DOL' Performance Standards
Advisory Committee, we make a plea that states riven adequate flexibil-
ity to support needed information collection efforts and to provide assist-
ance as necessary, not only after poor performance has been determined.
We hope the Department will assume a stronger leadership role in making
technical assistance available to ensure meaningful follow-up systems, and
other aspects of the performance standards system. NGA has provided
expert assistance to the states in the past and stands ready to do so in thefuture

PESEARr'i, DEVFLOPMENT AND EVALUATION

Another traditional role of the federal government has been to look to the future
regarding emerging issues and labor market trends, to experiment with new ideas,
and to find better ways of doing things so that those in the field can benefit from
the knowledge gained. Under JTPA, research, development and evaluation activities
have been severely cut back and the responsible office within DOL greatly reduced
in capacity. We strongly urge that the DOL renew its own commitment to research
and evaulation and its support for appropriate state and private activities as well.

The Department of Labor needs to undertake selective research, demonstration
and dissemination activities with the objective of program improvement. In so doing
emphasis should be placed on the practical application of past research findings.

Although the success of JTPA and its management and service delivery methods
is already being celebrated, we need to take time to learn more about the full impli-
cations of the approaches used. Many new things are being tried within JTPA. We
know little about performance-based contracting. We know little about the relative
effectiveness of rapid response teams, out-placement service and various techniques
being used under Title III to work with disclosed workers. Although we have
learned a great deal about how to measure performance, we are not very sophisti-
cated in knowing how to diagnose the reasons for poor performance or how to im-
prove performance where it lags. We still have much to learn regarding the meas-
urement of reduction in welfare dependency. We need to learn how to better utilize
available resources to serve the needs of target populations.

More work is needed in identifying early warning indicators that help states an-
ticipate plant closing and worker layoffs. Assistance is also reeded to help those at
the state and local level make better use of other available labor market informs.
ton in planning and managing programs.
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A susta Med program of research and evaluation provides the kind of feedback to
the system on what works and what doesn't that is needed for program and man-
agement improvement Although the states and localities can, and are, engaged in
research activities to answer some of these questions, a broader national perspective
that looks across states and local delivery systems is needed. National level studies
are needczi to evaluate the net impact of program services on clients.

TECHNICAL ASS.STANCE AND DISSEMINATION

The JTPA system is as strong as the quality of its staff. In the past staff develop-
ment has never been successfully initiated. We urge the Department to improve the
management capability at the state level through more active technical assistance
in a variety of policy areas. Further, the Department should assist the states in
strengthening their capacity to provide assistance to those at the local level. This
will require that DOL give the states the necessary flexibility to use eicie',Ing re-
sources for enhancing the capacity of the system. Such flexibility is particul.y im-
portant for small states with limited administrative resources.

Information dissemination is critical. While DOL has neglected this Congression-
ally mandated function, some states have stepped in to fill the gap by establishing
statewide information networks. These state efforts, however, have been hampered
by lack of access to information that could, and should, be made available. Federal
support is crucial in this area.

Beyond program information current technology also makes its possible for DOL
to provide states with direct access to information from other systems such as unem-
ployment insurance that can be used for evaulation purposes.

POLICY LEADERSHIP AND COORDINATION

The JTPA delivery system is remarkably responsive to national leadership. Un-
fortunately, to date, DOL's singular policy emphasis on placement, cost and welfare
reduction at the expense of longer term training and basic skill remediation has
been contrary to what we have learned from previous research about what makes a
difference in the lives of the target populations. Increased technical assistance to
states and localities would enhance the implementation of previously identified good
program practices and other innovations that have proven successful.

Federal leadership is also needed in promoting coordination between JTPA and
other systems to bring about greater coherence in delivery systems and increase
what can to accomplished for client: within existing resources. Perhaps the most
critical immediate need for national leadership exists in carrying out the Congres-
sional mandate for increased coordination between employment and training and
vocational education programs supported through the Carl Perkins Act. Little, if
any, coordination between the Departments of Labor and Education has been evi-
dent to date. Increased federal interagency coordination and support is also needed
related to economic development and employment and training linkages. Internally,
within the Department, better communication and coordination between Employ-
ment Service and JTPA activities is desirable in technical areas such as labor
market information and testing, and more broadly in the policy direction given both
systems.

COMPLIANCE REVIEWS, FEDERAL AUDITS AND ENFORCEMENT

As indicated, the Administration's policy of implementing JTPA as a block grant
left many administrative and program decisions to state and local discretion. There
is great uneasiness within the system that the Emplc;ment and Training Adminis-
tration's active program of compliance reviews and the Office of the Inspector Gen-
eral's involvement in a wide variety of special studies has begun to erode the origi-
nal division of responsibilities between the states and the federal government. Early
indications are that unreasonable challenges to the state's authority are being
made.

The uncertainty regarding where compliance monitoring and special studies will
lead relative to federal audits has led to a situation where states and localities
manage by fear of audit exception rather than by common sense and reasonable
management practices. The kind of fresh creativity and private sector risk taking
which Congress hoped to instill in JTPA is in threat of being stifled at the very time
when the system is in a position to benefit from the new organizational relation-
ships doveloped during the transition period. The fact that 6% incentive funds are
not reported separately from the basic Title II funds further aggravates this situa-
tion.
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We would urge the Congress to more actively examine this issue and we would
urge the Department to restructure the audit and compliance process to preserve
the flexibility which is so critical to program succes-

uoNcLusioN

In conclusion, we believe that the basic concepts incorporated in the JTPA pro-
gram have proven successful. We strongly support the increased flexibility and re-
sponsibilities given to the states and to their local government and private sector
partners We are convinced that the decision to limit the role of the federal govern-
ment was indeed a wise one. However, we are also convinced that the role for the
federal government which was envisioned in the statute must receive additional at-
tention from the Department of Labor. Such a role can protect state and local flexi-
bility and will actually enhance the overall effectiveness of the program.

We recognize and appreciate the supportive role taken by the Congress and this
Committee and we urge the Congress to continue its encouragement for an effective,
but restrained federal role. We appreciate the new openness in the Department of
Labor and we look forward to working with Secretary Brock and Assistant Secre-
tary Semerad in developing and defining a new and more supportive role for the
Department of Labor.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Ms. Hammond. The Chair recognizes
Donald Singer.

STATEMENT OF DONALD R. SINGER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF COUNTY TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT PROFES-
SIONALS ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COUNTIES

Mr. SINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to
testify on the implementation of the Job Training Partnership Act.
I am Donald Singer, president of the National Association of
County Training and Employment Professionals, which is an affiliate
of the National Association of Cc unties.

The affiliate works through NACO in representing the interests
of county employment administrators across the Nation. I am
pleased to be here today to share with you some of the concerns we
have about the JTPA system.

First, I would like to point out that we welcom' the opportunity
to work with Secretary Brock, and the new Acting Secretary for
Employment and Training, Roger Semerad. We believe that their
previous experience has adequately prepared them to take on the
challenge for leadership in the Labor Department. Both men have
demonstrated a keen sensitivity to the skills needs of the economi-
cally disadvantaged and the employment needs in the private
sector. These qualities are essential for good leadership.

At the start of JTPA implementation, we had an image problem
to overcome. Negative publicity associated with the previous pro-
gram placed a high demand on JTPA to produce positive results
quickly. Consequently, many service delivery areas felt pressured
to go with short term low cost programs which in some instances
do not address the problems of those who are most in need, the
problems in certain regions of the country and the rural communi-
ty and the basic training needs of a labor force which is shifting
from an industrial to a service-based economy.

The private sector and the elected officials have invested very
heavily in JTPA and established high expectations for program
outcomes. We believe we are on the right track and look forward to
the future with great optimism.
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Mr. Chairman, we believe the last 2 years of JTPA implemeni.a-
tion have been successful by many standards. The business and
Government partnership is working well, and we are serving the
needy population, placing more people in jobs and holding down

costs for training and administrative services. However, there
are several areas in which adjustments could be made to fine tune
and improve the JTPA system.

Stability in funding is perhaps the cti 'ef concern among county
employment administrators. The current distribution formula for

4 title 11 causes significant fluctuations in local funding from one
year to the next. Two-thirds of the fund go out to local areas on the
basis of the unemployment rate. Consequently, as unemployment
changes in a local area, funding may change drastically. In a
recent NACO survey of title II-A funding, we cl; .covered that 302,
that is 52 perceat of 580 service delivery areas, suffered a cut in
funds between program years 1984 and 1985 despite the fact that
national funding remained constant.

Focusing on the extreme end of the survey, several counties re-
ceived cuts greater than 50 percent. For example, Davidson
County, NC was cut by 62 percent. Morris County, NJ was cut by
66 percent, and Hillsborough County, NH w is cut by 73 percent.
Hillsborough County's allocation went from a $1.2 million program
in 1984 to $314,000 in 1985.

Mr. Chairman, I believe you will agree that extreme fluctuations
such as these will severely disrupt services and damage the credi-
bility of local programs. Some level of stability in JTPA funding is
essential for insuring the success of the program. Without this as-
surance, it would be pointless and futile to continue the practice of
developing 2-year plans as called for in the act. Moreover, we will
lose credibility with our clients who depend on us for services and
our subcontractors who we ,.epend "n for the provision of those
services and the private sector employers who depend on us for
skilled workers.

would strongly recommend that chai.ges he made in the distri-
bution formula that would assure local service delivery areas at
least 90 percent of their previous year's funding level. This would
provide the stability in funding needed to assure some level of con-
sistency at the local level from year yoar. The act provide 90
percent hold-harmless funding for States, and we believe the same
should apply to the local SDA s.

Mr. Chairman, we are very disturbed by the recent cuts in JTPA
approved in the House and the Senate appropriations bills for 1986.
Both Chambers approved deep cuts in the summer youth title II-B
and dislocated worker title III programs. The Senate's bill would
reduce the summer youth prc-ram by $100 million in 1986 and
$160 million in 1987. The House sill would fund the summer youth
program at its current level, $82,o million next year, and .rut it by
$100 million in 1987. Both Chambers have approved a $123 million
reduction for the dislocated worker program for next year, and the
reason cited for these cuts it huge amounts of untiF II funds.

We believe these cuts will send a negative message to the SDA's.
The message is this, that all unused funds will be recouped if they
are not spent within the program year they are allocated regard-
less of obligations on a 2-year plan.
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This message will encourage quick spending c.nd not prudent
management as called for by t a act. The act requires a 2-3yt rr
plan and allows service delivery areas 3 years to spend their
annual allocation. As mentioned earlier, the success of JTPA
hinges o. .he staLility in the funding level.

With respect to the role of the Department of Labor in the imple-
mentation of JTPA, we believe there should be gr ,ater guidance
and technical assistance to .-he States and SDA's. W!-.ile we appre-
ciate the greater flexibility provided under the JTPA system, Fed-
eral guidance is necessary to insure adequate financial systems and
uniform reporting capability for national reports.

At present, States and SDA's are very conce- ')ecause there
has been little or no guidance with respect to at. As a result,
many States have imposed stringent reporting requirements trying
to anticipate what the Office of the Inspector General and the Gov-
ernment Accounting Office will expect. Clear and concise audit
guidelines should be developed at once. State and service delivery
areas should know in advance what will be expected of them so
they may avoid audit eAceptions.

Many questions have arisen regarding the interpretation of stat-
ute and overall service delivery area operations. As ch fledgling
service area turned to their State for guidance on var. Jus technical
issues, many States had to turn to the Department of Labor for
guidance. The reply was read the law and do what you think is
right.

For example, one of the major issues for the service delivery area
has been reluctance of the Department of Labor to constructively
resolve the issue of administrative cost pooling. As a result, we are
often required to p-ist ine simple phone bill to 12 separate accounts
when posting to one account would have beer sufficient under
CETA.

Also, in the absence of national audit guides, a misinterpretation
of allowable costs alone could lead to many audit exception, and
too often this approach has led to many different interpretations of
the act as welt as wasted time and energy.

The Department of Labor must provide leadership in the area of
national technical assistance. Each State and service delivery area
must now rely upon scarce resources to develop technical assist-
ance programs both on an interstate and intrastate basis. We rec-
ommend that technical assistance initiatives undertaken by the De-
partment of Labor Le expanded and supported. We also believe
that the Department of Labor should take on a greater role in 4e
fining what constitutes enrollment, termination, placement and
other reporting standards.

The definition for these standards may vary from State to State
which make it impossible to generate uniform national reports
without Federal coordination. For example, termination in one
State may occur when a client completes a training program. In
another State, clients may be kept in a holding status for several
weeks upon the completion of training.

To gene' ate national reports, there must be uniform definitions
and Federal coordination. We also need 4'1 develop national per-
formance standards on postprogram it Is of both adult and
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youth programs. Such measures must be cost effective to use and
must recognize quality outcomes.

Another problem that we face is the 40 percent spending require-
ment for youth. We believe this is an unrealistic requirement since
youth populations vary drastically from one area to the next. Fur-
thermore. since youth training is usually less costly than adult
training, service delivery areas must train significantly more youth
than adults to achieve the spending requirements.

This is very unrealistic, especially in areas where there are small
youth populations, and their requirements should apply to the
number of participants and not the expenditure of funds.

An addit' anal problem in the youth area is youth competencies.
Although e ployinent competencies approved by the Private In-
dustry Council are specifically listed as a positive outcome for
youth in the act, the Office of Management and Budget does not
alloy the Department to include them as separate items on Feder-
al reports or to count them explicitly as a positive termination in
Federal performance standards. The competencies are generally
broken out as: One, basic education skills; preemployment skills;
work maturity skills; or, occupational skills.

Youth employment competencies represent the program out-
comes that promise the greatest long-term impact on youths' em-
ployment and earnings. Moreover, 44 States co ming 95 percent of
the service delivery areas already require that competencies be re-
ported to the State level if a competency system has been devel-
oped locally. The States then reaggregate that data in preparing
Federal reports. We, support the addition of the youth employment
competencies as a separate reporting it= and that they be built
into the national performance standards for positive terminations.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify on issues
related tr; JTPA. Congress can do much to see that JTPA succeeds,
and it should at a minimum protect it and provide it the stability
that it needs to flourish. To say that we have a partnershin in the
priority of expenditure at the local level is not enough. It cannot be
paltnership in low concerns and held hostage to vagrant issues. It
must be a partnership that is making the most of State and local
resources and potentials. At this time, I would be happy to answer
any questions you or other members of the subcommittee may
have.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you. I was taken back by the statement,
read the law and do what you think is right. Now if we can get
that recorded in some way, then I would imagine what that insinu-
ates is that you are held harmless for anything you do, wouldn't
you?

Mr. SINGER. Mr. Chairman, could you repeat that?
Mr. MARTINEZ. The statement that you made earlier that in re-

t. sponse to looking for guidance from the Department of Labor, the
statement was returned to you, read the law and do what you
think is right. Isn't that what you said?

Mr. SINGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, if the industrial council or Governor or PIC

president got that response, wouldn't you then ask them to docu-
ment that? I am really offended by that kind of an answer. It is a
snide answer to begin with, and wculdn't you be aide to turn it
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around and say, all right, if you mak(.1 that statement now, if you
give us the perogative to do what we think is right after reading
the law, that then we are held harmless later if you decide what
we did was not right?

Mr. SINGER. Yes, sir, but that is not the case. Obviously it is notthe case.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Maybe somewhere we can get them at a hearing.

If that statement had been heard earlier, maybe the next hearing
we have we can get someone from the Department of Labor to ad-
dress that statement, and we can get it on record, that you are
going to hold these people harmless. It comes through over and
over again that what the State and local people are concennedabout if we don't do this thing exactly right, then we are going
to be held accountable for finds expended that they claim we did
not expend in the proper manner, and so as a result, we are going
to have to do everything we cea now to protect ourselves, and that
results in more concentration on the paperworl, and reporting than
on fIctually working the program to its success.

Mr. SINGE-a. May I comment on that?
Mr. MARTINEZ. Yes, please.
Mr. SINGER. It is our understanding that most of the Governors

throughout the Nation, the melt extensive experience they have in
employment and tiaining is operating balance of State CETA pro-
grams. Now one of the major issues then, of course, is some of the
repercussions that were realized under the CE'fA balance of State
issues.

Therefore, with regard to the State staff and my good friend,
Joan Hammond notwithstanding, their responsibility is to protect
that Governor. Therefore, with that experience in mind and the
relative shallow experience with regard to JTPA we all suffer, re-
quired layers and layers of paperwork to be placed both at the local
and State level.

Now, comments were heard earlier that also my friend, Mr.
Jones, had mentioned that the paperwork possibly at the Federal
level is not that significant, but may I emphasize that the local
level is being choked. In fact, we are incurring more and more re-
quirements to cover ourselves and to make sure that each expendi-
ture for example is well documented, et cetera, than we ever in-
curred under CETA.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I think what we have to do is really somehow get
across to Mr. Jvnim and the people at the Department of Labor of
the real existence of this, not the imaginary existence of this, but
the real existence of this at the local level and make them realize.
Yor know, he made a statement that to wait until the reports
came in, then we would establish policy, and if you were here, you
will remember I said that is post policy, and that does not alleviate
any of the real fears that exist or eliminate any of the paperwork
that is being done because of those fears.

i would suggest that maybe the Governors ought to get together
and make them realize that where they hang their hat on tv.e fact
that this is a partnership between Federal Government and States
and a partnership between industry and Government that a part-
nership really only exists on the mutual trust and respect for each
other in regard to the problems that they encounter.
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In that regard, I would ask, being from the Governor's office and
being fully aware, because I think your testimony indicated that
you are completely aware of the problems and situations that exist
in this, and we say, of course, that the Governors do have much of
the authority in this program, is there some way that Governor Ce-
leste could alleviate some of the fears? Since the State is held
harmless and the Governor has some flexibility in what he is going
to hold the locals accountable for, can't the Governor issue some,
with a directive to ene Labor Department that he is going to do it,
relieve some of the fears and anxieties of the local people?

Ms. HAMMOND. The National Governors' Association and certain-
ly Governor Celeste and individual Governors have been in discus-
sions with the Department of Labor over time on these issues, be-
cause we are all conscious, for instan in Ohio, when we took
office, we were facing $108 million of CETA disallowed costs. We
are very conscious of the liability of the State general fund should
we n ,t administer this program in an appropriate manner.

One of the problems that ve are finding is that while Mr. Jones
and the employment and training division is very sympathetic and
understanding, on the other head, the Office of the Inspector Gen-
eral is also out across the country visiting our States and our
SDA's, taking a look at what is going on and tending to question
after the fact, not only policy decisions that have been made by
Governors, but even in the areas in which purposefully we have
given private industry councils and their local elected official part-
ners some latitude.

I think it is a problem for the Department to make sure they are
speaking of one voice, and that the different areas that deal with
us directly from OIG and the Office of Civil Rights and so forth are
somehow unified in principle behind what we all hope this pro-
gram will ultimately accomplish.

Certainly Governor Celeste heading the Employmn.nt and Train-
ing Committee for NGA will continue to take leadership in this
arena, and would have liked to have been here today and would
certainly promise to work with you, Mr. Chairman, and your com-
mittee.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you. Let me ask you one last question
before I turn to Mr. Hayes. Brock said that the program levels
would not suffer because of that loss of $123 million to the title HI,
55 percent as it has been estimated to be of program funding.

I am not too sure myself that he is accurate, because there is a
greater concern that I have, that as they audit the amounts of
money that are available, or that they claim will be available to
shift to this program that they are really accurately h..ling able to
determine the difference between obligated monies and expendi-
tures. Would you comment on that?

I understand your State did a study on that very question, did
they not?

Ms. HAMMOND. We clearly have immediately moved any time
funding has become available to put that money under title III
under contract, also with the caveat that we needed the flexibility
ald that was the purpose for title III. Governors needed the flexi-
bility to move on when plants closed, there was business retrench-
ment, there were emergencies within a State. The Department of
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Labor is not looking at the dollars we in the States have under con-
tract under legal binding contracts. They are only looking at the
dollar drawdown. Now the program, I think because Governors
we ,houghtful in the way in which they moved with their local
partners to implement the program, did move slowly in those early
days, and yet the carryover myth which is becoming ve:), quickly a
myth, exactly that, will not be the situation going into the next
program year.

We in Ohio will not have any title III carry-in in the sense that
we will have programs operating, all that money promised, and we
still will have a line waiting for new funding, and people needing
more money. We have 24,000 steelworkers dislocated today in our
State and plants going down around continually.

So I find it really ludicrous when I am told that the level of serv-
ice is not going to be affected.

Mr. MARTINEZ Would you like to comment on that, Mr. Tyner,
from the city's perspective?

Mr. TYNER. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would. I think it is extremely
important to note that in any plant closing arrangement under
title III, there is a long, drawn-out negotiation process. In Mary?
land and in other areas that our subcommittee has people from,
New York, Chicago, Detroit, even Silverbew, Butte, MT, you have
cases where that long process of negotiation with a plant owner,
with a local jurisdiction, whether it be a municipality, a county, a
township, and with the State level, takes quite a bit of time.

The good faith effort that is made to put a package together to
either keep an industry there or provide for that retrenchment
training cannot be obligated specifically or expended specilically on
a convenient fisca; year to the Federal auditors. It just cannot be
done. Flexibility needs to be )eft at the local level in order to suc-
cessfully carry out those programs. WP take particular umbrage at
the fact that at the end of a fiscal year, any unused funds ought to
be returned directly to treasury.

I think whether you are talking title IIB or whatever you are
talking in the program, you are addressing a problem from various
different angles. i think the local level, the SDA's, the State, or the
PIC, should have that authority to move those moneys around as
long as it is a step that is working on the specific problem which is
to eliminate unemployment and to retrain people.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I would like to get each of you on the record as to
what is the solution you would recommend, and we will start with
you, Joan.

Ms. HAMMOrD. Solution to which of the problems we are facing?
Mr. MARTINEZ. The allocation of funds, the determination that

those funds are already encumbered becau.,e they are part of a con-
tract. How do we convince the Department of Labor that they are
not counting it right? What is the solution to that auditing prob-
lem?

Ms. HAMMOND. Well, my experience has been with the Depart-
ment of Labor that I guess it is the Chinese water torture treat-
ment that works the best. I just think we keep saying it over and
over and over again. We have a responsibility in the States, as our
weal folks do, of showing that we are indeed spending these dollars
or quality training that will lead people toward long-term employ-
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ment and economic mobility, and I think if we as States and locals
band together and operate programs in a manner that will achieve
thest, results, and will continue to show that we are tackling this
problem of unemployment and the need for economic development
as a nation, that our message will eventually get through.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Tyner.
Mr. TYNER. Mr. Chairman, I think that it can certainly be han-

dled on an administrative basis. I think as my colleague has point-
ed out, it needs to be constantly pointed out to DOL that there is
this particular thing. I am, by profession, a budget analyst. It is
very easy administratively to change the categorizations of how
those funds are counted for purposes of JTPA accounting. It is
done in many grant programs aid many block grant programs that
this Federal Government suppoz ts. I won't go into the level of sup-
port, but the procedure is there. There is no reason professionally
speaking why it cannot also be cone with this program. It would
help the Federal level, the State 1 Nei and the SDA's and the PIC's.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Singer.
Mr. SINGER. I would concur th it when the States and the locals

and the Department of Labor gat together, we have to come up
with some solutions to moving these funds, to addressing the areas
of specific need and having the flexibility at the local level, and I
cannot emphasize this enough. The counties and the private indus-
try councils are grasping at economic development opportunities,
and when they can have the leverage, and the flexibility with
JTPA to coordinate those efforts, and we have dbne that very well
in the State of Ohio, and we are very proud of the coordination ef-
forts that we have there, that when this type of flexibility occurs,
we can maximize the funds to leverage the opportunity for the un-
employed.

Otherwise, if we are going to be held in these straitjackets, these
funding straitjackets, it inhibits the flexibility, discourages private
industry councils from being heavily involved in economic develop-
ment, and tends to make JTPA a secondary source when it could
very well be a primary source for the economic development
thrust.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think all three wit-

nesses have been quite clear in their testimony in saying in effect
that we got problems in the area of JTPA. There is no question
about it.

I was just interested and concerned, particularly in your testimo-. ny, Mr. Tyner, you said, Mr Chairman, our figures don't lie, and
clearly telling us that local officials do not think that the Federal
Government is doing a good job on JTPA.

In abolishing CETA and creating JTPA, both the administration
and Congress clearly intended that the baton of decisionmaking be
passed on to State governments, which had little experience on
prep ration for the new role and responsibility under JTPA.

That baton was passed, however, with no one willing or responsi-
ble to coach States and locals in the proper manner in which it
should be carried on from that point on.

Now you suggest there are several remedies for this and one that
really I just want you maybe to embellish on a little, since time
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won't permit me to go into all your remedies, but you suggested
one that if you would just give me a little more information on.
You suggested a change in the formula used in determining JTPA
allocations from a two-thirds unemployment rate, one-third poverty
rate formula to an equally weighted formula of unemployment and
poverty measures.

This change would be more equitable in addressing the high
pockets of joblessness chiefly among the urban poor which persist,
even when overall unemployment levels are relatively low. Can
you comment?

Mr. TYNER. Mr. Hayes, I will give you a specific example.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Tyner, before you answer that, I am going to

ask Mr. Hayes to assume the chair. I have got to be at another spot
about 5 minutes and it will take me about 5 minutes to get there.

Mr. HAYES. Go ahead.
Mr. TYNER. Mr. Chairman, I will provide for the record some spe-

cifics for you, but let me just say a couple of points. In our survey,
57 percent of our urban cities reported pockets of unemployment
over 10 percent in various areas even though the overall unemploy-
ment rate for them perhaps was not that high. I specifically will
give you an example of Montgomery County, MD, where Rockville
is the county seat. Montgomery County is delighted that we have a
very low unemployment rate; however, we do have within the city
and within certain areas of the county upward of 15 to 20 percent
unemployment in Hispanic and black areas.

When you have a formula that deals directly with unemploy-
ment rates or primarily with unemployment rates, that tends to
obscure the fact that even in the mo it wealthiest counties and in
those areas that have relatively low compared to a national bevel of
unemployment, you still have a great need that JTPA can help
with. That is why we are specifically asking you to change that for-
mula, because that way, it is a little more equitable throughout the
country, and you can deal with the basic problem which is really a
problem of poverty and unemployment.

Mr. HAYES. Ms. Hammond, do you share the opinion that a
change in formula might help?

Ms. HAMMOND. I think at some point we have to Lake a look at
that formula, because it is presenting a problem. There isn't any
question about it. That formula, however, is tremendously compli-
cated, and in its development, a lot of time was spent debating a
lot of issues, so I think we need to be very ..-.;.reful in opening up
that issue.

In my personal opinion, and I have no concensus of the other
States, but from our perspective in Ohio, if our Governor was able
to pass along the 90 percent hold harmless to the SDA's as a tern-
poeary stopgap solution while this whole issue of the formula itself
was reexamined, we would find that acceptable. But clearly, Bob
Jones is right when he says to just oversimplify the issue and go
straight to a 90 percent hold harmless would over time create other
kinds of problems that may drive the system in other directions
than those that we wish.

The problem exists, clearly exists.
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Singer?
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Mr. SINGER. I would concur that we would have to be very, very
cautious in modifying any formula-based allocation process, but to
build on John's earlier comment with regard to pockets of unem-
ployment, we also have to consider the performance standard
aspect of this program.

When, for example, an area with relatively low unemployment
receives their JTPA grant, performance standards are associated
with that grant. Now, you have to understand that in areas where
there is high unemployment, aid comments about creaming and
taking the exceptionally well-qualified people as a priority may
exist, I have to draw your attention to those areas where there is
low unemployment and having to serve the very hard-to-serve indi-
vidual. The costs are considerably higher, and the potential for em-
ployment is considerably lower. Therefore, the cost associated with
driving that system relative t..) performance standards is very criti-
cal so the cost may be greater, yet the amount of funds may be
less.

Mr. HAYES. I want to thank each of you panelists for having pre-
sented us with excellent testimony, and I am sure as we continue
to study and grapple with this problem on a congressional level,
your testimony will be taken into consideration. Thank you very
much.

Ms. HAMMOND. Thank you.
Mr. TYNER. Thank you.
MT. SINGER. Thank you.
Mr. HAYES. Panel No. 2 and the final panel, William H. Kolberg,

president of the National Alliance of Business, and Marsha Oliver,
chair, board of directors for the National Association of Private In-
dustry Councils, if you would come forward please.

I would like to advise each of the panelists that your testimony if
here in written form will be entered into the record in its entirety.
I left off two panelists, Mr. Jensen and Mr. Slobig, if you would
come forward too as a part of this panel, but your entire testimony,
if we have copies, will be entered into the record, and you may deal
in the interest of time with what you consider to be the high points
of your written testimony. We will begin with Mr. Kolberg.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. KOLBERG, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS

Mr. KOLBERG. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. It is always
a pleasure to appear before this committee. I admire the stamina of
the committee, and in that light, I want to make five brief points
and stand on the written testimony that, as you said, you have.

First off, Mr. Chairman, I feel a need to talk about the overall
performance of this system. In our view, the private sector view,
the system has performed very well even in Its early stages, and let
me underline that this is very early in building a national system.

The private sector is excited about this system. We think for the
first time we see glimmers of a system that begins to work. It's a
very large and complicated system. There are something like
18,000 volunteers serving on 600 private industry councils and
State councils. There are 25,000 professionals out there. So you are
talking about a large complicated national system.
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Two-thirds of the volunteers, something like 10,000 business
people serving as volunteers on private industry councils and State
councils, about two-thirds of them are from small business, so we
are not just talking about the major companies that founded the
National Alliance of Business and continue to serve on our board.
We are talking about the millions and millions of small businesses
and their representatives that are now very mu..th engaged in this
system.

There were many before the law was passed and there are still
many that will allege that the private sector does not care about
this very crucial public problem. I think the record so far certainly
disproves that.

Mr. Chairman, I would associate myself with the way Secretary
Brock characterized the charge of creaming in this system. I resent
it also, as he does. I think the figures speak for themselves, and,
again, I would emphasize 40 percent of those served and placed are
on welfare roles It's a little difficult or us to conclude that people
on welfare somehow aren't in need of service and somehow we are
creaming.

Forty-six percent of the people served in this system are minori-
ties, Mr. Chairman, and, again, I find it difficult to conclude with
those kinds of numbers that creaming is going on. The 70-percent
placement rate, we think, is adequate. We would like to do even
better, so with that, Mr. Chairman, I would make my first point. I
think the overall performance of this system is good. I would not
want to stand on the record of any given State. It's a big country.
There are 50 States operating out there. One can always do better,
but it seems to me important to emphasize the positive. This glass
is better than half full and continues to get better over time.

Point No. 2, in relationship to the Federal Government role, I
think Mr. Brock's appearance this morning and what he said
speaks for itself. Certainly, Mr. Jones is one of the superb career
executives in the Federal Government. The new Assistant Secre-
tary designate, Mr. Semerad, is a friend of ours. I think those three
gentlemen and the leadership they will bring to the Labor Depart-
ment will cure whatever problems have been talked about this
morning.

I would underline one thing that Mr. Jones said, and I agree
wholeheartedly. The Federal Government and the Labor Depart-
ment went out of their way to err on the side of giving maximum
flexibility and openness for the States and localities to build this
system. I think if you have to err, it was far better to err on the
side of the Federal Government getting out of the way and letting
the States, as they have, pick up in a very effective way rather
than continue the Federa oversight of micromanagement that has
characterized this program for a good part of its 20 years in exist-
ence.

Point No. 3, Mr. Chairman, on performance standards. It has
been said several times this morning that this program must
produce a sense of confidence in the American people that it works.
The way you do that is through meeting bottom-line requirements
called performance standards, and as I said earlier, I think the per-
formance standards are being met. We are beginning to inspire
credibility amring the doubters in the private sector that, in fact,
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this great social program can make a dent on the problems of un-
employment.

I think by and large the department has done a good job in the
performance standards area. You heard this morning om them
and from many of the other witnesses the problems that are still
there, and there are problems. Certainly we need standardized defi-
nitions. We need to be able to cross check between States and be-
tween local areas, and I think the Department ought to move in
that direction.

You heard about the ne..id for employment competencies and
taking credit for that. Certainly that is an important thing that I
think again we will be working with the Department to try to push
them toward. You need to look at post program data. It has been
said earlier this morning that short -term jobs are not what we are
after. Certainly not, but in order to put that kind of discipline in
the system, you need to collect the data.

In general, I would say that the Labor Department's most impor-
tant responsibility is the performance standard responsibility.
That's the way that we all, the Congress, the executive branch, the
private sector, the great public sector out there, that's the way
were all going to know whether, in fact, this program works, and
without it, without it being published openly and often, we are not
going to have the .:_nd of bottom line we need.

Again related to creaming, at an average cost of $5,000, Mr.
Chairman, there are some things that one cannot do. If you set the
average cost at $10,000, you would serve half as many people, and
you would have more money to serve them. I think personally, and
I think many of my colleagues would agree, that at an average cost
of about $5,000, some will come in less, some will come in more,
but that is putting it at about the right place for service when you
recognize, again as many witnesses have said, that we cannot begin
with the money we have to serve anything like the universe out
there.

So, again, it is a balancing problem. You make some short-term
placements of people that are almost ready, but they may be on
welfare, but you also spend $7,000, $8,000, $9,000 on those that are
not ready.

Point No. 4, I would just associate myself with all that has been
said this morning about cuts in title M and summer youth. Our
board of directors and we he ve been working very hard over the
last 6 months to try to keep, try to convince the Congress to keep
level funding in this whole area. We continue to believe that is
very important.

I find it very ironic, Mr. Chairman, that at a time that Congress
comes back from the recess and with all the pressure and public
attention on the trade problem that the one flexible program on
the books, title III of JTPA only 2 years old, that is the program
that the Congress in the last 2 weeks has picked out to cut 50 per-
cent.

The problem continues to be large. The States are learning how
to do it better all the time, and it seems to me, and I would hope
that the Congress would reexamine, both the House and the Senate
would reexamine the cuts that each body has now made in the pro-
gram over the last several weeks.
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As far as summer youth is concerned, I think the history, Mr.
Chairman, as you probably know well is the Congress makes $100
to $150 million cut about this time of the year, and then they come
back in the middle of the summer and restore it. Let's not make it.
Let's just keep it at the same level as we have in the past, allow
the States and allow the cities the time to plan, the time to run
good programs. To make that appropriate in July is essentially
throwing money over the fence after the summer is halfway gone.

The last point, Mr. Chairman, on the problems of serving youth,
we would agree wholeheartedly that a lot more needs to be done in
this system to learn how to meet that 40 percent requirement and
to do positive things. Secretary Brock mentioned a letter that 10
organizations had sent to him recently. I won't quote from that
letter or talk any more about it, but within that and with the work
that we and our sister organizations have done, we believe that a
very much better job can be done starting basically with remedial
education and remediation in the schools.

We think that's where it ought to start, and it would proceed
from there, and we think this system can do far better, and we
want to associate ourselves with all the other organizations rnd
now with the Secretary assuring you that we will work very hard
to do a much better job which I think is required in this system.
Those are the 5 points, Mr. Chairman.

I would conclude by saying we don't believe the law needs any
change at this stage. Most of the things that have been pointed out
this morning can be taken care of by more sensitive, more respon-
sive leadership in the Labor Department. We think that sensitive,
responsible leadership is there. We think we have a Secretary and
now an administration that cares about this program, is supportive
of the program, that will work with all of us to take care of the
problems that are there. Again, thank you for the opportunity of
appearing before you.

[The statement of Wiliam H. Kolberg follows:]
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A Concept Paper for

A Gomprel-aatuye Strategy for Training and Techrucal As.ist-nce

for JTPA Youth Programs

Lest March, twelve national organizations including the National Alliance of Business, the

National Commission for Employment Policy, the AFL-CIO's Human Resource Develop-

ment Institute, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National Governors' Association, the

National Association of Counties, the National Association of Private Industry Councils,
the National Conference of State Legislatures, the National Job Training Partnership Inc.,

the Nation,. League of Cities, the National Youth Employment Coalition, and Jobs 'hates

sponsored a symposium entitled "JTPA and Youths Expending the Opportunities." The

symposium participants helped to identify the problems encountered while providing

services to youth in JTPA and to highfi;ht information exchange and technical assistance

strate,p,s to improve the effectiveness of youth programming under JTPA.

The consensus of these select state and local practitioners was clear on the following five

points:

1. Basic skills remediation should be a fundamental cumponent of any employability

development activity, including the summer work experience, in order to prepare

our nation's youth for increased skill demands of entry-level lobs.

2. JCPA resources must be used as leverage with other funds (COBG, Voc-Ed, ABE,

MIN, etc.) to expand program design opportunities while integrating JTPA within

the brs litter human resource development system.

3. Activities to increase the skills of staff professionals must occur if programs

serving young people are to succeed.

0. Increased public a'.areness and support for youth employability develops-ent

be cultivated th,-ough a coordinated national and local -narket.ng campaign.

5. While JTPA cannot serve the universe of needy youth, a state and local policy

.ework .oust be developed to help rationalize the resource allocation decisions,

in terms of both likely benefits and equity.

The same group of symposium sponsors have continued to meet since the March session to

Lr-,srt a cc.rprohenstye strategy for both coordinating technical assistance and training

,rid delivering them. rhe organizations have outlined the scope of activities and content
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rtas (3pc se a co-:2r -arsive pt. h tz,,e for ms-,ment IS, s' 'cc It the 'ee-al,

st,te, knell, Th.1 balance of this plan ill he mpicna'ed by nr onal
organizations,'' it no pry .urriptive deliverers are delineated at :his time. It does assure a

strong and clirixt role for the employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department

of Labor. The followinp triponents were crafted as p..rt of an overall framework that

.0,1lot comprehensively wddi cis the technical assistance n..es of the Job training system

in youth 52(V.CcS.

through the symposiJm we recognize the need for an ongoing technical assistance plan.

Ili .c r ,ores ,it a coh,sive ar;:roach to meet the systems technical asiistance
,ids oyer tune. ron,thor these acuvities can respond to practitioner needs at

differing levIs of responsibility. Some activities would address policy matters while
others address technical pre:ram issues.

I. fp l.'s Ce'f 1. P. ri.rer: t for Crs

pf_,?0IC to co-sponsor, with the Labor Department and other Federal agencies, a maps

rational conf!rance during January, 1916, in Washington, D.r:. This erent would mark a

riLk-off of r...new.id public and private sector partnerships, as well as focus a national
ciscussion, or, h,:ping youth make the school-to-work transition and addressing employa-

bility development of school dropouts. It also would provide a staging ground and
dernonsration arena for components of the longer-term training and technical assistance
ti tn.

The oeiectives of tne conference would include: increased public awareness of the needs

of youth, particularly the economically d &advantaged; increased coordination among

,eyant youth service organizations, both public and prate; policy development aimed
at 'ederal, state and Ixal officials which encourages basic and occupational skills

levelopment for youth; and the sharing of lesso.,s learned fran, research, dern0113trII.ons

and operational experience of ex.sting programs.

luileing on the IJCC.C.53 of the NAM-sponsored Youth Forums in COrtlunCtIOn with NAB,

NG., and Srar.des University, a series of youth seminars is piwnned. These seminars will
'ir if at tr,t o,e,it-t sl 1-.el of the J CPA systnn and will be kept small enough to

fici'icitt maxi arm iropact on alt_, Topics could address remediation, youth
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co npetsricies, pertormance standards, Job aCC ss, tnd job ava.libility. Training earns

vd1 be drawn from appropriate organizations o ,iresant nal in the nest effective

fashion. it is anticipated Mat the seminar mics will cover ,Qveral -eg ors throughout the

country.

3. Pim-Bruit,' for S.T(CC and PIC Volinte_rs

To compliment the seminar series for operational le;e1 staff, a series of mini-briefings

ill be deveioped for MCC and ?IC members. These sessions, scheduled separately, will

short, yet fecusud di cussions on h.m.sdiation, youth competencies, performance

standards, access to sobs, a id av ability of sobs. The tone of these presentations will

vats with the audience and with the policy implications of various strategies. Trainers

will be selected from appropriate organizations and may include state and local volunteers

ho can provide ,ffctive tole mcdcls. A nu.ri:cr of mini briefings will be scneduled to

cover target groups, content ar,,., and regions of the country.

4. On-Site Tednicatl ASS lire

While the aforementio . activities will pi,: ide a significant impact on improving the
delivery of services to youth, some state and local entities require customized on-site

:eche cal assistance. This labor-intensive activity will be provided by a variety of
individuals and organizations who will be selected by the consumer (information seeker).

It will be an on-going process with the rnaioritv of costs attributed to travel

5. Information Exchange

Cne invaluable method for providing management assistance is the information exchange

%Action performed by many organizations and individuals. This often entails the

collect.on and dissemination of program models, descriptions, etc. and is both a passer and

a verbal transfer of information. This will be an on-going activity.

6. ih keseerch/Dsrneestraticn Ind*

Investing in resear and demonstration activities has yielded substant.al information that

is appropriate to Improving youth programs under 7TPA. However, dissemination of th.s

information has not occurred systamati_ally, , sr has it been packaged in a manner that is

useable by front-line practitioners. Therefore, a concise restateltent of major

findings will be a helpful technical assistance product and vill corr ' -anent all of the
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aforementioned over G 11,erables. The index should inclui.e ciro3rtm eet ;-, 1ate3ies

for in-school as well as out-of-school youth.

7. Resource Directory

Currently, there is no central source of information on -esouri.es available at the national,
state and local level for obtaining training er.4 technical assistance in youth services. 1
composite directory would allow the consumer (information-seekers) to efficiently and
effectively scan the listing and make a more informed decision prior to enlisting the a d
of any particular orient:anon or individual. At a mi-imuri, the resource directory shot Id
co..tain the biographies and references of those listed and snould be indexed by subject
matter. No other pre - screening is contemplated for the directory, as the burden of
qu4ltry control would lie with the information seeker:. Reg War updates to the resource
directory would be necessary.
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JTPA and Youth: Expanding the Imes

Alrrch I983

Symposium Summary

guidarouoct and Purpose

On March 23 and 26, 1983, a small group (20 of state and loc.' representatives of Job

raining Partnership Act (3TPA) programs met in Washington, D.C. to examine the
problems of youth unemployment and the role JTPA can play in solving those problems.

The syrn7osium was sponsored by ten Washington-based organizations, and was convened

by the National Alliance of Business (NAB).

In addition to NAB, the sponsoring organizations were: the Human Resources Develop-

ment Institute (HRDI) of the AFL-CIO, Jobs Watch, the National Association of Counties

('Co),A the National Association of Private Industry Councils (NANO, the National
Commission for Employment Policy (NCEP), the National Governors' Assor..ation INCA),

the National lob Training Partnership, Inc. (MI-Pi, the National Youth E. oloyment
Coalition, and the U.S. Conference of Mayors (USCM).

The purpose of the forum was twofold:

1. To identify barriers which are pre enting JTPA from effectively providing
services to youth; and

2. To identify .nfor-nation and technical assistance strategies that are needed to
enable the JTPA system to overcome these problems.

Using the information gained at the forum, the sponsoring groups plan to develop an

agenda for action which wdl guide both Independent and 'cunt activities of the national
organizations involved.

'Sorbing in small groups over the two-day period, the participants:

1. ntified the youth employ -rent problems they telt L ere the most critical in
their states and communities;

2. Identified the things that they believed employ.,ent and training programs ought

to be able to do to address these problems;

3. Discussed the ability of 3TPA, specifically, to address these problems and
I k,zntified spec fic earners within 3TPA, including legislative, regulatory,
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resource, information, and program operation barriers, to dealing kith these

problems, as wen. s successful strategies for overcoming the barriers; and

ii. Identified what could be done to solve he problems within ]TPA in the areas of

information exchange, technical sssistance, regulatory or statutory changes, and

activ.ties external to 3IPA.

I. The lint tads was to identify the most important problems lacing youth that afters
thaw er..ployabillty. The grasp identified several major problems

o Lark of basic skills, particularly academic, communication, and problem solving

skills, which affect not only a youth's ability to get jobs, but also their ability to

benefit from occupational training, to advance up career ladders, and to
complete school, especially with the heightened emphasis on performance
requirements for high school graduation;

o Lack of lobs, specifically a lack of entry level jobs for which It-risk youth can
qualify due to the changing and increasing requirements for entry level job-, and

a lack of lobs in certain areas, particularly older urban areas, sparsely populated

rural areas, and areas of high unemployment, often those hard hit by plant
closings and the restructuring of basic industries where adults compete with
youth for available jobs;

a Lack of access to lobs due to age, race, and sex discrimination; lack of
information about lob opportunities, job requirements, and the schooling required

to get particular jobs; lack of knowledge about how to fill out applications,
prepare resumes, contact employers, and effectively participate in job inter-
views; and reluctance on the part of employers to hire youth;

o Lack of recoxnition that many youth must cope with " 4ult" problems, such as
pregnancy, housing, or child care;

o Poorly developed work-related behaviors and attitudes necessary to get and keep

a ;ob.

2
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The second task of the group was to explore what strategies mild be used to address

these problems and what the barrios woo to doing so under 3TPA.

with regard to the lack of basic skills (or the need for remediations gees)

several key issues were identified as barriers. They . ncluded:

o Performance standards In order to overcome the perceptu i that the standards

force low-cost placement training instead of longer-term training that results in

other positive outcomes, it is important to include the attainment of youth
employment competencies as a positive outcome. At present, there is no
poceived incentive to mix cher ts a,-.d services.

o Youth Employment Competencies There needs to be specific rcognition that

these are positive outcomes for youth. Help is needed in donning and applying

meaningful competencies.

o State's performance standards adjuAment policies There x.'s recognition by

the group that the performance standards system itself lent flexibility as to who

gets served, what services are provided, and at what costs. Many SDAs and

PICs, however, are unfamiliar with the flexibtques available to them. The

reason for this lack of awareness, s the lack of TAT available to states and PCs

around the performance standards issues.

o PIC attitudes There was discussion on how PIC members view 3TPA training

for youth.

o Lack of access to lobs Several key issues were identified as barriers. They

included:

The changing requirements for entry level lobs higher competencies

required for the most basic, "unskilled" post:pm;

Limitations in 3TPA try-oat employment the difficulty of serving drop-

out youth in this component, which is one of the few opport.nmes to
combine work experience with classroom training; and

Perceptions of businesses that youth are a risk as an employee.

o Staff experience Many SWIs/PICs have small staffs, who may have a [nited

experience base, and have not had enough time and contact to share information

on creative Job development strategies.

3
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Ill. The final tadc of the group was to id.--nuly pas:able agendas that could assist in

overt '3 idosstsfled barriers. The avisdas (as id.intafied by the grog) a-re:

1. Program models/information exchange

2. Staff development

3. Coordinated curricula/assessment/development and exchange

a. National public relations / marketing

S. Federal, sire, and local policy development

6. Legislative change

I. Regulatory change

Within each problem area, the group was asked to id ratify which of the above

'a3endas" would best assist them in proviii:ng better services to youth. Within that
context, several themes emerged.

It became apparent that a public re,atiorts and marketing strategy was needed at 4

national level which could be picked up at the state and local level. This marketing

"campaign" would include themes .tructured around high-risk youth, the lack of basic

skills of many youth, and the types of services that can be provided to youth through

local programs.

The second broad theme was the need to develop technical assistance that could

respond to staff development needs, infcrmation exchange strategies, and the

deliver) of technical information that respnded to specific program development
and des gn issues.

Third, alter a discussion about the need for legislative changes, the participants
seemed to agree that if the other agendas were met, TPA could meet the
employment and training needs of a broader variety of youth. Some regulatory

changes were identified which, if addressed, could limit the need for lelative
change.

The symposium participants agreed that the most important issues they consicered

are the needs for basic skills remediarion and for devoting greeter priority and
resources to serving youth.
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Su-unary

Several major themes having broad support of the symposium participants emerged from

the two-day meeting. Thtsit included:

o Youth lads the basic academic and functional skills necessary to compete for

entry level jobs in today's changing economy. Therefore, basic skills remethation

should be a fundamental component of any employability development activity,
including summer work experience, in order to prepare our yetith for the
increased demands of entry-level jobs.

o There is a lack of appropriate entry-level jobs ft., youth, which is exacerbated by

the poor access that youth have to available jobs. 3TPA resources must be used

as leverage with other funds (CDBG, Voc. Ed., MN, ABE) to expand program

design and job opportunities while integrating 3TPA within the broader human

resource devalopment system.

o Well-designed programs require staff who are effective managers and are
current with the most effective technologies. Professional staff development

and training are essential activities that should occur at all levels of program

administration and operation to ensure the highest quality job training workforce

possible.

o There is a partial youth policy vacuum at both the state and local level which

limits both interagency coordination and the opportunity for the appropriate

targeting of 3TPA resources. A state and local youth education/training/
empllyment policy framework needs to be articulated to help rationalize the

resource allocation oecisiorts ar.d promote unproved coordination.

o Youth policies and programs, once forged, must be marketed to employers and

the general community to ensure their support and participation. Marketing

should be considered as an integral part of overall program administration and

not as to afterthought.

3
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PREPACE

It is with great pride that the National Alliance of Business provides you with the
final, comprehensive report based on our two 1984 data collection projects: an
exhaustive survey of all service delivery areas and a specialized survey of a sample of
private industry council chairs. The information in this publication is timely and of
great value to all the partners committed to making JTPA succeed in a cost-effective
and efficient way.

While our release of the major findings in November provided a snapshot of how
well the reorganized systedi ups functioning at the completion of the transition year,
this report provides a much more complete picture it presents analyses of new
mformation as well as a more detailed look of the initial conel,sions and their
implications, including cross-tabulations among related variables. Whenever relevant,
we offer the opinions and impressions gathered during the interviews and compare the
findings to those obtained through t:AB's 1983 survey of local programs.

Although it is impossible to determine the long-term impact of JTPA at this time,
we are pleased to report that the findings are largely positive. Most employment and
training communities have indeed set a system in place which is continuing to meet the
needs of economically disadvantaged and structurally unemployed people while
increasmg business involvement in cost effective way. The public/private partnership
appears to be working successf-lly in most areas. A clear majority of the people
enrolled in local JTPA programs obtained employment at the time of their termination
from 'he core tiansitional year program. We at NAB commend private industry council
members and service delivery area auministrators for the job they have done during the
rapid and challenging transition from CETA to JTPA.

This is not to say, however, that there are no areas that might prove
problemmatic. As the data indicate, key issues such as the level of service to youth, the
relationship between the state and the local entities responsible for everseeirg JTPA,
and the effects of the 30 percent limitation on administrative and supportive services
costs bear watching. However, the overwhelming majority of evidence indicates that
JTPA is functioning effectively in most erns and that the rather rapid evolutionary
change from CETA to JTPA has strengthened the job training system.

The Alliance hopes to be able to repeat similar survey efforts next year. We
Strongly believe tht the sharing of information -.41 problems and progress is critical to
the positive evolution of JTPA. We look forwarl to working with you to help further the
goals of JTPA and strengthen local economies.

Sincerely,

William H. Kolberg
President
National Alliance of Business
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

Admmistrative structures as well as geographic configurations were
stable. Although a year ago many SDAs indicated that they expected
to change their grant recipients or administrative entities, few changes
were made.

The SDAs rely on many agencies to provide outreach and intake and
most indicated that they do not ha, e a policy of giving preference to
he "hard -to- serve" or the "easier-to-serve." About one-third of the

SDAs require program operators, many of whom are under performance
contracts, to do a portion, if not all, of the outreach and Intake
functions.

In relying on a variety of sources for training, the majority of the SDAs
heavily use both public education institutions and the private sector for
training. Com mun 4-based organizations are the third most frequently
used entity.

About 40 percent of the SDAs use nerformance contracts for over half
of their training programs.

Involvement of commu- ay-based organizations in JTPA has remained
stable and appears to be increasing slightly. The majority of
participants in most SDAs, however, do not receive training or services
from such entities.

The supportive services most commonly provided Jnder CETA continue
to be provided under JTPA, but are usually res rioted to those most in
need or in cer.ain types of training programs. Th d parties provide
supvortive services in a number of sites at no cost to J 7n.

Unlike CETA, in which most prime sponsc'-s paid hourly stipends and
cash payments, only about half of all SDAs provide either stipends or
cash payments and these are usually restricted to participants meeting
certain criteria.

State set-aside and Title III funds generally by-passed the SDAs and
usually added very little to their funding levels fr,_oi Titles HA and B.
A growing number of SDAs, almost one-thlid, sought and received
other non federal funding.

The overwhelming majority of all SDAs indicated that limits on
administrative- costs would have a negative impact on their
management and conduct of JTPA. 01.er half of all SDAs had less than
$255,000 in Title IIA money for admini .tration.
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The majority of SDAs had written agreements with the Employment
Service, secondary and ;, '-secondary education agencies/institutions,
welfare agencies, vocational rehabilitatior entitic, and economic
development agencies.

SDA PERFORMANCE

JTPA Title HA served approximately 600,000 individuals during the
transition sear. On average, 667 participants terminated from the
typical SDA; 416 of these individuals found jobs..

Although less than h If of the SDAs surveyed (406) met all of their
performance standards during the transition year, five of the seven
standards were met by at lenst 80 percent of the SDAs. On a national
basis, four national performance standards were surpassed (three
placement rate standa ; and adult cost per placement rate) and o-
was barely missed (adult weer at placement) The youth positive
termination standard was not met. (The standard for youth wage at
placement was not set.)

41 Characteristics of those who terminated under JTPA Title 11A are very
similar to those who terminated under CETA (Title !IBC, FY '83). For
example, the level of service to welfare recipients was the same under
the core J1 PA and CETA programs.

Almost half of the SDAs had trouble meeting their youth expend.t ore
goal, but SDAs gave no single overriding explanation for the problem.
While certain restrictions in the legislation may have stymied some
SDAs, many others cited programmatic issues such as slow start-up and
inadequate marketing.

Most SDAs met or surpassed the percentage of welfare recipients the
law required them to serve.

After youth and welfare recipients, SDAs most often targeted high
school drop-outs and minorities.

TRAiNiNG ACTIVITIES

2 SDAs offer a well balanced array of training activities. The
percentage of enrollees participating in both OJT and classroom
training has increased significantly over CETA. while work experience
nas aecreasrd, vet, SDAs have avoided over-reliance on a single

On- the-job. c,assroom skills training and pre-employ-
inent/mot.vational training each are expected to serve about 40

percent of all adult enrollees this sear. Participants in multiple
training activities account for the number exceeding 100 percent.

Nni,-,,ecuoational classroom training was made available to
;thly fewer participants than were enrolled in other types of

training (,ass than 20 percent of all adults)
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Classroom training, p,marily skills training, is by far the largest
category of training expeiditure.

The majority of SrlAx did not plan to significantly change the
training mix in this year's adult and youth programs.

Onc-third of all participants are expected to be enrolled in two or
mere major program comporents (e.g., OJT, classroom training).
tlt.le the average length of training under Title IIA programs was
17 S weeks and 12.8 weeks for adults End youth, respectively,

is,derably less than the average length of training unde CETA,
this level of sequenced training irdicates that a substantial number
of enrollees will receive more in-depth training. SDA interviewees
also anticipated that participants would be enrolled for a longer
oeriod during the current year time period closer to the CETA
experience.

RIVATE INDUsTaY COUNCIL ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES

The average PIC continued to consist of 2; ,embers, with 14 of
those members from the business community. Ai "ost two-thirds of
the ousiness members were from businesses of less then 100
employees. Nationwide, there is equal representation by chief

inve officers and other business execi.t Ives.

Attendance by all members was good ale turnover was low, with
turnr,-er usually resulting from personal .sons and not from
f.ustration or dissatisfaction v

Both PIC chairs and SD. were err. _ stent in their positive
assessment of the PIC's rot. impact, reinforcing the fact that
both the public and private sectors had generally developed mutually
satisfactory relationships.

Business involvement appears to have increased since the begmnin
of JTPA with the PICs having more substantial functions in many
areas compared to the transition year

About 2a0 PICs are now incorporated over 100 more than last
year Incorporation does not seem to have a significant effect on
program results, but is assJciated with grease- "IC involvement in
cer'ain key SDA activities.

ST tTE AND LOCAL RELATIONS

About half of the SDA adm nistrators inchated that they were
.!issatisfied wit; state 'A administration. However, ' do-thirds of
those dissatisfied are Jneentrated in 12 states.

PIC ciair views are at best mixed corearling the eleetneness of
the State Job Training Coordinating Council in developing statewide
polic..,s, in making a differerea in local JTPA programs, or in
involving husinese people with

States have designed a variety of inuividunl reporting systems for
thei SDAs; amount an type of information re iisted varies
consi 'erebly as does is value to SDA day-to-day management of the
progr m.
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INTIOODUC flON

On June 30, 1994, the local jurisdictions responsible for administering the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA) completed their transition year and entered into their first full
year of operati,a. Shortly thereafter, the National Alliance of Business (NAB)
undertook two major data collection projects: 1) a comprehensive survey of the 593
service delivery areas responsible for tne provision of federally-funded employment and
training programs, and 2) e limited survey of a sample of private industry council chairs.

A total of 576, or 97 percent, of the service delivery areas (SDAs) participated in the
project.' NAB's 1994 survey of the local jurisdictions is the only study that sought to
collect a variety of data on at' service delivery areas and private industry councils
(PtCs). Eighty-three PIC chairs, 14 percent of the total, responded to the PIC chair
survey. Both surveys were f ided by the U.S Department of Labor, Employment and
Training AL .mistration, and other organizations and were administered by telephone
during a three month period (July-September, 19941 utilizing structured questionnaires.

mimic) DOLOG Y

The SDA survey instrument ncluded 93 questions and covered five major areas: general
administrative issues including service delivery area arrangements and training
acia ties, SDA perf,rmance, privete industry council organization and activities,
state/local "elationships, end participant characteristics and termination information.
An introductory letter explaining the purpose of the survey and copy of the
questionnaire were sent to the prospective interviewees one to two weeks prior to
contact

These structured interviews were conducted by NAB national office staff with key staff
of SDA administrative entitieS the individuals actively involved in the ng and
administration of the local program.2 While more than one individual at the SDA often
participated in the survey, there was usually ore primary or major interviewee. SDA or
PIC directo,s were by far the mos' common primary respondents. Spec malty, almost
two-thirds (62%) of the key respondents were SDA or PT directors, while the second
laisTst category of primary interviewees was SDA or PIC planners (1996). SDA or PIC
assistant and associate directors made up the third largest group of major respondents
(10%) Most interviews took one hour to complete.

tin 15 of ti-,! 576 SDAs. onl maragement data which are required to be reported
to 'he (Klein! Fn,,ernmnt included (e g., participant characteristic and

termination datal. Most of the SDAs on which no data are included are in the U S.
ersees terr,tones. Cur s of the SDA and PIC chair questionnaires may be obtt ned

by rolling the NAB Clenrirghonse (202) 299-2910.

2A ,i-ijorlyi of the wlminist:ativ entities arc eines, counties, or cors,rt v of
al goverment, the remainder are I- C' cm other organizations le g . eaucational

instit,iioirc private nor,:irofits, community -based organizations, state governments).

1
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ficeause of the major role of the private sector in J fP 1, the Naticnal Alliance of
Business sought, through a separate su vey, the perceptions and insights of PIC chars
after their first year's experience in their new capacity as an equal partner with
government. (itIC chairs are required by '3W to be represeatives of private business.)
PIC chairs were randomly selected from an alphabetical list of all PIC chairs and were
nterviewed by business people on loan to NAB 3

The PIC chair survey was undertalien during the same time frame and followed the same
methodology as the larger SDA study. That questionraire, however, was much shorter
and focused - fewer areas o' inquiry; it cor [wised 21 auestions and was designed to
elicit information in areas where PIC chairs v ould be expected to be ;nost
knowledgeatle (e g., level of PIC involvement in SD; decisiu-making) or where PIC
member opinions are valuable in unde'standing the functioning of JTPA (e g, PIC mair
satisfaction with the PIC role).

This report is based primarily on the information gathered. computerized. and analyzed
on the responding 576 SDAs. Relevant findings from NAB's PIC chair survey are also
included and a,e compared, where appropriate, to the results of the SDA survey. While
the majority of dot., collected from both the SDA and the PIC chair surveys was
objective (e g, incorporation status of the PIC, types of se, vice providers) some of the
questions, particularly in the PIC chair survey, recurred responses which were highly
subjective and relied primarily on the respondent's perceptions and beliefs Thus, some
of the information must be understood es reelecting solely the opinion: of he
interdie woes.

Furthermore, although this report is based prir arily on an analysis of the interviewees'
responses, some data have been augmented by more detailed or anecdotal infoi motion
provided voluntarily by the respondents Alsr, when Information on the operation of
JTPA's pr .decessor, the Comprehensive Employment and Trailing Act (ZETA), was
relevant and accessible, or where findings gleaned from NAB's 1983 survey of all SDAs
were useful, they were included and compared to data collected this year on JTPA.
Hen' 5 publication provides a compret !nsive look at the new employment and
train.% .stem and offers many e,scellent insights into how JTPA is funetianalg
throughout the country

HIGHLIGHTS

The -esults of both surveys indicate that, fiat the most pin, a stable, `unetioning ,ob
training system is in place and the pate sector is indeed in active partnersnii, th
local government. Although information was not collected on th. specific degree of
involyement in the system by education, the Fmployment Service, community-based
organizations, and other interest groups, a substantial nurober of SDAs are working with
these agencies Most SDAs offer a broad mix of t-aining activities aid a solid majority
of partieloants are getting 'ohs at the end of training At Inc same time, service to
such groups as high school dropouts and welfare recipients appea -5 to be as high as that
under the last year of CETA's core tra wing program.

3Althegh the responses were not evenly distributed eograptmeally, every region
of the country was represented among the PIC, chairs
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On tne other hind, many SD 'is indate they are having difficulty maintaining the
,Iy of services because of limited administrative funds. There is also come concern

that the pronision of training to certain target groups is being hampered oy the
restiictions on cash payments to participants; and while most local jurisdictions offer a
range of supportive services, such services are usually only available to enrollees who
meet particular requirements. Also, many expressed dissatisfaction with the role and
nolicies established by the state and indicated that the Stag_ ,ib Training Coordinating
rounc.1 is not playing a pa-ticularly usuul role in the implementatu..n of JTPA. Despite
these areas of concern, however, both the hard data and the information gleaned from
questions which rquired highly subjective reseanses indicate that JTPA has gained a
solid footing in its first year of operation and is generally functioi tag effectively in
most SD As around the country

3
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Chairman LAFALCE. Mr. Evans jou are going to give me informa-
tion on the million-and-a-half jobs and the permanency of the
damage.

Mr. EvANS. It is a fairly detailed study.
Chairman LAFALCE. Thank you. The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the subcomm.ttee adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]
[The study submitted for the record bj Mr. Evans enatled

"Trade Deficits are Forever" follows:]

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

Summary of Findings

Administrative structures as well as geographic con figuraticns were
stable Although a year ago many SDAs indicated that they
expected to change their grcnt recipients or administrative entities,
few changes were made

The SDAs rely on many agencies to provide outreach and intake and
most indicated that they do not have a pokey of giving preference
to the hard-to serve" or the "easier-to-serve " About one-third of
the SDAs require program operators, many of whom are ,ender
performance contracts, to do a portion, if not all, of the outreach
and intake functions

In relying on a variety of sources for training, the majority of the
SDAs heavily use both public education institutions and the private
sector for t among Community-based organizations are rte third
most frequently used entity

About 40 percent of the SDAs use performance contacts for over
half of their training programs

Involvement of community-based organizations in /TPA has
remained stable and appears to be increasing slightly The majority
of participants in most SDAs, however, do not receive training or
services from such entities

The supportive services most commonly provided under CETA
continue to be provided under /TPA, but are usually restricted to
those most in need or in certain types of training programs Third
parties provide supportive services in a number of sites at no cost to
)TPA

Unlike CETA, ir. which most dome sponsors paid hourly ;, pends and
cash payments, only about half of all SDAs provide either stipends
or cash payments and these are usually restricted to participants
meeting cert,,in criteria

State set-aside and Title III funds generally by-passed the SDAs and
usually added very little to their funding levels from Titles HA and B
A growing number of SDAs, almost one-third, sought and received
other nor- fed( ral funding

The overwhelming majority of all : As indicated that limits on
administrative costs would have a negative impact on their
management and conduct of /TPA Over half of all SDAs had less
ri an 5255 000 in TitlellA money for administration

Tne majority of SDAs had written agreements with tne Employment
Service, secondary and post secondary education agencies/

4
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institutions, welfare agencies, vocational rehabilitation entities,
and economic development agencies

Overall Administrative Structure

The overall administrative structure o. local sere ce delivery areas remained stable as
JTPA moved into its second year of operation. Very few SDAs changed their geographic
boundaries, grant recipient, or program administrate- in the first year. Geographic
boundaries were reconfigured in only nine of the 576 local jurisdictions (1.6%) and
affected SDAs in only six states.

That so few SDAs charm. heir geographic bounaaries is not surprising since the law
states that governors cannot redesignate SDA boundaries more f :equentlj than every
two years, and that all reconfigurations mu..t be made at least four months before M..
beginning of the program year. Thus, In those cases where geographic ooundaries did
change, such changes reflected the resolution of ler.1 questions ur appeals that had been
pending, usually from the initial designation process, rather than from a new assessment
of the SDA's ability to effectively serve the community.

Only six percent of the SDAs changed the:r grant recipient ....Ole five percent changed
their program administrator. Where there was a chank,,, in the program administrator or
grant recipient, that change usually resulted in the ?IC being designated to serve in
these capacities. Of the 32 ne a grant recipients, 18 are PICs, sev art local
government ag ncies, three are private nonp.ofit organizations, three an: educational
institutions, and one is a community -based organ' Twc,thirds of the new program
administrators (19 out of 28) are PICs. The remaining new program administrators are
loca. governments (5), educational agencies (2), and community-based ...7saruzatioi,- (2).
The distrihution of grant recipients aid program administrrto .. by type or entity is
shown in Table I

TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF GRANT III CIPIEIITS (GR)
AND PROGRAM ACMINISTPATORS (PA)

Entity OF and PA GO only PA or ly I of Sfo,ns % of SOA4
% of SOAu
a 'Oar ago

Local Goiiernineni 283 79 41 403 64 1 71 ,

PIC 57 15 21 101 173 1S1

Staie,GoveinOr 36 4 4 44 76 82

du.41.0nal 2' 3 3 3:: 5 7 5 3
,nytl tufiOnS

1., vale Nonprofit 26 4 0 30 5 2 4 6

cao 22 1 4 27 a 6 0 5

OP e 12 5 30 ,7 97 10:

473 1 1 1 1 1 1

(81 1%1 119%1 (19%1
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The ri.latively small number of changes in the grant recipient or program administrator
was somewhat si rprising. luring NAB's first survey of SDAs in 1983, many intervirwres
indicated that time pressures often forced the local program to select a grant recipient
or program administrator without giving proper consideration to all the options. Many

of last year's respondents expected the SDA to make changes in their administering
agencies during, or at the completion of, the transition year. That so few changes were
made may indicate that PICs and local governments are generally satisfied with the
relationships that were built and with the performance of the administrative entities
that were initially selected.

SPA Funding levels

J1 PA requires that 78 percent of the Title HA rends (core traini- money) be allocated

to the service delivery areas through formula by the states. The remaining 22 percent

of the Title HA funds are retained t the governor for various speciiic programs (i.e.,

3% for older worker training programs; 6% for performance incentives and technical
ass stance; 8% for education linkages; and 5% for state-level administration and otter
act wit es).

Live the mai°. ity of Title IIA funds- all funds under Title lid (summer youth money)

must be passed through the states to the service delivery areas according to formula.

Title i.1 funds, on the other hand, go directly to the state for dislocated worker
programs. States may choose to use the SDAs to operate Title :II programs, but are not
required to do so. The SDAs may also receive a limited amount of other non-JTPA

federal funds as well as raise funds from other government or private sources for use in

job training programs. In sum, while all jurisdictions receive Title IIA and Title 118
funds, the availability and use c, other funds vary considerably from SDA to SDA.

Information was collected on tie amount of various JTPA funs received by the SDAs
for the program year which began July 1. 1984. As expected, the typical service
delivery area received the greatest amount of money through its Title IIA allocation,
and its second largest through Title 11B. On average, SDAs received 82.5 million in Title
IIA funds and 51.3 million in T tle 1113. The level of funding, however, among the SDAs

ranged widely. For example, Ander Title iIA, it ranges from low of 842,000 to a high
of $46 million. which means that the largest Title HA allocation is 1 100 times greater
than the smallest Title 11A allo-ation. However, 90 percent of the SDAs 'sine less than
54.5 million in Title IIA funds and helf of the local areas have less than 61.7

A review of the state set-aside and Title III funds reveals that substantial amounts of
these funds bypassed the local jurisdict or did not significantly increase SDA
funding levels.4 As shown in Table II, only f rev, of the SDAs indicated that they

rei,ived y eight percent education linkages .1s. These funds often go directly from
the governor's office to state or local education agencies. SD as receiving eight percent

finds averaged 5186,000. However, fifty percent of these Jurisdictions received less
then 547,000 from this state set-aside.

4Fir.d ngs with respect to the six percent tune- are not included since many states

had not decided how they would use this state set-aside at the time SDA administi ators

were interviewed

6
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Funding Source

Slightly more SDAs reported receiving three percent older worker money than did thosewho received eight percent funds; 62 percent of the SID9s received some three percentfunds. When funds were not funneled througt the SDAs, they were often given to thestate or area agencies on aging. The reported funding for SDAs receiving such fundsranged from a low of 92 GOO to a high of S1.4 million, with an average of $108,1100among recipient agencies.

Only 39 percent of the SDAs receiviiid Title it dislc ated worker funds. Many SDAs didnot receive any Title Ill funds since they usually wcnt to sp.cial projects targeted forArens with high concentratior of dislocated workers. Even in these areas, however,stalk.; often bypassed the SDAs. The typical
SDA which received Title HI funds rece ved$335,000, with $11,000 heirs the smallest amount received by an SDA and $2.5 millionbeinc the largest.

Only t9 percent of the SDAs received any other federal funds (e.g., economic develop--rent mores, vocational education funds, adult education grants). These SDAs which^eceived these federal funds averaged
$249,000; individual SDAs received from 03,300to S2 3 million.

7
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Thirty-one percent of the SDAs received non-federal fur-. from other state and local
government programs or th ough private contributions. (Some local governments
appropriate special funds for specific employment-related programs such as summer
lobs for youth.) Although $724,000 is the average for those who received such funds, the
range extends from $1,000 to $32 million with the higher levels usually resulting from
special local government programs. However, more than half the SDAs with non-federal
monies had received less than $100,000 in such funds; 90 percent of the SDAs had
received less than $1.2 million at the time of Interview.

Nearly twice as many .Incorp ated private in iustry councils received non-federal funds
as did unincorporated Plc.; however, a.nc.ng those who received such funds,
incorporation had little to do with the amount. The correlation between incorporation
and recent of non-federal funds is not surprising since a number of interviewees stated
that the PIC's decision to raise private funds was a factor in the decision to incorporate.
Furthermore, as indicated later, incorporated PICs are twice as likely to be actively
Inv...Wed in fundraising activities as unincorporated councils.

Geographic Types and Size of SD Xs

Respondents ..,,:rr asked if the area included in the SDA's boundaries .as predominately
rural, urban, suburban, or mixed.5 As illustrated in Table III, over one-third of the

ondents (37%) classified their SDA as primarily rural while 16 percent of the
interviewees indicated that their SDA was predominately urban (i.e., including a city
with over 50,000 people). Only six percent of the interviewees believed their area was
primarily suburban. The remaining SDA administanors typed their SDA as a

comomation: 13 percent each believed that their SDA was fairly eq 114 divided
between an urban and rural environment or was a mixture of all three Mies; eight
percent stated that the local Jurisdiction had a suburban and rural mixture; and six
percent classified their SDA as being urban/suburban.

In spite of the fact that there was twice as many rural SDAs as urban, the total Title IIA
monies for the program year beginning July 1, 1984 provided to the urban SnAs was
nearly the same as the funds allocated to the rural areas ($346 million compared to $383
million). This means that, on average, an urban service delivery area received over
twice as much Title IIA money as did its rural counterpart ($4.0 million vs $1.8 million).
Together, the urban and rural turisdictions accounted for more than Leff of the total
amount of funds allocated for Title IIA programs this year (24% snd 27%, respectively).
Suburban SDAs. which make up six percent of all ..DAs. were allocated almost six
percent of the current Title 11A money (577 million) for an average suburban SDA
allocation of S2.2 million.

SSuch classification was often dependent on the interviewee's perception of his
area and does not necessarily coincide with the U.S. Bureau of Census definition.

8
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TABLE III

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF SDAS
WITH AVERAGE TITLE IIA ALLOCATION'S

6% Suburban
Av $ = 2 2M

13%
Urbai Rural
Av $ 20M

37% Rural
As S = 18M

13% Mixture of
all types

Av $ = 3 7M

8% SuburbanlRura
Av $ = 1 9M

16% Urban
Av $ = 4 OM

6% Urban/Suburban
As $ = 3 2M

The, remaining geographic types of SO As accounted for about 40 percent of all SDAs and43 percent of the total Title HA allocation for the 1984-45 p -ram year. SDAs which
were indicated as being a combination of all three types (urban/suburban/rural) receivedthe largest portion of the remaining Title IIA funds (18.7% of the total, or 6263 million).
The typical SDA composed of all three types received $3.7 million. Loca' pirisdiationswhich are fairly equally divided between urban/rui al, orban/suburban, and
suburban/rural environments each accou^.1ed for 10.5 perccal, 7.5 ^ercent, and 6.0
percent of the total Title HA allocation ($147 million, 5104 million, aid r04 'Ilion).The typical amount of 'title 11A funds received by each type of EnA was. 52.0 million
for urban/rural SDAs; $3.2 million for urban/suburban SDAs; arc] $1.9 million forsubJrban/^ural SDAs.

Local Service Delivery Arranzernents6

Outreach and Intak.1

Local SDAs are us,ng a host of entities to provide par'ic,pant outreach and 'Mike
s2r, ices this sear. Most SDAs (61%) use more than one type of entity to provide these
services. the most w,dely used. however, is the SDA administrat.e entity itself; in 53
uercent of the SE,As. the admmistrattve -gent is responsible for per -ming some or all

Eli SD `s where more than four types 'f service deliverers are being used to
proside client outreach and ntake, train ng, _- lob placement activities, information
was collect d only on the largest four Ii e., those responsible for providing services to'he greatest number of clients)

9
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participant outreach and intake services. The administrative agent is not only the type

of entity used by the greatest number of SDAs for outreach and iota' e activities, but

even where others are used, the administrative entity is generally responsible for

providing these services to the largest number of people. in two-thirds of the SDAs

which utilize the administrative entity to provide outreach and intake to clients, that

organization was named as having the primary responsibility.

As shown in Table IV, about one-third of the SDAs (31%) require all or most of their

program operators to do outreach and intake in addition to their training

responsibilities. Other frequently used entitites include: the Employment Service (34%),

com aunity-based organizations (23%), public education institutions (15%), and the PIC

(13%).
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TABLE IV

ENTITIES USED FOR OUTREACH AND INTAKE

53%

v '

4/

A

34%
31%

KEY

A a Administrative Entity
B = Employment Service
C e Program Operator
D u CB0
E = Public Educat on
F v PiC

23%

1 e5 13%

B C

Type of Entity

c, her enttes used by less than 10% of SDAs

D E

SDA interviewees were asked whether their SDA had a policy of giving preference to
economically disadvantaged participants who would benefit most from short-term

t-a.mni; over individuals that require more or longer assistance (i.e., whether it gave

lee to the traditionally "hard-to-serve" rather than "easier-to-serve"). More

:ran three cpr ens of the local jurisdictions (78%) do not target their services to either

croup. Speeiti. ly, over half of the SPAs have no set selection policy or serve a

eombinat on or "hard-to-serve" and "easier-tc-serve" clients (29% and 28%,
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respective ly). Another 21 percent If the SDAs serve participants primarily on a first-come, first-served basis. The bulk of the remaining rvice &slivery areas (nine -iercentof the total) have a policy of emphasizing services for the "hard-to-serve" (those who
'e the most needs) while only six percent of all SDAs intended to seek out clients withfew barrier: to employment.

Some SDA administrators further commented that when entitles other than the programadministrator were required to perform the outreach and Intake functions, the EDA
provided them with clear guidelines as to what the make-up of their clients should be(e g., the level of service to certain traditionally

hard-to-serve groups should remainsimilar to that under FY '83 CETA programs).

Training

Most SDAs use a variety of entities to provide training to their participants -- onlyabout five percent of the local jurisdictions use only one type of entity for training,while half of the SDAs involve at least rots types of entities. The majority of the SDAsuse both public education institutions and the private sector for providing training .(See Table V ) These findings support information discussed in later sections about thevarlet) of training provided to participants.
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TABLE V

ENTITIES USED FOR TRAINING
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KEY

A = publIc Education
8 = Private Employer
C = C80
D = Administrattve Entity
E = Private for Profit

Phvate Sion-Profit
G = Local Government

19%

IS%
13%

10%
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119 far, public education is the most common provider of training Eighty-five percent
of the SDAs use public vocational institutions, community colleges, and/or local high
schools. Specifically, slightly more than two-thirds of the SDAs (68%) use the post-
secondary public education system and 54 percent use secondary public education
institutions. Furthermore, private-for-profit schools provide tramin7, in 30 percent of
the SDAs.

Private employers, particularly small businesses, are the second major training agent;
they p^ovide training in approximately two-thirds (63 %) of the SDAs, largely through on-
the-job training contracts. Small and medium-sized employers (with fewer than 500
employees) have training responsibilities in 60 percent of the SDAs, while only 10

percent of the local jurisdictions contract with larger employers to provide training.

Community based organizations, the third most common training entity, have

agreements to provide training in two-fifths of the SDAs. The SDA administrative
agent itself, non- educational private for-profit entities, private non-profit agencies,

local government agencies each provide training in less than one-fifth of the SDAs
115%, 15%, 13%, and 10%, respectively).

When comparing last year's 1983 survey data to this year's information, it appears that
the same types of entities provided training during the transition and this year.
Secondary and post-secondary public schools were the most widely used mechanism to
prov,rie training last year while small and medium-sized private employers were the
second most commonly used training agent during the transition. Private-for-prof t
scnools and CEOs tied for third place last year.

Furthermore, the SDA's geographic chEmscieristies did not appear to Influence the types
of entities used for training in both years. Rural urban, suburban, and mixed service
c,e:iver) areas each generally relied upon a variety of training agents.

Job Placement

In most SDAs, several types of entities share the provision of job placement services. In

only about one-third of the SDAs (35%) do lob placement activities fall solely to one
type of service provider. Information in -fable VI illustrates that the contractors
responsible for direct client training were the entities most frequently held responsible
for lob placement. Training program operators are responsible for job placement
activities in over half of the SDAs (53%). This finding was expected given that almost
80 percent of or the SDAs are using some form of performance contracting, tying
p-s ment for training or services to client placement rates.

The SDA administrative entity provides job placement services in 43 percent of the
5D, s. tne E-np.oymert Service o 30 percent, and community-based orgt.nizationl in 21)

Se,.,ndary ana/or post-secondary public education institutions provide job
p dce-lent cervices in 18 percent of the SDAs. PICs play a role in this function in 12
per ant of the local programs.
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TABLE VI

ENTITIES USED FOR JOB PLACEMENT

53%

43%

3t%

KEY

A = All /Most Program Operators
= Administrative Entity

C= Employment Service
O= C80
e = Public Education
F = PtC

20%
18%

12%

A

Type of Entity

so, otne, ern,tes used by less than 10% of SDAs

E F

C- AmLnitizilased Orjranizations

The oi.e-whelming majority of SDks (51%) have contracted with at least onecommunity- oased organization (COO) for training or services for the current year. The
overall use of CBOs to provide taming or services in the current year has increased
slightly from an average of 3.8 CBOs per SDA in the transition year to the current
sear's average of four. The number of community-based organizations used by the SDAs
vanes widely, with as many as 100 CBOs my°, /ed in providing services or training orone SDA Three-quarters of the SDAs, however, have four or fewer CBOs involved intneir program, and 90 percent of the SDAs use less than 10 CBOs Not suprisingly,L-oan areas tend to use far more COOs than rural areas. On average an urban area uses7 3 CBOs while a typical rural SDA uses three SDAs comprised of a surburban /rural
mixture, on average. use the fewest COOs (1 7).

ess tt,an ore-fifth of tee service delivery areas (19%) will use no 1--30s to providese-,e es or trammg tr's year as compared to 23 percent last sear. One fifth of the
SDAs not using CHOs this year are in rural areas which tend to have few or no avai'ableCOO In many cases, even when CBOs exist in rural areas, they are not set up to

empioyment and training services and did not bid on JTPA contracts.
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Relatively few JTPA clients, however will receive training or services from a C130.

Only 18 percen, of the SDAs using community-based
organizations are contracting with

them for training or services for more than half their participants, and only four percent

of the total are using them for all their enrollees the majority of SDAs in which most

of the enrollees are reeeivieg services or training from a CHO are located in urban

areas.

About one-quarter of the service delivery areas will use fewer C lOs this year as
compared to last year, or none at all. The ease ns most fiequent'l provided by
respondents for the decline or lack of CPO use in these SDAs include. CBOs do not

provide the type of training or service required by the SDA (30%); a policy decision was

made by the PIC or SDA to use other types of contractors (20%). no CBOs are located

within the SDA's ouundaries (16%); CBOs were viewed as poor performers (15%); and

CBOs are not seen as cost-effective service providers (14%).

Performance Contractip

As noted earlier, almost four-fifths of th, SDAs (78%) are employing some type of unit

cost performance contracting for their training providers. (There is a wide variety id

approaches ' performance contracting, -anging from withholding a small part of the

final holding back the entire payment until toe client is placed in a training-

related Job In all cases, however, full payment can only be made upon a training-

related placement.)

More SDAs are using performance contracting now than Our g the transition year.
information collected in NAB's 1983 survey indicated that close to two-thirds (64%) of
all local programs intended to use this approach for some portion of the contracts
developed for transitional year activities, compared to 80 percent of the SDAs year.

Data in 'able VII show that one-third of the SDAs using performance contracting for

their 191,4-1985 programs are writing sue. contracts for at least 75 percent of their
training programs (28% of all SDAs) In fact. 13 percent of the SDks using performance

contracting (10% of all SPAS) will use it for all their training programs Another 14

percent of those using performance contracting, or 11 percent of all SDAs, will use this

approach for one-half to three-ouarters of their training contracts. Thus, half of the

SDAs using this contracting method (39% of all SDAs) will use performance contracts

for the majority of their contracts.

Sumortive Services and Allowances

To maximize the amount of furds under the Oct devoted to direct trainirg activities for
participants, JTPA requires that 70 pere-nt Lai each SDe's reale, i under title IIA be

seen: on training The remaining 30 percent of Lids is divined between a maximum of

15 percent for admit strative costs and Ine remainder for supportive verices, wages,

and allowances. Tne legislation allows a wide range of supportive services and
allowances to be provided to enrollees.
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TABLE VI)

PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING'

22°, (More than 15°o but
less than all contracts)

14 °c (50-15's
Of Contracts)

13% (All Contracts)

21 '25 50%
Of Contracts)

30% (Less than 25,i,
of Contracts)

C' in ovics biirasdown of only
those SDAssitibring per formancecontracting178%

of SOAs1

Supportive Services

The sits, rralority of SDAs provide cliunts with personal and/or vocational counseling(30'1, t-1^,P"rtatlon assistance 100%), and child care assistance (K.%) More than halfof the SD Sc (36%) provide health care assistance. However, most service delivery a easpros ide one or more of these supportive services only to nanicular enrollees (e g., thosewho demonstrate substantial need or ace its a particular training program) or only for ashort period of time Specifically

Nearly three-quarters of all SDAs (73%) provide some type of counselingto most or all of their clients without restriction. The bulk of therer'a,nder (11% of all SDAs) provide it only to those who demonstratsubs' hnl tat reed

khile most SDAs provide some transportation and, onl} 31 percent of theSDAs 'Rase it available to all
their participants. One quarter of all SDAsce,,,,e that the participant demonstrate substantial need whileirately one-third (32%) of all SD 55 restrict transportation..,stance to cart meipants in scrtain ;,,pes of t-aming

;Dm large number of SDAS providing vocational/personal counseling mayled to the fart ,hat such services are often part of the SD A's standardit s stein Wuen c.ch erunsolirg .5 part of the normal asiirs,r1rntit lie paid for out of the 70 percent training money rather tnan ice15 2,erA usually se -aside to cover costs associated with supportive services.Data were not gathered on the number of SDAs which provide counseling solelys , 1 . . i 'rti, 'in ire
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programs. (I- nrollees in on-the-lob training programs, for example, are
often not eligible for this service since they receive wages, and therefore
can cover their own transportation casts.)

One-quarter of all SDAs provide child care without restriction to all
clients who want it; another 28 percent offer it only to those who
demonstrate substantial need; and 17 percent lint it to those in spec tie
training programs. Fourteen percent of all the SDA respondents indicated
that child care was presided to JTPA errollees by a third party through
arrangement with, but at no cost to, the SDA. (Even though a number of
SDAs do not provide child care assistance, or only provide it to a limited
number of participants, many respondents in these local programs
indicated that JTPA enrolle s were of'en eligible for such services through
other agencies. For example, welfare recipients in some cases are
automatically elig lf f child care assistance from the state.)

In total 82 percent ..DAs are providing child care services
themselves, or througi ents with other organizations; this is not
surprising given that one-quarter of JTPA participants (27%)
terminating from Title .A programs during the transition year were
welfare recipients, many of whom were receiving benefits and services
under Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) during their
participation in the program.

Payment or reimbursement for haalth-relcted needs is usually available
only in emergency situations, or in those cases whe,e such services are
necessary for obtaining or keeping a lob. In no SDAs did the provision of
health care assistance mean the purchase of health insurance. The two
most common types of health care assistance provided by local
employment and training systems were physical exams required as a
prerequisite for obtaireng certain lobs and the purchase of glasses.

Almost one-fourth (23%) of all the SDAs provide additional supportive services. Such
ass stance generally falls into one of the following three categories: soecial clothing,
uniforms, or tools required for obtaining or succeeding in a job; meal reimbursement
or allowance, and emergency short-term housing assistance. These types of
supportive services increase an EDA's ability to serve some of those who are in
greatest need.

Hourly Stipends/Cash Payments

0,.cr half of the SDAs (56%) provide hourly stipends and/or cash pajments to their
part icipants 8 Of these service delivery areas, 43 (8% of all SDAs) provide both cash
ea. mints and hourly stipends to at least some of the enrollees, Such payments, how-

8There is no clear distinction between hourly stipends and cash payments.
lire eier, inte-view, es usually indicated that cash payments are substantially lower cam

si,,pends 4 figure often quoted by respondents for hourly stipends was the
T in; piurn wage, while 330 per week was frequently cited as the average cash payment.
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ever, are usually provided with restrictions (e g., only for in school youth workexperience or for these who demonstrate substantial need). In less than two percent ofall SDAs are hourly stipends provided to all participants. 3ther types of each pay "tentsare provided to all enrollees in a slightly higher percentage of all SD As (5%).

In addition to the two percent providing stipends to all, another 20 percent of the .,calprograms provide hourly stipends to some participants. In 64 percent of the SDAs whichprovide hourly stipends (14% of the total) only those individuals enrolled in certaintraining programs are eligible to receive this assistance. The bulk of the remainingSDAs which provide hourly stipends (26%, or 6% of all SDAs) limit them by policy to
participants who demonstrate substantial need.

Many SDAs use cash payments instead of hourly stipends to subsidize participants.
Forty- one percent of all SDAs provide cash payments on a weekly or other scheduledbasis, usually with restrictions. Specifically, half of the SDAs providing cash paymentsrestrict them to participants in certain types of training programs (e.g ,training enrollees are usually not eligible since they receive wages) while 42percent of these SDAs (17% of the total) provide them only to those who dem atesubstantial need.

Administrative Cost Limitation

Eighty-eight percent of the SDA respondents thought the 15 percent limitation on
administrative costs had had or would have a suostantial impact on the SDA's activities,administrative structure, and/or staff Specifically, f ,ereent indicated that the capon administrative costs had an impact on some asper of the program in the transitienyear; an additional seven percent believed the act of the limitation was notsignificant last year but would be this year Gen j, those respondents who statedthat the 15 percent Imitation h.d no significant Impact last year, but thought that itwould this }ear, attributed the difference to CETA carry-over funds and special PICplanning grants -- funds available only in the transition year.

Almost all consequences of the 15 percent limitation were seen as negative. Of the fourmost commonly mentioned effects, the only one generally viewed as neutral or pvwas the increase in ne-formance contracts (28% of all SDAs). The three remaiimpacts included: a reduction 'n specialization
among staff positions (33% of all SDAs),

decreased monitoring sad evaluation activities (29% of all SDAs), and fewer staff (27%of all Maks) Reduction in such areas as staff development and 'raining, employmentgenerating activities. and planning were also frequently cited (14%, 12%, and 11%,respectively, of ail SDAS)

rhat so 'arge a percentage of the total number of SDA respondents felt that the 15percent limitation on admimrative esvmses had had, or would have, a negative impacton the SDA is not surprise a given th.I half the SDAs receive less than S1.7 million inrile Ilk funds (the funding source that makes uo tre bulk of the money in almost all ofthe SDAs) rhis means that half of the SDAs have less than 2255,000 to spend foradministration of their mayor program.

Linkages

Numerous provisions in the lugislation underscore he phussaphy that lob tratrongprograms mus' be effectively I nked with other human resource prog-ams In fact,1rPA mandates that publicly-funded employment and training activities be coordinatednot onis with the vocational education community, but with education in general, as
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well as with the Employment Service, public as-; stance n;enci,c, programs for

-nh ibilit Ilion of the handicapped, economic dcYclopent 'rid other

entities that the governor determines to have a d.rect ,nipact on Job training or human

resource utilization within the state.

Because of the importance placed by law on linking JTP4 activities and services with

those provided by other human resource organizations, N113 asked SDA interviewees

what types of written agreements for program year 1984 had been developed between

the SDA and various human resource agencies.9 Such written agreements may be
financial, non- financial, or both. The financial agreements were most often contracts

for services, rather than Joint efforts with both parties contributing funds. Non-

financial agreements were often for mutual referral of participants and, in a number of

instances, substantive services were provided by both parties withoat an exchange of

funds.

As shown in Table VIII, the Employ ment Service was the ag'ncy with which the largest

number of SDAs had es.ablished formal agreements.
Ninety-three percent of the local

programs had developed written agreements with local Employment Service offices --46

percent of the SDAs had non-financial agreements; 21 percent had financial

arrangements; and 25 percent had both types. A large portion of these agreements were

for recruitment, el gibility determination, and referral of participants to JTPA training.

Agreements with post-secondary schools and secondary education institutions .e.v the

second and third most common types. Eighty-six percent of the SDAs had written
agreements with post-secondary schools and 82 percent had them wit i secondary

cd.leation institutions. The plurality of such agreements were solely financial (50% for

post-secondary; 40% for secondary) Slightly less than one-quarter of the SDAs had both

financial end non-financial agreements with secondary and/or post-secondary education

agencies (:3% for post-secondary, 21% for secondary), while 13 percent had only non
financial agreemer.s with post-secondary education institutions and 21 percent had

similar arrangements with secondary schools.

About two-thirds of the SDAs nad wri.ten agreements with welfare and/or vocational

rehabil, .tion agench.s Specifically, 68 percent of the service delivery areas had

agreements to work with welfare entities and a slightly smaller percentage (63%) had

linkages with vocational rehabilitation agencies. The bulk of these agreements were

non- financial in natt.re (b6% for welfare, 48% for vocational rehabiBtation).

Slightly more than half (b2 %) of the SDAs have agree ments with economic development

agencies, the mamrity of which were non-financial Less than half of tne local
Jurisdictions had developed contracts with unemployment insurance agencies or non-

specified "other" type of ent'ties (46% end 7.,w, resoectively) Only seven percent of

the s ,rectrents with unemployment insurance agencies or otner non-specified agencies

were . nancial.

5In an eff,,t to identify actual working relationships, the respondents were asked

.0 us' only those agreements which are written. even trough substantive

scan rams for ooperation sometimes CN`St. Nevertneicss, some of the writtnn

e..ni emen,s are only pro forma and may not u,dic, to any real efforts to coreborate
For example, some states require that all SDAs draw up agreements with selected
agencies whethe^ they Intend to actually work together or not.
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SDA PPRIORMANC,It

Summary of Findings

ITPA Title IIA ser.ed aporoximately 600 000 individi.as during
the transit on year On average, 667 participants terminated
from the typical SOA, 416 of these individuals found jobs

Although less than half of the SOAS surveyed (44°0) met all of
their performance standards during the transition year, five of
the seven standards were met by at least 80 percent of the SDAs
On a national basis, four national performance standards were
surpassed (three placement rate standards and adult cost per
placement rate) and one ssas barely missed (adult wage at
placement) The youth positive termination standard was not
met (The standard for youth wage at placement was not set )

Characteristics of those vsho terminated under ITPA Title 11A are
very sirnilar to those who t;tininated under CEFA (Title IlEtC
FY 83) For example the level of service to welfare recipients was
the same under the core ITPA anu CE TA programs

Almost half of the SDAs had trouble meeting their youtn
expenditure goal but SDAs gave no single overridingexplanation
for the problem While cettain restrictions in the legislation may
have stymied some SDAs, many others cited programmatic issues
such as slow start up and inadequate markiing

Most SDAs met or surpassed the per-,.ntage of welfare recipients
the law required them to serve

After youth and welfare recipients, SDAs most often targeted
hign school drop outs and minorities

Overall Pei-to-mance

Aproximateis 600.000 inds.duals (360.000 ad, Its and 240.000 malls) reeeised

employment and :raining services under JTFA Title IIA during the nine-month toe-1511)0n

sear Altnpagn the average SDA versed a total of 1.05b indi.oduals 1635 adults and 423

youth) the number of participants versed by the indivioual SD4s saeied widely. For

example, four percent of the SDAs enrolled less tnan 100 adults and four percent
enrolled more than 1.750 Half the SD As served 420 or fewer adults and lecs tran
270 youths during the n,ne-month trans.t.c.^ period.

1 he average service de..very area planned on serving about one-third more pEvtic.pants

in this year's Title IIA p^ograms than were served in the transition period. This means

boat the typical local program will enroll about 1.400 individuals. This fairly sizeable
in the n all level of enrollment ,meets refmets tne mer- se from a ne-

,,nth to a 12- month program year Tne ratio of ...tvIty to sm th 60 dereent to 40

0-rcent, is expected to re.na - toe came fur both ve try Since -ram
SDA, hed problems meeting the requ.-ement to spend 40 percent of Title Ilk `units on
youth even when 40 percent of their enrollees were youths. this ratio may indicate

,imrlf ails.
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s g a Is is( term: wed 'roil I I' \ , c '11 .st uo prod yn ,rseda,,c of b67 pirti, 1p aril, ;eft : J 11 tre11,1)1, 116 these 'e- nmees fc .nd lobs In 31,111,onal 2C :,,uL act , si: rr'1er
se satdcmss such rs returning to school, rate` ng 3nrrti-O" r ). Or, PO. Ormpg the -3110,,,ry The aide-age wage. for those f'scmg, employ 0 Ir sac f I 56 pc..
st 53 and 51.05 for adslts and youtt , respectively. The rerr 225 t, - -mess

, 1 of 'he tot 31 i67 who tcrtn.atd from trigs tiwrill seer JTP A nth, IIA pr, ,rains3r p 3,':se" tocm)-eds (Sc,r Fab,c ) Some lf these Ind:, idt its (133 dolts:"di y, oth) left 'he procrarn c iris with no lob pro,occts

TA3LE IX

COVPOSITION 07 AN AVERAGE SDA TERMINATION DATA

Tota' tv, oc.r of Terminees 667

,r SrSlt
0. IS

Otner
coo,; ye

outcomes

92
Youth

'33
aot.lt 144

Youth -----

26 272
ot,'rs 3Uult

416 1 enninees
placed

slc)A . w ^c slcwd o'i *I. 0 ',rued :rid 'sirs left trqinrg before comple-
g ' _ ,cg. a C cc c rS Of the re,o a-dents (77%) felt" 4s of the err,' se to -'s ..e or' o-aI 15sues unrelated to JTP4 train ngto- 'actor ri car's aid to -'r r atm: In fact, a,mcst tall of 'ne

J 1 id r -traors ,45%( benci,ed toot this issue the enrollees' failure to cope wan
it pc-swat af f ars and take cont.ol of their lives -- was the primary reason for earls
n c,rsh pc-,cnal prob ems were diser;e and ranged from marital discord to

,1 ,5 to grt to ri rung on time AIthosgh the ,on nor1. - c w is ,csed to be to the r-a,nees' nib, its seA to 1. sa rYll or 51 001 ntly ne -Ironed yorec., d b. ire son ip 0` the nr 3 r su.frc cot rnpends (53%) a.rd lack
'ens (21-3,
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Performance Standards

Respondents in 44 percent of the SD %s surveyed indicated that their SDAs met all of
their oc-formance standards for the transitional nine-month period. In many of the
service delciery arci,s. however. responients noted that the standards established or
the SDA were adlustevi. sometimes substantially. by the state from the 1984 natio..al

standards. Only two SDAs (less than one percent) failed to meet any of their
standards 10 Whether an SDA met ill of its performance standards was not dependent
upon whether the PIC was incorporated or whether the SDA was urban. suburban, rural
or a mixrure of geographic types

Five of the seven performance standards were met by at least 80 percent of the SDAs:
adult entered employment (90%), welf,,re entered employment (88%); youth entered
employment (86%); adult cost per entered employment (84 %); and adult average wage at
placement (80%) Youth cost per entered employment was met by approximately
tilree- quarters of the SDAs (76%). The youth positive termination ^ate appeared to be
tie hardest to achieve with only 72 percent of the SDAs meeting this standard.]] Many
respo'dents indicated that the re'atively poor showing with respect to meeting their
youth positive termination goal was due to the lack or late establishment of youth
competencies by the SDA in the transition year.l2

Average placement rates for total adults and welfare adults for the nine-month
transition period were 66 percent and 54 percent, respee,o,ely. Youth achieved an
entered empioyment rate of 54 percent and a positive termination rate of 65 percent.
The adults had a non-positive termination rate of 34 percent; youths had a clightly
higher non- positive termination rate (35%).

tinder CETA, for Titles II BC for FY 1983, the adult placement rate was 47 percent
while the youth placement rate was 31 percent -- both numbers substantially lower than

acnieved during JTPA's firs, year of operation. As shown in Table X, for the
t^ansition period, the JTPA national performance standards were: adult placement rate
(58%), welfare placement rate (41%), youth placement rate (41%), and youth positive
termination rate (82%) Therefore. with the exception of the youth positive termination
standard, the average SDA surpassed the national placement goals.

10Respondents in 45. or 8 percent of the SDks, did not know whether their SDP
was successful in meeting any of their performance standards at the time they were
inten.iewed These Sr/As were not used in the calculations.

I 1 In NAB's mit al summary release on sum ey findings, What's Happening with
OTI'A9 Highlights of N Airs 19E4 Survey Data, toe percentage of SDAs which met one or
more of their performance standards was inaccurately calculated and are higher than

tialls. sated.

12Ynuth ,omoelencies are measures of success in e, plovarility deelopment
chic" rust be established by the PIC (e g., correctly filling out a Job application,
perinrining well in a lob interview).
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I, sate of 10,It -rd r,npin, net rate, on a aatemal basis the ,v '-,e is,20it I.! icemen( for itrults did mrt n eat t'e J I t" st And.xrd (54 90/hour) 1 be %set i-pt
hourly wage fir adult to minces at placement for the Ii anslt ion period was 54 81/hour
The youth average hourly wage was 19 cents per hour less S4 04 per hour. [he
average hourly wage for both south and ,1d1.11IS was $4 36 per hour (No national
standard was devetoped for youth terminating from last year's programs ) loscal year
1983 CETA data show that Title II BC terremem, had an average hourly wage of $4 44per hour. ([tore is no separate youth and adult t.reasdc ivn for avenge hourly wageunder Cl I 1 ) (See '1 ible X )

TABLE

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

National
Standa,d SIPA

ArlaU rata( err noel rare. Et°r, £6-4
Wel'ao.o0o.emeut., e 54°0
',ouch 01.1:ell, strut, 41, 54.0
',oath p0,01., nt roe, rate 55°°
Waccadult $4 90 S4 83 o

A'agnty ouch
Cart adur, ,1rfren,
(-05, an 0- o0,1 ee,.r rnnat on

S5 900
54 900

04 04
Sa 297
54 489

(ETA
47°°

al °a

84 44

The average r .t for each adult placement achieved in the 1983 84 program was $4,297;
the average cost per youth positive termination was slightly h gher $4,488. (A cost per
eritoed emplosment for adults of $5,900 and rose per %owl; positive termination of54.940 were estabushed as national :asrformarre standards for J rp A 'ransition year
progra ms.113

Services To Target Groups

S. 1 irtersnewees were ached wriether their SDA was having difficulty spending 40percent of their Title HA fu-Js or s oulr. which was the national goal established by
JTPA bat subject to state ectbist meal for iocal circumstances Almost half of the SDAs
(270 or 48%1 indicated that they were having trouble meeting their youth expendituregoal Sixty of the 270 SDks 122%, or 1190 of all SDks) which were having difficulty
were rec,uircd by ton state to meet spending levels higher than the 40 percent overall
goal or J [PA licweser, 76 at the 27U SDAs (28 iS. or 14% of all Silks) having difficultyrad r1,11 1g ^t q..n -rents of 1 ss than 40 -ercent-

_

i3Comparable cost data are rot AVA111bie for CETA terminees given ma)or
Mffr-ences in program design between J [PA and its aredeces or (e g, the Inclusion of
a-ge wore esporicne, programs which ol,L1 , 111,1 nun' wage 51i:tend to all enrolldes was

common program operated under CFTAI lee rational cost standards for JTPA's
trars.tion sear, however, are used on CVIA cost data and altered to tame into account
J FP% stipulations and empnasis These cost standards may therefore be used as a rough
5,g1 cc again war's JTPA data can be enomired
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aers o s' s in Ir e SI3 's having difficulty cited low youth program costs as the most
eo ninon e, St' of the low youth espendit ires (29%, or 14% of a,: SDAs) This was
followed, in order of frequency, b, lack or stipends (28%, or 14% of all SDAs), sic

sta-t up (27%, or 13% of ell SDAs), and inad...quate marketing to youth (21%, o.
10% of all SDAs) It thus appears that ro one factor can be attributed as 'he cause for
the snortcomirg Furthermore, neither the geographic type of the SD% nor the overall
performance of the SDA appeared to have sign (leant impact upon an SDA's ability to

,et its yovth expenditure goal. As noted earlier, SDAs were not planning on changing
their ratio of adults and outh son ad this year which may indicate continuing problems
in meeting the 40 percent expenditure requirement.

ety ae percent of the respondents stated that welfare recipients had been served
aqua] to, or hi -her than, their proportion of the eligible population. This is not
surprising green t'at JTPA mandates that persons receiving payments under Aid to
Families With Decrndent Children (AFDC) who are able to work be served equitably.
Xis°, smee welfare recipients often have income other than that made available by the
,--iireng system and often have acce.s to non-JTPA funded supportive services such as
-aid ,-e. selfare clients may be le_s affected by the 15 percent limitation on

.ers ices including wages and stipends, they are, in fart, a ready-made source
of psrtic pants for many SDAs.

II tho-e few service delivery areas that were not able to serve welfare recipients
according to their incidence in Ine population (9%), lack of adequate coordination or
referrals from thr welfare office was the most common reason for low welfare recipient
earollment (37%) 1,,.ek of stipends and insufficient marketing and outreach ranked as
the second and th.rd reasons (25% and 21%, respectively)

The overwhelming majority cf interviewees '82%) indirated that their SDAs had
specified target groups in addition to youth and welfare. Further, such SDAs usually
specified more than one target group. High school dropouts and minontres were the two
groups most ei`ten targeted (51% and 44% of all SDAs. respectively) Single heads of
household and handicapped persons each received special outreach and intake efforts in
aoout one-third of the SDks.

Respondents were asked if the SDA was hating difficulty enrolling any particular group.
Forte-six percent of the intersiewees indicated that the SDA was having difficulty
enrolling members of at least one group. By far, older workers (those 55 years and
older) were the most freouentiv cited group over hell of those with difficulties (56%)
'Acre havirg trouble ettractms, °icier workers Tens is one-quarter of all SDAs.

Chent Characteristics

Inc,rhatIon in Table XI reseals that the characteristics of participants terminating
from .1 VP 'S Title ilA programs during the ()rat nine-month period appear very similar to
those of partic pants leasing 1Y '93 CETA Title II BC programs:
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TABLE XI
CHARACTERISTICS OF TERMINEES

CHARACTERISTICS

re , es
o ,:in

TRArist noN
`OAR

TITTE 11A

TWA'

48 I °,,
31 O ' o

FY 83
TITLE BC

CETA'

49 1'o
41 9 o"',, 'Ire

n..4 , ,) d Sp, ixIng
27 30,

4 3°,0
,7 3°o

4 300
),d,arood 73 °0 83.o

Drop Outs 26 5°,, 25 6°,
:14,,,,P f10' IA ,-13')1C) 32 30, 51 1%
" , pan, 12 T', 11 9',
9 ,ii , 0 .i io riirucl 32 '', 32 6°0
Si, I,/ or Al,,,i, %,,,,,, ' 3', 1 3^,
As an or Par,fir !stand, 2 7°c 3 4co

esP.O,;' ' , Re port
r, 94 Sy",ory of Char.rertif. US ne ,t of

lay 54+, r anpn cc 2443 4
ne o, ,Ivdr Ifie 'Vol( f TA .11.thIntivelt '3.c/sr.,. numb., ,outh

gh the level of service to high school dropouts was slightly highs for participants
le-urinating from J1 PA Title lIA training programs than for those leaving FY '83 CETA
rite VFW orocams, Inc level of service to high senool graduates mav, in fact, be
tr, eater under A than under CET4 According to data based on the Job arcing
Long 'Arial S.l Ve \ (1) sampling of JIPA participants in '94 SDAs) recently released by
'ne Department or Labor, 62 percent of the enrollees participating in JTPA transition
car p ac rams were n gn school graduates compared to 57 1 percent of CETA FY '83

title IIHC en - Miens An explanation for the difference is that there may be fewer tn-
ttehont south enrolled under JTPA than under CFTA

Unemployment insurance Claimants

lntll recently, participants in federal iob training programs in mos' states could not
ontinue to receive tinemployment insurance benefits while in training because federal

",1,rtd that recipients actively stick, and be available for work unless enrolled In astate ,pt used" irammg act'vits the logs of benefits was not much of a problem
i,ntieti t4 since the matority of participants recessed stipends or wages However,
with J !Pk's lima on stlpeno, and the prohibition on payment of wages, it was fearedthat mans opts receiving unemployment compensation would be discouraged from
seem Jays m fcderalis- funded job training programs since they might lose their
, n ^rt .1c:trance benefits t' a result, Ctingress permitted unemp,ovment

i on I p nts who enrohed in JTPA dii,iccatod worker programs to continue
to r vctve their benefits while in training 2;1'4 also permits state unemployment
be' ef its to he counted as part of the st ite match required for using federal funs,

It ippc irs th,t a,o t, if nut 111, states have chmiged their rules to allow 21 P t enrollees
ro ,iicelse benefits while in training, at least on a case-by case basis Sixty i,ercent ofthe 1,11A respondents said that participants in their program could automatically
con,nue to gel unemployment insurance benefits white in training; another 34 percent
said that they could receive unemplot ment insurance benefits only on a case-by-ease

Oni5 five percent of the SDA respondents said that enrollees could not continueto receive benefits
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NAMING ACTIVITIES

Summary of Findings

SDAs offer a well balanced array of training activities The

percentage of enrollees par, ipating in both alT and classroom
trainint nas Increased significantly over CETA, while work
experience has decreased, yet, SDAs have avoided overreliance
3n a single component On-the job, classroom skills training and
pre employmentlmotivatior al training each are expected to
serve about 40 percent of all adult enrollees this year
Participants in imiltiple training activrties account for the number
exceeding 100 percent

Non occupational classroom training was made available to
considerably (ewer partiripants than were enrolled in other types
o` training f/ess than 20 pe -ant of all adults)

Classroom training, primarily skills training, is by far the lc ,est
category of training expenditure

The majority of SDAs did not plan to significantly change the
training mu, fr this year's adult and youth programs

One-thiru of all participants are expected to be enrolled in two or
more major program components (e g, OJT, classroom framing)
While the average length of training under Tale 11A programs
was 12 5 weeks and 12 8 weeks for adults and youth, respectively,
considerably less than the avt -age length of training under CETA,

this /eve/ of sequenced training indicates that a substantial
number of enrollees will receive more in depth training 504
interviewees also anticipated that parts -' would be enrolled
for a longer period during the current year -- a time period closer

to the CETA experience

Types_ of Training Offered

The overwhelming majonty of SDAs have made a wide varlet} of training programs
a,ailable to both adult and vouth enrollees, All SDAs provide more than one kind of
training for aoults, and all but one SDA offers at least two tipes of training for youth.
The overwhelming majority of SDAs have at least four different types of training
aailable to their enrollees. Thus, almost all SDAs are offering a variety of training
octIons and are not relying on a single, narrow approach. Almost all of the SDAs (at
,,,st 9a perceitl ((Ter classroom occupational skills training and a similar percentage

provioe on-the-job training. Non-occupational classroom training (e.g.. baste education,

GED. ESL) and motivational/pre-employment training were each provided by more than

80 percent of the SDAs.

In 1 nchton. at least 70 percent of the local jurisdictions offer st,.t,cti.-ed self-directed
job search programs, such as job clubs, to both youth and adult participants. Try-out

employment, a new activity developed specifically for youth under JTPA, is being

undertaken in almost two-thirds of the SD4s surveyed (62%), although the number of
south enrolled In these programs is low. 143rk experience is the only maior acti,.ity that
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differs signi,,cantly between the youth and adult populat on. I rsh than half of thejurisdictions (47 percent of the SDAs) have adult work expericnce programs, while 59
percent of the local Jurisdictions offer this activity to youth.

Enrollment Levels in Various Types of TLt(LAglin

SDA respondents were asked to cNtonate tie percentage of adult and youth participants
ei,pected to be enrolled in the SDA's major training programs this year (beginning July 1,1083) 14 Enrollment in pre-employment/motivational training and clas room skills
training in an occupational area ranked highest for both adult and youth clients, with on-the job training a close third for adults. Participation in work experience programsranked lowest for both groups Although it is not possible to determine exactpercentages, the information in the following table indicates that a great manyparticipants re expected to be enrol'ed in more than one training activity. (Seedscussion on Sequenced/Coupled Training.) Table XII shows the profile of the typical
SDA's distribution of enrollees among the various activities.

TABLE XII

1934-1985 PLANNED ENROLLMENT LEVELS

TYPE Of TRAINING
TOTAL

aDULT
TOAl

YOUTH

'son Ocrupaoor al Classroom
le g bask education/

ire EmploymenuMohyaoonal

17

40

25

48

C assroom Skills 40 31

.00 Search 28 26

On the .oln Training 38 25

Work Experience 6 17

Try Out Employment
14

Over 2 3

,taczei ii bot, vOutr 4,0 .7.1 0 a 100 "r,r SDAI
Vet, prOcv

F von thovgn the data in Table *Ill are not directly comparable. 30 percent of the
participants in CETA FY 82 Title BC programs were in work experieire while only six
pers.eri are expected to be enrolled 1T1 such JTPA Title IIA programs this year. (This
substa.I ial reduction in work experience reflects the limitations plAeee an this activity

--------

I4These are planning estimates only and the quality of the responses vary
significantly Fuld depend on the way programs are planned in the SDA.
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TABLE X111

JTPA.CETA ENROLLMENT LEVELS BY ACTIVITY

TYPE OF TRAINiNG

PLANNED1TPA
WEIGHTED CETA FY '82

AVERAGE TITLE 118C

1SOP ,E(E,Eo.11 opal Class oorr 1 2° , ---........,_
Pic E-2,), rcrE11J101.. 1,0,3' 24% 54%

Cisissroom Skills
---------

20%

icitaSaarrh 15%

0)11 18% 13%

6% 30%

-Iv Out 45.

Otner 1.c 3%

..3.1/07 9 cf.!, n 'ebie
3 4nnual3,3o0y,o,n1 a44 faa,ny P,0, for he

pdr,c '983

JI-Pot I Both OJT and classroom training, however, show increases in the current
JTPA Title HA program over the FY '82 CETA Title BBC Program. Thirteen percent of
'Sc or ple enrolled in this CETA program were in on-the-job training ccmpared to 18
percent of those evpected to be involved in this yea's JTPA program. Although it is

,r possible to determine the level of increase or decrease in classroom training programs
between JTP a, and its predecessor, it is clear the, a large percentage of the total JTPA
a^t:c:oants are anticipated to be enrollee in the activity. (Multiple enrollment to

various types of classroom training activi ies under JTPA makes a direct correlation
between JTPA and CETA information irnpcssible.)

Chan7es in Training

The percentage breakdown of the o.erall training mix in this year's adult and youth

-ain,ng programs was not perceived to be significantly different from that of the
l-arsition ycar.19 Specifically, 77 percent of the interviewees stated that the
pe^eertage breakdown among the various training activities for adult participants would
re lir stable between the two veers, wnlie two-thirds (67%) indicated the shine for the
1^ alive enrollment levels among youth programs

15 Respondents we're asked if the relative percentage or participants enrolled in
s S sr s programs differed "significantly" from those offered during the 9-month
lvii ion r ne term "signifit antis" was interpreted variously by the interviewees.

Fur him no uata were gathered on the magnitude of the changes.
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Ns .11 ,An in Ta \ IV, ,shore ch'in'es were evoceted to 00ol r with resoect to tno Achilth.-as:roma, they sore primarily the on the-job and occupational tilling
compone0s. Over half of those v ho expecte.' significant Lb .rages (07%) stated that a
greater percentage of participants would be enrolled :n on the job t-aming ,-,ogararns and
one third of them pia ined to if cr more elmroom stills tr toting tour is his year(Oils eight percent or th inte-viewees who indicated that the program mix wouldch Inge sig aficanti, 'ha.. vier chrr s would he enrolled in OJT, wh.,e 21 percent
predicted decrcasev crap vs ,, ,-..irtional skills training programs )

0

a

g

6D.o

One

30'°

20°.

0°

TABLE XIV
CHANGES IN ADULT TRAINING PROGRAMS

(23°° of all SDAs)'

13

1
VI° r

1

KEY

INCREASE = r-
DtCPEASE E

Ortsma Pre Non 100 Work
1,0 al cm0,0y Or.vaa Search Eine,
SKIMS melt tonal ,ence'ran ng amIng

Type of Training program

Other

Cr art shows, even of change only for h05' SUM wn.re enrollment in at east one soe or cosorarn .evel
sr urged sun hcantly e only 23°, of total nurnbe of SDAs

Shout one quarter of tnose antic pats :g changes in 'he adult tea ning programs said that
tnere would he more pre-employ incol training and nen-occupational classroom training
1204- and 27%, respectively), 18 pereent planned on greater tot. search activities, nine0 tent arit.cIpated more wore ,'specie tee. I'd P,grs ;oar, ant e,Deeted a reiativeve ir tic e,o Invent of cheats in unspecified "Mlle, rcni,;-arns
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1,e adult program 'Civil} for w *eh rio-e '1) 51 re. ,r1 ter nor. hi, of
deere-Ned enrollments than increased enrollmorts s. is work r vex, iv 16 S iicctiolvie
in adult work experience programs vas planned in 17 percent of the sites Less lb in 15
pereent of those planning on changing their activity mix indicated Mat a sr.cller
pProontrge of the adult participants would be enrolled in nor occupitio-al sells
112), pro e ^plc\ merit training (610, lob search (7% I, and other non specified activitie<
12".+A.

Of those respondents anticipating changes in the distribution of youth among the various
activities, the greatest charge is in try-out employment. (See Table XV.) Over half of
those SDAs (56%) are offering more try-out employment activities for youth; only seven

TABLE XV
CHANGES IN YOUTH TRAINING PROGRAMS

(33°6 of all SDAs)

601

t
IiI

56% KEY_

50°c INCREASE

DECREASE = L40'c 36%
34%

315

3D'o 25X. 26%

C

12%

'O`r 7-, 8%

4 4%
2%

Try On' P e- Non O7T Oc upa- Other

Employ OCCuDa tonal
men. 1.0r.a, C assroom

Cassroor-

Tyne of training Program

Chart shom level of change only for those SDAt whe e enrorich' ic at least one tyoe of program level
(rano, s gn tcanPy i e 0-Iv 33°, of tonal camber 01 spas

^ivia's interviewees often stated that they plarr .n e-, r01 nest m.e s
- 2 activities aithout antic pat rg deere-;res ;cs '5 Dr Sl'ue

, total funds a,a iable increases in going fro-n a non to a 12 r col n p-o ;rain
vrar, and tn,se additional of funds may be used to increese finding to priority programs
without Rh-facing the number of participants in other activities.
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or, tiii ; ti Ix rirfl of r 51)15 'Mead to
pirx mon!, non 'Coin in) on the iob

irtisities for south (36%, 34%. and 31%, resproisely). chile approximatelysro starter will prosuie fire "other" and occupational classroom traininir. A relative
i -rollment lesel in job search activities and wore experience is expected init sf ttv ,c SD V, (29% via) 21%. respeeto c'st Lens thin 15 percent or the\ A II ss trniairg in any of tre activities

Ion.

A 'h ,__1 to lung term vs short term tr- fling, SDA interviewees were asked to- a, :hen/age Af the intuit and youth participants espeeted to be enrolled in
difre-ent Ircrths of training: more tnan 24 weess, 17-24 weeks, 8-16ui' e_. d 'ess than 8 weeks rank \ VI shows that the :sweat SDA planned

n progra is of the feliowing lengths

TABLE XVI

PLANNED LENGTH Or TRAINING

ADULT YOUTH
Moe ean2swee,s 22'0 26%seer 35° 36'0

27°c 26°o
Lt.S Sweet, 120,

n e of 'cc 'set that about one-quarter of the eliews in the txpical SDA areii- to insrised in .1FP A training requiring more than 24 weeks, aoo "os'mately
,- SD 1s e^ icipaA that none of their potoripants will he enrolled in tnesern -Agra irs (12% for adult, 19% for youth) Thirty-nine percent and 44ee ' `e 61)As, -,o serer. are not panning on e'fering any traming programs less- - so - (oohs drat, in to- adult and youth participants. respectively.

Ise- fnii riot r lova I tor for adult iermi lees in lit le HA training programs during
- -c t fo, sear w- 5 wf efis 'be A erage length trairing fo- south s as similar'1 1 cos r,,se ,i =irons' two-D-irds (61%) of the participants in the averageA ii-o 'ad ,e r-7,-o.,ed .11 programs operating more than 16 weeks, while

,ot e- 11 p,^,ent ate pianned to participate in activities of an 8 12 week duration, it
+hit mans SD1s are esorriing that many more of their enrollees will beterm simms than was 'ne sane do -mg the transition

rA. for i Y '83 role 11HC, Inc average leng'h of training for exults was 22 2est for sootr 269 weeks the longer participation it, CEPA may in part be.s ro irr <nrS r-rabls higher use of wore ON oe.ienee under C ETA 'ban under
cape - ,nee acted 26 wrens whim other types of

srouie be "sited that Inc average time or participation is not exactlyilAaratiio t,r p trinud length of tr, ming. The as cage participation period is loweredr - "wit ""1 before oriAeletifig the oianned lengtn of training.
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Scqueneed/Cou_pled TrainIDE

JTPA administrators were asked to estimate the percentage of the SDA's nerticipants
expected to be involved .n sequenced or multiple training progrrms. On ave igc, almost
one-third of the enrollees (32%) are expected to participate in more than one
program.tS One-third of the SDAs planned on having no more than 10 nereent of their
clients participate in multiple activities, and one-fifth of tne SDAs expected that more
than half of their participants will receive training in at least two activities. The

remaining 47 percent indicated that between 10 and 30 percent of their enrollees would
participate in more than one kind of training Five percent of the SDAs planned that all
participant, would be involved in multiple training programs.

Althoup i the axerage length of training for both adult and youth participants
termir 'ing from transition year JTPA programs was between 12 and 13 weeks, the
substa itial percentage of enrollees expected to participate in multiple training
activi ins may indicate that while some people are involveu in short-term activities,
other, are receiving more in-depth training Also. the fairly substantial number of
parti_mants anticipated to be involved in more than one component implies that SDAs
are, indeed, expecting to have participants enrolled in JTPA pr -tgrams for a longer
period this year than last year

Classroom occupational skills training followed by on-the-job training were the two
training components most frequently coupled by the SDAs (24%). Slightly fewer SDAs
(22%) are offering a combination of non-occupational classroom training and classreitm
skills training while 13 Percent of the SDAs provide non-occupational classroom training
coupled with on-the-job training as a common multiple training combination. Motiva-
tional training coupled with n classr000n occupational skills component or structured
lob search program are trainini, sequences used less frequently (10% and 9% of the
SDas, respectively)

l2The data shown in Table XII would seem to indicate that more than one-third of
the participants are expected to be enrolled is multiple training programs. There ma;
.Je two re,ons for this: First. some panic pasts may he en-oiled in more than us

activities. and therefore would appear core than two tins, and strand. SDA
respondents often did not include participants wno were en-oPed in activities generalq
of :Mort duration or those taken in preparation of the core program (e g., pre-
emplox ment training or lob club) as inultiple program enrollees.
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P stlY A I I' PMI'S l'itY COIINCII. 012CANI7ATION AND AC IlYalltS

Summary of findings

o Ti,,' 2r -ye PIC continued to consist of 25 members, with 14 of
;the menthe's from the business community Almost two thi'ds of
toe hi.su,oss members were from businesses I loss than 700
lirrioatyc es Nationwide, there is equal reorescntation by chief

vr officers and other busql,2ss executives

At' ,ncl)rn,P by all members was good and turnover was low with
I, mover usually resulting from personal reasons and not from
riust,ation or drscat sfaCion with JIPA

Both PIC chairs and 50,4 staff were consistent in their positive
rtYcicsinent of the PtC's role and impact reinforcing the fact that
hush tne public and or,vate sectors had generally developed
,nirtNally atisfai tory reIat,onsbios

Bu,,r rss involvement appears to have increased since the beginning
of (IPA with the PICs having more substantial functions in many
areas compared to the transition year

o Anout 250 PICs are now incorporated over 100 more than last
yea Incorporation does not seem to have a significant effect on
rtrogum results, but is associated with greater PIC involvement
ref ta,n key 50,4 activities

PIC Composition

V10 JIZT. 1 ,,dt.ai PIC it embersiep varies considerably from a low. of 13 members todh of 1'2 the averor.,ce PIC consist of 25 members. 14 of whom (56%) arep-ser, es from tne ous,ness community About 8,500 business volunteers are
ors mei on PIC, nalonaide As shown in Table XVII, the breakdown of representatives

on a- average PIC is. 14 from busioess, three from eduelion, two from organ,. ed
abi r, one front vocational reha_olitation. two from community -based organizations, one

, orn coon, develonmen' and the Errrinvment Service, and one other who is
r e -ail, a r i.-^4cntalise of a particular client roup, public assistance agency, or local

toe f iciol these foldirgs are identical to those found by NAB in its 1983 sarey,f ill St/Ns

or ,e 14 s =le sector member's on the typrial PIC, the majority (9) represent
._s a th toss than 100 e,npicees three private sector members reoresent

0 5 lei, i.o.np3nies (106 500 PM010Nees) and two represent large f,rms (over 500
o eel Therefore, of the 8.500 business volunteers serving on PICs across the

, opproximatels 5,400 represent small business; 1,800 represent inedum-sized
pin ry. and 1..l0O represen, large firms Not surprisingly, it is tar more liael fo-

r ills, from large firms to serve on boards in in rid sahornan SDAs
r in .11 In fart, respondents from voice ru-al Slits ;rid cited

it, i It '1,2 scarcity of :Aro businesses in their areas the rec-ultment of PIC
s s from sin h companies is rlif ()cult, if not impossible
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TABLE XVII

COMPOSITION OF AVERAGE PIC

Employment Service
Other

ikurlem,
Deveo irrent

Community Based
Organ zacoos

achab:heon

IOrgan zed Labor

3 14

12', 56',

La ,,1 or

usines,

Among alt private sector members out half are chief executive officers. In fact,
some states require that PIC mere 3 be chief executive officers or persons holding
similar positions of authority. 0 we-thirds (77%) of the chief executive officers
secs rig on prisate industry count- are representatives of buzinesses with fewer than
100 oIorees

PIC Merner Turnov-,

PIC meishr, turnover was low. Four of the 25 members on the typical PIC resigned or
voce their India' appointment with three of the for r being business

reprehehlatis es Inte,,tewees in both the. la-ge 5DA cum and the PIC chair stuns were
asKed to provide reasons for the prisate se for turnover

Both the PIC chairs and the SIP staff most of ,en attributed private sector turnover to
reasons unrelated to JTP AL Such reasons as "moved to another city," "left the
ertrr.any," or "poor health" were not by 71 percent of the PIC chairs and 66 percent of
the administrators Other commonly ruled reasons included: PIC membership
'echired too great a time commitment (61% of both the PIC chairs and SDA
.ntershewees), and removal from the PIC by its bylaws or chair because of poor meeting
attendance (35% of the PIC chairs and 17% of the SDA administrators). Leaving at the
rid of the PIC's normal term of service was also cited by both sets of respondents (PIC

-s 11A.. SOS staff 12%) Less than 10 percent of the respondents in either s,rve)
attr ' coed prisate sector resignariors to si.eh issues as disagreements with SOS staff or
with Ire HOC al eiected official, or to a inernLer's belief that the PIC was ineffectise or
cad too authority.
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Silk interviewees wer asked if the PIC had problems manititn,ng or replacing
members A fairly sma number (12%) indicated that during the transition year they had
difficulty recruiting new members or keeping PIC volunteers, In over one-third of the
Sr ks (38% or 6% of all SDo.ss where such problems were said to exist, excessive time
requirements placed on PIC members was cited as the reason for the PIC's difficulty in
maintairli g full memeership. Lack of a ssfficient cr aggreasive recruitment strategy
was the second most commo,, rttitsons noted tit. 12 percent of those having problems in
this arta ("% of all SDA respondents). Th: s isiness Lommunity's perception that the
PIC was ineff tctive and state imposed ,axIrictions on membership (e g., only chief
executive officers could sit on the PIC; were each cited by 10 percent of the
respondents from SDAs with member recruit ment or retention problems, or 2 percent of
all Silks.

Operation of PICs

kbout two-thirds of the PICs meet monthly (62%) with most of the others meeting
either bi monthly (19%) or quarterly (12%) Overall PIC attendance averages 72
pc-cent, while average private sect trnciance is slightly lower 69 percent and 70
percent according to SDA and .rodents. respectively Only two percent of
the PIC chairs and spy perce aIDA administrators indicated that business
member attendance was genera, a than 50 percent

PIC Incorporation

Fort. three percent of the private industry councils were incorporated at the time of
contsct kn additional seven percent of the PCs planned on incorporating during 'he
scar (Data from the 1983 survey of all SDA showed teat one-quarter of the PICs were
incorporated et the time of contact while just under one-quarter planned or incornora-
ting

(S hue t, ere is not significant difference in Title IIA allocations between incorporated
and un neorporated private industry councils, as indicated carter, incorporated PICs are
almost twice as likely to be recipients of non-federal funds as are unincorporated PICs
Other differences noted between incorporated PICs and those not incorporated include
staffing, staius as the administrative entity, arid ria'e in the SCA's mayor activities
incorporated PICs are five times more likely to have staff of their own (53% vs. 9%); six
Vines more likely to be the administrative entity SDAs vs. 5 Snits); and are
somewhat more likely to have a significant level of iovohement in most kev SDA
activities (c g . P'anning, selection of training, selection of contractors).

PIC Involvement

neatly, both the private sector interviewees and the SDA administrators said private
in lust, councils wt-c vignif t intlY involver. in the planning and administration of 'he
eical progra.rs F ghtt -two percent and 80 ,ercent of the PIC chair and SDA
respondents. respectively, stated that the PIC plated a sign ficant role in overall
alarming and policy development for the SDA (See Tat' K4111.)

W lh re'oert to sncerric activities, more than two thirds of the PIC chairs cited three
is a ,ore they nerceived thc.r PIC to hate tobstantl involvement selection of t.pes

of t-aming 173%), selection of service providers (70%/; and evaluation of training
prograins 167%), fhese same three activities were ranked highest by the SDA respon-
dents, although a somewhat larger proportion of the ,DA staff saw trice PICs as being
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TABLE XVIII

LEVEL OF PIC INVOLVEMENT

r
KEY

PIC Chair

SDA inierwr.ee

401._

S
30

D
A 20

101.

o
I

PIC

CHAIR

Type of Activity

son
P4' nIf

nc
(H01111 50A

46 c
C:. 33,

s er,-,eartly insolyrd in these arc IS selection of types of training (84%), selection of
o(ty ate Droyiders 183%). and progra n etalua ion activities (72%)

0 - -If he ttsoondents thom ooth curses ,ndicated that the FIC played g substantia,
.n Du:the re,ations actiw.ties and cut rear, to the bun ness community Again, more

SDA rr cpolecirs generally beleyed that the PIC played a substantial role in these areas
I, in did PIC el-,alrs Fifty fse percent of the private sector respondents staled that the

11 de,thd ,.hsthntial lime and energy to these two ael'vities. whue 70 percent of
SDA sta:f resDonded ht C, se

trr PIC chairs and the SPA administ-ators ranred the same tnree areas lowest in
,c,ric of PIC ,n,olsement. tracKing enrollincnts and expenditures on a regular basis,
. ,or ra-set sarYrt s, and fundraising Close to half of the -cprndents in each survey

ter- e ,uttstant,Ily ,nvolved in the trareine activity (77% t f the PIC
o I .0-4, of the SJA intrviewresl. Significant 19, senent by toe PIC in

t/ y ,ry re aced to ,atom market suryeys tars cited by 42 pc-cent of the 000 mss
nt.ry ewers and one-third of the SDA staff. Fundraising was rated as the actisity to
yt chi tie r to sc.t number of FICs had substantial participation (14% of the PIC chairs

o' r `..,D A rey.s..tncer,ts1
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Incorpor PICs show a somewhat higher level of involvemnint I n rn,,st SDA activities.
The difference is greatest in the area of fundraising, in which the incorporated PICs aretwice as lively to be actively involved as are unincorporated private industry councils.

Changes in PIC Role

Slightly more than half (51%) of the PIC chairs said that the role and functions of thePIC had changed in major ways over the last year. By far, the most common changesmentioned were those indicating an increased role or level of involvement of the PICmembers in the ,oval program. A greater role in policy development and planning,oderat lona) decision-making, and determining the SDA's training activities led the list ofchanges cited (29%, 27%, and 1596, respectively). Only two of the 83 chairs interviewed
indicated a decline in involvement on the part of the PIC in the SDA's operations and, in
one of these cases, the cited reason was greater confidence

by the PIC members in thesti.ft's capabilities.

pICMeinbcr Satisfaction

\s part of the PIC chair survey, the interviewees
were asked whether their colleagueswho serve on the PIC were generally satisfied with the council's role and level ofnesporsib lity The overwhelming majority responded affirmatively. Nearly three-quaters 17196) of the chairs interviewed ind sated that the private sector PIC memberswere generally pleased with their involvement in the local program. Furthermore,another 17 percent indicated that the members were generally satisfied but hadconcerns in eert,11 areas. Only 12 percent of the chairs indicated that PIC businessmembers were dissatisfied on the whole.

Among the 24 PIC chairs expressing dissatisfaction, either in specific areas or ingene al, the most commonly mentioned problem (noted by 12 of the 24) wasdisagreement with state staff over policies or procedares mandated by the state agencycsponsihic for the JTPA, or the timeliness or manner with which the state agency
responded to OA :'quests. The second most frequently mentioned area (noted by 10 ofthe 24) was that too much paperwork was reouired of PIC members and that dealingwith it was too time- consuming. Seven out of the 24 chairs indicating some level ofdissatisfaction mentioned that PIC member unhappiless stemmed from the perceptionthat SDA staff and operations were dominated by local elected officials; seven of these24 aiso said that disagreement among the various local elected officials hampered thePIC

Staffing

In the c,e-w'-eltdmg majority of service oelivery areas, private industry councils rely oninforitmlion and support provided by the staff of the administrative entity, which isnfien a oral got en nent agency. Only sligntly more than one-quarter of the PICs (28%)have staff that report directly to them. (In half of these eases, the PIC is theadministrative enti v or the grant recipient.)

I cpc,,,iled PCs -e far more I kely to have staff than those not incorporated. FiftyI, roe per, ent of the incorporated PICs have staff while only nine percent of the
unin,to-porated PICs have their own employees. This is true whether or not the PIC actsas the administrative entity. Incorporated PICs that are not she administrative entityarc twice as likely to have staff as are unincorporated PICs. Of course, most PICs;94%1 t °vt are the admen strRtfve entity are incorporated and have staff.
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Coro rally, 4.1- wort s deified %%Oh the ,c.el and corrortvree of tro
provi,Icil to the council Over 70 pin cent of the chairs iodic at.d that there were no
unrei:olv.d problems between the PIC and SDA staff and many, in fact, Coi^rne3led the
staff's performance Of those raising concerns. the incst commonly mentioned problem
(cited by nine out of the 22 exp-essing conce-rs) was a f ust-ation with slow and
iitinbersuine government operational ura.cedures and policies Conflicting goals between
the PIC and local lected officials were mentioned as a problem by seven of the 22
indicating Dioblems. loo much paperwork. inadequate respons vencss to PIC requests.
and an overly bureaucratic style were each mentioned by five of the 22 respondents as
haying a ne,:ative impact on SDA operations.

.rIto, fewer 'sly\ ulininistrntors (rk) PIC chairs (27%) stated that there
were evsting unre,/i veil problems bet seen tne PIC and the SDA staff Where SDA
inters iewees noted that such Drobiers ex'sted, they were usually attributed to one of
two issues a onflie, ove^ the role of the PIC, or d'ssgreement between the chief elected
:fie at and the PIC ever he gam's or en-ohqsis a' the local program
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A la hi, I's! (31' SI A AND I °CAI, 121'1.AlIONS

Suit nary of Timlings

Aboat half of the SO4 a (imrvs'ra(ors at they s.cre
dosatoi,ed 55ito state I I PA administi ition Tiovo,ser, two autos
of tt,ese dissatisfed are concentrated in 1) statot

PIC chair views are at best mised concerning the effectiveness of
the State Job Training Coordinating Council in developing
sto'oc, No polica's ut (O,,l tog a ci !for( n(e in local JTP4 owgrarris
or nitrolong .,Ns /IPA

Sims, have designed a varrpty of Ind dual 'courting systems for
theii SD45, the amount ana tree of in for mat on requested names
cons cc 'ably as does its ,,,Pue to 504 day to day management of
Inc'

\ Satisfaction with the State

S .;iitls iih-e U an half of the SDA ,ntorsicvces (-5,0) ,^d at(' 'hat they were
,ansf,ed with the performance of tic state akeno, and staff clanged with the-.,d, of ,anal it PA prejraa 5)9 State specific data show that all 'he it PA

idiomistrittors in sin states were generally pleased with the slate's performance. Such
rtes were those having relattscls few SD., (less than 12) St least two-thirds of the

SDI r,spct den, s .n another 11 states were satisfied on the whole with state procedures
and staff as were .aif or inure of the interviewees in 12 additional states

0,0- half (50,1 of the SDA adm,ristrators who expressed dissatisfaction with the slate
were es i ,eco(rat(d in ,,Oven states, and two-thirds of them acre located in 12 states.
.ne.e states rad .he 11-gcs number of SD Ns and the la-gost Title Ilk allocation In
h as one state wore all tne resnondents unhappy with the state Most of the SDA
Stair stators not pletscd with the slate's nerforn ante listed more than one area withwhich l''en were dssatIsfled Of those not satisfied, the most frequent reasons cited

inci,ideC no mach ptper,ork is reaumed: state staff is too slow in resounding to SOS
requests, state staff Arks the necessary ev..lertence a-id knowledge, tine framesnip( ,d is the states ,-e u can istic and Ito and Ine state is much too-escriplise se-all huh of :rise iso"s a as nroy,iied in ann-menateir 15 percent of
the (dal nue tier of SOS staff titers eased, or one ;nerd of those wno expressed,,,sitIsfactlor

SD 1 interviewees were asked in ash 2h areas t-e state had provided good assistance'Co, Ii.e-sa we. tided at ic 1st 'an areas in ). lee the felt the s'ate pact ea:a-1i,e Vine s; one -half of fine reran od?ats (46%1 c,ted good general technical
ssiyanie, and 34 percent noted good tecnntcal assistance on the es,ablishment of

I aiiage,nent information ssslems the next most frequent answers were concise andv.,' written nolics statements, clear definition. of cast categories and rociorting
ind issstanee in dc,eloDirg rforn to e ("In+s (eon -,ned

1 n of tie SD) O. 1,,,cc;t one-Lath of it so, , (,,aid,irislnch'le s ate hat pros 'fed 1, ,oe,

rs per,ain)ng to the state not r, d of SDA ad r, str itors in
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the time interviewees were also asked in what areas e state had been over-
,criptive or otherwise caused problems. Approximately ti _-fifths of the respondents

felt that the state was overly prescriptive in .ts reporting requirements and the
amount of paperw irk it required, while over one-fourth (29%) indicated that the state
was o erly prescriptive in the definition of cost categories. Other areas not as
frequently cited included: restrictions on PIC m mbcr configuration (15%), specif.2
aspects of coordination criteria (13%), and int ference with the selection of target
groups (10%). In 26 percent of the SDAs, howeoer, no problem of any kind with the
state was mentioned.

State Job_Trainingctorelinatingcouncil

the PIC chairs were asked tve- nuestions about the perceived effectivenees of tt Slate
Job Training Coordinating C They were first asked if the state eiuncil was useful
in developing statewide po' rid tivities that m le a difference in the overall
effectiveness of the Inca' JT' programs. Of the 77 respondents who has in mon. 42
Dereent felt that the council was useful in this regard, 31 percent felt i :as only
somewhat helpful, and 27 percent b'!lieved it was not useful at eli. (Sin of the
respondents indicated that they were 031 familial enough with the still< council to
respond to the question.)

PIC chairs were also asked whether the state council was effective in attracting private
sector or employer involvement in the JTPA. The oreakdown of responses is similar to
that found in the first question dealing with the state council. Of the 74 chairs who had
an opinion. 42 percent indicated "yes, the council was effective;" 25 percent said "no, it
had no substantial impact; and 32 percent felt the council was "somewhat effective."
Nine of the PIC c sirs held no opinion.

Compliance Reporting and Management Information

Under the decentralized management system of tne Job Training Partnership Act, the
state has a primary role in the reporting of participant characteristics (age, race, sex,
welfare status. etc.) and performance data (job placements, positive terminations, costs,
etc.) for all federally fundeu employment and training programs. Enrollments and
general characteristics must be reported to the U.S. Department of Labor quarterly and
a more detailed Annual Status Report (covering such information as number of

-rollments and terminatioi . detailed termination characteristics, and youth and adult
program costs) must be subir tied on the major programs for each service delivery area
after the end of each program year. Although the comprehensive SDA survey was not
designed to study sate and local management information systems, a number of issues
were uncoveree i the course of interviewing SDA administrators.

AM-0, Ise states are requ to collect and report the information according to
stE ,card red rational definition., they have been left free to design and implement any
reliabie and accountable reporting systems for their respective service ealivery areas.
Tnese reporting systems nust include at least the information required by the federal

^,..nmeri, but may also include other information which the state believes may be
In tie SDAs or nec'ssary to the carrying out of other state responsibilities

u de- tee ;eh

States i.ave exercised a great deal of latitude .^ designing their Individual reporting
sNste ns for Title IIA participant characteristic and performance information. Most
ct-,te JTP4 adminis appear to have taken considerable care in developing
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credible reporting systems. (Thirty-one percent of the SDAs credited the states with
providing good technical assistance on reporting systems.) Many states arc using up-to-
date compu er technology to gather and process the information in a timely and
accurate manner.

Nevertheless, the short time allowed to develop these complex systems (often with no
previous statewide system in place) has left many of them with some apparent
cl-awbacks. For example, in many states the first priority went to designing systems for
compliance reporting without much attention being given to the utility of the
information or local SDA management purposes. In those states, SDAs which did not
have reliable manual backup systems were ler virtually without information on the
.rogress of their local progra'r during the yee Even in states where there was regular
feedback of information to the SDAs, there was often little training for SDA staffs
(especially the many new SDTs without previous employment and training experience)
by the states in the use of the information for management purposes.

Ole amount of information gathered also .arced widely among the states. The federal
reporting forms require the minimum information needed to track the progress of the
program from a national perspective, but not enough information for experienced
employ mcnt and training managers and planners to design and evaluate their programs.
In states which gathered only the minimum information needed for federal reporting
systems, the value of the state systems to local SDAs was sharply curtailed.

At the other end of the spectrum, some states required extremely detailed information
(based on CETA reporting reauirements or on an apparent overzealousness for tracking
of SDA activities and performance on the part of state administrators). In addition, the
financial and participant reporting systems were not always consistent between the
various sta.: admmiste-ed JTPA programs and Title PA. In such cases, the amount anu
the inconsistency of reporting was considered an unnecessarj adm nstrative burden,
especially for smaller SDAs which have very limited administrative finds.

4t
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CONY. t.USION

The 'ob Training Partnership Act has caused significant changes in the wry Job training
prog ems are conducted. As with any new legislation, those involved in implementing
JTPA must move through several any stages. First, they must forge new institutions
and relationships. Then, while minimiz'ng disruptions in service, these institutions must

plan new programs and begin to operate the Over time, programs have to be refined.
Finally, impact needs to be assessed to determine the effectiveness of the programs --
whether c. not they operated efficiently in making a difference to the people served.

The first nine lib ths of JTPA acid the initial steps taken prior to that tune have shown

encouraging progress in moving through the stages outlined above.

New public/private partnerships evolved. While these efforts were initially difficult,
the public and private sectors struck new balances of power that have remained stable

and mutually satisfactory. In most cases, the partners have resolved their differences,
and their relationsnips under JTPA have not required major shifts in roles or caused
major disruptions in service.

The private sector volunteers have shown a continuing level of commitment and have
generally increased their role as the nine-month transition period ended. The roles and

functions of the PICs have tended to increase, and with them, business involvement.
Turnover has been low and members who left the PICs generally did so for reasons

unrelated to frustration with the program. Despite the time commitment required,
most business members attend meetings regularly, usually monthly, and the majority of
members are satisfied with their roles and responsibilities.

Although planning was often rushed, many of the activities undertaken during the nine-
month t^arsition period have been very positive. Five of the seven performance
standards were met or exceeded by 80 percent of the SDAs. This means that overall
more adults and youth were placed in jobs and at lower costs per placement than
stipulated in nationa, standarus.

SDAs have established multi-faceted training programs. Although many people had
expressed concern about over-rePance on on- the-job training, the past nine months'
experience and anticipated activities for the current year point to extensive use of
classroom skills training as well as OJT and pre employment and motivational training.
The wide variety of training providrs in most SDAs further points to the variety of
training designs.

It is also a positive sign that there has been an effort to reach out to other agencies to

take advantage of their programs and services. While these efforts are not yet well
dose...Ted in many areas, it is encouraging to note the large number of Written
agreements between the administrative entity and Employment Service offices,
secondary and post-secondary education institutions, welfare entities and rehabilitation

agencies.

The findings of the first nine months also indicate that program success (in terms of
such factors as Performance measures, client characteristics, and good public/private
relationships) depend almost entirely on local capability and initiative. With the
exception of concerns raised over the 15 percent administrative funds limitation, survey
respondents did not consistently associate program prJblems with JTPA's legislative
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requirerrnnts or othei external factors This finding is consistent with the intention of
the law to place bot'- responsibility and authority at the local level.

To be sure, there are issues to be watched. With only nine months completed in the
program at the time of the survey, there hac been little time to refine program, to
address problem areas. Bow Kits and states re oond to some of the challenges of these
key issues will, in fact, d 'ermine the eventual impact of the program. The followingareas are some in which analysis remains inconclusive.

Although there are indications of problems, state/local relationships are difficult toassess overall. Almost half of the SDAs expressed dissatisfaction with the states, and
many PIC chars judged SJTCCs to be marginally or not at all effective. Yet, many ofthese dissatisf,ed SDAs were concentrated in a limited number of states, a finding which
suggests that the mcjority of states are resolv ng their differences with their SDAs.
State/local relationships will continue to be testeu particularly by such factors as
increased demand for technical assistance and the new challenges of the next Iwo-yearplanning cycle.

JTPA's impact on participants cannot yet be asz.esced; none of the studies to date,
including th,s one, h..ve been able to draw definttive ,onclusions. We do know that the
characteristics of tnose being served are very similar to those served in the final year ofTitles JIB and C of CETA and that 94 percent o' th, participants are economicallydisadvantaged. SDAs which have exp, eed problems recruiting and keeping
participants in the program offer a var,ely of explanations. While some attribute
problems to restriec,ons in the legislation (e.g., lack of stipends or supportive services),
a la,ge majority cite other issues (e.g., slow start-up or poor marketing), Indicating thatproblems may result less from legislative mandates and limitations Loan from localprogrammatic design issues.

Average length of participation in the first nine months of JTPA was less than that
under CETN, the impact of this change on the type of client served and on the overallProgram cannot yet be judged. While certain participants moved quickly through theprogram, others received more indepth services co r longer period. Furthermore, atInc time of intervietx, SDA respondents were anticipatiliz longer enrollment periods forthe current year when compared to last year's.

The ,avr encourages SDAs and states to negotiate adjusted performance standards toreflect the kinds of people being served and the types of services being offered, It isunclear whether SDAs and states will take advantage of these opportunities. or simply
resound more narrowly to placement requirements. This may prove to be an increasinglypivotal issue. Given the exist.ng standards, there may be a tendency for some SDAs totry to "beat ti a numb( and a reluctance to alter program design, or to serve certain

to-serve" broups which may require adjustments to lower performance standards.On the other hand, recent discussions to change per'ormance standards to emphasize
retention and ea:nings gains could mit,gate against these tendencies.

Service to youth remains an area of concern. Almost Calf of the SDAs had difficulty
meeting their youth expenditure goals. SDAs also found it most difficult to meet thenrrformance standard for youth positive terminations. Stnee a number of service
d..i,,ery areas indicated that issues such as the lack or youth competencies and the latetart- up of youth programs affected positive outcomes in the transitional period, the
problem of meeting the youth positive termination goal may well be resolved in manySDAs in the caurse of the year. flowerer, since the majority of SDAs did no% expect to
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change the ratio of adults to youth, nor the m. of services offered, the adrqii, y of
service to south may continue es an issue.

Given the substantial changes brought about by the passage of JTPA, state and local
partic,onts dwing the transition year have been remarkably successful at solidifying
public/private relationships end planning and implementing initial programs
Programming for the first year appears to have made a good start with placement rates
_cceedi^g national standards. Given the short time that JTPA has been In existence,
there has been little time fc,r program refinements, nor any opportunity to assess the
long-te^rn impact sf the program on those served. An important factor in the next year
will be the degre to which the states end SDAs take advantage of the opportunities in
the legIslatIon, such as creative youth programming and the flexibilities permitted in
the performance standards, in order to assure that those who need assistance in finding
wo-k are trained and placed in jobs
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PORVi ORD

The National Alliance of Business takes great pride and pleasure in providing
you with An Overview of the New Job Training System The information contained
in th:s publicati-n is informative and timely and orgTeat value to all the partners
in. olved in making theJob Training Partnership wort,

First, it presents information on the state of the new employment and training
system at its initial stages of implementation Second, unlike other research efforts
currently planned or underway, this study sought participation from all 596 local
jurisdictions responsible for the administration and delivery of publicly funded job
training program5, and succeeded in including 98 percent of them Third, this report
provides a comprehensive look at the new system, a wide range of information --
geographical, organizational, and programmatic was collected and analyzed

The survey findings offer many insights into the implementation of the new
employment and training legislation, providing a "snapshot" cf the reorganized
system and a source of baseline data which will be a valuable reference point for
future studies NAB hopes to repeat a similar survey effort afte the SDAs complete
their plans for the upcoming two ycarcycle

Without the support and ooperation of local employment and training
pricti boners. the A lliance cculd not have succeeded in roller tine and analyzing the

data The people w ho are responsible for the day-to-day operations of the local Job
training act'n ales w ere enthusiastic about our efforts to collecL information on their
c) pen ences in unp!ementing the new legislation and pleased to participate in it. I
am grateful to them for sharing such in'ormation during the system's compressed
transition penod V. bile the process of change is an ongoing one, our survey
docamor is that the framework for the delivery of services is now in place across the

ooun tit

This oen.lew report is the first of several based on data collected an this lb
crve, effor, At this point, two other reports are planned to be released in t

unc...mtng months These publications will provide more in-depth analyses if
selected issues, including the role of the private industry council and tne types of
partnerships forged in the new s: stem

Vie at tio.. Nati nal Alliance of Brr.iness hoe forward to working with you to
imps t this ways in which ,ntcprate economically disadvantaged and
s r 1.,Ira 11% unemployed neople mai the world(); work
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Sincerely,

William H Kolberg
President
National Alliance of Business
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The National Alliance of Business (NAB) has completed a major survey anda naly sis of the 596 service delivery areas administering the Job TrainingPartner hip Act A total of 583, or 98 percent of the local service delis cry areas(SDAs1 responsible for the provision of federally funded emoloyment and training
programs participated in the NAB effort to gather information about privateindustry councils and SDA activities The major purpose of the study 1. as toestablish baseline data, offering both a profile of the new system at the completion ofits tr insition from the ComprehensivA, Primllynent and Training Act to the Job
Training Psi tnership Act and a starting point for measuring the degree to which thesy stem fulfills its legislative mandate in a cost effective and increasingly business-directed way

A ',rue:tired 71 question surrey w as admiristercd by phone during Septcrnb,r,,nd Oft' b r 1983 The interviews, ,enerallv icquiring between 30 end 40 in -,,itcsto a nigh te, were conducted with individuals actively involved in the planning and
ari,ninistration of the local delis ery system

Three tt pes of data geographical organizational, and programmatic wereanal, zed for this report Hey findings are summarized below by topic

Geographical Data

The r umber 01 local jurisdictions responsible for administering federallyfunded employment and training programs increased by 26 percent, from
approximately 470 under the Comprehensive Employment and TrainingAct to 596 under the Job Training Partnership Act Much of the increase
can be attributed to the breakup of large CETA balance of state areas Inabout half the SDAs, the geographical boundary of the JTPA service
delivery areas remained the same as that of its CETA predecessor

The geograph.cal boundaries of 61 percent of the SDAs coincide with atleast one other substate service district Approximately two thirds of theSDks include at least one labor market area slightly more tnan two t'),rcisof these local areas have boundaries which are inentical to one or morentire labor market area

One quarter of the SDAs hive fewer than the 200 000 persons necessar, forautomatic designation More than half represent areas with a populationunder 300 000

Of the 50 'ates and the District of Columbia, 19 or 37 percent have four orfewer SI' . Conversely, 16 or near' '10 percent of the states have been
divided into at least 15 service deliver. as with California having thegreatest number (5n)

Slightly more than two thirds of the SDAs are multi jurisdictional, that is
they include more than on( thief local elect,d official The maturity of thert ning SD As are single minty with only 7 rcent of all the SD Asming t sty '47.1, dehce-,
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Or g ini/ ilional Data

1 he legislatise objective th business groups be insol ed in the selection of
the huirmess representatives on private industry r ours ils v, is ashi,,s d In
the .erv.helining r :Apra) of cases (91r1 1 l'he "single slate- minin awn
pin -s envisioned by Congress %Nan follov,..d in re-% er than half of the SDAs
t'2.'1) Generally c% hen a single sl ite mocess was not used, multiple slates
Sere submitted directly to the I,.( al cleetorl official

PIC hers n, s to the p iblicl) funded e,nployni n t and
trail 1m, in on is qlv one fourth of J IPA ('IC numbers had
su scrl en either a Ch FA I ale c II l'IC ur n prams paisor plann:agcuttnctl

The as erage PIC consists of 2 members although individual PIC board
,are ranges fr,,in a Lac, of 'roc' members to a high of 19-4 Almost Il 000

1,-ibess are crcinjr.n131Cs

In tne over.vhchnrng m ty of SD \s (80q) the same c it! ty was
r'C1:11.1ted tc serve ,s both the grant recipient and program idministrator
In mast of th-se SD th it entits is a unit of is government

PIC, sr rse is :rant recipient program administrator or both in 1 i pc, cent
c f the SD V- s are rum tioning in one or both or these capacities in 8
bercent of the SD As Educational institutions, private nonprofit
o-c inizations and ,ummimity -based organizations each receive funds
,,nd or arinuniste,r programs in five percent of the SDAs

In Icor nut of five PIC>, the chair was selected by PIC member Note in most
f the remaining SDAs PIC chairs were app.anted by the chief local elected
Ifs .il(si

At the t,m, of the survey most PICs had established a regular meeting
schedule for the full board with 61 percent of all PICs planning to meet
monthly Most of the others intend to convene either bi monthly or
quarterly

\ early three ouarters of the 'etc rvicwees reported an active role for the
PIC in plar nine and e,aititing local programs Specifically re.no^se<
shooed that 411 percent the P1Cs intended to participate actively ,n
determining the :Joe- of training programs 7h percent in determining
sic .pati,ms 77 pc reert in d,terminir,g training prosiders and 59 percent

esholishingeriteria fr,r training programs

One ouarter of the PlCs were incorporated at the time of ,nters Almost
one fifth of the remaining PACs plan on incorporating Ouie another fifth

re undecided PIC, acting as grant recipients were far more likely to he
inr rpor ited than were PICs not sers mg in hat

ter of Crie PIC, had hard cc mtcndod to timer 'Sr

r - nnel \-84
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l'tt/q1111101.111( Data

1, III II ,th1191 dropouts and welfare recipients were the two ctroups mistft: vend) identified by interviewees as target populations f r J r-Aprogi .,inn and ser .ices tRtre and 75%, respectively) In school youth,
minorities, and handicipp, d people are each provided targeted service byover two thirds of the priv ate industry councils

la:: al ,ery ice providers are utilizing a host of entities to provide skill
with a :racked increase from CETA in the use of small businessI n, dely aced is the public school system (used by over 90% of thepr.!, t: indu,try v ninuls) The second major training agent is private

CH' rs, particularly small business, which will provide training ina:mo,,,t SO percent of the SDAs, often in conjunction with on-the-job training
o , ns Private seconaary and posorecon try schools, community-based
r wonsind rge busiz -es 'sere each involved ,n providingtra,n,-, in , Inm rc than nail the SDAs

,,Iono.t two thirds of the interviewees responded affirmatively when askedif the. r projrims would be changed is a result of the requirement that 70
percent of the funds he used for training Some of the anticipated changesit to be positive In pa- Ocular, the seeking of alternat.ve sources ofe sere ices especially with the welfare system, is a strategy

0.111'1 d b. 40 percent of the SDAs Other positive changes relate to anro r, ,sod fo us on job placement and coordination with other federal, stale,Inc I. c 11 entities Other anticipated changes were viewed more negativelyit ; alter loons in the client mix resulting in less service to clients
g airlee-, more or longer assistance)

Pe-f elan: e contracting will be used in close to two - 'herds of all SDAs
0.er 40 pc rant of the se SDAs will use it for at least three quarters of their
,r,oninj o- ,,rams and another 20 percent will employ it for one half totnr_c quarters of the r skill training contracts

11, tI.' 30 percent limit on non traiaing expenditures the v ast majorityr Sj1 ) will provide some type of support service, while slightly moretnan F all v.,Il offec needs based payments Most respondents indicated,
e ver t)- it cu, h ,,crvl(f.-. or pav rnents will be minimal

S.1,0.1y than two thirds of time SDAs plan on undertaking some type ofeia ru nt eener :tang activity dun ngJTPA s first year

( on. lusion

the -urv: v findings offer many insights into the implementation of the new
.,n, rt and truning legislation, providng a 'snapshot' of the reorganized

wee of sin-line data iih will he a saleable reference point for
, es Imc, . eiview leportis thefirstof .everalhr.,edondatacollectedin

ie v, \ effort 'I wo otncr reports are planned to he released in the'none, s and will pros ;de more in-depth anal:, ,es of selected issues,
role d the prieato Industry coo ned and the types of partnerships forged
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE NEW .101I TRAINING SYSTEM

INTRODLCTION

The implementation of the Job 'Training Partnership Act (J PA) has produced
many chani,:es in the administration and delivery of employment and training
services for long term unemployed and economically disadvantaged people Never
before ha% e state and local policyrnakers and practitioners confronted such a wide
array of choices and challenges in the structure and iclministrationof local delivery
systems Recogniiing so many fundamental charges, the National Alliance of
Business (SARI undertook an effort to gather information, on a national scale, about
private industry councils (PICs) and JTPA service delivery area activities A total of
583. or 98 percent, of the 596 service delivery areas (SDAs) nationwide agreed to
paticipate n this surrey This study, funded substantially by the Department of
Labor, has 5 objectives

To track the transition activities at the local

To describe the status of the JTPA service deli% ery system as of early Pi
'84

To describe and analyze the extent and %ariety of private sector
involvement,

To determine the extent cf change, thus far, in the J.IPA system as
compared to the CETA system, and

To gu'de NAB aid others in providing the types of products and services
needed by the employ ment and training community

Methodology

A structured telephone interview. consisting of 74 questions was cor ducted by
national office NAB staff with local service delisery or PIC staff during a two month
period (September and October, 1983) A copy of the questionnaire is included as
Appendix I The interviews were generally conducted with individuals actively
inv,,lved in the planning and administration of the local deli%ery system An
introductory letter explaining ,"' purpose of the survey and a copy of the
questionnaire were sent to tnes, duals one to two weeks prior to contact For
the most part inteniewstockbct 30 and 40 minutes to complete

The survey instrument cm.ered four major areas the geographical,
organizational, programmatic, and financial characteristics of serice deli% ery areas
and PICs While the majority of data collected was objective (e g , population of the
SDA, .ncorporation status of the PIC), a few questions required responses which

re highly subjective and relied primarily on the respondent s perceptions and
hplwrc rh us home of the it tion must be uncle rctood as reflecting the opinions
of the inter, iewies

A/though this report is based primarily on an analysis of the interviewees
direct ri -11),W,CS to the Questions asked some do i hive been a urnented by more
detailed inicrtrauon pro%ided xoluntarily by the re,pondents 13,'m e thic. .tidy
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pros ides some excellent insights into JTPA implementation thro,u,'Inut the celiatry
When infermation on the CETA system was relevent and easily accessible it was
.eed and conipared to data collected on JTPA It should be einrhsaier, that the data
collected by NAB during this survey are particularly valuable since all other
planned or completed efforts to capture information of this type focus on a limited
no nher of SDAs or PlCs, while this survey sought information on all of them

N.111`.;ISOFGEOGRAPIIICAL DATA

ser% Delier% Area DesIgnation

With the passage of JTPA, states were presented with the opportunity to
determvie within broad guidelir zs. how substate political jurisdictions could be
organised to effectively provide federally funded employment and trainingservices
While the new law allowed governors and state job training coordinating councils
(,11X_Cs) great flexibility, it required that SDA designation I) not split local
roscrnment boundaries, 2) promote effective job training services, and 3) be
con.sisunt with labor market or standard metropolitan areas or areas in which
reLsteci.ervIces are pros 'cried under other state and federal programs 1

Di-pile the expectation that this designation process would result in fewer
'mice de lo.cry areas than those which existed under CETA. the number of SDAs
nation w,de increased from approximately 470 under CETA to 596 under J FPA In
Meta h elf of the SDAs 1294). the geographical boundary of the J fPA service delivery
crea remained the same as that of its CETA predecessor That is the JTPA SDA Is
identical to the former CETA prime sponsor or balance of state substate area 2 (A
list of SDAs by state and type is provided in Appendix II )

The I ncreas in the number of local areas responsible for overseeing federally.
farmed job training programs can be attributed primarily to the breakup of large
CEA A haionce of state areas Specifically, one third of the 299 new SDAs 196)
consist oolely of various combs natmrs of balance of state substate areas, while close
to another third 1291- or 84) are the result of balance of state substate prime sponsor
combinations

OterminousSubstate Boundarieslabor Market Areas

Data induate that states were fairly successful in meeting the legislatiYe
priority that there be substantial correlation between SDA boundaries and those of

'her soostate districts in which related state or federal programs were operating
In 61 percent of the SDAs 1358). the geographical boundaries coincide with other

rune districts and in one half of these cases 1177), the SDA's boundaries
col neinc with at least two such related service districts Coterminous boundaries are
most cunmon beta. en the SDAs and the local Employment Service or economic
deeiopmc nt and planning districts, fewer service delivery areas coincide with

districts (See Tablet

1 C
1 hod the naht in I "M. Ind rilenr viii mil, n, -1Tiat inn a? mdependrnt, r 'Z3111101 12' (1,111111, Of ea., ran), rut 01,(01IQUAill, bruin of for aiCmunnunt' with

ni 200 tals or moll whir n r,( a Laawaantial portion of a lano market ,ired or an,
rer Tar t i , I F aipaa ea. nt Program amens ri aCr IA prime pttr.or

2 1 p nr. or Sian air s. w a er, tahaal aria ,/ 11 do. all a into' h.tair onus far which, , , ,t,/

2
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TABLE 1

Coterminous JTVA Sers ice Delis cry Area
and Related Substate Sers ice District Boundaries

Col Ol MC .19, More than One SIMS1.11c

d .erect

Number of SDAs

177

Percent of SDAs

304

C.Int r-.1% s it mph. mint
r.itr &giro tit.,

Collo idt onk w eih t conolnic di .clop
r el And pionn.og de,tricticl

81

74

13 9

12 7

Coy u'c onl% id...Puma'
de-tricio

16 27

Coin, Kit with niht r ..d.hgtatt e

dn,tric, leArnthers

10 1 7

358 61 4

The legislative Intent that SDA boundaries be more closely aligned with local
labor market areas was also met in the majority of cases A labor market area is
defined in the legislation as "an economically integ-ated geographic area within
which individuals can reside and find employment within a reasonable distance or
can readily ch,nge employment without changing their place of residence Despite
the increase In SDAs. the data indicate that the thrust to achieve more coordinated
or broader labor market coverage was not adversely affected

As illustrated in Fable II slightly fewer than half of the SDAs (276) have
boundaries which are identical to those of one or more entire labor market areas
(1.1\1Asi Another 58 SDAs combine parts of one or more labor markets with at least
one entire labor market Approximately one-third (2001 of the total have
geographical areas that are less than one entire labor market area It must be
recognized however that 162 cf the 200 SDAs which cover less than a complete
labor market area are part of a large metropolitan irea and as such, have
pc pulatoins well user 200.000 Conversely, a great number of SDAs which include
two or rn, re labor markets (261 or 45%) are less populous and many do not meet the
200 000 target(731 and were designated at the governor s discretion

While the majority of SDAs include at least one labor market area. it is
interesting to study those that include three or more entire labor markets and those
hat Losier lo,s than one labor market Survey findings indicate that new service
delis cry areas those that do not have the same boundaries as their CETA
predecessors are much more likely to Include three or more labor markets than
those SD:Ns whose configurations remain the same In fact. among the 202 SDAs
that encompass three or more labor market areas 69 percent (140) have boundaries
that are different from those which existed cinder CETA

3
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TABLE II
Labor Market Area and SI)A Houndat tes

65°5
Coo r 3 enure I MA, and parttsl of

otht DI 1ts)

281c
Cot tr 3 entire

151 Lq

21%
Ot er

3. 30
Coter lc,. that I

cnitre I %IA

3 4C
Cote, 2 toter 1 M As
and parto0 of other 1.14Ats1

464
Co, r 2 entart 1..S1

cr.
Lour 1 inure I. \Pk

644
toter 1 entire 1 51A and sari of

another L \11

This finding it not surprising given that many governors combined largegeographic areas often the more rural balance-of state substate areas) in an attemptto m.-et the 200 000 population criterion Further, this finding may also indicatethat governors at least in some cases. made a concerted effort to form SDAs out of
several contiguow, and similar labor markets

Con% ersely ODA boundaries which include part of a labor market area or anentire one are much more likely LO be the same as those in effect before JTPA
Specifically among the 200 SDAs that over my pact of a labor market, 70 percent
(139) have configurations which are identical to their former CETA boundaries
Several inter%iewees noted and the data support the possibility tnat governors mayha.,e been somewhat reluctant to make changes in the CETA job training areas for a
variety of reasons, including political expediency and exemplary past performa nce

This stew is supported by the fact that coterminous CETA.JTPA boundaries
are much more common in those SDAs with a population of less than 200 000 tnan inareas where the service delivery area had changed under the new populaticn
criterion Nearly two-thirds (100) of the 154 SDAs with fewer than 200 000 personsare identical to their CETA predecessors Howe er among the 304 SDAs in theintermediate population range 1200 000 500 (100) 60 percent (181 i hit% e boundaries
which were altered from th,ise that existed under CETA Thus. it appears that theSDAs with boundaries that are different from those under CE PA so, only tend tocover three or more labor markets but also are more like!) to meet the 200 000population t riterion

4
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Srm 192pulation

As would be expected, the population distribution of the SDAs varies
markedly 3 The genera, population criterion for designation as a service delivery
area was increased fron 90,000 undo- CETA to 200,000 under JTPA However, ,..te
governor could thsignate areal. vith smaller ')opuiations as SIJAs if they met other
criteria such as the proviston of service to a substantial portion of a labor market
Despite the congressional inte ' to Increase the size of the population within local
delivery systems relative to the 100,000 population criterion under CETA, more
than 25 percent (26% or 154) of the SDAs have c-wer than the 200,000 persons
necessary for automatic designation 4 In some of these 154 cases, the operation of an
effective delivery system under CETA was cited by a number of respondents as the
key reason for designating an area with less than 200,000 people as an SDA In less
populot.s states, interviewees often noted that It was impossible to establish effective
SDAs which adhered to the 200 000 person guideline

Thirty percent of the remaining 429 SDAs (174) serve populations between
200,000 and 299,999 as shown in Table III Thus, more than half 13281 represent

-eas with populations under 300,000 Almost one-quarter (134) of the SDAs include
oetwe -n 300 or C ,d 499 999 Individuals while larger SDAs serving least 500,000
people reorese0t 20 percent (121) of the total Within this latter group, only 4
percent (23)exceed a rn lation of one million

TABLE III

Population by SDA

35

25

20
Percent

15

10

0

119

174

86

7
Population Key

on trepunds)

A = less than 99
B = 99 to 199
C = 700 te 299
D = 30010 399
E = 40010 699
F = 500 to 599

60C to 699
700 to 799
800 to 899

= 900 to 999
K = 1000

24 19 23
1,12iri;_ar-1

A BCDEFGH1
Population
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Distribution and Typ_cs of SDAs

There are only 6 statewide SDAs Vermont, Delaware, South Carolina, NorthDakota South Dakota, and Wyoming The District of Columbia and the territoriesof the irgin Islands, Guam, Samoa, Puerto Rico and the Northern Mariana Islandsare also single SDAs S The small number of statewide SDAs was not unexpectedRisen the designation prerogauve of large local governments and consortia Withthe exception of the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and two of the states(Delaware, and South Cardinal the .(gle state/territory designation tend to occurin more rural and sparsely populated L.eas

An analysis of the SDA distribution information also reveals that 12 states(New liampshire, Maine, Rhode Island, West Virginia, Alabama, Mississippi, NewMexico, Nebraska. Montana, Nevada, Hawaii, and Alaska) have between two andfour service delivery arear Of the 50 states and the District of Columbia, 19 or 37percent have four or fewer SDAs

On the other hand, nearly 30 percent of the states (161 have been divided into atleast 15 SDAs and include Missouri, Massachusetts (15 each); Georgia. Louisiana,(16 each), Indiana, Wisconsin 117 each/. New Jersey (19), Florida (24), Illinois,Michigan 126 each), New York, Texas (34 each), and C ilifornia (50) As would beexpected these states (with the exception of Iona) are among the most poptious andalso include most of the single-city SDAs (A map detailing the number of SDAs bylate may be found on the following page )

Seaneichat surprising is the relatively small number of single city servicedelicery areas only d0, or 6 7 percent, of the total number of SDAs (See Table IV )Generally, these SDAs are large urban centers with populations well over 200,000In Int in too thirds of thus, 40 SDAs. the population exceeds 500,000

Slightly more than two-thirds of the SDAs (401) are multi-jurisdictionalentities that is they are consortia of more than one local government In over half ofthese multi jurisdictional SDAs (58% or 235), the consortium formation wasinitiated be ins gmernments in only 29 percent of these 401 service deliveryareas (118)Kas the multi-jurisdictional configuration
initiated at the state's requestThe remaining 155 SDAsare single county jurisdictions

TABLE 11
Ty pes of Sere we De:icery Areas

r Can i'
Slagle C tt,

JGt %lulu jurldlomnal
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AN 41 `I ISM( 0IW AM/A l'IONAL rA

Normr, limn Process

Every local service delivery area most have .1 private industry coon with amajority of its members froin t'ie pri to sector, r preventing local business leaders
To ensure that the PIC is represent itive of tne local business community the law
delineates the nominating process for PIC business members they must be selected
by the local elected officialis) from nominees recommended by general purposebusiness organizations 4,11 prominent business organizations arc to lie consulted in
submitting [mint w_es numbering a' least 150 per, nt of the total business me-mhosin be appoint.ci Data indicate that the objective of has ing various business (croups
invoi% cd in the selection of business representatives was achieved in most cases Infact 'n 91 percent of the cases, the chamber of commerce did participate in thenominations process

I he 'sini.(le slate nomination proses envisioned by Congress an followed in
211 of the ',DAs (42't l6 A14 ithin these 244 service delivery areas, the chamber
commerce ws usually thr entity responsible for submitting the slate In SDAs in'shish there ryas more tnan one chamber. 'he largest chamber v. as typically
ue).-ignacd the lead ((gent by the others In all but one of the 214 3D As in which a
smale slate was presented to the local elected official(s1 that slate was indeed used
as the ban for selection

Getierally, when a stogie slate process was not used as in 337, or 58% of the
SD A») multiple states were submitted directly to the local elected official(s)
Specifically, in 190 of these 337 SDAs, each local chamber submitted its own list,
rather than is nsolidating nominations In another 100 of these 337 SDAs,a number
(-11 differ ent business groups, often including the chamber(s) submitted their ownlist, of nominees

A nu.nber of selection process were used v.her nominations were not
subm.ttcd OS general purpose business organizations Tneee included solicitation
through public notices, ins itatior al letters to organizations, advertisements in local
new-papers and mass mailings to local businesses

As illustrated in Table . the level of involvement of the canons business
org,aolzations in so mating private sector nominations differed significantlyoverall As noted earlie r, chambers of commerce submitted names in 91 percent
,29) of the SDAs Profs. aonal or trade organizations, minority business groups, aad

women's mismess organza _ions submitted nominations in 44 percent (256), 30
percent (174) and 23 percent (135( of the SDAs, resnectively Only 19 ports nt 1112)«f the CL l'A Title VII pm ate industry colintli s submitted nominations

loll n1 of the rt .s Wel i,,ure Ingl. %late of trum,r,a,r,r, uhirhnfccrs
ricer 0, of I ne ...r1"11 ,1,1111,- in Int ,o,rmtirut% ytncre lb( 01011,h, ,,r, ,r 1,,e 0111(7,1111t1 (her shall conrclinatt t Jr, , , , -i t r(n II. I 5 off,_

8
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TABLE V

Organizational imolsementin Nomination Pi (Koss

Type of Organization Level of Ins ohomelit
# of SDAs '9 of SDAs

Chamber 529 90 7
ProfessionaliTrade 256 43 f,

Minority Business 174 29 8

Women's Business 135 23 2
Ehiplo3. meat Service 114 19 6

Title , II PIC 112 19 2

Other 146

pIC mbership

\lost PIC members are new to the publicly-funded employment and training
:astern On the average, only about one-fourth of the JTPA PIC members had served
on at least one of the CETA councils, with far greater representation provided from
members of forme, prime sponsor planning councils rather than Title VII PICs 12 to
1 Eight percent of the total membership ofJTPA PICs had served on both a Title
Vii PIC and a prime sponsor planning council This means that at the time of their
appointment mo.,t. PIC members lacked "hands-on" experience with the issues and
history of past public employment and training activities in their area This,
combined with the compressed time for planning, undoubtedly limited the role PIC
members could play in the fiscal year 1984 decision-making process It would
appear however, that tae new legislation did result in the involvement of new
people including new business representatives in the local program. The effect
this will have on future program operations is impossible to determine atthis tame

PIC members in SDAs with tne same geographical boundaries as the former
CETA ser ice areas were not any more likely to have been a member of a Title VII
l'IC or a prime sponsor planning council than were PIC members in newly-formed
SD As Dos finding further indicates that most PICs, even those where former lob

hound: rtes remained unchanged, did not merely reconstitute the CETA
Title 111 PIC

AlthouiM individual TIC membcrship varies considerably from a low of 9
embors to a high of 131 the iierai_n PIC consists of 25 members 56 percent of

,ii- I( pl fium the business community About 11,000 business
ire sri sing on the PICs Info-mation displayed in Table VI indicates that

the oreaKdovin of representatives on an a erage PIC 's 14 from the business sector,
3 `runs education. 2 from organized I abo. 1 from a rehabilitation organization, 2
from community-based organizations 1 from an inomic deselopment agency, 1
fr-im P' It V-I ice ,nd 1. ther

O
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TABLE I

Composition of Average l'IC

Emplo.ment Serb ice

Economic Des elope ent Other

Community Based
Organ stations

Rehahiht .'suss

Orvanired I ahor

Is ifs

isiricss

Grant Recipients and Program Administrators

Grant recipients and program administrators, to be designated by agreement
between the PIC and the chief local elected official(s), can be the PIG, a unit of
general local government lor an agency thereof), a private nonprofit organization, or
any other agreed upon entity 7 The local program administrator could be the same
entity as the grant recipient or a separate entity The overwhelming majority of the
SDAs (Etra or 4711 selected the same entity to perform these two functions (The
distribution of grant recipients and program administrators by ty pe of entity is
shown in Table X 11 t

Local governments ore the most widely used er titles serving as both grant
recipient and program administrator, doing so in 295 SDtts (51'1) Furthermore,
local got ernment units or agencies serve solely as the grant recipient in anotner 14
percent (52) and as the program administrator in another 7 percent (32) of the
service delivery areas Thus local governments are functioning as grant recipient
anctor program administrator in more than 70 percent (4151 of the SDAs

7 P Inc a. :zr Int nt is she it gel emu, which recesses the federal funds CST relic from the
is hi Id for the fecal menage men? tnd use of the fonds I ht ;coal proor im
,tort ti r hie for ahe dos so Cs adrnm,r atts e opec non. iscl r, Sr ms Ili of
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PICs are the second most common entity serving as grant recipient aroi orpiogr tin iiiininistrator. (1 or 88) In only half these 88 SDAs (13) dots the PIC
eve as both ,srant recipient and program administrato- Among those 45 PICswhere the functions are divided. 31 PICs are the administrative entity while only 14are the grant recipient Thus, while the system wide tendency is for one cnt.ty to

both receive funds and administer programs, when PICs are invoiced as grantrecipient or program administrator the likelihood is much greater that these
responobilities will he shared among two different entities Several factors may
a, count for the relatively few number of PICs acting as grant recipients First, statelaw makes it difficult for ['Ts to receive funds directly from the governor in somejurisdictions For instance, in Massachusetts, state law prohibits the forwardfunding of a non-goernine ntal entity Second. many PICs, especially the smaller
ores, do not vet have the management and fiscal systems to act effectively as grantretlpirn's And third, some local government agencies wer reluctant to shareauthority ver JTPA funds

States are functiol ing as grant recipients a nd'or program administrators in 8
percent (18) of the SDAs. although technically the law appears to limit this role tothose states which are whole state or single state SDAs (The law s generallyintrplettd to require that the entire state be subdivided into service delivery areas,
each with its own PIC established to work in partnership with local elected officials
and each having a mandated pass through of funds from the state according to a
specifically established formula in the law I In the majority of these distances. the
states serve as both grant recipient and program administrator States with four orfewer SI)1s and those containing very large rural areas are the most likely to havethe governor or a state agency responsible for adminis,cring part or all of the localdeliver. s,stem

Educational institutions, private nonprofit entities, and community-basedorganizations each receme funds and/or administer programs in 5 percent of the
SDAs (When educational institutions are involved. they are generally communitycolleges ) In most of these cases, the same agency is both grant recipient andprogram administrator

Tnere appears, to be some correlation between SDA population and the type ofarency selected as grant recipient Community-based organizations (18 out of 26)educational institutions (22 out of 31) and private non - profits 122 out of 27) are most
often g-ant retiplents and or program administrators in the smaller SDAs i e , those
sea ir4, a population of less than 300 000

Coverers, few PICs are the grant recipient in the more sparsely populated
SDAs Only 7 of the 57 PICs are grant recipients or program administrators in SDAs
of loss than 200 '100 people Fifty of the 57 PICs that are grant recipients sere SDAsAI. b us, r 2(10 OK, people Larger SDAs with a population greater than 500 000 are1.),e)% to have lo, al governrnt.nt function as the grant recipient and or program
administrator Nearly 70 percent (84 of 1211 of these large SDAs use localgo% riments to receive and manage the fur ds
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'FAULK VII
Distribution of Grant fticipients 7.10
and l'rogram A dministrators (I'M

Folity CI{ and PA GR onis P44 only S of SIMs '3 of SD As
Local Go,crr meta 295 62 38 41' 71 2

PIC 43 14 31 38 15 1

C.att Cow rnor .19 4 5 48 82

Fdva.rinil 25 3 3 31 5 3
11 -tttution,

Pri, 1,e \ 0,,prolit ..5 2 0 27 4 6

Clift 22 0 4 26 4 5

(11 Ft r Not .. t 23 31 61 105

471 112 112

(n0 3%1 IS 2'7 i il9 2% 1

Structure and Operation of PICs

The Job Training Partnership Act authorizes numerous spesdic functions for
PICs The selection of a PIC chairperson is one of those functions envisioned by the
Congress II Althougn the law does not clearly specify the selection process, in four
out of five PICs 1469), the chair was selected by PIC member vote In most of the
remaining SDAs PIC chairs were appointed by the local elected official(s)

1 he law also specifies that the PIC is authorized to provide oversight --
rev Is Wing monitoring, and evaluating in accordance with procedures established

the PIC The PIC oversight function however. does not preclude local
government oversight activities or the coordination of those activities necessary to
sari.% out management responsibilities The intent of the law was to permit the
,,ctive partaipation of the PIC in reviewing program management and oversight
acts ties throughout the sear including evaluating program outcomes To ascertain
the torrent and the planned future roles and involvement of the PIC, a number of
questions inquired about PIC organization and structure as well as the level of PIC
involvement in attual nd planned decision.making processes

Nt the time of the interviews almost all of the PICs had established a regular
mr tting schedule for the full board As can be seen in Table VIII, in almost 60

r( ent of the PICs (339), the full PIC plans on meeting monthly The majority of the
remaining PICs will meet less frequently, with most of them intending to convene
eithi r bi monthly (DE% or 96) or quarterly 510 or 8E0

ta o antiCINti a PrW, alon4 the follow ni 'Ines Vier the PIC vs it ruin ti id
(on.enn h. the chief ell (led officoils n ,111 eltet its ,hairinan prin. ,,u fori t .Ir and ,E eft npce,,dr, staff to acc,t it in determining how to e%ercise its fine, nos

Vier Irt ('IC had an oppnrItinit, to re. sew the operation occurrent training programs in the area
and in lorrnal ..e tint rat police pr.ations it .111 then enter into negotiations wait the appropriate
Io nt .1firle s for hi ort Pr. nl: -ptcified in the bill "The Joint Explanators
s .11 n o r or( .nft r. me pp -0 q0
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TABLE VIII
PIC Meeting Schedule

- - 37 163'-4)
Ac Ncedtd

5 10 8%)

____ Know

,. 3 (05c)
EPE!!At'ek

15 12 6%)
Tw)ce Monthl,

Civen this limited meeting schedule it would be expected that much of the
work of the PIC would probably take place at the committee level, and it is not
surpr sing that a number of interviewees emphasized that the work undertaken by
the committees, was, in effect, the critical component of the PIC decision-making
process However, this response was not consistent with that concerning the
frequency of PIC committee meetings While 87 percent (505) of the PICs have some
type of committee structure, the schedule for permanent and ad hoc committee
meetings is much more irregular than for full board meetings Among the 505 PICs
utilizing a committee structure. 290 (57%) plan to have their committees meet only
on an "as needed" basis In those cases in which PIC committees have established a
set meeting schedule, it is usually on a monthly basis Because the functions of many
committees are sporadic in nature (e g, membership). or concentrated during a
particular time frame (e g planning), it is not clear whether these committees will
result in the active involvement of the PIC and the business community in the
planning, management and oversight of their local programs

In addition to obtaining information about the PIC's structure and frequency of
meetings, interviewees were asked if the PICs played, or intended to undertake.
active or significant roles in the planning and evaluation of their local programs
Data in Table IX show that nearly trcee-quarters of the respondents1-130) indicated
that the PIC was, or expected to be. very involved in the overall planning of
transition year programs However, it must be noted that many PICs had only
recently been formed at the time of the interview and had played a small role in the
actual development of the plans, Instead, they anticipated a major role %.Jring FY 84
in the selection of training programs. occupations and service providers
Cpecirically. according to the respondents 80 percent of 'he PIC, intended to
participate actively in determining types of training prozrainS. 75 percent in
thterrninirg occupations, and 77 percent in determining servite providers An even
higher percentage of respondents indicated that the PIC would be an active partner
in program evaluation Eighty-nine percent (517) of the individuals questioned
thought the PIC iwuld be er% active in establishing criteria for training pr

i %%mining tlie rce tu h the% h id ui
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TABLE I\
PIC In% ement in the 1981 Detisionmalsing Processes
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irr% out its functions the law also allows the PIC to hire staff Only 27
oerient or 127 of the PICs however, had hired or intended to hire their own

tnel at the time of contact Understandable, PIC staff were primarily
In the 15 per, cot of the councils which had decided to act as grant

1, 1 1plf nt. r.r. al%

A 1,14._n the number of full time positions in the 155 PICs with independent
,t. d fr one to 101 .vifirn.2 in ifier half of such PICs t92i consisted of six or

r tmr See r tb,e At list one firmer prime ,port.or ,taff
n oir d in cc illy h i if of ore PICs 172, ,ink 45 PICs mink, ed

for, c r Ch 1 A l,uc \ !1st& this fitter iding is to b- expected since toe a)or
iif t 1 IA I, tle \ 11 PICs were not lode:if ndent entities and relied upon CE ra prime

staff A limited nurr'....r of J f PA PICs had hued staff directly from pmate
1"r profit ousint ss 128 of the 155 independently staffed PICs1

1 i n tar rr,n,r,iPIC. II, ing their own stafTinizht h is in, lrict .,n
1: toe 0 It \! ri,it> the /nmr,n,t,s of them eon ;tined but it snot, id be noted

th it most Pict. iyill rurise upport from staff assigr ed from other ,roniations
:Of al g(A int) T e !e%el of that mipport and the ability of that staff to pro

, 1 nt Ind inie will certainly var, from one SD to inother
,,r fr,
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TABLE X

PIC Staffing

, 23 (4%, ,
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8 ,
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L 50101 St411:
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PIC inrorpfretion

The Joh Training Partnership Act permits private industry councils to decide
1-1,,ther or not to incorporate One-quarter of the PICs 11421 were Incorporated at

tne tnne of r urtact as shown in Table XI Data indicate. howceer, that among those
PICs not incorocrated, Just under one-quarter (103) planned on incorporating

while anothe, quarter (112) had not yet decided On the other hand. almost 40
percent (232) of the total number of PICs have not incorporated and do not Intend to
co so during JTPA s first program year 9

Among the factors which appear to influence a PIC-s decision to Incorporate are
r.ion of the SDA and type of entity designated as grant recipient Not

PICs acting as grant recipients were far more likely to be incorporated
min were PICs not serving in that role Specifically, 46 of the 57 grant recipient
PIC, c rc incorporated One fourth of the PICs in SDAs in which the grant recipient

it,nprofit or quasi governmental entity were incorporated. with the
j Of ,rporated PICs dropping to 18 percent among SDAs whose grant
-0, ,f is a local government unit or ager.c5 or an educational agency or
rttrt..10r, Fourteen percent of the SDAs witn a Mate entity receiving the grant had

PICs and only 9 percent of PICs in SDAs whose g-ant recipient is a
our units I,redoretnieauonwereincorporated

.18 1, \ Ln Apr' 1982 of 93 of tht gtr (mire funded CE rA
1 \ , iT nn,.n s.61, I -I'S red
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TA E XI

Status of NC Int orporatton
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Incorporation Status

\Nith respect to population, PICs r pon.sahle for oscrseeing the atlascr. of
rimes to fuser than 200,500 1 eople are the least likcli to be truorp,ratea, w,th

nIN 15 percent (23) of the 154 rele, ant PIC:, having done so Howorer altnouzh a
tew l'ICs sir', log a small population were alread incorporated inter iewee, at Z.,3 of
',hone 154 aid that their PIC inteid,c1 to incorp, rate B contrast PIC, with a
1,pulation betv.ecn 31)0000 and 999 999 ,re the nos: ,n(lincd to be .ncor;kor ,teri
I No.,. four of the (IS PIC, th,, number of indiloi.als werc Incrf. d
'hr tune of intirsiew

1\ 11 YSIS 1NINI.1 I IC VIN

c'', it fer_ "ins

Finds b.r regular adult and youth training pr. -r are proidi d single4-4 0-0 a th the legal requirement that 90 percent of those funds be used to ,ere
14rotinie ills di,advantaged indisiduals and that emphasis be plaice] on Is, rung

is, rare <10 ni, and nut-of school youth according to the r proportion in the elitobie
a In paril( of it I t PA m '-dates tl at 1, at least 40 ta ;rem of

cr, Ic et ,n 5 ,ith ge lh through 21 (0. int-10dd.: 1:0 rond, for
4,10:00r s 4,10:1 i.r.,4rnins and 2) eligible Filch school dropouts Ind pe.nor, rccRing
p%,cak nts u' -der Aid to Faimlics hah Dependent Children i'%1:13C) who are able to
w 'lc mast be ,ersc d eau l tahl) given their percc ntaoe of economically

d rs m: 105 r, of ,:ekro:th-11 th, "'DA
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lit of the I! ,,vc, it 0,1). 5 as no surprise that hi 'h ,,drop, and
its were the two opul ,tion groups 111,st fi, pp ntly tiitit.d by

',I) Ns \ ly SO pert, nt designated dropouts as a priority wit), while 75 percent
(1(9 SI) \s) identified welfare recipients Services to in school youth minorities,
and the h indicapped are provided by over two thuds of the SD Ns (4(i3, 102, and 388,
respectively) Rcinainin,z target groups, in order of overall priority include older
workers 55', or 321 SDAs), veterans (50% or 291 SDAs), and dislocated workers
(41'7 or L'31 SDAs) It should be noted that in many instances, the SDA , as not
targeting its present funds to older or dislocated workers because it antic({ d
receiving additional monies from the state to serve these special groups

I 11i1.1. \ II

Client Group

D4-, it Vorke-s

In Slhtmi S otIth

l'Irtnt rat get' ng
NIImber of ,1) ks

237

403

Percent of SD' s

40 7

b9 1

DIdcr ',I or, ers 321 55 1

S,h0,1 Dropouts 462 79 2

Min. title, 102 69 0

II 388 666

points 439 753

F ern., if Head= of 1 Irene hold 316 54 2

tt,- ins 291 49 2

Inforr, atom d,spia eel in Table \11i illustrates that local service deliverers are
utilyinit a ri,e,t of entities to provide skill training By far the most widely used

public hool system Over 90 percent (534i of the SDAs will use
uboc Sni r ,ornrnunity colleges, and or secondary schools

Ire iid training agent is private empiciers particularly small
Ainch provide training in almost 80 percent (458) of the service

m livery arses This .uh,tmntial involvement of busin, ss in gaming is consi,knt
with the fait i at ;able number of local dc .ery :.stems are pi icing

r e r,pl.a, son (m the Job tr ',sing programs with 39 pert ent of the
rx iew tic,p itirb a greater nle for this ty pe of training in their SDAs Since

%a, Congr.ss ,ntcro,d ir.crca,,e busine:.-s lavolvtment in training under JTPA the
pecteo increase in the use of on the job training by private sector emploers
appears to be one way this goal IS expected to he met ihnner CET most of' the

,s conducted by pahlic .tutions or pi I Alf_ npr.fit ceminum tx
, f st of f put-, c -sire ,anplo,nwnt

rmer CF,I'N many job pi-,c iprnt: , S. id the pull'', sector ilo

the mitt of Ir ,Ihc )1u1n,r, onT irtd 10I+ no n nt1,1,n, If` r n th,
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l' lti 1,,,rd v ardpost r,-conci lry schools, community based in,; Iii mtions,
m 1, r cs ,(,ms with more than 300 employt,$) 'Vele each insolvcd in

pros.olinc; training in slightly over half the SDAs It should be noted that in a
number of smaller SDAs, respondents indicated that there were few, if any, private
educational institutions or large firms within their boundaries

Although local governments were the most common grant re, ipients and'or
program administrators, they were involved in actually operating prograins in less
limn 30 permaof the cases (171 SDAs1 Chambers of commerce and PICs were each
responsible for direct client training in nine percent of the service delivery areas

XIII

'1 raining Agencies

ly pe of Entity

Sa. liasint ss

Number of SDAs

clad

Percent of SD As

786
I ire Btiness 319 54 7
Prr, Scho 327 56 1

Pubic Sir jis 534 91 6
PIC, 50 8 6
C BO, 326 55 9
Local (.,tivernmentr, 171 29 3
Chainbt rs of Common, e 54 9 3

I n s 712P rtc nt Str rulation

If, maximize the amount of training delivered under JTPA, the Act requires a
70 30 sCit or trainini_ and non-training costs (The major reason for the limitation

crta.a stc, rec,a:ted ''rorn reviewless of CE1 A data cs hich showed that on average,
r. 1 \ crim, -,pors -...tnt c half their CE TA rands on \cages, stipends,

rupp ,c rx ices ana adminirtration rather than on actual training programs )
Seventy percent of each SDA s allocation for J'I PA prop,.. s must be spent on
trainin, with the remaining 30 percent divided between administ,atixe costs (no

r an n 15 percent, dna ,upportixe sem. ice, and allowances

Imersw,vees were asked whether they anticipated that the 70 percent
crioulation vould significantly affect their program, and if so, hov, Almost two
thircs ,b4ri or 373) responded affirmatively when asked if their programs would be
r Is., result of the limitation R hi le some of the changes mentioned could be

in toot' are with the Sts empl-,.,,r, on '-tuning
r tat ' i 'oc, IL I 0 I II' C r 'at), pat,d Ilan laa h ,c le-, deso ble
uct;s ice Lisle XIS

I S
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Specifically, some of the more posits N e (hangcs tel to to ,t -tr itewis
and an increased focus on job placement .ind ardmation with .1t I t! '1 ii, state,
and local support programs For Example. 40 pLi (,nt of the ',DV.. alternative
sources of support services were being sought, the nost ommon lir I 1,i being W ith
the welfare system This finding is not surprismg green the legislative mandate to
serve welfare clients according to their Proportion in the eligihle I opuh.tion of the
SDA, knife limiting the funds to be sic it on supportive serve, es and allowances to
30 Percent Many interviewees noted that extensive linkages are being developed
with welfare agencies to ensure adequate levels of income maintenance and
supportive services for welfare recipients during JTPA training Other strategies
being considered to help supplement JTPA funds include such things as bulk
purchasing of child care slots at discouneed rates and obtaining re .red fares from
he public transportation system for program trainees

In more than one third of the SDAs (37% or 214), a irt,ch greater emphasis was
Jeing placed on training and placement for unsubsidized jobs In additlor, , a larger
role for on i.)e job training was identified in a considerable number of local delivery
areas (39% or 226 SOAs) increased use of performance .:ontracts and fixed-prye
cont-acts with program operators, believed by many practitioners to be a way to
reduce tosts and increase placements, was noted by respondents in more than one-
third of the SDAs (35% or 203)

A change in the mix of clients served was stewed almost universally as a
negative result of the 70 percent stipulation by the interviewees In over one-third
of thP SDAs 1203) respondents pre:' .ted that the level of service to particular client
groups would be ,Itored, while in 25 percent of the SDAs (147), such changes in
client mix were expected to result in

percent
enrollees It It should he noted,

however that in most SDAs, client mix alteration or "creaming" does not mean a
reduction in the les el of service to welfare recipients In fact, in less than 10 percent
of the SDAs 153) interviewees anticipated serving fewer welfare clients This can be
explained by two factors. First, because the welfare poi lation is explicit, " ntified
as a prim-AN group in the legislation, many JTPA administrators feel that it is not
feasible to ',dike their level of service Second, the problem of stipends and support
sirs', es I often believed to be less acute for this population, as agreements are often
deselopec ,vith the welfare agency to continue such support ale the recipient is
enrolled in a Jeb training program

One final program feature expected to be affected in a substantial number of
Snks ,s the length of training activities offered to needy clients Respondents in
one third 1194) of the SDAs indicated tnat they would operate shorter training
programs because of the 70 percent requirement and the increased emphasis on
placement 1.1 bile reduction in the training period will likely result in more
participants being sersed, it may discourage SDAs from offering lengthy training for
higher skill lewIs

.1 Cr, ammo rh a rtrrn ,rocr trim lo . It cling tconmilicallvd,,,d, trn v d rrrorn ho

,orr'ri or or Ill must from short urm training iulting in It.. cervt I. w r hoot, r ou rin, 1110, or
r -,trincr.

I9
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TABLE XIV
Fxpected Impact of the 70% Requirement

Flpet ted Impact
13( e.i..(( unpin through

of her 445 uco.yrocc hat.00ns

Incrt.a,r in on 'itc Ion tr lining

Number of SDAs
230

226

Percent of SDAs
39

39

( 0. sn tr nun and
plot ,t 214 37

Change Inc Chlilt r in 203 35

Increase in Di rfurmance
Contret t no 203 15

Cr-ranting 117 25

Shorter tr 41^1'N CVCIeS 194 33

Ct lie Auer wtlfarerccroonts 53 9

Performance Contracting

As inditcted in the preceding seem., the requirement that 70 percent of the
funds be used for training' ( as led many SDAs to use performance contracting The
use of performance or fixed price contracts has also been cited by a number of
practitoners as an efTectie and fairly easy way to promote quality training and
placcrnent following program term loon A key feature of the law is its emphasis
nn perform(rm e management of program outcomes rather than compliance with
regulations to ach. eve results Administrative principles relating to the new
"performance not process" philosophy arc expected to include using program funds
As human capital investments upon which a healthy return should be realized,
empl,,isi7Irg the quality of training and job placement not Just the quantity of
pl,(LA rrunts reward.ng extmolary performance, and saqctioning poor performance

Data indicate that (-lose to 65 percent of all SDAs (371) will use performance
contracting vhile another 15 percent of SDAs (85) are considering it Information in
Table vii ws hat among those SDAs which base already opted for this approach,
alto, tit alf 156 SDAsi will u.e performance rontratting for at least 75 percent of
thee. tr. fining programs Another 17 pi r«nt (or 64) will use this approach for one-
half to ti ree quarters of their skill training contr:' Lts
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L

Less than 25%

1 25-50%

51 75%

TABLE: XV

Performance Contracting
I I 11 II

55

57

64

More than 75c 156

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Percent

Sundt Serices/Needs Based Payments

Although the law allows a broad range of supportive services and allowances tc,
be provided to participants on a needs basis, the 70 percent requirement restricts an
SDA's options with respect to the levels and types of assistance that may be possible
Despite the 30 percent limit on non-training expenditures, 85 percent (4941 of the
SD As will provide some type of support service, while slightly more than half .;',1)
will offer needs-based payments Most respondents indicakd, however, that such
services or payments would be minimal (e g , day care would only be provided during
the enrollee s first week of on-the job training, stipends would be far less than
minimum wage, such as $6 per day)

To accommodate certain SDAs w ,se target populations have ttnique economic
characteristics the law requires that the state waive the 15 percent limitation on
suppertit,e services, wages, and allowances, if certain conditions are met and if the
waiver is requested by the PIC in the local plan Interviewees indicated that only a
small percentage of the SDAs (11% or 69) were seeking a waiver, another 90 SDAs
(13``,1 acre ,onsidering applying for a waiver Waiters do not relieve SDAs from
,n_et.ng performance standards, which may explain why few SDAs have requested
kaivers

Fraplo.meht Genera ti ngActivities

J ,cr",)ts the use of funds for employment generating acti ales (EGA)
c,ro.ide,1 te it thrs cuntribute to in-reased job opportunities for eligible persons

tnpl,..mcnt generating activities might include the marketing of JTPA programs
and cervices. labor market analysis and job development arty, ties Slightly less
than two thirds of the SDAs (3671 plan on undertaking some type of employment
tmra tmE!activt;durngJiPAsfirs`ycar Inter; ,cs in 12 o, Rent of the SDAs

21
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indicated that they had not yet determined the feasibilit; 1-.Ing funds for this
type of activity Interviewees in the overwhelming major.ty of these 367 SIThs
indicated, however, that the level c 'funds spent on employment gener item; services
would be significantly less than ''le amount previously spent under fide %II of
CETA

CONCLUSION

The results of this survey illustrate the crucial nature of JTPA's nine month
transition period In fact, many of the survey respondents indicated that they
viewed this phase as one of learning and experimentation The transition from
CETA to JI PA created major changes in the employment and training system, with
repercussions felt at the national, state, and local levels Planning for the new
program was done on an extremely tight schedule with many PICs just crganind as
plans had to be uhmitted At the same time, CETA client services '..ere being
prodded while role:, had to be (lose, out Hence all across the country, many
SDAs are ironti. rut the details of their job training plans as they go along, PIC
members coutinut to reline their understands ig of the program and their own I (des
and responsibilities and states and localities are working through major
adjustments in theca relationships under the "new federalism" approach to job
training programs It appears that Ole Initial JTPA start up pro, ess has been
helpful allowing policymakers, staff, and other involved groups to gain a better
sense of programmatic needs through actual experience before developing and
implementing their two year plans In this instance change has proven to be a
pecallC factor. resulting in an apparent strengthening of the job training system
through a rather rapid evolutionary process

the sharing of information on programmatic problems and progress is critical
til the positive evolution ofJTPA The data resented in this report pro .de valuzble
insight, into the new emplm.ment and training ,lS'erl at it yen irgtial stages of
implementation Int-rmation of as sort, Jatb,:re on a regular ba>is and used
effectively, can have important impacts on job trail mg programs for the
di,ad antaged In particular practitioners and poluymakers can use this study to
increase their knowledge of the adm,nistration and delivery of tervices system wide
and inuare and contrast their own SDA activities with those of others Although
uing,,mints with re,pc ct to the song term impact tS the progrom cannot he made
from these findings eats provide a aluable o. oast line information for
comparison with future studies

rile value of this information to practitioners is apparent go. en their level of
mte and willingness to partuipate in the survey especially since It was
lOr ClICtlriat the height of the transition Their willingness to participate and share
infxanation bodes well for the employment and training system. ,or it shows that the
.pint of cooperation envisioned in the law is inched in practice

22
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APPENDIX I

SURVEY QUESITONNAIRE

Date of .nts,Ieu

PIC CAA COLLECTION FORM mo / :Ay / hr

Street ArldreSS

2,2E2-TP

.N-ERy :ACE

CIty/lown. Sat., Zip

Area Code. Number

Sate

Title

I PC IcentlricatIon number

ee.o, of .ntervIemee

rEC-40% ' ULDSPAPHIC POOPMATIOM

cruo,ttal ;arlsdiclons are Included In the SDA,

- s a ..ndle .-3tA :DA'

2 at

a slr:le .2A7

'es : Nc

2 I

e - corsa naLs ,C1,14. On i :se nc .cec " -e _DA-

a = ,- r 3 s ts setween n anG an, -are- "c.rsa- es

Ad 1..-"o "As 3-c .art's
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f 40 TO QUESTICN 8

9 -ow does the Ss,A differ geographically f-om tne fonser
sn ',Balance of State suestatc dram'

more prone sponsors
2 nod ...rtons of former prime sponsors
3 C. a fonner prime SOOnSOr with a portion

Se a e proortn9 crime sponsor
a SomblYed a Balance of State subs tate area with

A former prime sponsor
Sonoined -wo or mom Balance of State substate areas

6 Conoired 2 or -ore prime sponsors attn one Balance of
Fate SwPS:a:t area

:le prune sponsor with 2 or rcre Balance of
:tate areas

3 lort/ned 2 or more Balance of State sot:state areas with
no e tnan one Prime sponsor

5 "amoired 2 or no, Ba'ance of State subs tote areas wt to
oart(S, if a forrer Or,e sponsor
Other

l' Do tne SSA geoc-apni,a' toonnirreS COInClae with Ot:er stsO-
sevIce l'sOrictS. I e , employment service, economic

:e 0:1-ent dYstnacts or regions'

Yes 2 No

S: TS SSE..":08 11

3 Jon t crow

; se-rtce districts coinctde ich the SSA,

0:-en. :6-.tce 4 More tnan ore

nc stvelcorent d/strYc.s/rections S otren
. .0:tat On& clstrYcts

es :LA ',corporate 'ore tan ore loc. elected offic al,
I 1:'t 00010

No

:peP :tore:-

2 4c Not ee

! ,r, ; cc sna :0 T. ty

91 I '

-H
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19 ,5. -any ss.rs,' re-gers regresees tre -5 Owlfl

a al yes

t PC.,at or

c reraglr-s-issor

esgromIc :eve' ro-eot_____

,
r cute evs,atere

:wwnrtersof;ref?A?se'eCon n g

'E'-ge-S PE Ste J-PA PI: served cn a a-A

gr/me gonsor annng rtugg'1- 21 _________

eg, -Ana J7,4 P"C memgers 'erred cr ,oth (a ::TA 10'e
,': int a ,111e sponsor

rss e --,A e'essed'

Ote
. 1

-050, aee se-eeee I arc

SP
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..it ,f-orl:at S: r.c: ---- :At Oer .0 .e

rf.ere, t.S oess vjao 44 Ion fDr PrIkAte
=or represer.atleesf

' Yes 2 .14

1 14:a1 2^4.se- s, sf

2 el orlty 4ysless OegAnlyetlo

2 .4-e"4 5-s'rass Crgan14a4lon

4 4,44ass .nAl or T"ade Ass:: Won

t :-D 1 -ent lerk1ce

-; s .e 5.4,11

1 --a-en4 4 .-It oes

2 ac not s. 44. s

1

2

.1 "o
5 ::.e"
t 1,1 4 "tw."44 ve4 -ed

2. - ,f-en 00eS ..1 fe, 1:Are Art CeAte

0.erN ~~ 4 Erie

. ,:. .^ly 5 as "kwded

6 ot-e-

4'4am wIl s..<1-03 -, .°.

eke". week

"okShly
"sntnly

cuarce.-ly

A as rerded
6 ot,e,

$-^" '$ 7rart rec.clent, ,cre

32

cr,vate $cr pre':
: c,.. cc.ecnre,,_ *aro.. et:

+r

156
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:5 5. el. Ye.- _e C. tee greet r0,IpPent and ;-Egrem
stret, ere ye ,ecteb,

.6 -a. -e t' e P rire c.r 5-af.'

1 ',Ps 2 Mc

: . ZS ".1S 2E

5tef,

¶es 2 Me

PC - . in. ..erert PIC stet' .ere yloved by the

VA. PIC?

35

e

-;. Pl: stef were 'tired directly fro.

;r -tie bro.': :,:iresy? 41

an, . a",,S ;e:ec ,n the PC s ste,1
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Por is..
-.rrry, .5.1. ..eis
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42 ,ho 's responsible far essessment/chgnseling,

I PIC 4 Employment Service
2 local government S Chamber of CON,efCe

:80 6 Other
7 Don t 01105

9S ho Is resporsible for ,cb developments

Pl2 4 Employment Sery,ce
2 10911 government S [UAW of Commerce
3 CSO 6 Other

7 Don aloe
49 .9 THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE IS NCT RESPO9S.SL: 9CP -08

7EVLOMENT, Oat Is t,e re 1ettarship beset, the
E.V.Oymellt :erViCe and the ,lesement agency,

50 Olt ertitles mill be responsible for providing

'.8

.9

t ,

.raring

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

In 9Y 847

1 Yes 2 No

swell buSineSS
large business

Drive to for preit
public education
P17.

1.105

,911 government
C",amher

Otner

3 Don t once

1

sgnools

3 7-7

5

6 -----

7

8

9

.' .MS II P000P,90"LATIC INFORY *TIEN

9.1 so.: are tIO f .,vr elements of the plan the 508 .fS
L'eV,Sed for /long employment and trein1ng with
eY4-stion'

.e e . ,:S of .,e as
y.,,sec 'or f't ng ergio.neri arc trelring Tt,
grorls leve,,Ornt7

-.re -Pe. n.,

E

13u

51
1

I
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55 To writ client groups will services or programs be
war eg'

1 Yes 2 So
3 Lon t knew

1 d1s13cased wcrte -s
1 6

Z youth in scnool)

2 T

3 older (.1-Kers

4 hign school drop oats 3
8

5 1ma.1.,es
4 9

6 ranci,acced

10
welfare

E 'male ,c.(se.o1(1 reads

9 veterans

17 other

56 Do you plan on undertaking any EC4 type activItleS.
1 e , marketing. labor market inforhation, economic
Cevel-wment. etc

Yes 2 No 3 Don't know

57 4,1 oerforrance contracting be used?

No 3 Don't know

,:S ON 57

NNt 955555t 95 Inc 1w,9-95%,%t% will
oe se-'cr-ance sased7

vss nar '9% : 51

more than '5%

lop .-a e ou.as.or 1-at at as-
.' e se .cent on actu, .ra nc

Yes S NO Doh

.7 :5

2,:e _I ert Tl
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-'e 3 se c4E-...1ny re.Os Sased Can,e.fs"

2 Sc 2 2, r-a.

: So

SS ... .0. I ra .er of One 1-1 a ST an

: SC Jon p.o.

e, e ; .0 r a.: st :not To'e r .^. operall
r; sP ' or.s.5-5'

"e5 ho 3 horepraS

f e an po. s pa, T. se Pcsino
,n, of ,,n Or.:Terns PO 'e eeeee d'

yes 2 So 3 So,-.. a:

.E -as 2 SvapC ar se, ;n -10: roe .e

"P sat on5 Po. tralnng,

So

: hc 3 5smosed.

r : 2 4 or O. e s 5'', ,or: role n era'..eSrg
;-,

2 40 '

5TS :nrrs

, '
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APPENDIX II

LIST OF SERVICE DELIk FEY XIIEAS
rim 1 l'Ihs

Dist" ibution of Set \ ice Delix el y Ai eas
single Single Multi-
Count) Cit. Jui rsclittionai

Sta.e'SDA SDA SDA SDA

SFXIE OF 11,AHNMA
1 Mobile X
2 Birmingham X
3 Go% ernor's Lnitied Area X

S'1 A I F. Oh Al ASKA

1 Fairbanks X
2 1pchorage X

3 State 51ide SDA X

AMERICAN SAMOA X

srATE OF ARIZONA
1 Pho, nix X

2 durRopa X
3 Pima X
4 SALO X

5 Santa Cruz X

6 Cochise X
7 Greenlee X

8 Granain X
q 5 lima X

1 ' Gila X

11 Tobal X

sTA FE: OF ARKANSAS
1 Westc rn X
2 North Vs est X
3 11cst Ccntral X

4 Sout'n V+ est X

5 Central X

6 South East X

7 North East X

8 North Cer Ira, X

q L ttie fi,f l X

-I '1/4 1E OF (AI IFOI(NIA
1 Fresno X

2 Ir yr, X

1 h.r,7.- X

4 n X
.7, 71, r(tr.: X

6 Nlunt,_re!. X

7 S,,n Luis Obr po X

,9 TO1 ,r, X
q ,; ,'!7, . r X

11 ( a --or X

12 I ! ' , Ild0 X

13 /r.):, rri X
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County
St.ite/SDA

1 01. CALIPORNIA
SD.",

14. Lung Beach
15 LA City
16 LA County
17 Orange
18 Pasadena
19 Riverside
20 San Bernaraino City
21 San Bernardino County
22 San Diego
23 Santa Barbara
24 ventura
25 Alameda
26 Contra Costa
27 San Francisco
28 No Santa Clara V di'
29 Oakland
30 Marin County
31 Ri hmond
32 San Benito
33 San Mateo
34 Santa Clara
35 Santa Cru7
36 Sonoma
37 Arnador
38 Butte
39 Suttir, N uba
40 Napa valley
41 Sa,ramento
42 San Joaquin
43 Solara°
44 Stanslaa,,
45 YGlo
46 Golden Sierra
47 Humbolt

Mendocino
49 Nortec
50 Shasta

STA 11,-. OF COLORADO

1

H Paso
3 Jeffer,,on
4 1,a,uner
5 Aelci

tlf

Pueble
10 State \iid LDA

II 2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X
X
X

X
X

Solgle Multi
Ca% Jul honal

SD
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Single Single
County \ Jut i du tional

St Ite'SDA SDA SDA SDA

S l'A I E CONNECT IC1 T

1 Bridgeport, Norwalk X
2 New Britain Bristol X
3 Danbury'rorrington X
4 W illamantic Danielson X
5 ifartfor,
6 Meriden Middlesex

X
X

7 New Ila Ln X
8 NelN London X
9 Waterbury X

Sl'A I I. OF ' E

1 State Wide SDA X

RICT OF COLL iMBIA
1 D C I'IC

lE H ORIDA
1 Esearrbia X
2 OkaloosL X
3 Bay X
4 LEON X

VaLhu? X
6 Duval X
7 Clay X
8 CitriF,
9 \ oluroa

X
X

10 Seminole X

11 Drai.ge X
12 Brev ird X

13 Pict X
14 Hill,boro X
15 Pinclla,
16 Lin County X
17 Palm Pr a, n X
IS r
19 Sara,ota X
20 Pali
21 St Lucia X
22 C,111cr X
23 ro-o, ird
24 D;-de

SI 3,11-.01. ORGIA
1 North West Georgia
2 North Ea,t Georizia X

\ .rtn ia
I)( X

6 ittahooi hie X

II 3
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State/SIM
sl ATE OF GEORGIA

7 Middle
8 Heart of Georgia
9 Central Savannah

10 Georgia South C' astal
11 Chatam County
12 Southwest Georgia
13 South Georgia
14 Atlanta
15 Dekalb
16 Clay!! n County

AM
S FA I F. OF HAN All

1 Ilay.an
2 Maui
3 Oahu
4 Kam

SI Al I.: OF ID %HO

1 ho,tenai
2 I.atah
3 Ida Boise
4 rVe in Falls
5 Bannock Pocatello
6 Rcxburg

1,1 %1I-: OE 11,1 INOIS

1 Like
\Ic11,-,nr%

3 Vs hag,
4 Carol!

Kane
6 1)__Linage
7 R...l'ante of Cc ok Counti

c,r,n c NItininpar
Chic WO

1( ill
11 hanal ee
12
IS fo,414, ,n/1
1;
13

16 izt si11
17 Cnampal,r

n

21 l nr,tolot ri

II 4

Single
County

SI/A

X

Scinigtyle Multi-
Jurisdictional

SDA SIM

X

X

X.

x

x

3'
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n e
( aunts

st,01, ,;1%
srA FF: co. II LINO'S

22 Made,on X
23

X
X

24 Monroe
Cumberland

23 Jeffc rsen X
26 Saline

SI' %H.: Oh I \ DI X \ A

,gle
( ottel,do iron 11

..1)

1 S. 1,1unt,t,n X

2 Po,,e xy

3 Sulli %-tn X
4 W a). ne X
5 Delae, are X
6 Borne X
7 Almon X

S Fulton X

9 Mado-on X
10 Elkhart X

1 St Jo,eph,11
..onroP

X
X

13 LaPorte X
L.Ike

li65 -?ri.,.',, ..n.',' X
X

17 Do,alb
sr % I.F.01. IOWA

1 Cla%.ton

X

X

2 \11,,hell X
3 Buena \ ,ta X
I IA 0, (lbw-.
5 C r o o n
b Ma,hall

X
x
X

7 Black ha...y1 X
S Dubuque
mu St..tt

lu Linn

X
X
X

11 Ja -.pc r X
12 Carroll X
13 Pottawat. non X
14 1 nun
1, il,L,1,1

lb ,

X

.., I II., 01:1{-1 NS % S

I R,,,' `Iliri \
I ,

r,tt,nort;

X
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".1) \
SEA F. OrKETSI Ll la

1 PUrCh,ise
2 Central
3 Lumsville
4 Ncuth Central

Nurth bast
6 Northern Kentucky
7 E.cstern Kentucky CEP
S Cumberlands
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3 Baton Rouge
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Single
County

SD A

Single MuIti-
Cits Jul isdii tional
SI)A S :-A

STA! E AtAssAcm;scrs
6 Hampden
7 Metro North
8 Metro South-West
9 Bedford, Cape Cod 8 Island

10 Northern Essex (Lawrence)
II Northern Middlesex
12 Northern Worcester
13 Coastal
14 Southern Essex
15 Southern Wor, ester

S rATE OF MICHIGAN

x

1 Allegan and Ott:.wa
2 Arenac
3 Barry Bl.int h
4 Ray S iginaw
5 Berrien Van Rurer.
6 Central L pper Perunsnia

x

7 Detroit X
Dow nmer CC

9 Eastern Upper Peninsula
10 Genesse
1' Gratitot
12 Hillsoale Jacxsan
13 Huron
14 Kalamazoo
15 Grand Rapids

x
x

16 IA estCt ntral
17 I ansirK Tr, County
18 Ann Arbor
19 Macomb a -id St Clair
20 Muskegon and Oteana
21 \ E Lovor Michigan
22 \ A Lower Ireverse

x
x
x
x
x
x

23 Oak land
24 Pontiac

X
x

25 Wayne
26 Western Upper Peninsula

X
x

Si FE OF MINNESO TA
1 orth eA
2 Vinn,_sota CEP
3 N E Minnesota

x
x

4 Duluth
Ea,t Central

-01(

X
x
x
x
x

9 Hennepin Caner, Scott Co
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Single Single
County Cit',

SDA SDA
STATE OE MINNESO fe%

10 Minneapolis X
11 Dakota
12 St Paul X

STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
1 Gulf Coast SDA
2 Jackson
3 State Wide SDA

STATE OF MISSOURI
1 N W Trenton
2 Area 11 Shelby
3 Kansas City
4 Johnson, Sedalia
5 Jefferson City
6 St Louis Counts
7 Ozarks Jasper
8 Greene Springfield
9 Camden

10 West Plains-Howell
11 Cape Girardeau
12 Balance of Jackson
13 St Louis City
14 St Charles
15 Franklin

STATE or MONTANA
1 CEP
2 Rural

STA1 E OF NEBRASKA
1 Omaha
2 Grc 'nr Nebraska
3 Lance.

Si ATE OF NE% ADA
1 Northern
2 Souther.'

STATE OF NEW HAAIPSHIRE
1 IiiPsnorough County X
2 Ba,ance of State

STATE OE NEN JERSEY
1 f),' an Cr, intc X

`4,,,d'.., k C unty X
3 Niorr:, C, unt,. X
4 Munmoul h C,unt. X
5 Bergen County X
6 Es. xCourty X

170

X

Multi-
Jurisdn tional

SDA
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Sta te,'S I) A

Single Single
County City

SDA SDA

NNW-
Jurisdictional

SDA
STATE OF NEW JERSEY

7 Passaic County
8 Mercer County
9 Gloucester County

10 Jersey City
11 Union County
12 Nevi ark
13 Somerset Hu nterdon
14 WarrentSussex
15 Burlington
16 Atlantic,Cape May
17 Cumberland:Salem
18 Camden
19 Hudson

S FATE OF NEW MEXICO

1 Albuquerque
2 State-Wide SDA

STATE OF NEK YORK
1 Broome Mop County
2 Dutrhess Putnam
3 Chemung,Steuben/Schuyler
4 Columbia/Greene
5 0-ange
6 Sulliy an
7 Ulster
8 Yonkers
9 Nia'ra

10 Oyster Bay
11 Hempstead
12 Suffolk
13 New York Cit.%
14 Nkestchester County

t excluding Yonkers)
15 Rockland
16 Albans Rensseletr' Srhtnectam
17 FultoroMontgomeryScholarie
18 SaratogaAk arrenAVashington
19 Clinton 'Essex)Franklin'llamilton
20 leff,rson Lewis
21 St Lay. rence
22 lltrk uner Mlchson/Oneida
23 Ch,nango'Deia,Aare Ostego
24 Csyuga'Cortland,Tompkin
25 S rc-se
2(i etchid,rle:Ss.,,00 ,e,
27 to
28 0; 'Arlo noc 4.13, a) ne'r ates
29 Rochester

II 9
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Single
County

St.ite SD A

S'I'A OE NEW YORK
30 Monroe Co (excluding Rochester)
31 Genesee,Lvingslon Orleans/ NA yommg
32 BufTaloiCheekowaga/Tonowanda
33 Eric Co ( excluding Buffalo)
34 Allegheny,Cataraugus/Chautaug,ua

srATE OE NOR CAROLINA
1 Alamance
2 Buncombe
3 Central Piedmont
4 Centralina
5 Cumberland

Davidson
7 inston Salem
8 Ga,ton
9 Greensooro

10 Charlotte
H
12 Rural

STATE OE NOR 111 1) 1KOTA

1 State Nidt ,DA
NOR I 11ERN MARI 1NA.ISLANDS
sTA1 E OF 01110

I Williams
2 Lima

Miami
4 Prehle \Iontgi mery
5 Dalton
6 Butle r
'; nilton
b Cincinnati
9 lc Toe

10 N1ar.0r,
11 Springfield
12 Vb arren Ckremont
13 Sandu,k,,
14 hlacid
15 1:), %.

lh C.imbw,
17 tette
18 Se to
19 1 r.rrair,
20 I id
21

22 V0 Ain.,
23 St irk\ \nine
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X
X

X
X

X
X
X
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STATE OF 01110
24 Pern,
25 Lake X
26 Ashtabula
27 Trurnhen X
28 Portage X
29 Mahoning
30 Youngstown
31 Monroe

STATE OF OM,AlION1 A
1 North West
2 North Central
3 South West
4 South Central

Soutnern
6 Central
7 East Central
9 Tulsa
9 North Fast

10 South East
I1 Eastern
12 Norman

STA'I E OFOREGON
1 Multnomah Washington
2 Clackamas X
3 Marion
4 Cut of Euruene
5 Lane
6 Jackson Josephine
7 Oregon Consortium
8 Cth of Portland

SPATE OE PENNSYLVANIA
Allegh(n% Count) X

2 Pitt<burgh Cu)
3 fleaer Count) X
4 Re rks Count)
5 Bucks Count% X
6 (( ntre Chn0 r conar
7 Chest, r Count)

Dclay.are Count) X
9 Erie Counts 'City

10 Franklin Adams
11 1 oar .ants
1'2 I r ,,h
1 ; I ri I r
14 Luicrric Schu11,111
1 i Meat r Count) C,,n rtiurn
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StatCSDA

Single
County
SI/A

Single
City
SI)A

Multi-
Jui tional

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA
16 Montgomery County
17 Northumberland, Columbia,

X
x

Union/ Juniata/Snyder/Montour
18 Philadelphia City X
19 SETCO
20 Southern Alleghenies Consortium
21 Tri-County Manpower
22 Washington Greene Co,inties
23 WeAmorelandtafayette Counties
24 Way ?T'ilce,Monroe/Carbon
25 Wyoming SullivaniTiogalf, adcord
26 McKean Potter,Elk,Cameron/

Jefferson Clearfield
27 o1( Cow)t) X

Pt_ Fit l'O RICO
1 Sr titan
2 Rah, Ice of Puert, Rico

sTA rE OF RHODE 114LAND
1 State Wide SDA
2 ProMcnLe
3 Woonsock,t

sT,,TE OF SOL I'lf CAROLINA
1 State Wide SDA

S1 A rf. oF sot. 1111)AhorA
State Wide SDA

sTATE of 1-:NNEFS1:1-.

Lnico
_ G. ne

ErCAN
4 Roane

3,1cM.,ford
6 Hamilton
7 Smi'h

,-11, ate, n

10 C, If( 0
11

12 Iia Kood
13 I-, r,to,,
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Single
County

SDA

Single
City
SDA

Jut isdictIonal
SDA

STATE OF TEXAS
1 Alamo
2 Austin
3 Br: zos Valley
4 Cameron X
5 Balance of Capital Planning
6 Central Texas
7 Balance of C st Bend
8 Conch() Valley
9 Corpus Christi

10 Balance of Dallas
II Dallas
12 Deep East Tevas
13 East Texas
14 Ft Worth Arlington
15 Golden Crescent
16 Balance of Gulf Coast
17 Balance of Harris X
18 Heart of Texas
19 Hidalgo and WI Ilacy
20 llow.ton
21 Lubbock

Middle Rio Grande
23 North Centra Texas
24 North East Texas
25 North Texas
26 Panhandle
27 Permian Basin
28 South East texas
29 Balance of South Plains
30 South Texas
31 Texoma
32 Balance of Torrent X
33 L coer Rio Grande
34 West Central

FRLSI RR% IORIES01.
P NCIFIC ISLANDS

1 Me licpublIc of Palau X
2 The. RopublIc or the Mar,hnll X

,r,ds X
3 1 ilk `,tat.eoflap X
4 I hr State of Ponape X
5 me Sou of Truk X
6 the State of Kosnie X

II 17

X

X
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Single
Count)

State 'S1).1 SDA

Single
Co.),
SDA

.Inn 1.411( (1011,11
SD 1

I SI' I I.: OF 1'111

1 Weber Morgan X
2 S ill Lake City X
3 Oslo Is X
4 11uuntAiallnd
5 Bear Rio er
6 Six County
7 South
S 1 nitah H oin X
9 South Fist

S FE 01. 1 F litION I
1 State \1''deSDA

Iit(;odA
1 PIannine IThotrict,s1 X. II
2 Planning Di ,tracts III
3 Fifth Diotnct F &T Consortium
4 Pianntng Districts & II X
5 Planning Dm: acts IX & X
6 Plant-tine Divtricto 011 tit & XIX X

Plane ne Ihotri,t
l City of Ho hm,.nd
h ninoula Office of tl-inpov.er

X

PrOadS
ill Rao Coror rti Sc

11 :,uthe lotcrn rids onts.r Arca
Nlanoo,er Nuthorit), X
Nortnern 5.irginit \lanpnuerC n<urtium

1 3 11ex-swirl t trli-gton
14 Central Pieamont Empluoment x

ConoortIOM

11HG1\ ISI
I F: OF 1.1s11 11.; I 01

1 (1tornpi

X

2 Pa^ifi, sir X
3 North V1 s.,4 X
1 Seim m on X

5 Kim.: lit, X
6 II sw.ria Sc

7 5,uth \\ it
Greet X

9 Fr I, a lie% X
1,, I- -n

\ A sl:
n

1 ' cr 4. is
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Single
Count)

SDA

Single
City
SDA

Milt].
Jut isdietional

SDA
STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

1 Kanawha County X
2 Charleston City X

STATE. OF WISCONSIN
1 Milwaukee X
2 SE W,sconsin
3 East Central
4 r ape X
5 . uth Central
6 Rock X
7 Lake Michigan
8 Western Winnebago
9 Northern Winnebago

10 Central
11 West Central
12 North Westr rth Central
1 orth East
la South West
16 Western
17 Marathon X

STA CF. OF W YOMING

1 State Wide SDA

Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Kolberg. We will complete the panel,
and then each of you may have a few questions. The next. witness
is Ms. Marsha Oliver.

STATEMENT OF MARSHA OLIVER, PRESIDENT, INDIANAPOLIS
PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL, INC., ON BEHALF OF THE NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS

MS. OLIVER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members thi the sub-
committee, I am Marsha Oliver, chairman of the National Associa-
tion of Private Industry Councils and president of the Indianapolis
Private Industry Council. I welcome the opportunity to speak with
you today and am encouraged by this hearing.

I b-ing a message to you today on behalf of more than 600 pri-
vate industry councils and their more than 11,000 private sector
volunteers, all of whom want you to know that JTPA is working.
It's working for unemployed adults, it's working to help youths
enter the labor force, and it's working for businesses, large and
small. It's making partners of local elected officials, business and
community leaders. In what is a relatively short period of time,
these partnership have net only flourished, but have resulted in
some very creative solutions .-o some age old problems.

It is with that enthusiasm in mind that I ask you to consider
three suggestiow on the JTPA implementation, allocation of funds
to States, the impact of serving certain target groups on perform-
ance standards. First, implementation, I have already said it is
working. The hands off attitude of the Department of Labor and
the willingness to let locals plan and develop their own programs
have made PICs realize how capable they -eally are. In fact, in
this relatively unrestricted environment, you could say PIC's are
on a fast track.
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What we need now is training and technical assistance which
only DOL can spearhead. We realize the new futures of JTPA and
the history of job training are based on rich experiences with past
Federal programs. Performance contracting, performance stand-
ards, youth competency standards, what has worked for decades,
what hasn't, DOL has the raw data which we need to come up with
some creative long-term solutions, but we have no time nor desire
to reinvent the wheel.

Further. we ask that DOL provide more definitive guidance, es-
pecially regarding the content of Federal audits. PIC's as much or
more than any group want fair and reasonable accounting in JTPA
expenditures. However, in the absence e^ guidance, States feel com-
pelled to create needlessly complex systems to second guess the Fe-
derals. I, and those I represent, say the potential waste this repre-
sents both in dollars and manpower is reason enough to come up
with those guidelines now. Again, PIC's do not view these sugges-
tions as infringements on their territory. We ask that the Depart-
ment develop a process of identifying information and technical as-
sistance needs that define a priority, bid national funds, and that it
provide leadership in coordinating national, regional, and State ef-
forts.

Second, the allocation of funds to States specifically State and
sub-State allocation formulas under JTPA, as we're all aware and
has been previously testified, JTPA uses a very complex formula to
determine fund amounts on the basis of poverty and levels of struc-
tural unemployment. These are relatively constant factors. There-
fore, it would be natural to assume that funding shifts would not
shift widely from year to year. Well, let us all hope that they do
not, because it would be almost impossible to market a stable em-
ployment and training system without stable infrastructure of
which funding is the key. This is needed for title II-A, title II-B
and title III.

Lastly, performance standards. Here is an issue deeply affected
by the recordkeeping requirements of JTPA. The data that is col-
lected now helps to determine what the standards will be for the
future. Where earlier I mentioned the need to simplify the system,
here is a case where a few cosmet;c changes to forms or systems
can result in more representative performance standards. Filling
gaps under client characteristics, such as educational levels and
the amount of weeks on welfare, would certainly Lave the potential
of impacting national performance standards. Also being able to
add the attainment of youth employment competencies to the Fed-
eral report form would be nice since over 300 PIC's have worked
for almost 2 years to develop local systems and now have no way to
show that they are on target.

Since I have been talking about recordkeeping, I would like to
take that a step further and say that NAPIC is in favor of postpro-
gram followup on JTPA clients. We support it because it is really
the only way on a local level to say to taxpayers JTPA offers great
return on investment. Again, we see the Department of Labor
taking the lead so that States, SDA's, can eventually share compa-
rable infot mation.

And so to summarize, you have 11,000 private sector volunteers
out there who want you to know JTPA works. Now that we've

.1 76
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proved what we cE _ do for you, we are here to tell you what you
can tie for us. That is make technical asr.,istance a priority. We are
moving too fast for it not to be. Since JTPA is targeted to a con-
stant and structurally unemployed and economically disadvan-
taged, don't let current funding formulas be influenced by small
movements in local cyclical unemployment. And last, allow us at a
local level to really serve the most in need. We know the system
will operate only as well ag the information entered into it. Make
it possible for us to tell you more so that JTPA can progress
through its cdolescrsnce and into maturity. Thank you very much.

Mr. HANTS. lIank you, Ms. Oliver.
[The prepared statement of Marsha M. Oliver follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT 01 MAMMA M. OLIVER, PRESIDENT, INDIANAPOLIS PRIVATE IN-
DUSTRY COUNCIL, INC., ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION t. PRIVATE IN-
DUSTRY COUNCILS

Mr. Chat man, Member; of the Subcommittee, I am Marsha Oliver, President of
the Inlanapolis Private Indudtry C..oncil, Inc. and Chairman of 0..e Board of Direc-
toi- of the Natis...sal Association of Pris ate Industey Councils (NAPIC). The Indian-
apolis Private Industry Council serves as the administrative entity for Job Training
Partnership Act funds in Marion County, Indiana, whicl. -01.:d a. the City of Indi-
anapolis. NAPIC is the only national membership organ fsa. Private Iu,:ustry
Councils (PICs). Ltembership in NAPIC is open to all : e lndneLis. Councils and
State Job T ang Coordinating Councils (EJTCCs). T.... ..ssociation has approxi-
mately 9v. 'nerr ber PICs at this time.

I am eased appear before you today at this oversight hearing to discuss the
Job Training Pai.nership Act (JTPA) and its implementation at the federal, state
and local levels.

My major message today, Mr. Chairman, is that the Job Training Partnership Act
vorking very well indeed. It is working for unemployed adults and youth prepar-
to enter the world of work; it is working for large and small employers and it is

waking for all our citizens through increased productivity by equiping neople to go
from taxpayer dependency 'a economic self sufficiency m cities, t/... us and rural
communities across this nstion. The thousands of business and other community
volunteers who serve on user 600 private industry councils and state councils have
ma's a positive difference to the nation's job training and placement orograms. The
dyne inic partnerships between olceted officials and igate industry councils rs ake a
real difference. So to does the increased communicaion between governors and local
employers through state councils and PICs that has led to a new spirit of coopera-
tion in considering the educational and economic development needs in the states.

Mr. Chairman, we sh /did not be surprised by these accomplishments. After all,
these outcomes are among those you in the Congress mix. .ed when y..0 drafted the
Job Training Partnership Act. We the PIC volunteers mid profivisional admiaistra-
tors of JTPA are proud of the accomplishments of this program in two short years.
As you will recall, public confidence in federal joie training programs had et iously
eroded a few years ago. Today, howeser, positive Brad on the business support for
these programs, on the general qual ty of these programs, and on the community
eupport for an i participation in the programs is routine in the media of hundreds
of communit:os

Nonetheless, while we belie., ',not the successes of JTPA are rightly recounted
and due credit given, we also recognize areas for improvement and problems we
must address. This also should come as no surprise. Virtually all feder.; programs
that serve a variety of goals, population groups and regions of the country have en-
gendered disagreements as to mission and perPs ....Attlee. it is in a spirit of construe-.
tive dialogue, attempting to understand our successes and our shortcomings, to fmd
solutions that work, to clarify the Coale of our endeavors that we join this hearin;
today.

M.- Chairman, we are particularly pleased to note the new leadership at the De-
lia.. ..ient of Labor and its Employment and Training Administration. Since his con-
firmation in June, Secretory William Brock has reinvigorated the Department with
his own sense of mission and service. We believe that Mr. Brock is uniquely quali-
fied to provide the same leadership to the business community, elected officials and
the professionals in the job training network. Mr. Roger Semerad, the designee as
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Assistant Secretary for Employment and Training, is a seasoned veteran of job
training programs from a variety of perspectives. Together, they have set youth edu-
catith: and employment, productivity, worker displacement and improved coordina-
tion with education and economic development as the primary issues of their
tenure. PIc.,3 will share this assessment. PICs look forward to leadership, assistance
and support from the Department and the Congress as we move to address these
important issues.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, from NAPIC's vantage point the
implementation of JU'A appears to have gone smoothly in the main. The advent of
JTPA presented major challenges to states and localities in forging policy develop-
ment and administrative structures that ...et the requirements of JTPA. These
ch nges had the potential to c.eate a chaotic situation during the transition period.
Instead the system handled the changeover in an organized and systematic fashion.
Resifts from the first National Alliance of Business, Westat and Independent sector
surveys support our more subjective reading. Credit is due policymakers at all levels
of the system for this accomplishment.

During the implementation of JTPA, the Department of Labor promised states
and localities a nands-off approach in keeping with the spirit of state and local deci-
sion-making unacrpinning the law. The Department kept its promise, allowing
states and localities to define their partnerships and develop policies and procedures
for doing business. In turn, states and SDAs and their PICs developed the procedur-
al, administrative and institutional framework for JTPA.

The Department's approach was to be preferred one tnat emphasized detailed
federal regulation. At the same time, however, this approach has left a number
questions unanswered and issues in doubt. Now that PICs have turned to matters of
program design, assessment and oversight, NAPIC hears the same questions r 'iced
over and over again. The consistency of certain questions suggests, we believe, that
the Labor department could play a constructive role 3y moving rapidly to address
these matters through the development of a national plan for technical assistance,
training, information sharing and other forms of guidance.

Over the past three years, the National Association of Private Industry r,ouncils
has been active in providing training and technical assistance to local PICs and
their staffs. It has been our experience that not only are a majority of PIC members
new to this system, but so are a great number of their staffs. This being the case,
technical assistance for the policymakers, administrators and program operators is
of the utmost impo:-tance. It also is one of the areas where the Labor Department
can play an appropriate and constructive r'le.

We have in mind both the training and technical assistance that is required be-
cause of the r. -'w ftmtures of JTPA and training that draws upon the rich experience
of past federal Initiatives as well as innovative approaches that have emerged under
JTPA. In the Cost instance, we suggest that a positive contribution can be made in
such areas as performance contracting, performance standards and PIC approved
youth employment competency systems. In the second instance, we note the wealth
of information that exists on successful efforts from the previous vo decades of fed-
ral job training experiences, especially information on effective strategies in assist-

ing disadvantaged youth. Under JTPA a number of good iZ as ',nye been tried in
specific program areas as well as in .narketing and coordination with related sys-
tems in economic development, welfare and education.

Investments in those who plan, oversee and operate this new system are impor-
tant and will pay dividends through improved quality and efficiency at the state
and local level. private employers have long recognized this fact in their businesses.
JTPA's volunteers, elected officials and professional staff are its major asset. We do
not have time to reinvent the wheel. The Department should take eadership role
in providing training and technical assistance on proven strategies if this program
is to prosper as a model for federal, state and local cooperation.

I would not like to turn in somewhat more detail to a few of the areas where fed-
eral leadership and support appears most appropriate. rile of the most critical
changes and important innovations to the employment and training system was the
institutionalization of the performance standards. The Department deserves credit
for the deliberate approach that was developed for disigning and implementing the
performance standards. However, the performance stands. 3s system is complex. It
involves both statistical analysis and an understanding of process. States and local-
ities have not received the kind of in-depth training necessary to make the perform-
ance standard' system work as effectively as it might. As yolk know, states and
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SDAs have been quite successful in meeting the various standards promulgated
by the Labor Department. However, we are concerned that states and SDAs do rot
have the information they need to use performance standards to measure perform-
ance against locally determined goals

All too often, the standards are driving the system Li a rigid fashion rather than
measuring the efficacy of local decisions. As designed by Congress, these standards

. were flexible taking into account a local areas decision to work with harder-to-
serve youth or choosing higher skill, longer term training strategies. However, we
are concerned that the flexibility of the performance system is rarely understood
and, therefore, almost never used. To ensure the credibility and usefulness of a
system that most of us supported, it is important that the Department provide for
adequate training in this area. NAPIC, in conjunction with the National Governors
Association has been offering training in this critical area, but more needs to be
done.

In addition to performance standards, we find that the role of the federal govern-
ment in the audit process remains one of the major concerns of administrators and
volunteers alike. The Department of Labor has provided very little guidance to
states in this regard States have found themselves in a position of Imposing more
statewide regulations than might be necessary for fear of the unknown content of
federal audits. The major issue in this regard is whether the federal government
will accept state rule-making concerning allowable JTPA expenditures (provided, of
course, such rules are consistent with reasonable accounting standards and audit
procedures). All too often the Department prefers to tell the States that interpreta-
tions of the law are up to the Governor while reserving the right to determine the
meaning of the law independently during federal audits. Clearly, this posture has
led to increased red tape and paper work at the state and, therefore, local levels.
Too often, SDAs are losing the promised benefits of an Act that emphasizes results
over process and record ' lg. It is time for the Department to provide relief in
this regard. Only federal lance will discourage states from needlessly creating
complex management, accounting and auditing procedures simple to insure that
they are not second guessed at the federal level.

There are a number of additional areas where a federal presence in the technical
assistance field would prove beneficial. For example, PIC approved youth employ-
ment competency systems, as authorized in Section 106 of the Act, offer a key
method of forging cooperative relationships between PICs and public secondary edu-
cation systems. PIC members recognize that school reform is essential to solving the
problems which they attempt to address in adults. NAPIC believes that business in-
volvement with educators in developing such competencies offers a positive contri-
bution to or educational systems. In the youth employment and education area,
NAPIu has joined with a number of national organizations sharing and technical
assistance. These recommendations have been shared with the Secretary.

If time permitted, we could go on to list topics from older worker employment to
the necessary elements of a PIC-LEO Agreement for where DOL provision of, finan-
cial support for, or coordination of existing efforts might prove beneficial.

The Department currently invests Li information and technical assistan..e.
through in-house efforts ana contracts with a variety of public, nonprofit and pri-
vate organizations. Yet the current system often fails to address the most pressing
needs (as pointed out above, these areas either r quire direct federal involvement or
more resources than any one group has), often tails to coordinate efforts among na-
tional and state groups, and does not set priorities, based on state and local input,
for its staff and contractors to follow. Therefuiv, we recommend that the Depart-
ment develop e process for identifying information and technical assistance weds,
that it order these needs by federal priority, that it bid national funds in respons to
its priorities, that 't provide leadership in coordinating national and regional efforts,
and that it assist tae states in identifying expertise in one state that might be of
assistance to other states so that we gain greater efficiency in our training expendi-

. tures at ail levels. We know that the Secrets*, is committed to improving federal
training and technical assistance. We hope that these suggestions are of some assist-
ance in setting his coming agenda in this regard.

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS TO STATES

Mr Chairman, with regard to federal funling of JTPA -) points should be em-
phasized above all others First we need adequate funding to aeliver the potential
benefits of this piogram At a minimum, level funding of JTPA in the Fiscal Year
1986 appropriation is needed. Second, funding of PICs has to be stabilized on a year-
40-year basis.
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On the second point, the existing JTPA allocation formulas are a major concern
among all of us. Allocations for a job training system should be guided by two prin-
ciples. First, funds should be distributed in a relatively equitable manner on the
basis of need. As you know, JTPA, through a relatively complex formula, targets
money on the basis of poverty and level of structural unemployment. Second,But
of major importance in the short-runsince we are funding an education and train-
ing system which requires a stable infrastructure and the capacity tr market its
product on a reliable is over time, the funding shifts from year to year slould be
relatively small.

We believe that these two principles are compatible in the job training arena.
After all, the programs are targeted to the structurally unemployed and economical-
ly disadvantaged. This popnlation does not vary dramatically within most conununi-
ties from year to year. Yet JTPA funds, thus far at least, tend to fluctuate widely
from state to state even with the 90 percent hold harmless provision and to fluctu-
ate immensely at the PIC level where such a protection does not exist.

To many pie members it does not appear tnat the current formulas are targeting
to the areas of ,-rerttest need but rather are being influt by small movements in
state and local cyclical unemployment. As a consequence, several states absorbed
cuts of the full ten percent and scores of pn and their SDAs were cut by over 25
percent for the current program year. PlCs cannot operate programs that have the
confidence of the community they can neither invest in development nor establibh
a stable source of employers who use thek p in the face of cuts of this mag-
nitude. Furthermo:e, the target populationrctrealllOw income and the unemployed
are virtually unchanged in absolute numbers in the community whose job training
funds are cut by 40 percent.

Those of us who support the JTPA system have been discussing the allocation
shortcomings of the current law for some two years. L3 you know, the proposed so-
lutions include: changing the formulas in the Act; applying the 90 percent hold
harmless at the Service Delivery Level; or identifying adminstrative solutions that
would not require Congressional action. While the le ,t option is now largely moot,
NAPIC is not certain that we have the necessary data on which to develop an in-
formed solution. A 90 percent hold harmless might lack in any inequities of the past
two years. A rewrite of the formulas by the °ingress is fraught with difficulty and
uncertainly. We do recommend that this Snbcommittoe look at the matter carefully.

RECORDICEEPING REQUIREMENTS OF THS JTPA PROGRAM

While NAPIC continues to support the reduced paperwork of JTPA, there are a
few areas where we suggest modifications in the current requirements. Above all,
an item that must be added to the JTPA Annual Status Report (JASR) is the "at-
tainment of youth employment competencies". Over the past two years over 300 Pri-
vate Industry Councils have worked to develop a local system of youth emplo; rent
competencies as a way to brogien their options for youth training strategies and
therefore youth positive termir. itions. Private Industry Councils took the initiative
in this arena to exercise their option under section 106 of JTPA with very, little di-
rection from the Department of Labor. At the present time, while PICe are counting
youth who attain locally developed competencies as a positive termination, this in-
formation is only corded at the local and state levels. The federal government has
no idea when it 'era the data from states how many of the youth positive termi-
nations nationally are due to the attainment of employment competencies, separate
and apart from the other positive terminations (placements, entering the military,
returning to full time school, completing major level of education, or entering non
Title II training.) This is because at the present time the youth who attain compe-
tencies are recorded on the JASR with all "other terminations."

The ad'ition of a data element on the JASR to record attained youth competen-
cies will n-,eet two purposes. First, such an element will send a message to the
system that legitimizes programs that teach youth employability skills but may not
have placement on the job as the ultimate outcome. It will also support Private In-
dustry Councils for having taken an intitiative that may have come at potential
audit risk, by developing their systems of youth employment competencies. Second,
the add:' ion, of this data element will assist the overall system in deriving the na-
tional performance standards. At the present time, it is difficult for the Department
of Labor to do any modeling (with respect to the regression analysis model) around
the positive termination rate for youth because their are no discrete numbers for
this part of the calculation. This has the effect locally of giving greater weight to
placements than any other terminations for youth. As we all know, some youth may
require different program objectives to bring them "up to speed" around the skills
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they need to get and keep entry level jobs in their local communities Without the
obility to record attained youth competencies as part of the positive termination
rate, we will continue to send a message tc the system v.hich may vault in placing
youth on jobs before they have the ability to retain thcse jobs.

Beyond the youth competency issue, we also recognize that other data on our ef-
forts is necessary for reasons of aosessment and accountability. For example, most
states require that PICs collect more data on participants than DOL requires and
collects. For the most part this is acceptable since we need the data measure our
progress toward program goals. k most states and lira 'es we know n ore about
the characteristics of our participants, the types of gen es and training they re-
ceive and the outcomes of their participation than is reflected in federal data

One of the uses of the data collected under JTPA is to derive national standards
within the present DOL performance standards system. While the system presently
used accounts for seve'al client characteristics that have an impact on local per-
formance, there ere other factors that may partially define whether a client is nerd
to serve which are not collected nationally.

The collection of a few lients factors as eduational levels and amount of weeks on
welfare would not create additional paperwork requirements. PICe and SDAs would
benefit from the resultant improvement in the national standards.

A third issue with respect to record keeping that I would like to address has to do
with the collection of follow-up data and the implementation of a poet - program per-
formance standards system. The National Association of Private Industry Councils
supports the collection of follow-up data on JTPA clients. We support them because
we believe that the system has a iesponsibility to articulate the return on the tax-
payers investment. We also believe that post-program information can provide credi-
bility with state legislators and with the private sector. Follow-up information can
also be particularly helpful in assisting states to coordinate job training progrmas
with other state initiatives.

The National Governors' Association recently completed a survey of the states or
a variety of performance standards issues an l while the report is not complete at
this time they did discover some important information regarding pcnt-program
data collection. The survey indicated that twenty-eight states (57% oi those respond-
ing) have already implemented a follow-up system which collects some of the infor-
mation recommended by the JTPA Performance Standards Advisory Committee. By
the beginning of Program Year (PY) '86 fully 80% of the states which responded to
their questionnaire plan to have operational systems. The question is no longer
should follow-up be done, but how a consistent system can be achieved. States and
local , as well as the Department, will benefit from a national approach to follow-up
which allows DOL to establish national standards while providing the states and lo-
calities with the ability to share comparable information.

TARGET GROUPS

As the Subcommittee knows, there have been few areas of JTPA that lead to as
much controversy as that of who is being served by JTPA. As we have indicated in
the past, the first point that needs to Ia stated is that JTPA is serving eligible indi-
viduals characterized by poverty, poor educational attainment, and unemployment.
This is as the Act intended To the criticism that we are not serving the most diffi-
cult of the hard-to-employ, I believe mos: PICA would respond that they are serving
the motivated from. among those who face real barriers to employment. Since we
can serve three to five percent of the eligibles in our communities in any one year,
this appears to be a reasonable decision.

At the same time, we. recognize that our investments in people should go to those
who will show significant long-term financial gain through our assistance. This olr
servation takes us back to our earlier points that JTPA needs a credible follow-up
system and neede constrictive assistance in the use of performance standards. It
also raises the need for greater ,Jrotress in developing the PIC's role in joint plan-
ning for local Job Service activities. Finally, it suggests that Congress may wish to
reassess the limits placed on financial assistance and program design by JTPA.
Given a growing economy, PICs can train a variety or those in need of help provided
they are given the financial resources and program tools necessary for the task at
hand

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMRNDATIONS

In conclusion, we would summarize our observations and recommendations as fol-
lows:
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The implementation of JTPA was completed in a successful fashion, some
11,000 volunteers are now active partners in the job training system;

The Department of Labor has primary responsibility for determining the in-
formational, training and technical assistance needs of the various partners
under JTPA through efforts that identify the policy and programming needs of
states, local governments and PICs, fund those activities deemed federal prior-
ities, and coordinate other publicly funded efforts, especially state capacity in
these areas;

Congress and the Department should investigate the issues of equity and sta-
bility in JTPA funding, since they are central to the long-term viability of
JTPA, and develop appropriate legislati regulatory changes;

Level funding for JTPA should be mEdntained; and
The Department should move swiftly to improve the performance standards

through the implementation of follow-up procedures, the imprc.mment of the
data base underlying the standards, including provision for attaining PIC ap-
proved youth employment competencies, and improved training and technical
assistance.

This concludes my formal presentation. Thank you for your attenti,m. I would be
happy to answer any questions.

Mr. HAYES. Our next witness.

STATEMENT OF J. MARTIN JENSEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL JOB TRAINING PARTNERShIP, INC.

Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Chairn an, thank you very much. I am Martin
Jensen, executive director of the National Job Training Partner-
ship. We are a national association of some 200 local and State
agencies with formal _ esponsibilities under the Job Training Part-
nership Act, and we are a broad umbrella organizatioh for all of
the various State and local partners in the system.

Mr. Chairman, so much has been said and so muay th_ngs need
not be repeated that I will just try to generalize a bit and perhaps
touch with some slightly different emphases on some of the points
that have been made rather than belabor the points, because they
have all been excellent.

I think in the first instance, I want to say that in its first 2 years
of operation, the JTPA system has done pretty well what it was
asked to do as its highest priorities. It got itself established, and it's
a geographically and political restructuring process that was very
difficult. The private sector interests have become involved and in-
dicate that they intend to remain so. The States have assumed pri-
mary responsibility for administering the programs, and developing
their own policies and planning mechanisms quite unaccustomed,
quite different from what they're accustomed to under the old
CETA regulations and the Wagner 'eyser regulations that provide
such detailed guidance to them.

The programs are performance driven, and with heavy emphasis
on placement at the least cost, and trainqr in a 'mad sense ab-
sorbs something like '75 percent of the available funds under title
II-A, so that's what the system was asked to do, and it seems that
the system has been responding quite well I that.

In other words, it's important to emphaaae that the system has
been remarkably responsive to national leadership as all of the
studies have concluded, and as I think Professor Orfield confirmed
in a very dramatic fashion here today.

In that context, the hearing of this subcommittee and the new
leadership of Secretary of Labor Brock and his team will c,mbine
or have combines real, y to alert the system to expect some new sig-
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nals, and those are forthcoming and will perhaps fail in these
areas.

The performance standards, as you heard, are being revised to
reflect JTPA goals of long return benefits to a broader range of
participants. The Department is moving cautiously, perhaps too
cautiously, toward postprogram performance measures based on
what happens program graduates some weeks after they leave
the program. Our own soundings based upon partnership forums
we held across the. country indicate that State and local officials
are getting ready for the longer term measures, but they appre-
hensive about how they will be used and rewards and sariaions
systems, and how they will impact already strained administrative,
but particularly program budgets. One key in this whole area has
already been mentioned to you. I would like to reemphasize the ne-
cessity for uniform definitions of such terms as participant, termi-
nation, and placement, for without them, the data we collect and
the operation of those performance standards cannot be equitable
across the State, let alone across the country.

On the problem of youth service, the programs need encourage-
ment, guidance, technical assistance, some regulatory belief. en-
couragement and guidance on expanding basic skills training, clear
guidance on tae use of fixed unit price contracts for youth services
which they have not received, and perhaps clearance in an admin-
istrative regulation or in policy guid once to allow the payment to
youth of earned incentive payments as a mean of coaxing them
into and keeping them in the programs.

On services to targeted groups, and especially disadvantaged per-
sons, this is a major item for national lead-- to which the
system is so responsive, and with that, I am .fident that State
and local officials will shift their focus away from OJT for job
ready high school graduates to work program designs that reirt
and serve those with lower skill levels, more of those with lower
skill levels and bar "Irs to employment.

Since innovation a risky business in an environment of compli-
ance paralysis, a phrase that I think Dr. Orfield tiled yesterday, if
he didn't repeat it today, the system needs reassurance that the
flexibility it has been told it has will not be repudiated in any new
guidance or requirements that come out or in the process of the
audits yet to come.

On the point of an audit guide, perhaps an audit guide, a nation-
al audit guide itself is not the best device, but maybe it is. As I
sense from people in the system, the State and local offices, what
they want is some sense of confidence, some explicit statement that
gives them to believe that firm understandings have been reached
between the employment training administration and the offices of
the inspector general, and what the elements of a Federal audit are
going to be and what they will expect the States to audit their stth-
grantees on.

A final point on technical assistance, so much has been said ao
well today on the need for additional technical assistance for the
system, and I won't repeat that, I will just simply suggest for your
consideration that it may be time to consider reestablishment of an
Office of Management Assistance, something akin to what was es-
tablished in 191'9 pursuant to the CETA amendments, perhar
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as lar an undertaking, but certainly a devoted undertaking to de-
velop a national technical assistance plan in the Department of
Labor, to identify technical resources and channel funds into those
areas of technical assistance were there is high pno:ity in terms
of the needs of the system.

Just to ensure that my testimony includes recognition of the
problem with the r 'location formulas, the necessity for funding sta-
bility, legislative remedies may be required in that respect, but I
think the Department could do more to assist the States in admin-
istrative ways. For example, they could get the State employment
.security agencies and the JTPA agencies together in active work-
ing groups to help formulate areas of substantial unemploymert,
those pockets of high unemployment which are a very important,
factor in two of three formula factors in title II.

People at the local level tell me that in talking :with their State
officials, t'iey have identified pockets of unemployment, but are
unable to get them to do the necessary data work to establish those
ASU's so that they can be used for formula allocations. In title III,
there is an emphasis that needs to be made here, that as funds are
cut as a result of underspending, it's important that that cut be
combined with some arrangements to distribute those f ,ing cuts
so that the States who have fully com'nitted their funds are not
unduly penalized, and that as I understand it, is not included in
either the House or the Senate appropriations bills at the present
time.

Just finally, Mr. Chairman, I would say that as others have said,
that Secretary Brock and Assistant Secretary designate Semerad
and his deputy, Robert Jones, are viewed with optimism through-
cut the system. There is a sense that the Department has equipped
itself for the new era of constructive leadership and employment
training policies and programs.

I think it's important that if the current limited guidance to
which the system has become accustomed has caused program pa-
ralysis, as Professor Orfield has suggested, then new requirements
could compound that problem if they're not ndmiristered delicate-
ly, a delicate balance between till need to issue guidance, and at
the same time to respect the customs that have developed in a
flexible way so that you can coax the system toward longer term
benefits for the most in need through only necessa y information
requirements, through carefully crafted performance measures and
through clear and consistent articulation of the hroader goals of
the act. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Jensen.
[The statement of Mr. Jensen follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP J MARTIN JENSEN, PAECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL JOH
TRAINING PARTNFASHIP, INC.

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcr.mmittee: I am Martin Jensen, Executive
director of the National Job Training Partnership, Inc, an association of some 200
local and state agencies with formal responsbilities under the Job Training Partner-
ship Act. The Partnership was org aized in Nsivember and December of 1983 by a
broad group of actorsstate and local, public and privatein the new job training
system and is the only national organization representing all of the various state
and local "partners" under JTPA.
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I am grateful for this opportunity to appear before you today in .'nother of your
series of hearings into the operation of progrt ns under the Act.

The basic purposes of The Partnership are to provide current and historic infor-
mation on employment and training programs and policies and to facilitate informa-
tion exchange among JTPA professionals and policymakers at state and local levels.
Within that context, my testimony reflects concerns expressed in my discussions
with our members, as well as my own observations as a former Senate staff profes-
sional and state CETA administrator who helped with the initial transition to JTPA
in Illinois.

OVERVIEW

It has beeome customary to say that the JTPA system represents a marked depar-
ture from federal employment and training programs of the past, dating back over
20 years. It is probably more accurate to say that JTPA is the second major depar-
ture in a row. The CETA system differed significantly from its predecessors with .s
reliance on local elected officials to plan and administer the programs and its heavy
emphasis on temporary public service employment. In addition, the concept of pri-
vate sector involvem r' was initiatedand initially testedunder title VII of
CETA, enacted in 1978 at the behest of President Carter.

But implementation of the JTPA brought the private sector into fuller involve-
ment not only in the job training programs directly funded under the Act, but also
in the Job Service= and, through efforts to coordinate, in other human, community,
and economic development programs that are operated at the local level.

The other major thrusts of the Act that are usually cited as distinguishing charac-
teristics of the new system are:

Greater responsibilities for state governments;
Increased emphasis on program performance measures;
Restrictions on income support and work experience earnings for trainees;
Prohibition on subsidized public service employment; and
Job training as a primary emphasis.

In my view, there are two other areas of difference that helped .o shape the JTPA
system as it has now become:

New local alliances iesulting from the restructured geography of service de-
livery areas; and

Policy development process that is more complex and interactive than that of
any other program administered by states.

The "partnership" referred to in the title of the Act is a local phenomenona
novel entity (or working arrangement) at the local level between the private-sector-
dominated Private industry Council, on the one hand, and one or more usually local
elected officials.

In the early days of JTPA implementation, e major question was, "Which local
elected officials?" For most areas of the country, geographic restructuring of the
CETA prime sponsor areas was necessitated by JTPA provisions increasing the min-
imum population to 200,000 and emphasizing coherence of customary labor markets.
Many of the local officials, who were called on te, organize a service delivery area
and the public half of the partnership, had little experience with program design
and administration This was particularly true for those whose jurisdictions had
been served by multi-county, state-operated "balance-of-state" programs under
CETA Many others with direct authority for a local CETA program no longer could
qualify because of the higher population threshold.

In all of these situat;ans, there had to be literally hundreds of consortium agree-
ments rmong local elected officials. They were necessary prerequisites for reactr'en1
understandings about the geography of the service delivery area, the place of a vari-
ety of governmental subdivisions in the public side of the "partnership," and the
authority to appoint members of the Private Industry Councils. What is remarkable
is that these complex adjustments, and the extensive interaction that were required
to make them, were made in a few months or, in many cases, weeks.

At the state level, the act envisions a policy development process and administra-
tive structure that is also complex and interactive and very different from any other
federal program administered by the states

ME FEDERAL ROLE

How did federal officials, particularly in the Department of Labor, visualize their
comparatively restr;cted role in the new system? More restrictively than most ob-
servers hed imagined they would.
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The De artment issued surprisingly concise federal regulations that, in many re-
spects, either parroted, or referred readers to, the language of the Act itself.

Grant administration and policy interpretation, which had been decentralized to
10 regional offices under CETA, was recentralized in the national office.

An early investment of federal dollars in technical assistance produced a host of
aseful ideas for state and local officials.

The Department's Inspector General surveyed state agencies to determine their
readiness to implement JTPA subgrant and financial control systems.

Preliminary performance standards, based on evaluation measures developed
under CETA, were refined and issued.

Federal reporting requirements were prescribed under a doctrine of minimal data
collection, and to assure availability of broader data for tracking participant impact,
arrangements were made with the U.S. Census Bureau to collect information for a
job Training Longitudinal Survey (JTIS).

Federal responsibilities were identified in the Act, and "compliance review
guides" were issued in 1984 to D.4. regional staff for their use in reviewing state
adtainistration in these areas of explicit federal responsibility.

But there also was a host of questions from state and local M iff accustomed to
more explicit guidance from federal authorities and concerned not only about
"doing it right' but also about the possible fuizncial consequences of mistakes
Where the answers were fairly obvious and applicable to the instant case, they were
often provided in direct, discrete communications. But where the question was of
some moment and recurred from many quarters, the Department was cautious
about saying anything to the system as a whole. The governing principle, as ex-
preset JOL official on several occasions, was as follows:

"In any decision to issue something, a proposal always is measured against poten-
tial erosion of our principles that guide us:

"Training as a primary emphasis,
"Performance of the program,
"Private sector involvement, and
"Role of the states."

In the early days or JTPA implementation, the Department's restraint was con-
sidered frustrating, out as file systems have matured over the two years that JTPA
programs have been operating, the frustration has given way to some intrepid prcb-
lem-sclving. Constantly remined by the Department of their flexibilityRead the
law: ask the Governorstate and local orileials have taken the bit arid made many
decialons without explicit clearance from federal officials. The residual concern,
however, is that any new policy guidance that may emerge from the Department
will repatiate the course they chose in an environment of flexibility ar 4 lead to
audit exceptions after the fact.

Under the circumstances, it appears evident that the JTPA system would be more
comfortableand better servedif the Department essentialiy maintained its pos-
ture of restraint in issuing regulations or guidance which have the strength of fed-
eral rules. Where flexibility has been conferredand anvertisedin the past, it
should be preserved unless there is significant evidence of illegality or perversion of
the goals of the Act.

That is not to say that th. Department should remain as reserved as in the past,
bta as its more active role emerges, it should take two parallel dimensions:

Direct technical assistance to states having specific problems, and
Technical assistance and training in broad program areas where trouble is

evident.
Mr. Chairman, the President's selection of William Brock as his new Secretary of

Labor was well received throughout the employment and training community. In
his initial appearances, hr communicated a sense of understanding and concern for
tie importance of job tra wing to under-privileged youth and adults and the victims
of economic dislocation. He also fueled expectations that the Department would be
more forthcoming and helpful in support of the JTPA and its goals.

After many weeks of waiting for clearance processes to be completed, the core of
the Secretary's team has taken shape with the nomi.iation of Roger Semerad as As-
sistant Secretary for Employment and Training and Mr. Semerad's public expres-
sion of support for retaining Roberts T. Jones as Deputy Assistant Secretary. Each
of these developments has further encouraged the view that the Department is
equipping itself for a new era of constructive leadership in employment and train-
ing policies and programs.

Mr. Chairman, the National Commission for Employment Policy has observed
that all major studies of JTPA implementation conclude that the d-livery system
has been remarkably responsive to priorities set at the top. Administration empha-
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sis on cost and placement results, training, and private sector participation were
transmitted as much- :tot moreby rhetoric as by law and regulations. Thus, it
is reasonable to expect that, where change is needed in program directions, clear
statements from Secretary Brock, Secretary-designate Semerad, and Mr. Jones will
play an important part in shifting the attention of local decision makers to improve-
ments in program design and results. Their leadership in this vein should be en-
couraged and given time to take hold.

They have solicited advice on areas for attention and will be listening with special
care for your input and that of the Subcommittee. With that in mind, permit me to
suggest some areas of concern for your consideration.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

The time has arrived for JTPA performance standards to evolve into measures of
longer term benefits to participants. Essentially, this means gearing the program
away from the current primary emphasis on placements at the lowest reasonable
cost upon completion of participation and toward a focus on more enduring benefits
of holding a job and increasing earnings as a result of JTPA services.

This shift would bring the program into conformity with the Congressional intent,
as expressed Section 106 of the Act

"The basic measure of performance for adult training programs under Title II is
the incre se in employment and earnings and the reductions in welfare dependency
resulting from participation in the program."

The current national standards do not include such measures.
The Department has moved forward to develop the so-called "post-prokram per-

formance' measures called for in the Act. It organized a Performance _tandards
Advisory Committee of officials and professionals throughout the system. The com-
mittee made its recommendation in June.

Following that report, the National Job Training Partnership held Forums in 5
cities to promote wider understanding of "poet-program" measures and to advance
the state-local dialogue about them. At the Forums, we learned several things about
the views of state and local program people on the longer term measures:

The cost of designing and conducting participant follow-up surveys will be a prob-
lem, particularly in small states and SDAs.

The cost of new program designs aimed at job retention and increased earnings
could be substantial, resulting in larger investments per participant and some re-
duction in enrollments.

Seventy percent of those completing a questionnaire believed that "post-program"
measures would enhance the credibility of JTPA programs, but only forty percent
thought they would affect program quality.

State and local interests alike were concerned about how new measures would
affect incentive award and sanction systems and how the measures could be adjust-
ed locally to take account of community conditions.

Department staff attended the Fortins in all 5 cities to gauge the concerns related
to the new measures.

To be both effective and fair, the movement to "poet program" performance
standards must occur in steps. The advisory committee recommends establishing no
more than performance treasures and related data collection mechanisms for the
biennium beginning next July 1. These and other data collected in program years
1986 and 1987 then would be used to construct and test a sts'istical model that
would permit adjustments to state and local conditions before iirQlementing numer-
ical standards upon which incentive awards and sanctions could be based and de-
fended

Clearly, such an approach would require reliance on the current performance
standards for at least two more years. This, in turn, calls for immediate attention to
improve the current system.

Foremost among its weaknesses is that the data are ii;:t comparable from state to
state, or even from SDA to SDA within the same state. There is no uniform national
definition of "participant," "termination," or "entered employment."

System performance outside the realm of performance standards, which seek to
meat ire outcomes, also attract attention and evaluation. Among them are the "pro-
gram inputs"the number and characteristics of participants enrolled and the serv-
ices provided for them. A great deal of information on these inputs is collected by
the Job Training Longitudinal Survey. It tends to show that the JPTA participants
are not much different from CETA participants, but for a larger proportion of high
school graduates suggesting a higher degree of job readiness. It also shows that on-
the-job training and classroom training are the preferred program services.
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FUNDING ALLOCATIONS

Mr Chairman, you are familiar with the concerns that have arisen from the
JTPA allocation formulas, particularly the Title II formula used to make allocations
for the basic Part A program for youth and adults and for the Part B program of
summer jobs for youth I would bo remiss, however, if I did not briefly review these
and several _tner concerns

Title II-A
Som_ 300 SDAs experienced reductions from the previous year in the amount of

funds they were allocated for the current program year. Over 80 percent of the 300
lost less than 20 percent, but half of the remainder lost 20-30 percent and the other
half lost between 30 per and 72 percent. In many cases, the losses forced dis-
mantling of administrative and service delivery structures although large numbers 1

of eligible persons remain available to be enrolled.

Title 11 -B
In each of the last two summers, the Congress has appropriated $100 million of

supplemental funds for the Summer Youth Employment and Training Program and
directed that they be allocated to SDAs so that the summer program is funded as
nearly as possible to the level of the previous year. Similar provisions for next
summer have been adopted by the House in its Labor-HHS-Education appropria-
tions bill. The Senate Appropriations Committee's version of the bill does not in-
clude $100 million of supplemental funds, but it r!..es include provisions for offset-
ting SDA funding losses caused by the regular Vtle II formula. All of these adjust-
ments were occasioned, in the main, by the switch from the CETA allocation formu-
la, based heavily on youth unemloyment and pove-ty, to the JTPA formual which
heavily emphasized total unemployment, over half of which is an adult condition
Title

The Reagan Administration, the House of Representatives, and the Senate Appro-
priations Committee all agree that new funds for the Program year 1986 Disloceted-
Worker Program should be reduced to $100 million jr,-- prior levels of $122.5 mil-
lion. The Congress is concerned about data from the year that ended over a
year ago showing large amounts of unexpended Title III funds at that time States
have three countervailing concerns about the impending cuts:

The data showing purported underspending failed to adequately distinguish be-
tween obligations for service contracts and expenditures for services provided.

The funding cuts would not be apportion d to take account of where the under-
spending is occurring, thus peLalizing those states that have fully committed and
utilized their allotted Title III Funds.

The decision to bring all of the "excess" cm- If the system thwarts the ability of
the states to reserve some amount i,f the funds for use in connection with impend-
ing plant or production line closings.

Meaning of " underspending"
The concerns of the Administration and Congress about underspending are under-

standable and, of course, legitimate to the extent that unused funds are not support-
ing vital services of high national priority to those at a disc :vantage within society.
There may be problems of perception in connection with "underspending," however.
The JTiJA program is new enough that budget analysts have not been able to devel-
op a reliable "spend-out rate" for JTPA programs. Lacking that, the analysts
appear to be relying on their CETA experience, and therein lies a problem. Cash
flow under CETA was dominated by weekly pay checksfor PSE and work experi-
ence wages and allowances for classroom training participants. Under JTPA, these
expenditures are prohibited or severely restricted. Moreover, the quantum increase
in the use of performance-based contracts under JTPA slows the cash flow further
as funds are reserved for final payment:, to be made after the contract elapses end
the contractors performai,% is verified.
Admtrustrattve responses.

Legislative responses may be required to resolve these funding allocation concerns
reliably and to the relative satisfaction of federal, state, and local interests. But ad-
ministrative steps could ameliorate the effects of current provisions of law. For ex-
ample:

The Department of Labor could provide expert technical assistance in the formu-
lation of "areas of substantial unemployment (AS`Js) which may be the crux of the
problem with funding shifts in Title 11-A. The Department has required State Em-
ployment, Security Agencies eo formulate ASUs at the state level for the Depart-
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ment's use in making the JTPA allotments to the states. Recognizing that a differ-
ent and more discrete set of ASUs could be used for state allocations to SDAs, the
Department has alerted the SESAs to the possibility that the Governors may re-
quest them. The Department could actively promote joint work groups in each state
that would bring together key staff of JTPA agencies responsible for the allocations
and key statisticians from the SESAs who provide the data at the local level for
formulation of ASUs and for JTPA allocations.

A number of states, searching for ways to ameliorate volatile shifts in Title II-A
funding, concluded that using two years cf "most recent" unemployment data would
be helpful. So far as I know, however, only California and Virginia recieved Depart-
ment acquiescence on this approach in time to use it for the current year's within-
state allocations. All states would appreciate knowing that this option is available.

The Department could advance understanding of "underspending" in JTPA with
a devoted effort, and associated technical assistance, to establish a base-line "spend-
out-rate" for JTPA programs that would more adequately reflect national cash
flows associated with the new service delivery mechanisms utilized in the program.

Perhaps most important, far more timely financial reports are required if Con-
gre.s is to act on resource allocations with precision and confidence. At present,
states submit an annual report after the close of the program year. Generally, the
report is due in mid-August, long after final decisions on the federal budget have
been formulated and preliminary but enduring perspectives are adopted in the ap-
propriation process.

YOUTH SERVICES

It is well established that -JTPA program administrators have experienced g r
difficulties in meeting the requirement that 40 percent of Title II-A expenditures be
for services to youth. Generally, there are two dimensions to the prob'em:

The difficulty in recruiting youth in large numbers to enroll in a program whose
legal and administrativ., restrictions on wages, stipends, and support paymente re-
dude program designs that offer :hem something immediate, tangible. and of "slue
as encouragement.

The adminstrative difficulty of tracking each individual cost associated with each
individual participant a task that is currently essential if the full youth invest-
ment is to be recorded by an SDA program.
Admtrustratwe responses

While it may be too much to expect that administrative steps can resolve prob-
lems so widespread and difficult, there are several that should be considered and
tried, if only to hone the potential legislative responses that are being suggested.

The Act effectively prohibits training stipends, but seems to permit such devices
as "earned incentive payments" where a participant can earn an amount for achiev-
ing specific training objectives. Since the payments would be an integral part of a
motivational strategy and associated with specific training competencies, they could
oe regarded as chargeable to the training cest cutevry. Explicit authorization of
this approach is necessary if state and local prc ;rams are to con.l'ortably add this
option to their list of progreur. designs.

Local program operators also need considerably more er.conragement before they
will utilize the authority granted by Conga for procuring youth services under
fixed-unit price contracts that allow payments to contractors for outcomes other
than placement in urzol.lidizad employment. This authority was enacted as a spe-
cial provision in the Carl 0. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984, prompting a
number of states to adopt an expensive interpretation that, at least indirectly, en-
courages the use of this eevIce in procuring youth services. But many states feel a
need for more explicit encouragement from the Department before revising state
policy in this regard

Many SDAs are developing er implementing new program designs combining
basic skills instruction with workplace training, some with innovative arrangements
in connection with the summer jobr program. In addition more SDAs are turning to
the exemplary youth programs in the Act, but not yet on the scale you might have
hoped. These efforts are ripe for a liberal application of federal encouragement,
technical assistance, and for that master, marketing to nrogram designers and PICs
throughout the country

Finally, the inordinately difficult and costly task of tracking youth expenditures
could be simplified by a system that allows some form cf pro-rating project costa
proportionately to persons age 21 and under A change in the Departments current
position is needed to correct this drain on scarce administrative resources and pre-
clude questioned costa in audits
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TARGETING SERVICE GROUPS

Mr. Chairman, 1 N. ivh to respond to your request for comment on targeting service
groups for spe'.ial attention and assistance in developing their employability. As a
preface I shou.d say that I have nothing substantial to add to the current body of
knowledge on how target groups are faring in enrolling in the programs and transi-
tioning to the workplace. Therefore, what I can offer is in the nature of observations
on what the studies have shown, along with some anecdotal information on direc-tions occurring in the system.

Generally, the studies show that the characteristics of JTPA participants are re-
markably similar to those who were served under CETA. However, there are several
points of trouble indicated by the data.

One is the poor early showing of JTPA in serving school dropouts. To a consider-
able extent, this can be attributed to the overall problem of enticing youth into a
program that promises only the deferred rewards of a good job and good pay some
day if you'll eat your peas and learn to read and come to training every day.

The number of high school graduates among enrollees and placements started un-
usually highnearly 65 percentand has retreated grudgingly. This originally was
attributed in large measure to the number of eligible persons with high school diplo-
mas who were out of work during the latter stages of recovery from the recession.
But the continued high proportion of high school graduates points increasingly to
the conclusion that service delivery agencies and employers prefer dealing with cli-
ents who are more nearly job-reely.

The Westat, Inc., study released early this year was hailed as evidence that JTPA
was doing a better job than CETA in serving the long-term unemployed. But the
study also reported that "The proportion with no unemployment (not in the Labor
Force) prior to program entry was substantially higher under CETA." The support-
ing table of data for this observation shows that 5.1 percent of JTPA participants
had been out of the labor force prior to enrollment, while 6 times that proportion-
30 6 percentwere among participants in CETA in one of its final years. It seems
highly unlikely that this difference can be explained by "secondary wage earners"
entering the labor force in larger numbers under CETA than under JTPA. Addition-
al data and analysis are needed to determine whether the large difference is attrib-
utable to first entrants or re-entrants to the labor market and, if so, why their par-
ticipation in JTPA programs is dramatically lower.

The system endures criticism for the level of service to dig- handicapped, older
workers, high school dropouts, and ether target groups. Westat observed that "virtu-
ally all jurisdictions have to some degree emphasized significant segments and
target groups," albeit with varying success, and local pmrams are identifying
target groups even where states are not requiring it. The real scope of the problem
may be elusive for want of ne'onal data. State officials say that they report admin-
istrative information on especially targeted projects conducted with state set-aside
funds, but the reports are necessarily informal, since the regular Federal Reporting
system has no place for this information. Without a national "Bucket" to catch the
data, further disciplined investigation is indicated here as well.

POLICY GUIDANCE AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

it is generally conceded that the level of national funding for Title II-A and Title
11I programs administered by the statesfunding that has held steady at $2.1 bil-
lion annually since JTPA's inceptionis enough to serve not more than 5 percent of
the eligible population per year. Wevtat concluded that it was less than 2 percent in
JTPA's first year

With so few resources compared with the scope of program goals, the most must
be made of every available dollar. That, in turn in these austere times, depends on
four principles: innovation, coordination, clarity of goals, and enhanced capacity to
design and administer programs.

Both innovation and coordination have advanced significantly at state and local
levels, but often at considerable risk in an environment of pervasive uncertainty
about how Federal euditors will treat novel approaches and resource trade-off provi-
sions of coordination agreements. The inrnvators and coordinators would feel more
confident if they sensed that firm understandingsperhaps in the form ofc nation-
al audit guidehad been reached between the policy experts in the Empaqment
and Training Administration and the auditors in the Office of the Inspector Gener-
al.

As others have observed, the system has responded in its early months to what
were perceived to be clear goals of high placement rates at low coeds. But report
program shortcomingsservicee to youth and a preference for the job-ready, for ex-
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amplehave complicated and, to some extent, confused the goals picture. My own
view is that national leaders oversimplified Lheir expectations pt the outset, and the
challenge now is to adjust perceptions in the system to the more complex goals that
are both explicit and implicit in the Act. One element of this adjustment, of course,
is a set of performance measures and standards that are consistent with these more
complex goals Another is more open extensive, and consistent policy guidance from
the national level.

s In all of these and other areas of program deelopment, special rdditional efforts
ere needed to help translate policy into prai,,ical application at state and local
levels through expanded technical assistance and training In a system that pre-
scribes performance standards at the national level, there should be no question
that capacity development for meeting those standards is a federal role and respon-

I sibility.
Technical expertise is available, Iwt it is dispensed across the nation in state and

local agencies, as well as private organizations A dedicated effort to identify and
catalogue this expertise would be a major c intribution.

Perhaps it is time for the Employment and Training Administration to revive an
Office of Managemr t Assistance akin to that which emerged in 1979 pursuant to
provisions of the leas CETA amendments. Such an office could develop a solid na-
tional technical assistance plan, identify technical resources, and channel financial
resources into avenues of highest priroity in light of program goals and perform-
ance.

Mr. Chairman, I noted earlier that the JTPA system has been encouraged by the
prospect of additional attention and credible leadership from Secretary Brock and
his new team. There is emerging confidence that, as their efforts unfold over the
weeks and months ahead, the system will gain confidence and mature further in
directions that you and the Congress intended

Mr. HAYES. Mr. Slobig.

STATEMENT OF FRANK J. SLOBIG, PROJECT DIRECTOR, THE
ROOSEVELT CENTENNIAL YOUTH PROJECT

Mr. &OEM. Mr. Chairman, my name is Frank Slobig, and I'm
the director of the Roosevelt Centennial Youth rr,ject, a national
youth employment advocacy project focused eAclusively on disad-
vantaged young people and educationally at risk young people.

I also serve as the chairman of the public information task force
of the National Youth Employment Coalition, 1 of the 10 organiza-
tions that Mr. Kolberg mentioned earlier that have been working
very closely together in focusing on the whole question of youth
service and JTPA.

Another experience that colors my remarks today is having been
an employee of the Employment and Training Administration for
10 years, from 1971 to 1931, and I would like to focus my remarks
briefly on three themes that I think have been in one way or an-
other touched upon by almost everybody who has appearen here
this morning. Leadership, the need for a more coordinated hi -Ian

4 resource development system, and finally equity in the system.
I subscribe to most of the recommendations and technical points

that have already been made by those who have appeared here
before us this morning, and I perceive that there is no question
right now that the opportunity exists in the system, and, in fact,
the hunger exists out there for the return to a more balanced,
more substantive and proactive role on the part of the Department
of Labor.

I think we are all encouraged by what we hear from Secretary
Brock, the tone that has been set by him since he has come, and
the appointments that are being made as reflection of perhaps a
return to what many of us see as a far more reasonable and responsi-
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ble and substantive role after a far too long period of what some of
us have characterized as a virtual abdication of leadership.

One segment of that system, however, that deserves particular
attention, it seems to me, and one that has been increasingly at
least up to the present time ignored and even mistreated in recent
years, despite the fact that it plays a critical role in the mission of
the Employment and Training Administration, is the staff of ETA
itself

I was delighted this morning to see accompanying the Secretary
many creative, intelligent, vibrant former coworkers that I have
not seen in this setting in many years, and that in itself seems to
me reflects an inclusive kind of mentality that I hope becomes
much, much more widely implemented within ETA itself.

Those individuals and the others like them have spent the best
years of their working lives striving to make a valuable contribu-
tion to that organization. They are professional public servants ca-
pable of working effectively and have proven it under both Demo-
crats and Republicans.

They have survived the swinging pendulum of changing public
policy emphases, but rarely until recent years did they doubt that
their insights and skills were needed and wanted. They have
watched in recent years the almost systematic dismantling of an
organization that they've spent a career building. They have sur-
vived at least three major reorganizations and reductions in force
and a series of other official or unofficial minireorganizations.
Practically every one of them has been subjected to two or three
random reassignments, and many of them have been in five differ-
ent jobs in the last 4 years, often in ones where they had no previ-
ous experience.

Unfortunately cynicism and low morale became pervasive in the
Patrick Henry Building. Fortunately, the pall seems to have been
lifted, and for that, we are all grateful. The Secretary and his new
Assistant Secretary must continue to make persistent efforts to re-
assure the remnant within the Patrick Henry Building and the
principal actors in the system that they are, in fact, continually
committed to the mandate and mission of the Employment and
Training Administration. In doing so, they must go beyond the ex-
ecutive staff of ETA itself and demonstrate an openness and recep-
tivity to the good ideas and the considerable energy that exists
below' the top level. The leadership that the system seeks needs to
become evident in policy clarification, in a needs assessment of
what the States and service delivery areas say is wanting, and in a
well-designed technical assistance and training strategy to address
those needs. All of these activities to the maximum extent ought to
include the substantive involvement and redirection, as necessary,
as Martin suggested, of ETA staff resources at the national and re-
gional levels, working with the public interest groups and other ap-
propriate outside agents.

The second area that I would like to dwell on momentarily is
that of a more coordinated human resource development policy. I
think those of us who have testified today have argued and will
probably continue to disagree to some extent on the appropriate
targeting of limited public resources. Regardless of our biases, how-
ever, we all can agree that there is, for example, little or no evi-
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dence of a rational nationally coordinated strategy in serving
young people, or little evidence at least at the State or local level
that that exists as well.

We have all had the experience of convening meetings at which
people from the same locale, deeply interested in a particular topic
or area of social concern and perhaps working for years in address-
ing those problems, found that they met one another for the first
time at that meeting.

Since JTPA's passage, we have heard a great deal about public/
private partnerships, and clearly the employment training system
has made notable progress in involving a segment of the private
sects r. The system has nremium on moving people quickly
and maybe too inexpensiv a the private sector toward a great-
er degree presumably of in ..iidence and self-sufficiency.

But, self-sufficiency and tile barriers to it, to achieving itin our
society, however, most of the barriers to achieving that self-suffi-
ciency are interrelated and attacking one successfully will only
partially alleviate others.

So one corollary of that conclusion, it seems to me, is that we
need far more emphasis on public/public partnerships. We have
heard a lot about public/private partnerships, and I think we need
to hear much more about public/public partnerships, and this is
clearly an area where committed, visible and sustained leadership
at the Federal level, along with the encouragement of and support
of State and local counterparts can enhance the human resource
development capability. Interagency coordination is not easy. All of
us who have worked trying to achieve it have been frustrated to
tears at times, but it is a critical, critical variable. It can take a
long time to develop, but in an era where budget drives policy and
deficits constrain our ability to serve larger numbers, every avenue
of public coordination should be explored.

There are examples at the State and local levels, and those
should be given national visibility, pushed and endorsed by policy
makers and held up as replicable to others.

Finally, 1 would like to share a few thoughts about equity of
service. The strong orientation toward meeting the need of the pri-
vate sector driven by the placement standards has for some of us
resulted in a disturbing tilting of the system away from meeting
the human resource needs of many who could benefit greatly from
the service, but who simply aren't capable of meeting the relatively
high screening standards used to determine who is or who isn't an
appropriate candidate for training.

We've all heard the arguments about limited resources, legal
constraints, performance standards and employer requirements.
What we hear less about unfortunately is the extent of the need,
the profound work and education deficits that continue to exist,
what the Labor Department's own research tells us about the most
effective use of public dollars, and whether there is any concern at
all that our investments should be made in others among the 95
percent or more eligible for JTPA services who simply are not re-
ceiving them.

For example, we know that early work experience is an impor-
tant determinant of future employment. Official PLS data tells us
that there is 1,300,000 16- to 24-year-olds officially counted among
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the unemployed who have never had any previous work experi-
ence.

Mr. HAYES. Mr. Slobig, if I may interrupt, if you could just sum-
marize, we would appreciate it.

Mr. SLOBIG. I only have a couple of more points to make. Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. HAYES. A vote is calling us.
Mr. SLOBIG. CPS data also tells us that 5 million 16- to 24-year-

olds are out of school and have never received a high school diplo-
ma.

Clearly, the emphasis on basic skills in the system and the need
for remediation for a large segment of the eligible population of
JTPA a critical areas that need to be emphasized, and we would
urge this committee and that was the one major concensus item
that the 10 organizations that Mr. Kolberg referred to before
agreed upon together.

The fine tuning of the JTPA system has been recommended as
important, but a vision, a direction, and a le g-term commitment in
addressing the basic skills deficits is also c tically needed.

The absence of such a broad farrea ng agenda will surely
result in continued inequities, further distortions in the opportuni-
ty structure in our society, and deeper divisions between those
served and those left behind. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Frank J. Slobig follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANK J SLOBIG, PROJECT DIRECTOR, THE ROOSEVELT
CENTENNIAL YOUTH PROJECT

Mr Chairman ar.d members of the Subcommittee, I am delighted tc. have the op-
portunity to appear before you this try-ruing to testify about the Department of
Labor's role in implementing and administering the Job Training Partnership Act.
My name is Frank Slobig and I direct a Washington based but nationally focused
public information and policy/advocacy organization called the Roosevelt Centenni-
al Youth Project Our singular emphasis is on issues and programs related to the
employment, training and education of young people, particularly those who are
economically disadvantaged and educationally at risk

I also serve as the Chairman of the Public Information Thsk Force of the National
Youth Employment Coalition. Althcugh the views I express today are my own, they
have clearly been influenced by close association with more than 30 other agencies
and organizations who share a common concern for equitable and effective service
to young people Finally, I would like to share with you my insights from yet a third
perspective, namely as one who speht 10 years from 1971-1981 in the Employment
and Training Administration, as a public servant under four different administra-
tions, three of them Republican

I subscribe to most of the points that were mode by the previous witnesses but
would like to underscore and emphasize a few of them. First, leadership. There is no
question that the opportunity exists now and, in fact, the system is hungry for the
return to a balanced, more substantive, pro-active role for the Department of Labor.
After too long a peiod of virtual abdication of leadership from the federal level,
Secretary Brock, his Assistant Secretary, and the senior policy staff of the Depart-
ment have begun and must continue to reassure the principal actors in the employ-
ment and training system that they are genuinely interested in the agency and com-
mitted to its legal mandate to serve the Amei.can worker and those in particular
who continue to be locked out of the economic recovery.

One segment of the American workforce that deserves particular attention, but
has been increasingly ignored and even mistreated in recent years, despite the fact
that it is a segment critical to the mission of the Employment and Training Admin-
istration, is the staff of ETA itself, many of whom have spent the best years of their
working lives striving to make a valuable contribution to the organization. Most are
professional public servants capable of working effectively under either a Democrat
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or Republican administration. They have seen political appointees come and go and
the best of them have been fortunate enough to work with appointed administrators
of vision and purpose who understood that any legacy of lasting value would be left
in the responsible hands of career bureaucrats to continue.

They have survived the swinging pendulum of changing policy emphases. But
rarely until recent years did they doubt that their Insights and skills were needed
and wanted. They have watched the systematic dismantling of an organization they
spent a career building. They have survived at least three major reorganizations
and reductions-in-force and a series of other official and unofficial mini-reorganiza-
tions Practically everyone has been subjected to two or three random reassign-
ments and may have been in five different jobs in the last four years, often in one
where they had no previous experience. Cynicism and low morale became almost all
pervasive in the Patrick Henry Building. The pall seems to have lifted somewhat
since the arrival of Secretary Brock. But once confirmed, Assistant Secretary Se-
merad should make a consi ;tent and persistent effort to reassure the remnant that
their insights and skills are needed and wanted. If ETA as an organization is to be
revived, the Department's leaders must take time to reach out beyond the executive
staff and demonstrate an openness and receptivity to the good ideas and consider-
able energy that exist below the top level.

The leadership that the system seeks needs to become evident in pet"- clarifica-
tion, needs assessment of what the States and Service Delivery Areas say is want-
ing, and a we7.1 designed technical assistance and training strategy to address those
needs. All of these activities to the maximum extent feasible ought to include the
substantive involvement, and redirection as necessary, of ETA staff resources at the
national and regional levels, working with the public interest groups and other ap-
propriate outside agents

The second major area I would like to dwell on is the need for a more coordinated
human resource development policy. Those of us who have testified today have
argued and probably will continue to disagree to some extent on the appropriate
target of limiteo public resources. How well targeted our programs are or should be,
and whose needs are paramount for which systems are questions that can generate
seemingly endless discussion. Regardless of our biases, we all oan agree that there
is, for example, no national youth policy, or scant evidence of any state or local
youth policies. All of us have had the experience of convening a meeting at which
people from the same locale deeply interested in a particular topic or area of social
concer i and perhaps working for years in aceiressing such problems have met one
another for the first time.

Since JTPA's passage we have heard a great deal about public/private partner-
ships. The employment and training system has made notable progress in involving
a segment of the private sector. The system has put a premium on moving people as
quickly and inexpensively as possible into private sector employment and toward a
greater degree of independence. In short, the objective has been self sufficiency. In
our society, however, meat of the barriers to achieving that self seffic:oncy are inter-
related, and attacking one successfully will only partially alleviate others. One cor-
ollary of that conclusion is that we need to emphasize far more than we have
public/public partnerships. This is an area where committed, visible, and sustained
leadership at the federal level along with the encouragement of and support to state
and local counterparts can enhance the human resource development system. Inter-
agency coordination is not easy and effective agreements can take time to develop.
But in aa era when budgets drive policy and deficits constrain our ability to serve
large numbers, every avenue of public coordination should be explored. Examples do
exist at the state and local levels and those should be given national visibility, en-
dorsed by policy makers, and held up as replicable by others.

Finally, I would like to share a few thoughts about equity of service. The strong
orientation toward the private sector driven by the placement standard has for
some of us resulted in a disturbing tilting of the system away from meeting the
human resource needs of many who could benefit greatly from its services but who
aren't capable of meeting the relatively high screening standards used to determine
who is or isn't an appropriate candidate for training. We have all heard the argu-
ments about limit- resources, legal constraints, performance standards and em-
ployer requirements. What we hear less about is the extent of need, the profound
work and education deficits, what the Department of Labor's own research tells us
about the most effective use of public dollars and whether there is any concern at
all that our investment should be made in others among the 95% or more eligible
for JTPA services who aren't receiving them. For example, we know that early
work experience is an important determinant of future employment. Official Bureau
of Labor Statistics data tell us that there are presently more than 1.3 million 16-24
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year olds, counted as officially unemployed, who have never had any previous work
experience We also know that having a high school diploma is increasingly more
important in our credential conscious society. Yet the Current Population Survey
tells us that nearly 5 million 16-24 year olds are out of school and have not yet
received a high school diploma.

Ten organizations, seven of whom have been represented by witnesses here today,
concluded last Spring that lack of basic skills and lack of jobs were the two most
significant problems that affect young people's employability. They recommended
accordingly that basic skills remediation should be a fundamental component of any
employability development activity, including the Summer Youth Employment Pro-
gram. Such a recommendation has obvious implications regarding leadership, guid-
ance, resource allocation, interagency coordination, model development, sequencing
of services and year round programming. It is on issues such as this that we urge
this Sub-committee to hold the Department of Labor accountable. A major commit-
ment by the Labor Department now to begin to change the nature of the summer
program and to link it in a more integrated fashion with year round basic educa-
tional services, both within and outside the school system would be a clear sign that
a new day may, in fact, be dawning in the Frances Perkins Building.

The Secretary of Labor should publicly and emphatically acknowledge that the
attainment of basic educational competencies is a sine qua non in our society and a
legitimate, critically necessary and rewardable accomplishment that the employ-
ment and training system should be striving to achieve. The Secretary should be
encouraged to link up with his cabinet level counterparts and the private sector to
harness the resources to attack this basic problem. The goal would be to put in
place community learning centers all across the country in existing job training cen-
ters, in schools, in public housing projects in social service agencies, in churches, in
Boys and Girls Clubs, in Y's, in neighborhood organizations, in juvenile facilitift, in
shopping centers, in military installations, in industries and businessesanywhere
people congregate who could benefit from basic remediation. Some of this already
exists but not in the coordinated or comprehensive fashion needed to seriously ad-
dress the pro )1em.

The fine tuning of the JTPA that has been recommended is important. But a
vision, direction, and pragmatic long term commitment to addressing the basic skills
deficit is critically needed. The absence of such a broad, far reaching agenda will
surely result in continued inequities, further distortions in the opportunity steuc-
ture in our society, and deeper divisions between those served and those left behind.

Mr. HAYES. As you heard the bells, we do have to go, and take
care of the little matter of a vote. We have benefited by your testi-
mony, and undoubtedly we will want to have some questions an-
swered by you in writing which will be submitted to you, and we
hope you will respond.

I just wanted, Mr. Kolberg, to make one statement in comment
and reference to your testimony. You mentioned the 68 percent re-
placement rates in title II-A participants and the prospect of doing
even better.

This is an area of deep concern to this committee. While we rec-
ognize that the system is performance driven, we are concerned
that local elected officials and PIC members not lose sight on the
goals of JTPA, which is to provide employment and training serv-
ices for the disadvantaged and become concerned only with achiev-
ing the higher placement rates. I just want to make that comment
so you can keep that in mind. This is one of the objectives of this
committee. I want to thank each of you for having been before us,
and you may rest assured that your testimony will be of value to
this committee.

Thank you very much. This concludes the hearing of the subcom-
mittee.

[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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THE NAVAJO NATION,
October 24, 1.98.5

Hon MATTHEW G MARTINEZ,
Chairman, House Committee on Education and Labor, Subcommittee on Employmeit

Opportunities, Washington. IX'
Attention Genevieve Galbrath

DEAR CHAIRMAN MARTINEZ Please find enclosed the original and one copy of the
Navajo Tribe's testimony on Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)

We request that this testimony be made part of the record of the October 10, 1985

hearing
Please do not hesitate to contact me at 775-0:39:3 if there are any questions. Thank

you for your time and assistance
Sincerely,

Enclosures

ERIC D EBERHARD,
Deputy Director,

Navajo Nation Washington Office

TESTIMONY OF THE NAVAJO NATION

Mr Chairman, the Navajo Nation is pleased to have the opportunity to provide
comment on the implementation of Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) The
Navajo Division of Lab 'r administers JTPA programs and provides services to Nav-
ajos residing in the States of Arizona and New Mexico The Navajo Nation receives
these JTPA funds Title IV, Title II-B, and Title II-A (refer to attachment)

Since 1983, the Navajo Tribe has worked with both the federal and state govern-
ments to effectively implement JPTA to address the severe employment and job
training needs of its people This mission has been most difficult given the lack of
an established private sector base on Indian Reservations Most notably, the JTPA
performance requirement on client placement into unsubsidized jobs poses a major
problem in the implementation of JTPA on the Navajo Reservation where there is
367- unemployment. Our experience re-states the necessity of the recognition of the
following factors which complicate the implementation of JTPA

Lack of private sector base, government employs 72% of those working;
High percentage of youth (50% of population is under age 18);

Severely depressed economy with 36% unemployment;
Low per capita income (2,414) inclusive of welfare and wage work (1980

census)
The Navajo unemployment (36%) problem is largely unaddressed by JTPA due to

its lack of emphasis on the long-term unemployed. These individuals have limited
work experience, are unskilled, and do not readily qualify for assistance under the
JTPA guidelines. The Navajo Division of Labor expresses these additional concerns
related to implementation:

(1) State Title II A g. int awards are usually delayed until 3-4 months into the
program year. The states' final appropriations and contracting processes for imple-
mentation do not coincide with congressionally authorized operational dates. This
difference in time table hinders the timely implementation of state programs. The
States mint be required to get resources to Service Delivery Areas and subgrantees
within a given time period.

(2) The Performance Standards under Title IV imposed by the U S DOL National
Special Program Office and State Service Delivery Areas are inconsistent with Title
II State grants. DOL should use only one system applicable to all Indian Grantees at
both the federal and state levels. DOL must properly consult with the Indian Grant-
ees on standards adopted. Often these standards are designed so that grantees are
judged on their performance against their plans instead of their performance
against issued performance standards Additionally, DOL should be consistent at
both levels with respect to how it applies the law. Indian grantees should not be
penalize° for failure to meet their standards without first being rendered technical
assistance for at least one year.

13) A special set-aside should be provided for technical assistance to Indian grant-
ees at both the federal and state levels This set-aside should include funds that
reward grartees who exceed their standards The Navajo Nation opposes recommen-
dation that proposes Indian carryover money be used or that money be withheld
from Indian grantees' allocations at the federal and state levels for use as a "reward
pot" for Indian or non-Indian grantees

(4) The JTPA statute requires DOL to consult with Indian tribes and Indian orga-
nizations on a range of policy issues including regulations and performance stand-
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ards This needs to be put i Ito practice more We strongly recommend that DOL
promote an "open process" selecting Native American representatives to assure
fairness

(5) Title II A administrative costs limitation of 15% is very restrictive, and if pos-
sible should be waived Title .I A must have greater flexibility, as with Title IV A,
to address conditions under w uch tribally operated programs must do business. Ad-
ditionally, Title II A allocations must be based upon preseni employment conditions,
not on dated population count, if the magnitude of the unemployment problem on
Indian reservations is to be effectively addressed.

(6) Expedite designation of tie Navajo Nation, which lies in a tri-state region, as a
single "Service Delivery Area (SDA)." Tribes with significant land base and popula-
tion should be recognized as a 'sovereign entity" in order to be eligible fordena-
tion as a separate SDA. Tribes are currently considered as a "community -based

and are included the definition of a "Unit of general local govern-
ment."

(7) The Navajo Nation must receive services available under the State JTPA Title
V If not, the Native American ;rantees must be allocated Title V funds to operate
much needed Job Service progra -ns on Indian Reservations

With these possible modificatims in JTPA, it will become more reasonable to ef-
fectively implement this law to ddress the overwhelming employment needs of the
Navajo People

Mr. Chairman, we thank you wain for this opportunity to present our views on
the JTPA program

THE NAVAJO NATION, NAVAJO DIVISION OF LABOk, JTPA ALLOCATIONS

Title
Fiscal year

1984

Fiscal year
1595 Paxton

National title IV-A $7,513,498 $7,229,094 July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986
National title II-B SYETP 2,494,377 2,494,377 October 1, 1984 to September 30, 1985
Arizona ACP 191,848 151,038 January 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986
Aram title II-A 1,184,338 863,8E5 July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986
Arizona title II-B 410,177 429,434 January 1, 1953 to December 31, 1985
New Mexico title II-A 429,254 358,106 July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986

Total 12,223,432 11,525,934

PY-1986 Co, gress still ha., no: released 'he approonations of this dale

NATIONAL EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION,
Granada Hills, CA, October 1, 1.985.

Hon MATTHEW MARTINEZ,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, Washington, DC.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MARTINEZ, I am writing this letter in support of the proposed
legislation covering a national service program (H.R. 888, H.R. 1326, and S. 536). I
believe it is most important for our nation to establish a national service so that
young people can contribute to the improvement of their communities.

I have been involved in developing educational programs that use the community
as a classroom for thee last ten (10) years I have also studied many issues related to
experiential learning, school to work transition programs for youth, and even the
prospects for a national service in a local community (I am cm rently enrolled in the
doctoral program in Education and Work at UCLA). My current studies and the
many experiences I've had leads me to believe that we must move to provide young
people with meaningful opportunities to learn about responsibility, the world of
work, and personal commitment to involvement in community improvement. A na-
tional public service would serve the needs of all youth who desparately want a
charce to prove themselves to the adult worldto show that they are not just part
of the "me' generation.

My reasons for this belief are contained in the enclosed pal er written for a gradu-
ate course In this paper is the description of a survey of students and business
people. The survey revealed that one community was strongly behind the concept of
a voluntary public service program I believe these feelings are shared across the
country

Our economy will never be able to absorb the number of young people who want
to learn about the world of work By providing a national service program you will
help many youth to gain experiences they would be unable to have You will be able
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to allow young people to get a "taste" of work before they ever enter the labor
market. Such experiences are necessary for youth to become productive members of
our workforce.

Good luck on your efforts to explore the concerts and programs of service learn-
ing and national service Hopefully you will conclude that it is one of the best ways
to help youth to help themselves and their communities.

Sincerely,
ROBERT SHUMER, President.

A POLICY PROPOSAL FOR A NATIONAL PUBLIC YOUTH SERVICE

(By Robert Shumer)

"National Service as a concept embraces the belief that an opportunity should be
given every young person to serve his country in a manner consistent with the
needs of the nationrecognizing national defense as the first pricrityand consist-
ent with the education and interests of those participating, without infringing on
the personal or economic welfare of others but contributing to the liberty and well
being of all." (Eberly, 1966)

This definition of national service, developed from tne National Service Confer-
ence in May, 1966, offers young people a chance to both contribute to their country
and also derive educational benefits from their efforts. It offers them a chance to
help improve their world and grow as peopleto feel needed by society and to give
for their future. Such service provides a viable alternative that contains many ad-
vantages not found singularly in any program operating presently.

Many programs exist to transition youth from school to the workplace, giving
them work experience and providing them with job skills. Most of these programs
offer mundane jobs to youth and expect that they will gain valuable knowledge of
the world of work. School systems collaborate with employers to offer related in-
structionyet somehow the hard-to-employ remain as such and youth unemploy-
ment remains significantly high. (O'Shea, 1979)

What are the shortcomings of these programs and wqy can a national youth serv-
ice provide a meaningful alternative to these programs? Such is the focus of this
paperto recommend a policy of youth public service that will del with the defects
of existing programs and provide a model to be tested for potential effectiveness as a
vehicle for transitioning youtig from school to the workplace.

Many programs exist in high schools to seal with the transition problem. The
most popular General, Vocational, and community settings. Credits are issued for
broad areas, titled simply Work Experience, because of the non-specificity of the ac-
tivities completed in the workplace. Students may gain good learning experiences,
others may notthere is no way of knowing the real hature of the learning that
takes place.

Most of these programs are limited because of their paid requirement component.
Students can't enter without already having a job. This tends to do two tnings: ex-
clude those who are hard to employ (poor, handicapped, disadvantaged) and place
most youth in jobs suited to their station in lifeunskilled! Thus most youth are
limited to low level jobs with dead end experiences (Silberman, 1979).

Most youth don't seem to care too much because they enter the labor market pri-
marily because of their interest in money, not education. In fact, many youth are
employed, up to 90% have jobs before leaving high school, and of those, the majority
do not participate in any educational program like Work Experience (Datta and Rep
dere, 1979). Thus youth experience their first venture into the workplace while in
high school, and for the most part, it is not a very educational experience.

Because of the exclusion of the hard to employ, special programs were initiated to
help them enter the transition process. CE TA, YEDPA, Youth Conservation Corps,
and others all provide poor, handicapped, and disadvantaged with paid work experi-
ence. In most cases the experiences are gained in the public sector (schools, hospi-
tals, and government agencies) and are limited to low level positions like clerks,
janitors, and gardeners. While well intentioned, many of these p provide
limited role models for youth since their peers are other hard to employ youth and
their adult models are public employees. Also, the related instruction requirements
of these programs look good on the books, but are seldom effectively implemented
(personal observations). Thus providing pay to poor youth is the overriding concern
of these programs; not educational or personal growth characteristics.

Evaluation of some of these programs indicated that they didn't do much to in-
crease self concept or employability skills over their non-deprived peers operating in
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the private sector (Elliott and Know le, 1979). This might suggest that government
paid jobs in the public sector, with little supervision and little education.: feedback,
don't have much impact on the problems of employability and transition to the
workplace for hard to employ youth.

Given these limited successes, exemplary programs have been developed to pro-
vide more suitable experiences for youth to prepare them for employment and the
transition process. Expenence Based Career Education, Executive Intern Programs,
and the like combine the experiences of CZFA and Work Experience in rather
structured settings, where students, community resources, schools, and parents are
more directly aware of educational goals for the work experiences Emphasis of
these programs is on personal development, career education, and basic skill growth
rather than skill acquistion or job knowledge. Student placement is not limited to
low level job:, and the reasons for placement are more directed towards student's
interests and goals, and the involvement more centered on the nature of the experi-
ence rather than pay. In fact, students do not receive pay for their community expe-
riences.

Even though these programs seem to capture the best elements of career/work
programs, they are noticeably limited in their service to hard to employ youth. The
models have been implemented primarily h.: average to above average students and
are used sparingly for handicapped, disadvantaged, and poor teenagers. In fact, they
serve a very small portion of youth in the country.

Two reasons seem to account for the slow growth of these model programs little
substantive research on their effectiveness and their potential competitiveness with
other vocational and career education programs. Both reasons give little hope for
broad expansion in the near future.

While all of the previously describe.; programs deal with employment and transi-
tion issues, ncne of them focus on the idealism of young people to contribute to the
betterrent of their world, improving living conditions for those who are in need.
Many young people criticize established practices and goals of adults in improving
the conditions of life for all Amer Vans, yet few have avenues through which they
can direct their concern into action. Programs like Red Ross Youth, Girls Scouts,
etc., allow for limited service, but certainly not enough to serve the needs of the
young adults in the U.S.

This discussion suggests that there are several major problems that exist with
current transition to work programs. They are. 1) serve isolated populations, i.e
hard to employ or middle class; none integrated 2) lack of emphasis on personal de-
velopment, 3) general exposure to low level jobs, 4) failure to create jobs, except of
hard to employ 5) failure to include sufficient private sector placements for low
income participant, and 6) lack of emphasis on community service for youth.

Programs exist for older youth and adults that address these issues. The effective
ness of VISTA and Peace Corns has been documented as both service and education-
al programs (Cullinan, 1969). Most VISTA workers found their services more educa-
tional in nature than anything elseand found that subsequent schooling was made
more meaningful because of their volunteer work. Volunteer programs are recom-
mended as programs not to primarily serve the disadvantaged, but as personal de-
velopment, educational systems (Cul linen, 1969).

Results of a pilot program in public service (Program of Local Service) indicate
that such a program can deal with the transition problems of youth. The Washir.g-
ton state program funded from Action in 1973 indicated that after a service pro-
gram, older youth (18-25) were able to enjoy a reduction in unemployment (70%-
ii3%), and increased awareness of the needs of the poor. Many of the participants
wtre the hard to employ, even though the program was not targeted toward any
particular population. Youth came into the program voluntarily and those that did
not do well were counseled. Some youth (12%) and sponsors (1%) were dropped for
not fulfilling their responsibilities.

Placements for youth in the program were split between public and private, not
profit agencies. Such placements fell into varied categories, with 25% in education,
and 10% in each of health, crime protection, and recreation services. Thirty five
percent (35%) went to other social services (Eberly, 1979).

Donald Fberly, who helped develop the program, suggests that public service pro-
grams be piloted that modify the PLS experience. Specifically, he suggests that pro-
grams be directed toward youth under 18 (since no such programs exist currently)
a critical period for youth, especially in developing anti-social behavior. Also, such
programs should offer more diverse activities than were available through PLS,
areas like cultural and conservation. Finally, a program that providers holistic per-
spective is neededone that deals with public service, work experience, education,
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and personal development. Such focus would help public service to satisfy most of
its supporters and critics.

Based upon Eberly's recommendations and the results of interlude experiences of
VISTA participants, a national public service program should be proposed that in-
cludes some very specific requirements. Necessary elements include: 1) a single (or
unified) agency to help youth gain meaningful access to the world of work, 2) par-
ticipar to that include all youth, not targeted populations, 3) program activities that
combine knowledge of the workplace with esteem building experiences, 4) placement
in both the public and private sectors, 5) goals that emphasize personal development
and life skills. Such recommend.tions can be accomplished through a program that
combines an organizational structure similar to VISTA or PLS with a community
based educational program like Experience Based Career Education (Far West
Model). Participants would have ample opportunity for service combined with struc-
tured educational experiences and feedback mechanisms that would assure personal
development and increased life mills.

Would a oublic service program receive approval from youth and adult popula-
tions? A survey conducted in Canyon County, California of high school aged stu-
dents (14-19) and members of the business community showed over 80% supported a
voluntary public service program, beginning at age 16. Most members of the busi-
ness community supported the idea of placement in the public and private sectors,
agreeing to accept students if such a program were initiated. Most respondanta to
the survey also showed their displeasure with a mandatory public service program!

The survey indicated public attitude toward the goals of such a program. Over a
90% of those responding mentioned career information, education, and job training
as the top three purposes for the program. This finding supports the Lvidence found
in other service programs--that educational benefits to the participants outweigh
the service provided to the community. (For a more detailed discussion of the
survey, see Appendix I).

Given the public support and potential goal recommendations, what specific policy
proposals can be made to define the scope and nature of the program? The following
outline will detail the specific components of the proposed national youth service
program, describing the rationale for impoi tent considerations.

I. PREPLANNING

(A) Pilot programs be started in eight cities, two from each geographical region
kNorth, East, South, West).

(B) Programs would be administered by a single agency, Public Youth Service Ad-
ministration (PYSA), and that agency would be funded from a consolidation of
sources: CETA, State Departments or Education, Department of Labor, State Youth
Authorities, Employment Service, State Work Experience, Federal Career and Voca-
tional Education, and private donations from citizens and tmsinesses in the local
cities. A formula would be established for each agency contributing funds based pri-
marily on the percentage of youth normally served by them who would be engaged
in the Public Youth Service Program. As an example, if 100 youth normally en-
rolled in CETA programs were to enroll in PYS, and CETA spent $4000.00 per
youth for theii participants, then 99% of those funds normally spent by CETA
would be transferred to PYS to help support the new participant3.

(C) Funding be provided for three (3) years pilot program, with total set at $6500
per participant in year one, $7000 in year two, and $7500 in year three. (Costs for
PLS would be $6300 per person). With an estimated 10,000 participants per year,
this means a total budget of $210,000,000. While this figure might seem high at first,
it must be weighed against anticipated benefitsservice to the poor, reduced youth
unemployment, reduced welfare costs, and reduced crime prevention costs. Analysis
of the Action Program in Seattly (Eberly, 1979) showed that youth contributed serv-
ices to the community valued at $7000 while the actual costs were only $4000 (per
youth). Real costs for youth service programs are almost impossible to calculat,
using conventional accounting framework° (Be.nson, 1968). Actual cash costa are all
that is needed, and that is what is provided!

(D) Preliminary start up times of six months be alloted foi each community to
prepare plans, develop community sponsors, and to coordinate program with exist-
ing cooperative agencies in the communityschool districts, local CBO's, Chambers
of Commerce, etc. Start up goals should include at least 1.5 sponsor sites per antici-
pated youth participant.

(E) An evaluation design be developed that allowed for measurement of the pro-
gram on four grounds:

(1) As a public service program;
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(2) As a work experience program;
(3) As an educational program;
(4) As a personal development program.

II. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

(A) All youth, 16-19, would be eligible to participate m the program for up to ore
(1) year.

(B) Public service would count for up to one-half (Y2) of required national service.
This recommendation is made for political reasons, since much of the objection to
national service in the 1960's was based upon weakening of the military in time of
need (Ruder, 1968). Thus a middle ground of partial credit should be supported by
the broadest base of people and agenci-

(C) Placement would be made in local community sites, except for youth 18-19,
who could he placed in outside communities. Those youth would receive $300 travel
expenses if placed outside their home community.

(D) Supervision of the program would be conducted by staff of local secondary
school iistrict(s), with PYSA providing coordination functions. Youth would be en-
rolled in districts for attendance purposes (unless they had already graduated).

(E) Program format would be similar to Experience Based Career Et. ation (Far
West Model) with projects written to describe tie nature of the learning activities in
the community. Learning coordinators (supervisors of students programs) would
assist in writing learning projects. Such ccordinators would be responsible for super-
vising 30 active participants at any one time.

(F) Placement in the community would be with public, private, and private, not-
for-profit businesses. Private firms would qualify for potential placement if the
scope of their work included support of public objectives, i.e. building lic bridges,
servicing public agencies. Placements would be made based upon student interests,
community needs, and a ritissophy of not upsetting the competitive labor market
that exists in the private sector This recommendation answers potential concerns
from trade unions who might object to such a program that could potentially
"produce a large manpower pool unfairly competing in competitive markets" (Clay-
man, 1968).

(G) Youth would receive a stipend of 60% of the minimum wage effective at the
time of placement, computed on a 35 hour week, 50 week woi k year. This would be
approximately 70% per week, $300 per month, and $3600 per year for 1981-82. The
35 hour week would be divided up into 30 hours of service in the community and a
minimum of 5 hours for feedback, discussion, and related instruction. The'4e activi-
ties could be conducted at a sciiool site or a designated community location.

(H) Youth would be eligible to receive school credit for activities, with sponsoring
school boards setting criteria for credit issuance. It is recommended that EBCE for-
math provide a suitabl., model for documentation of student learning in the commu-
nity, and could be adopted by local boards to create an evaluation process to provide
credits for PYS activities.

(I) Youth would normally perform services for elderly, youth, health agencies,
educational institutions, government facilities, private and private, non-profit agen-
cies.

(J) Enrollment in the program would be voluntary on the part of youth, and
svould he subject to limitations established by funding constraints. Youth would con-
tract for community activities. Failure to complete activities and meet program re-
ouirements would be possible grounds for removal. Recommendations for remcoal
would be made by the supervising learning coordinator. Final removal would be
made by the PYSA staff member in charge of the youth's program.

(K) The program goals for all youth would include several areas of emphasis: serv-
ice to the community, personal development, work experience, and educational de-
velopment. Each youth program would define how the youth would be working
toward these goals. These recommendations are consistent with major studies deal-
ing with the school to work transition issue (Carnegie Commission, 198C, Coleman,
1973, Eberly, 1979).

III. FOLLOW UP

(A) The Fublic Youth Service Administration would be responsible for conducting
a three (3) years follow up study on participants to determine employment history,
schooling status, satisfaction with PYS program, incidence of welfare or unemploy-
ment benefits, and other suitable information necessary to evaluate the overall ef-
fectiveness of the program.
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Thus, the need for a national public youth service program is beyond doubt.
Youth need transition programs that go beyond job skills trainingthey want pro-
grams that provide opportunity for personal growth, sk :l1, development, and in-
creased self esteem. They should be given the opportunity to contribute to society
while they are helping Public service seems to be the best mechanism with which
to deliver all these components.
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APPENDIX I

A survey to determine attitudes toward a public service program was conducted
in the Newhall-Saugus area near Los Angeles, California. The survey web distribut-
ed to students in English and Work Experience 'lasses in a continuation school and
to students in a comprehensive high school in Social Studies classes. It was also dis-
tributed to 25 local business people in the area.

It was felt that the surveys would indicate a moderate interest in public service
(mean equal to 2.75) and that business people would be more strongly in favor. It
was also expected that students and adults would favor such a program for its serv-
ice merits, and oppose it as a mandatory program.

The results of the survey supported the initial beliefs. 80% of those surveyed fa-
vored a public service program, with an overall mean of .16 (S.D. 0.88), indicating
approval -A the concept. There was no difference between the 8U-dent or adult popu-
lationsapproximately 80% in each group favored the program.

As far as the goals of the program were concerned, the original beliefs turned out
to be comi.ietely incorrect. Of the 5 responses possible, service garnered only 2% of
the top two places, while career information, education, and job training gathered
64-65% each. Of the three top goal choices, career information 3ucation, and job
training held percentages of 92, 95, and 92 respectively. Clearly he people sampled
viewed the purposes of the program as something more than serviceit was to be a
program that offered equal amounts of career information, education growth, and
job training.

These results parallel the findings of Cullinan in his study of attitudes of re-
turned VISTA volunteers. 66% of those interviewed found their "educational dimen-
sion substantially in excess of their service rendered". Thus the educational dimen-
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sion of volunteer experiences are considered to be of high importancemore impor-
tant than the actual service itself.

The results of the Saugus survey on mandatory service supported the belief that
people do not want mandatory programs. A mean of 3.90 (SD of 0.91) was recorded,
indicating a definite reaction against such mandatory service. There was no differ-
enc- between youth and adult responses on this issue. Both disapproved of the man-
datory policy

On the issue of placement, most businesses (77) said they would place youth at 1.,
their site under a national youth service program. Most youth, as ex,ected, checked
the not applicable line, indicating that they had no control over placements.

The average age for the survey was 24.8 years, with the youth average lower at
17.2 51 males took the survey, as did 33 females.

The results of the survey, while not intended to be conclusive, indicate a trend 7
toward acceptance of a national youth service program. Further corroboration from
a large, nationwide survey would give a stronger predication of public support an
should be carried out before seriously implementing a national public service pro-
gram.

[Whereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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